MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF AUTOMATED ECL TESTING
SINGLE-CHIP CONTROLLER INCREASES MICROPROCESSOR THROUGHPUT
OPTIMIZING MINICOMPUTER POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN
Imagine...

...the dynamics of vector graphics now in full raster color.

Introducing the Whizzard 7200 family of serial and parallel interactive graphics systems.

Included are two new high-performance color raster Whizzards so fast they can modify complex engineering displays at a remarkably high frame rate—speed that rivals the powerful refresh vector output Megatek is known for.

Choose from over 4,000 colors; 16 can be displayed at any given time.

We've doubled the size of our graphics microcode. New segment header formats. New command structures. New smart interrupts.


Teamed with RS-232C serial interfaces, Whizzard graphics power now moves squarely into the world of time-sharing and distributed processing.

You can configure the Whizzard 7200 family to fit virtually any application simply by changing output circuits. Serial or parallel vector calligraphic. Serial or parallel raster. Or both simultaneously from one electronic chassis! All are driven by one common graphics software package—Megatek's new WAND 7200.

You can add many "intelligent" microprocessor-controlled peripheral devices to boost system capability.

All work independently to free both the host computer and graphic processor for jobs they do best.

It's like taking distributed processing one more step.

Continuous real-time pan, zoom, 3-D hardware transformations, and other display capabilities are done in the terminal, not in the computer.

No wonder Megatek is fast becoming the technological leader in high-quality, high-performance refresh graphic systems.

For details, call or write Megatek Corporation, 3931 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121. (714) 455-5590.

MEGATEK/WHIZZARD
COMPUTER GRAPHICS SYSTEMS

Data supplied by Control Data Corp.
New From Kennedy

Model 6450
High Density Cartridge Tape System

Low cost, flexible and reliable backup—that's Kennedy's Model 640 Cartridge Tape Drive and Model 650 Embedded Formatter—combined in one compact package—Model 6450. Model 6450 is loaded with features, such as:

- Low power consumption—the system requires only +5 and +24 volts for a total consumption of under 40 watts.
- Serpentine recording head—eliminates time consuming rewinds between tracks during backup process.
- 6400 BPI recording density—yields up to 17 Mbytes of unformatted data capacity on a 450 ft. cartridge.
- Infrared tape position detection—virtually impervious to ambient light, a major factor in tape position sensing errors.
- Online self test—The 6450 system performs online self test before your backup operation begins.

These are only a fraction of the features that make Model 6450 the most advanced ¼" tape cartridge available. All these features, combined with Kennedy experience and reliability guarantee it.

KENNEDY
Subsidiary, Magnetics & Electronics Inc.
1600 Shamrock Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
(213) 357-8831  TWX 910-585-3249

KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL
Koningin Elisabethplein, 8
B-2700 Sint-Niklaas
Belgium
Tel: (031) 771962
Telex: 71870 Ken Co
It Pays To Have
The New Mannesmann Tally T-3000.

New features from
the leader in
matrix line printers.

New capabilities. Expanded versatility. The Tally 300 line per minute printer takes advantage of the inherent flexibility of matrix line printing to give you more value. Now you can beat the band with host defined downstream font selection and change character styles midstream. No lost time, downtime, or messing around to change fonts. Plus, you can now print double high characters for highlighting text. Or, for those occasions when extra special print quality is called for, a new multi-pass model makes a double pass to enhance character appearance.

And now you can move the printer from the computer room and locate it where the information is used. A new Asynchronous Communications Adapter gives you 300 line per minute on-line remote printing. Plus, look at the standard features of every T-3000. Quiet operation. Easy, front access, straight path paper loading. A reel to reel, prethreaded ribbon system for quick and clean ribbon changing. A time saving diagnostic status display that reduces service calls. It tells if a fault condition is operator correctable. If a service call is needed, it tells the service man what's wrong.


There's more to tell so contact your nearest Mannesmann Tally Sales outlet. Mannesmann Tally, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent, WA 98031. Phone (206) 251-5524.

Printers for the long run.

MANNESMANN TALLY
First of a 4-part series presents an overview of a task-oriented military distributed processing system connected on a high speed serial bus. Subsequent issues will carry detailed discussions of data bus, system computers, and software design.

Multiple instruction, multiple data stream architecture of 64-bit digital computer achieves effective processing speeds ranging from 10M to 160M instructions/s.

Development time and the expense inherent in manual design of printed circuit boards are reduced by an automated system.

Using software driven approach, universal microprocessor development system provides real-time emulation of any 4- to 32-bit microprocessor at up to 30 MHz.

Design of a 32-bit floating point multiplication system involves separation of exponent from mantissa and multiplication of mantissa through summing partial products.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF AUTOMATED ECL TESTING
by Robert L. Hopkins
ECL components offering state of the art switching speed tend to be used close to their performance limits, making it vital to determine those limits and to assure that devices used in production meet them.

SINGLE-CHIP CONTROLLER INCREASES MICROPROCESSOR THROUGHPUT
by Alan W. Bentley
Through use of programmed array logic, the design for a DMA controller achieves a fast, flexible data transfer capability that is custom tailored to the application environment and yet easy to modify or adapt with little or no hardware reconfiguration.

OPTIMIZING MINICOMPUTER POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN
by Ermand B. Centofanti, Allen B. Hansel, Philip N. Lioio, and Thiagarajan Natarajan
Minicomputer power supply implements a modular design approach to satisfy performance, reliability, safety, and field support requirements. Controller and front end modules attach to nearly identical converter modules in the basic subsystem—installed in each cabinet—with a master subsystem controlling multiple slaves.

MIXED FORMAT OPERATION ENABLES ECONOMICAL OUTPUT FROM THERMAL PRINTER/PLOTTER
by Harold D. Schofield
Thermal printer design accepts mixed plot and character data input to achieve economical hardcopy output in microprocessor based systems.

Number of copies printed this issue—88,120.
The shopper's answer for DEC LSI compatible I/O cards.

When it comes to I/O functional cards for DEC LSI-11 microcomputers, ADAC has the biggest selection available.

ANALOG I/O
1012 16 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit
1012EX 32-64 channel high level inputs, mux expander
1014 16 channels, high level inputs, 14 bit
1023 16 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1023EX 32-64 channel high level inputs, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1030 16-64 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit, 2 DACs
1112RL 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, 12 bit
1112RX 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, mux expander
1113 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, 12 bit, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1113EX 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, mux expander, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1412DA 1-4 D/A channels, voltage or current loop outputs

CLOCK CARDS
16016PT Programmable crystal clock/timer

SERIAL I/O CARDS
1756 Asynchronous line interface with two I/O ports

DIGITAL I/O
1004/OPI 2-4 optically coupled pulse-input channels
1004/PUC 2-4 pulse output channels
1616CCI 16 discrete inputs, contact closure detect
1616/MIC 16 discrete inputs with priority encoder
1616/DIO 16 parallel outputs, optically isolated
1616/OII 16 parallel outputs, optically isolated, can cause interrupt
1620TL 16 latched inputs and outputs for DMA operation
1616HCD 16 discrete outputs, high current drive
1632HCD 32 discrete outputs, high current drive
1632TTL 32 TTL I/O lines
1664TTL 64 TTL I/O lines

BUS INTERFACE
1620DMA Direct memory access controller
1900 Unibus to LSI-II translator
1950 Bus repeater
1900CT Cable terminator card

Whatever your DEC system — Unibus, Qbus or Omnibus, write or call for full details on the industry's widest line of compatible cards and complete system enclosures.

70 Tower Office Park • Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-6688
The choice of hundreds of minicomputer users

Give your minicomputer the added benefit and flexibility of economical, high-capacity storage with BULK MEMORY from Dataram.

The only company to offer both core and semiconductor BULK MEMORY systems for minicomputer users, Dataram today has hundreds of BULK CORE and BULK SEMI users throughout the world, in use in applications that range from process control and data acquisition to disk swapping and main memory expansion. Utilizing capacities from 256KB to 16 MB, and featuring —

* Controllers for DEC, Data General, Perkin-Elmer, and ROLM minis
* Core or semiconductor technology

BULK MEMORY from the leader. Capability you can use. And only from Dataram. Now.

Find out today how BULK CORE and BULK SEMI can help you get more out of your minicomputer. Contact Dataram at 609-799-0071.
Logic designers have made Gould's powerful Biomation K100-D our fastest selling logic analyzer mode to catch glitches as narrow as 4 ns. It gives you the most precise logic analysis for today's high speed minicomputer, mainframe and microprocessor systems. Best of all, you're already prepared for faster designs as they arrive.

**Compare capacity.**
The K100-D's 1024 word memory is four times as deep as the 1615A's. This dramatically extends the length of data you can trap from your system at any one time. And that means faster, more accurate debugging. In addition, the K100-D's standard 16 channel format can be expanded to 32 channels for work on the new generation of 16-bit microprocessors.

**Compare your productivity.**
Finally, the K100-D makes designers more productive with convenience features superior to those of the 1615A. The K100-D has a larger keyboard, plus an interactive video display. Comprehensive status menu. Data domain readout in hexadecimal, octal, binary or ASCII. And the list goes on and on.

**The final analysis.**
To help you evaluate these two fine instruments before you buy, we've prepared a point-by-point competitive comparison of the two. If you're designing and debugging high-performance digital systems, you'll want to read this document carefully. To get your free copy, just use the reader service number or write Gould Inc., Biomation Division, 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. For faster response, call 408-988-6800.

---

**Hewlett-Packard 1615A**
A very good logic analyzer

- Speed: to 20 MHz
- Resolution: 50 ns
- Memory: 256 words
- Channels: 8 timing, 16 data, or 24 data

**Biomation K100-D**
The industry's finest logic analyzer

- Speed: to 100 MHz
- Resolution: 10 ns
- Memory: 1024 words
- Channels: 16 timing, 16 data, or 32 data

---
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CalComp Can Show You

New from CalComp... Graphic 7 Display System and Talos Digitizers.

With the broadest product line in the industry, CalComp represents a single source for almost every type of computer graphics device available. That means we have all the alternatives from which to choose.

Now CalComp brings you two more alternatives to help you meet your operational needs: The Graphic 7 stroke-refresh display system and Talos digitizers.

The Graphic 7 combines the latest technological features, including dual microprocessors, complete graphics support software and stroke-writing capabilities to give you all the benefits of interactivity, high quality image and operational ease.

Talos highlights its long line of fine digitizing devices with two new products, the Wedge and the 800 Series, each with advanced electromagnetic technology. The Wedge, with a five-degree sloped surface gives you greater operating ease. And the 800 Series, available in a variety of tablet sizes, allows for dual tablets, cursors and multiple interfaces for your varied applications.

Everything you need for most applications.

Whether for engineering, scientific, or business applications, you can be sure there's a CalComp product for you. Our family line of drum plotters includes a full range of sizes from desk tops, to our biggest drum plotter yet, the Model 1065 with an impressively large 72" drum.

For cut sheet applications, CalComp's full line of belthed plotters delivers quality resolution and high throughput. Like our Model 970, the newest and biggest in our belthed series, which gives you large 52" x 80" size plots usually associated with flatbed plotters.

Flatbed plotters still play an important role in dozens of applications. The CalComp Model 7000 high performance drafting system features our programmable controller for added flexibility.

If your operation handles large volumes of work, and you find more and more valuable time is spent performing job management functions rather than creative tasks, you may want to consider CalComp COM units. COM gives you all the advantages of organizing, compacting and storing reams of output on readily accessible microfiche, 35mm aperture cards, or 35mm and 16mm film.

CalComp 11" and 22" electrostatic plotter/printers offer an affordable solution to many applications requiring high speed production, and can also function as a high-speed line printer, while clear mylar media furnishes finished drawing quality.

What's more, our extensive library of application software packages and CalComp supplies (we can provide all types of drawing media and pens), make us your true source for everything you'll need in computer graphics.
All the Alternatives.

CalComp support at any point.

The all-professional, factory-direct, CalComp team, starting with your CalComp sales representative, is there to give you all the help you may need at any point in your computer graphics operation.

From the beginning, your CalComp sales representative can analyze your operations and offer consultation and in-depth product information to help find the best alternatives for your immediate and long-range needs. CalComp field systems analysts—the largest such group in the industry—can help put your system into operation and show you how it can significantly increase productivity to give you a fast return on investment.

Plus, CalComp offers the largest network of field service engineers in the industry to handle installations and to provide quality maintenance and repair service. With our unique one year warranty on parts and labor—that covers all CalComp products—you know you’re getting the most complete service and support network there is. And because CalComp has sales and service offices throughout the world, we can give you the assistance you need—fast.

Choose the best of all alternatives: CalComp

You’re getting the best of all alternatives with CalComp. The broadest product line, the broadest range of experience, and the broadest network of sales and service professionals in the industry. And that adds up to the broadest scope of possible solutions to your computer graphics needs.

We’d like to show you how any of the CalComp alternatives can help improve your operations. For a full line brochure highlighting the features and benefits of CalComp products, contact your nearest sales office. Or write:

California Computer Products, Inc.
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92801

Graphics Sales Offices:
Tempe, AZ: (602) 894-9468;
Orange, CA: (714) 978-7111;
Santa Clara, CA: (408) 727-6936;
Englewood, CO: (303) 770-1950;
Norcross, GA: (404) 448-4522;
Schaumberg, IL: (312) 884-0300;
Shawnee Mission, KS: (913) 362-0707;
Metairie, LA: (504) 833-5155;
Waltham, MA: (617) 890-0834;
Southfield, MI: (313) 569-3123;
Bloomington, MN: (612) 854-3448;
St. Louis, MO: (314) 863-2711;
Woodbridge, NJ: (201) 636-6500;
Fairport, NY: (716) 223-3820;
Cleveland, OH: (216) 362-7280;
Dayton, OH: (513) 276-5247;
Tulsa, OK: (918) 663-7392;
Portland, OR: (503) 241-4974;
Pittsburgh, PA: (412) 922-3430;
Wayne, PA: (215) 668-3405;
Dallas, TX: (214) 661-2326;
Houston, TX: (713) 776-3276;
McLean, VA: (703) 442-8404;
Bellevue, WA: (206) 641-1925

California Computer Products, Inc.
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Telephone (714) 821-2011
TWX 910-391-1154
CONFERENCES

OCT 1-3—Internat'l Conf on Circuits and Computers for Large Scale Systems, The Rye Town Hilton Inn, Port Chester, NY. INFORMATION: Dr NB Guy Rabbat, 32 Tor Rd, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590. Tel: 914/897-8126

OCT 6-9 AND OCT 14-17—8th World Computer Congress, Tokyo, Japan, and Melbourne, Australia. INFORMATION: AFIPS, 1815 N Lynn St, Suite 800, Arlington, VA 22209. Tel: 703/243-4100

OCT 8-9—Connector Symposium, Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. INFORMATION: Jim Fletcher, Electronic Connector Study Group, Inc. Box 167, Fort Washington, PA 19034. Tel: 717/780-8857


OCT 13-15—Internat'l Computer Conf: Hong Kong 1980, Hong Kong. INFORMATION: Dr Wellington C. P. Yu, IBM Corp, F02/61C, 5600 Cottle Rd, San Jose, CA 95193. Tel: 408/256-3426


OCT 16-19—Mid-West Computer Show, McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill. INFORMATION: National Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: 617/739-2000


OCT 26-29—ACM '80 (Assoc for Computing Machinery Nat'l Conf and Exhibition), Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Tenn. INFORMATION: Lucy Jean Johnson, Box 1980 Station B, Nashville, TN 37235. Tel: 615/322-2951

OCT 27-30—ICCC '80 (Internat'l Conf on Computer Communication), Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Ga. INFORMATION: ICCC '80 Executive Committee, PO Box 280, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920. Tel: 201/221-8800

OCT 28-30—Interface West, Los Angeles Convention Ctr, Los Angeles, Calif. INFORMATION: Peter B. Young, The Interface Group, 160 Speen St, Framingham, MA 01701. Tel: 617/679-4502


NOV 4-6—MIDICON '80, Dallas Convention Ctr, Dallas, Tex. INFORMATION: Dale Litherland, Electronic Conventions, Inc., 999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245. Tel: 213/772-2965

NOV 6-12—Electronica '80, Munich Fairgrounds, Munich, West Germany. INFORMATION: Franc D. Manzollo, Rm 6015, U.S. Dept of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230. Tel: 202/377-2991

NOV 10-13—INTELCOM '80 (Internat'l Telecommunications and Computer Conf and Expo), Los Angeles Convention Ctr, Los Angeles, Calif. INFORMATION: Janet E. Schotta, Horizon House International, 610 Washington St, Dedham, MA 02026. Tel: 617/326-8220

NOV 11-14—Conf on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, Dallas Hilton, Dallas, Tex. INFORMATION: D. C. Bullock, Texas Instruments, Inc, MS 974, Dallas, TX 75265


NOV 20-22—Northeast Computer Show, Hynes Auditorium/Prudential Ctr, Boston, Mass. INFORMATION: National Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: 617/739-2000

NOV 30-DEC 4—NTC '80 (National Telecommunications Conf), Shamrock Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex. INFORMATION: John R. Howell, Houston Lighting and Power Co, PO Box 1700, Houston, TX 77001. Tel: 713/228-9211, X3351

SEMINARS


SHORT COURSES


OCT 20-24—Digital Switching, U of Maryland, College Park, Md. INFORMATION: Continuing Education in Engineering and Mathematics, UCLA Extension, PO Box 24901, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Tel: 213/825-1047

THE DSD 440.
TOTAL DEC ® RX02
COMPATIBILITY,
AND MORE.

The DSD 440 is the only alternative to the DEC RX02 that's 100% software, hardware and media compatible with LSI-11, PDP®-11 and PDP-8 computers, including those with extended memory. It can be configured as an RX02 for DEC double density or IBM 3740 single density recording, or as an RX01 for backward operating system compatibility.

MORE
A 512-byte hardware bootstrap is built into all PDP-11 and LSI-11 interfaces. It loads system software automatically from either single or double density diskettes. Extensive self-testing is DIP-switch selectable with the "Hyperdiagnostics" that run without being connected to a computer. The low profile 5½-inch DSD 440 features write protection and diskette formatting.

FASTER
The optimized DSD 440 microcode increases system throughput when using the RT-11 foreground/background monitor. In particular, the DSD 440 with an LSI-11 runs fill and empty buffer operations 20% faster than an RX02.

FOR LESS
The DSD 440 is the RX02 compatible flexible disk system that combines high performance and advanced features with fast delivery...at a lower price. For further information, call or write Data Systems Design today. A data sheet and price list will be forwarded to you immediately.

® Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Choose from the broadest, ready-to-run, single-board control project: Motorola

All the principal systems functions you need are here now in these 8-bit Micromodules: CPU, memory (ROM, RAM, EPROM), serial and parallel I/O (including GPIB), analog I/O (both high- and low-level), a high-speed math processor, and a solid-state relay module.

Plus system software/firmware, high-level language processors, card cages and even power supplies, all from a single source.

Think of all the time, hassle and cost you can save. And how you not only get your hardware and software developed faster but do so with a competitive edge.

These modules and accessories are all based around Motorola's M6800 microprocessor family, including the MC6809-based Monoboard Microcomputer (MM19), the most powerful 8-bit system-on-a-board around. And all are fully compatible with the Motorola EXORciser®, EXORterm™ and EXORset™ development systems.

If your application requires 16-bit computational power, ask about Motorola's new MC68000-based VERSAmodule™ products.

So whether your application is industrial control, automated testing, intelligent peripherals or general microcomputer system prototyping, you'll probably find all the ready-to-use hardware functions, power and performance you need in Motorola Micromodules. For basic data on each module and accessories, plus application examples, send for a copy of our new brochure "Motorola Micromodules."

Write Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.

For additional information or applications assistance, contact your nearby Motorola Semiconductor sales office or authorized distributor. Whether building your next system from the ground up or with here-now, leading-edge modules, Motorola's fully committed to

Innovative systems through silicon.

MOTOROLA INC.
most versatile selection of computer systems for your Micromodules.

It's easier, it's faster, it's cost-effective with Motorola's Micromodule family.

**Monoboard Microcomputers**
- M68MM01 Monoboard Microcomputer 1 (6800)
- M68MM01A Monoboard Microcomputer 1A (6800)
- M68MM01B Monoboard Microcomputer 1B (6802)
- M68MM01B1A Monoboard Microcomputer 1B1A (6802)
- M68MM01D Monoboard Microcomputer 1D (6800)
- M68MM19 Monoboard Microcomputer 19 (6809)

**Processor Modules**
- M68MM02 6800 CPU Module
- M68MM14 Arithmetic Processing Module

**Memory Modules**
- M68MM04 EPROM/ROM Module (16K Max)
- M68MM04A EPROM/ROM/RAM Module (64K Max)
- M68MM06 2K Static RAM Module
- M68MM09 4K Static CMOS RAM Module w/Battery Backup
- MEX6815-3 8K Dynamic RAM Module
- MEX6816-1HR 16K Dynamic RAM Module w/Hidden Refresh
- MEX68RR EPROM/RAM Module

**Digital I/O Modules**
- M68MM03 Parallel 32/32 I/O Module
- MEX6820 PIA-Based I/O Module (40 lines)
- M68MM13A Isolated Relay Output (16 Channel)
- M68MM13D Isolated Relay Output (32 Channel)
- M68MM13C Opto Isolated Relay Output (24 Channel)
- M68MM13D Opto Isolated Digital Input Module
- M68MM23 Opto Isolated I/O Module (AC/DC)

**Digital I/O Modules — Serial**
- M68MM07 Quad Communications Module
- MEX6850 ACLA Module
- M68MM11 RS-232C to 20 mA Adapter Module
- M68MM12 GPIB Listener/Talker/Controller Module
- M68MM12A GPIB Listener/Talker Module

**Analog I/O Modules**
- M68MM05A 12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 8 Channel
- M68MM05B 12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 16 Channel
- M68MM15A 12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 8/16 Channel
- M68MM15A1 12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 16/32 Channel
- M68MM15B 16-Bit, Low-Level, 16 Channel
- M68MM05C Quad 12-Bit D/A Module
- M68MM15CV Voltage D/A Module (1-4 Channel)
- M68MM15CI Current D/A Module (1-4 Channel)

**Packaging and Support Hardware**
- M68MMCC05 5-Slot Card Cage
- M68MMCC10 10-Slot Card Cage
- M68MMSC 5-Slot Rack-Mount Chassis (Top Load)
- M68MMLC 10-Slot Rack-Mount Chassis (Top Load)
- M68MMFLC 14-Slot Rack-Mount Chassis (Front Load)
- M68MPS1-1 Power Supply (+5 V, ±12 V)
- M68MM10 Power Fail Detect and Time-of-Day Clock Module
- MEX68WW Wirewrap Module
- MEX68USM Universal Support Module
- MEX68XT Extender Module

**Peripheral Devices and Interfaces**
- M68MDM1 5-Inch CRT Display Module
- M68DIM2A Display Interface Module
- M68SFDC2 6800 Floppy Disk Controller Module
- M6809FDCONT2 6809 Floppy disk Controller Module
This series of four articles describes a geographically separated, functionally organized, task-oriented distributed processing system, connected on an efficient, high speed serial data bus. Military systems designers are given a set of hardware and software building blocks for configuring a highly responsive and adaptable system that can be phased into current applications with a minimum of disturbance by utilizing current software. There is also provision for constantly incorporating new technology.

The Litton distributed processing system was designed to satisfy military requirements with new technology hardware and newly developed software and system concepts for distributed system control. Recently, breadboard versions of the required hardware, firmware, and system control software were successfully demonstrated in a 3-node, 4-processor loop configuration. Development of MIL-Spec versions is now in progress.

A study performed before implementation focused on four key aspects: system architecture, the data bus, the data processing hardware, and system software. Considerations for the data bus included system communication connectivity, speeds, and techniques. For the data processing hardware, it was necessary to determine what distributed control (hardware and firmware) was needed to integrate the bus and the processors into an effective total system. Finally, which software processing features were optimum in a high speed data bus environment were determined.

System Characteristics

Three factors usually characterize a distributed processing system (DPS):

The processing is distributed among several processing elements. Processing capability at each node may range from a single low cost software compatible DPS microprocessor to multiple high throughput number crunchers. The application programs are also distributed. Only applications that are needed at the element are stored locally. The need for program storage within the node is determined by system response requirements. Therefore, replication of programs may be indicated.

The data base is distributed among the elements. Various portions of the system data base may be replicated at various nodes to assure that system response time requirements are satisfied. However, only one change authority is allowed for each data element of the data base.

The system control is distributed. Local (or nodal) control is exercised at each node by an executive program. Overall system (or network) control is accomplished by a module of the executive that may be located at any one of the nodes in the system. Identical firmware at each node provides emulation, bus control, and special microprograms for displays or communication links.

The characteristics of the DPS provide efficient handling of functionally partitioned software tasks. Each software module may issue requests for action to other modules, whether local to the node or at a remote node, with the entire transaction being transparent to the software module.
Introducing the NEC Soft-Touch.

Other diskette drives

NEC diskette drive

Dual-sided diskette drives require contact of both heads with the media to read or write. This causes head wear and a pinching action that deforms, mars and scratches the media surface, shortening head and media life.

The NEC "Soft-Touch" drive uses advance-contour head design and a unique air-damper to load heads. These features smooth and cushion the contact of head with media surface, nearly doubling the life of both the heads and the recording media.

The industry's newest 1.6MB diskette drive. With twice the MTBF. Twice the media life.

NEC product superiority is now available in dual-sided double-density eight-inch diskette drives. Our new Model FD 1160 “Soft-Touch” flexible disk drive offers reliability and cost-of-ownership advantages that far exceed industry standards.

Media life. The “Soft-Touch” drive uses a unique air-damped head-loading system that virtually eliminates pinching, scoring and scratching of the diskette media. The result: media life of more than 6 million passes, nearly double that offered by other suppliers.

Head wear. An advanced design ceramic read/write head assures maximum signal transfer efficiency while drastically reducing head wear and media chafing.

Reliability. Most diskette drives average about 8,000 hours MTBF, with perhaps a component or two rated higher. The NEC “Soft-Touch” drive has a 15,000-hour MTBF on the entire drive.

Compatibility. The FD 1160 model is data compatible, electronically compatible and dimensionally compatible with industry-standard single- and dual-density drives. You can use it immediately in place of the older drives you use now.

Availability. The NEC “Soft-Touch” drive is available right now. Not as a prototype, but as a field-proven drive with over 20,000 installations worldwide.

Find out for yourself. Call Jack Flynn today on the NEC "Soft-Touch" action phone at 617-862-3120 to order your evaluation unit.

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

Home Office: 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 862-3120
Eastern Office: 36 Washington Street, Wellesley, MA 02181, (617) 431-1160
Central Office: 3400 South Dixie Drive, Dayton, OH 45439, (513) 294-6254
West Coast Office: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213) 670-7346
Southern Office: 2945 Flowers Road South, Atlanta, GA 30341 (404) 458-7014
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Objectives for the DPS Project

Develop a distributed processing system architecture capable of satisfying military command and control system requirements. Develop the necessary hardware, firmware, and software to support the architecture. Satisfy a wide range of applications with a minimum set of common hardware and software modules. Design a highly maintainable and reconfigurable system. Provide orderly transition from supplementing existing systems in the field, through replacement, to introduction of new systems.

Litton Approach to DPS Design

Design emulators to permit use of a variety of existing repertoires and languages. Provide architectural extensions to these emulators, which are both conventional, such as memory address extension, and specialized, for control of distributed processing. Develop a high speed bus architecture capable of either fiber optic or coaxial cable implementation. Provide system level control for loops and networks and, at each node, distributed executive software. Use functional card building block approach. Partition the hardware design for survivability, maintainability, and logistics considerations. Design for transition from existing to new systems.

Objectives and Approach

Original objectives of the project, and the Litton approach to achieving these objectives, are shown in the Panel. Existing commercial distributed systems were reviewed to determine applicability of any currently operational features. None of these computers or bus architectures satisfied all the military reconfigurability and realtime requirements. As a result, it was decided to develop a new computer family and communication bus protocol. This approach permitted the identification of all requirements and an allocation of each of these either to hardware, firmware, or software as a function of the most cost-effective method of implementation.

In order to permit the use of existing software wherever possible, a family of military central processing unit (CPU) emulators has been defined for DPS. The first of the family to be implemented are two types of AN/UYK-20 that are currently in operation. These emulators will be described in a subsequent article.

Architectural extensions are implemented in a fully software compatible manner to assure capture of existing software. Naturally, new software will be required to take advantage of these enhancements which come in two forms: conventional and distributed processing functions. Features such as extended memory addressing, paging, protection, and the like are typical of the conventional enhancements. Distributed system functions have been added to assure transparent communication of application programs between processing elements and to permit system control of reconfigurability in event of failures.

A review of all existing communications buses and protocols determined that none satisfied all the requirements. Synchronous data link control (SDLC) bus architecture, defined by Bell Laboratories and used by IBM, came closest to satisfying all the requirements and was therefore chosen as the basis for the design.

Distribution of the executive software permits the use of multiple processors to solve the various computational tasks in the system. Since the executive is modular, only those portions required in each element reside in that element. The foundation for the executive is the AN/UYK-20 SDEX-20. Extensions to the design incorporate multiprocessing and transparency of application program interfaces in the distributed system.

Configurability and flexibility for a wide range of applications were achieved by designing a standard set of hardware, firmware, and software modules that are expected to reduce development, procurement, and logistics costs. Although the primary goal was distributed processing, implementation of conventional existing computer systems was also required from the common, standard set of hardware modules. Applications range from small, field-deployed, tactical systems to large command, control, and communications (C3) systems.

Major criteria in realtime military applications are availability of the system to perform as required and ability to operate in a variety of degraded modes in which failed hardware has little or no effect on system capability. Three factors determine availability: reliability, maintainability, and survivability (or integrity/reconfigurability). Unit reliability can generally be enhanced by derating of components for high temperature operations and other such well-understood procedures.

(continued on page 21)
You might have thought our world was round
Think again.
Sorry, Columbus. When it comes to cable, round is not always right. And we should know, we make both round and flat cable.

For mass terminations, Belden Flat Cable and Connector Systems offer substantial improvements in installation time, serviceability and cost effectiveness when compared to round cable. What's more, Belden Flat Cable is worlds away from other flat cable. With tough, flexible insulations; uniform centers; easier breakouts; and much more. It's the kind of quality that keeps total end costs down to earth.

We offer a wide range of custom and standard flat cables—.050" , .100" and .156" centers; laminated; bonded; jumper cables in bulk rolls or pre-stripped lengths; and our unique twisted pair cable, Vari-Twist™.

Vari-Twist is the only twisted pair cable which has both opposite direction lays — and varying length of lay — on each adjacent pair as a standard product.

Combine all our flat cable with dependable Belden connectors and accessories, and you have a complete flat cable and connector system. A complete system which is made even better by the full service and custom engineering capabilities you've come to expect from Belden.

Let us put our world of flat cable to work for you. You'll discover we beat the competition flat.

CIRCLE NUMBER 222 ON THE READER SERVICE CARD.
Belden takes the system approach

Quality Flat Cables
Belden makes flat cable for all types of applications. Among our flat cable capabilities:
- Round conductors, (solid, stranded, or unistrand)
- Flat conductors (Mylar or Kapton insulation)
- Bulk and precut, prestripped jumper cables
- PVC solid or color-coded laminations
- Cable assemblies made to specifications
- Compatibility with all major makes of connectors
- Passes VW-1 Vertical Flame Test

Compatible Connectors
Belden connectors provide fast, easy installation; reliable connections; and long service life. Among the features offered by all Belden connectors:
- -55°C to +105°C temperature range
- 30V DC UL voltage ratings
- Phosphor-bronze (gold-over-nickel plating) contact materials
- Highly reliable U-contact (double action IDC) on all IDC connectors
- Solvent-resistant glass-filled PBT housings
- UL recognized 94V-O

Belden Corporation, Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1990, Richmond, IN 47374. Phone: (317) 833-5200. Out west, call our regional sales office (714) 833-7700. In the east, call our sales office at (617) 872-7846.
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Maintainability and survivability, however, are not as easily resolved as reliability. Good maintenance design permits rapid fault isolation and restoration of operation by relatively low skilled technical personnel. When the shooting starts, or when equipment malfunctions, it is essential that the system be easy to repair. A military system must be able to survive battle damage. It must be able to reconfigure to permit reallocation of remaining resources to perform required functions. Many alternate modes of operation can be predetermined and preplanned, based on the most critical system functions.

Most important of all is the necessity to develop a system that enables orderly transition from existing systems to those using the new concepts. The design permits the addition of new DPS equipment, which will initially provide enhancements, extensions, and interconnections, to the existing subsystems. As old equipment is phased out, the functions can then be moved into the new elements/processors provided by the DPS.

System Configurations

In the Litton DPS concept, processing capability at a node ranges from a single CPU to a large multiprocessor. In its simplest form a node is called an element. Fig 1(a) shows a single CPU element, Fig 1(b) a multiple CPU element. A standard internal bus, called the intra-element bus (IEB), is the heart of the element, and is identical for all DPS emulators. This standardization permits multiple computer architectures with a small number of card types.

The configurations shown have one or more CPUs, memory units, and several input/output (I/O) interface cards, one of which is an interface with the serial interelement bus (SIB). Memory may be accessible by all CPUs or dedicated to support a single CPU; the configuration is totally up to the system designer. I/O cards provide interface to peripheral devices that have been designed for interfacing with one of the several standard interfaces currently in use in military computer systems. Three such cards are operational and provide interface for the 188-C/RS-232, 1397-A, and 1397-B/C. Each card handles two channels.

Another configuration possible with the DPS shown in Fig 2 is defined as a cluster. The memory management function provides interface of two elements per memory management card. The memory management card can be cascaded in two ways: to increase the number of elements that have access to common memory, and to increase the number of ports provided to common memory. A logical and functional limit of 32 elements and 8 ports has been established. The memory management also provides the capability to implement more conventional existing systems where multiple processors are required to share common memory.

The memory management card can implement interrupts between the various CPUs within each of the elements and simplify communication among the processors. Full interrupt capability between processors within an element is also provided. Since multiple processors are permitted within each element, memory management is provided with four full sets of paging and memory protection registers.

Beyond the relatively simple element and its combination into more complex clusters, elements and clusters may also be tied together using the SIB. Fig 3 shows a large distributed system, configured for a typical military application. All elements and clusters are interconnected to permit
complete exchange of control and data. Hardware and firmware support provided by the DPS greatly simplifies software design to support this function.

Clusters shown in Fig 3 interface the SIB differently. One has a single interface, while the other has two of its three elements interfacing the SIB. This configuration was chosen because of the criticality of the functions being performed by this particular cluster. Interconnection to multiple loops is the final possible expansion of clusters and elements. Fig 4 shows the use of a cluster for a 3-bus interface.

**Serial Interelement Bus**

Objectives of SIB design include continued operation following a variety of failure modes at system and subsystem level, autonomous user operation without central bus control, and ability to isolate and test subsystems concurrent with continued system operation. Minimization of contention and guaranteed access by all users, and minimization of overhead and ability to handle sporadic peak data rates without delay, are other objectives. The SDLC was selected and modified to suit military operational needs.

The resulting DPS bus design exhibits characteristics including dual-loop redundancy with continuous loop monitoring to permit automatic reconfiguration; reassignable bus controller function to preclude single-point failure of the bus; and direct element to element addressing. It has four addressing modes: 192 unique addresses, six collective addresses, a global address for all elements, and a bus controller address. Other design characteristics are two interchangeable types of transmission media (fiber optics and coaxial cable), support for system bootload and remote bootload request capability, and provision for multiple bus systems. At a 20M-bit/s transfer rate, there is self-determination by each node for bus address. Dual loop redundancy, automatic reconfiguration, reassignable bus controller, and replicated bus access logic all combine to eliminate the possibility of a single failure bringing down the entire system.

The SIB consists of a primary loop for data and a secondary loop for backup. Failures are automatically detected and the bus automatically reconfigured for complete (continued on page 26)
Fairchild's FAST family of Advanced Schottky TTL logic has arrived. Twenty-one products are currently available that deliver up to 75% more speed than Low Power Schottky, and up to 40% more speed than Schottky. At up to 75% reduction in Schottky power.

We owe all of these improvements over previous TTL families to one thing. Our proven Isoplanar process.

Take a fast look at what we have.

There are six multiplexers to choose from, with typical select to output of 8 ns at only 70 mW. Two flip-flops and two counters are available with toggling capability in excess of 120 MHz. We have an ALU that's 40% faster than its Schottky counterpart, yet requires only 1/3 the power.

If you need a high-speed shift register, ours has a shift frequency of 150 MHz. Or an octal latch that has a propagation delay of less than 4 ns. An octal buffer with 1/2 the power of its Schottky counterpart and full 64 mA drive capability. Plus six gates to help put them all together.

When you want it fast, we've got it.

We've been shipping FAST parts for over a year. To order any of our 21 new products, or our new FAST Data Book, call (415) 962-FAST, or write Fairchild Semiconductor Products Group, P.O. Box 880A, Mountain View, California 94042. TWX: 910-379-6435.

Available Now:
- 74F00
- 74F02
- 74F04
- 74F08
- 74F10
- 74F32
- 74F74
- 74F153
- 74F157
- 74F181
- 74F190
- 74F191
- 74F194
- 74F244
- 74F253
- 74F257
- 74F350
- 74F352
- 74F353
- 74F373
- 74F374

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.

We've been in high speed to get FAST on the shelf.
DRESSED FOR SUCCESS.
SUCCESSFUL FRONT PANELS DRESS IN DIALIGHT.

Even the most demanding industrial designer or design engineer will occasionally take switches, indicators and optoelectronics for granted. That's a mistake. Because they are often the first components people see and the ones they use most frequently. That's why so many designers insist on Dialight standard products and custom designs. They know that precision Dialight products will give their computer, machine or instrument the look and feel of quality.

Choose from over 1,500,000 indicator lights.

Dialight is the world's largest manufacturer of incandescent, neon and LED indicator lights. For over 40 years we've introduced new sizes, styles and colors. So there's a good chance our collection includes exactly the light you need. If it doesn't, we'll be happy to work with you on an original. After all, we didn't create over a million different designs by refusing special orders.

Rockers and toggles for panel and PC board mounting.

Dialight meets your needs for miniature switches with thousands of different designs in rockers, toggles and levers. All are 100% tested and made in the U.S.A.

Our rocker and toggle line contains a wide selection of actuators, terminations, mountings and contact ratings. Included are dozens of styles for mounting on front panels and sub-panels as well as styles for snap-in and printed circuit board applications. If our catalog doesn't show exactly the switch you need, we'll design and build it to order. All it takes is a call to our Applications Engineering department.

100% testing of every illuminated switch.

Dialight offers a complete line of computer-grade illuminated switches at reasonable cost. And to make sure they all work perfectly, we test every switch both electrically and mechanically before it's shipped.

Other switch suppliers may settle for sample testing. That's like leaving reliability to chance. You don't take chances with your designs, and we never will with our illuminated switches.

Depend on Dialight to supply exactly the switch you need, either from our catalog or on special order. Since we manufacture the entire assembly ourselves, we can respond faster and still maintain complete quality control.

LEDs ready to mount on panels and printed circuit boards.

When it comes to optoelectronics, once again Dialight offers a wide selection plus many unique advantages. For example, we now package LED indicators singly and in arrays for mounting on PC boards. As soon as you insert them into the board, they're precisely positioned and ready for wave soldering. Installation is far faster. And production costs are dramatically reduced.

For front-panel LED readouts, we package 7-segment displays with their associated decoder-driver circuitry and mounting bezel. The entire assembly, with as many digits as you need, is ready for instant panel mounting.

Dress your products for success.

Your products never get a second chance to make a good first impression. So send them into the marketplace looking their best. Dress all your front panels and PC boards in quality indicator lights, rockers and toggles, illuminated switches and optoelectronics from Dialight.

Dialight, 203 Harrison Place,
Brooklyn, New York 11237.
Phone: (212) 497-7600.

DESIGN IN DIALIGHT
A North American Philips company.

See us at WESCON Booths 1042, 44, 46.
OUR AUTOMATIC SAVINGS PLAN.

Plugging in our line of interface-compatible terminals can automatically reduce your terminal budget—by as much as 50%. And nowadays, that's like money in the bank.

General Terminal Corporation offers models that are teletype-compatible as well as terminals that are interface-compatible with DEC, Burroughs and NCR computers. And GTC offers models that emulate other major terminals, too. All for less.

And because GTC is the only major terminal manufacturer with production facilities on both U.S. coasts, we can deliver what you want, where you want, when you want.

More for less, automatically. That's what happens when you push the right button.

For more information on GTC products and services, call toll-free today. In California: 800-432-7006. Anywhere else in the United States: 800-854-6781. Ask for Georgia Sand. Or write Georgia Sand at General Terminal Corporation, 14831 Franklin Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680. Telex: 910-595-2428. We have offices throughout the world. In Canada, contact Lanpar Ltd., 85 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario L3R. Phone: 416-495-9123.
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fail-safe operation. The bus controller, which may be any node on the bus, continually monitors bus operation for abnormal conditions. A backup bus controller is also assigned, whose task is to monitor both the bus and the bus controller, and to assume control when it determines that the normal controller has failed. Control logic for bus access is fully replicated and independent in each node. Since all nodes in the DPS have processing capability, direct addressing of a message from one non-master node to another is permitted. The SIB protocol eliminates the double transmission, store and forward approach, resulting in very high efficiency. The large set of address categories provided by the SIB maximizes system throughput, and the global and device collective categories permit single transmission of a message to multiple destinations.

Both fiber optics and coaxial cable are available as transmission media for cost-effective implementation in a wide variety of applications; implementation of the bus may be in any combination of the two. Transmit/receive (TR) assemblies at the nodes are modularly designed to permit this choice at any location in the loop. System bootload permits automatic loading and distribution of programs and data to all elements of the system from a single mass storage device. Remote bootloading permits the bootload of any node that is being added or reinserted into the system from one mass storage device, eliminating the need for the bootload media at every element.

Ready expandability of the DPS to multiple bus operation is a significant attribute. In a very large combat system, it is desirable to have several separate buses, organized on a functional basis. This approach provides autonomous sub-system design, rapid response in the sensor to weapon chain, and enhanced survivability. This configuration requires a protocol that permits efficient interbus communication. A simple and natural extension of the already developed SIB protocol for a single bus communication was selected. This design approach permits continued use of that hardware, firmware, and software without modification while minimizing additional software required for the additional capability. No change is required to either the hardware or firmware for the implementation of the interbus communication.

Data Processing

Hardware. Most of the general purpose digital computers currently used by the U.S. military are the AN/GYK-12 and AN/UYK-19 (Army), and AN/UYK-20 and AN/UYK-7 (Navy). In addition, the AN/UYK-41 has been recently designated a U.S. Army standard by the Military Computer Family program. Therefore, these architectures were chosen as targets in the development of emulation hardware. Software compatible, low cost, low throughput devices are also called for.

Although computer architectures differ greatly, it is possible to implement all CPUs with a small set of standard circuit card types. Commonality is also carried into the memory system since all five computers use identical complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) memory cards, either 16k words by 18 bits or 8k words by 36 bits. This modularity for each of the computer memory configurations permits cost-effective implementation of smaller computing units and facilitates growth to maximum sizes. Modular approach results in the need for only 10 types of circuit cards to implement five different CPU architectures, including memory. Logistics advantages of this design are obvious.

Software. DPS software provides three major functions: system initialization, system control, and local control. System initialization permits bootloading and system startup of all processors from a single initiation point. Programs required by all processors reside in a single mass memory

(continued on page 30)
TEN CPU'S.
ONE BOX.
Announcing the RTE8/8800 Real-Time Emulator.

RTE8/8800 is modular. For each CPU you work with, you just plug in one of our “personality modules.” We have them for 10 of the industry’s most popular 8-bit microprocessors.

Your basic emulator CRT format stays the same. So does your emulation command set. You’ll be able to debug your hardware and software, test and analyze your target system prototypes cheaper and easier than ever before.

And you’ll do it all in real Real-Time. Because our emulator has its own high-speed memory. (Not just shared development system memory.)

But that’s not all. RTE8/8800 also has its very own control microprocessor. It can continue testing and exercising target hardware and software while you and your development system go off and do something else.

And even though the RTE8/8800 is hard to beat, it’s easy to use. You don’t have to spend a lot of time learning long complex command syntax. Simple keystroke commands control the menu-oriented display.

Get System 8/8 with RTE8/8800 from Advanced Micro Devices. After all, you work with more than one CPU. Shouldn’t your emulator?

Advanced Micro Devices

901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 732-2400, ext. 2400

Right, From The Start.
bootload medium, which may be replicated. The system bootload function loads a system initialization program into the processor to which the bootload medium is attached, establishes bus operation, and interrogates all nodes for status. CPU-resident firmware at each node responds with a status message that identifies the operational capability of that node.

Status messages are compared against a system configuration table to determine if all expected capabilities are operational. A display at the bootloading node informs the operator of system status; only operational elements will be bootloaded. The appropriate programs for each processor will be retrieved from mass memory and shipped via the SIB to that processor. After all processors have been loaded, the bootload processor will load its own operational software and initialize the system for operational use.

System control software will perform the following functions once the system has been initialized: monitor performance of the bus and all processors on a periodic basis with fault recovery and degraded mode routines; return to normal operation when a unit that has been previously removed for maintenance is restored to the system; and perform the bus controller function. Since the system has been designed to permit reassignment of the bus controller function to any of the elements, this software must be capable of executing in any element. However, it is expected that it will be resident only in the bus controller element and in the element that has been designated as the backup bus controller.

Local control software, replicated in every processor, is based on the currently available AN/UYK-20 SDEX-20 operating system. Portions of SDEX-20 not applicable to distributed processing were removed, and modules required for these functions were added.

Local software performs such functions as task scheduling, mass media device handling, and interface with displays, terminals, and peripherals. A key function performed by the local executive is recognition of availability of requested resources. When an application program requests a resource not available locally, the local executive determines where in the system the resource resides, prepares a message, and passes control and the message to the appropriate system control module. This enables coding of application programs without knowledge of the actual physical location of the required resource.

Details on the tradeoffs, design rationale, and SIB operating characteristics are provided in next month's column.
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At last, there's a multi-user microcomputer system designed and built the way it should be. The CompuStar™. Our new, low-cost "shared-disk" multi-user system with mainframe performance.

Unlike any other system, our new CompuStar offers what we believe to be the most practical approach to almost any multi-user application. Data entry. Distributed processing. Small business. Scientific. Whatever! And never before has such powerful performance been available at such modest cost. Here's how we did it...

The system architecture of the CompuStar is based on four types of video display terminals, each of which can be connected into an auxiliary hard disk storage system. Up to 255 terminals can be connected into a single network! Each terminal (called a Video Processing Unit) contains its own microprocessor and 64K of dynamic RAM. The result? Lightning fast program execution! Even when all users are on-line performing different tasks! A special "multiplexor" in the CompuStar Disk Storage System ties all external users together to "share" the system's disk resources. So, no single user ever need wait on another. An exciting concept... with some awesome application possibilities!

CompuStar™ user stations can be configured in almost as many ways as you can imagine. The wide variety of terminals offered gives you the flexibility and versatility you've always wanted (but never had) in a multi-user system. The CompuStar Model 10 is a programmable, intelligent terminal with 64K of RAM. It's a real workhorse if your requirement is a data entry or inquiry/response application. And if your terminal needs are more sophisticated, select either the CompuStar Model 20, 30 or 40. Each can be used as either a standalone workstation or tied into a multi-user network. The Model 20 incorporates all of the features of the Model 10 with the addition of two, double-density mini-floppies built right in. And it boasts over 350,000 bytes of local, off-line user storage. The Model 30 also features a dual drive system but offers over 700,000 bytes of disk storage. And, the Model 40 boasts nearly 1¼ million bytes of dual disk storage. But no matter which model you select, you'll enjoy unparalleled versatility in configuring your multi-user network.

Add as many terminals as you like - at prices starting at less than $2500. Now that's truly incredible!

No matter what your application, the CompuStar can handle it! Three disk storage options are available. A tabletop 10 megabyte 8" Winchester-type drive complete with power supply and our special controller and multiplexor costs just $3995. Or, if your disk storage needs are more demanding, select either a 32 or 96 megabyte Control Data CMD drive with a 16 megabyte removable, top-loading cartridge. Plus, there's no fuss in getting a CompuStar system up and running. Just plug in a Video Processing Unit and you're ready to go... with up to 254 more terminals in the network by simply connecting them together in a "daisy-chain" fashion. CompuStar's special parallel interface allows for system cable lengths of up to one mile... with data transfer rates of 1.6 million BPS!

Software costs are low, too. CompuStar's disk operating system is the industry standard CP/M*. With an impressive array of application software already available and several communication packages offered, the CompuStar can tackle even your most difficult programming tasks. Compare for yourself. Of all the microcomputer-based multi-user systems available today, we know of only one which offers exactly what you need and should expect. Exceptional value and upward growth capability. The CompuStar™ A true price and performance leader!
The intelligent disk architecture in STC 2700 Series Disk

STC's new 2700 winchester disk family combines the intelligence of a microprocessor, 64 Kbytes of RAM, and a high-speed bus interface to offer you a versatile new disk architecture. An architecture that can help you achieve new dimensions in system effectiveness. Relieve CPU overhead burdens. Slash interfacing costs, and more.

Yet, even without its advanced architecture, you'd still choose the 2700 disk family for its attractive price/performance and reliability values.

The 2700 family features formatted capacities of 39, 91 and 195 Mbytes, 27 msec average seek time, and an OEM price of less than $5,000 (195 Mbytes). With a predicted 8000 hour continuous operation MTBF, the 2700 will not just keep your customers happy--it will keep your warranty expenses low.

**Powerful bus architecture for faster data rates and greater flexibility.**

Gone are the speed and configuration constraints of serial, synchronous data-line interfacing. The 2700 disk family incorporates a high-speed, byte-parallel asynchronous interface, with internal serial/parallel conversion, to give you transfer rates up to 2 Mbytes/sec. The full handshake protocol and built-in dual ports support radial, daisy chain or inter-mixed configurations.

**The µp can unlock your system's hidden resources.**

One way to boost your CPU's performance is to get it out from under system overhead and back to productive computing. The on-board intelligence of the 2700 gives you that capability. Routines such as drivers, data management and utilities can be offloaded to the microprocessor, freeing the CPU and bus for other tasks. But that's only the beginning.

High-level software, including onboard editor and compiler, simplifies algorithm development for custom applications. And you can use the built-in RS-232 port to program right on the disk.

**An intelligent controller in each drive. For free.**

To help you get to the system level faster and easier, we placed most of the
of tomorrow is shipping today... Drives.

traditional controller functions within the 2700. This includes address mapping, defect management, error detection/ error recovery procedures and all device- dependent functions. Since you now only have to build a low-cost interface adapter — your attachment costs are significantly reduced.

Low cost of ownership.
Fewer parts mean fewer failures. So the 2700 contains a minimum number of mechanical parts, only three of which move: spindle, actuator and power system fan. The microprocessor contributes to this simplicity by replacing all sequencing and servo logic with firmware.
To eliminate scheduled maintenance, the 2700 dispenses with potentiometers. Dynamic adjustments are made internally under microprocessor control. And the 2700’s closed-loop air system means no filter changes.
If there’s ever a failure, internal diagnostics isolate the problem to one of three subassemblies: logic board, head/disk assembly or power system. And these components uncouple quickly for fast replacement. All of this translates into high MTBF, low MTTR, to reduce your warranty and field service costs.

To learn more...
about tomorrow’s disk architecture, today, contact OEM Marketing, Storage Technology Corporation, P.O. Box 6, Louisville, Colorado 80027. Or phone Frank Gunn at (303) 673-3051. In Canada: Ron Reardon, STC Ltd., 272 Galaxy Blvd., Rexdale/Toronto, Ontario M9W 5R8. Phone (416) 675-3350.
Evolutionary computing power from Texas Instruments continues with a major milestone in 16-bit technology...
TMS9940
16-bit single-chip microcomputer.

With the TMS9940, Texas Instruments significantly advances its 16-bit leadership.

With the TMS9940, Texas Instruments expands on what is already by far the industry's most complete 16-bit family. The 9900 Family of microprocessors, microcomputers, peripherals, microcomputer modules and software and hardware development systems, offers a unique software compatibility. So you can move from one product level to another, confidently, protecting your development system and software investment with no need for translators, code converters, etc.

TI's 9900 Family is the only family that maintains architectural and software compatibility from single-chips to multi-chips to modules to systems — all the way to the object code level.

With the TMS9940, Texas Instruments brings you high-volume, cost-effective solutions to tough system design problems, combining the computing power of a multi-chip 16-bit system with the reliability and compactness of a single-chip solution.

With its high-speed processing, bit I/O, and advanced memory-to-memory architecture, the TMS9940 offers computation power unequalled by any other single-chip product on the market, while retaining the programming ease of 16-bits.

High-speed number crunching and bit I/O

Powerful instructions — like BCD add, BCD subtract, 16-bit multiply with 32-bit results, and compatible divide — provide a number-crunching capability unsurpassed by any single-chip product.

Thirty-two on-chip, flexible, individually configurable input/output bits are addressable for manipulation by powerful bit I/O instructions.

I/O expansion modes permit up to 256 bits of external I/O to be added, allowing easy interface to 9900 Family peripherals and most industry peripherals.

Advanced memory-to-memory architecture

Advanced memory-to-memory architecture makes the TMS9940 ideal for interrupt-driven and extensive I/O applications.

This innovative architecture features multiple register files that provide ease of programming and unsurpassed interrupt response time.

The TMS9940 memory consists of 128 bytes of RAM and 2048 bytes of ROM. Other features include 4 levels of interrupts, plus an internal decrementer which can be programmed as a timer or event counter.

Here-and-now availability

Perhaps just as important as the unmatched capacity for design flexibility, the 9900 Family is here-and-now and readily available. It's the lowest cost 16-bit CPU family. And proven where it counts most. In the marketplace. The choice of hundreds of companies for a wide range of systems and end products.

Microcomputers mean high volume and TI has unequalled production capacity and experience. In fact, TI is the largest supplier of single-chip microcomputers and has shipped more than the next two suppliers — combined.

9900 Family development tools

Reliable, available, economical development systems designed to boost programmer efficiency and cut costs.

The AMPL* prototyping lab: A complete set of the software and hardware development tools for the TMS9940 as well as for other 9900 Family CPUs. The AMPL system provides a real-time TMS9940 emulator and a logic-analyzer function to solve complex programming and hardware debug problems.

TMS9940E: This EPROM version of the TMS9940 is the ultimate prototyping tool, allowing in-field system checkout, reducing turnaround time and expense for code revisions.

Leadership staying power

TI has paced the industry through generations of semiconductor innovation, pioneering the lion's share of major milestones.

The 9900 Family is an important part of that leadership tradition. The 9900 Family is a fact. A production-proven, available, deliverable fact.

The continuing introduction of new, advanced 9900 Family CPUs, with TI's state-of-the-art technology and proven production resources, demonstrates TI's total commitment to 16-bit leadership.

That's why you can design with the TMS9940, confident in a family that's a reality today. Confident that the family will grow with your needs to keep your systems competitive at the leading edge of tomorrow's technology.

For more information about the TMS9940, or any other 9900 Family member, contact the TI field sales office nearest you.

For details and specifications, write to Texas Instruments Incorporated, P. O. Box 1443, M/S 6404, Houston, Texas 77001.

*Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

© 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated
File your TTL data book.
Four new PAL® devices join the family that’s making TTL logic obsolete.

They’re here. Our 4 newest PAL (Programmable Array Logic) devices make a total of 13 in the instant custom logic family that replaces up to 90% of the entire 54/74 S and LS series logic. Meet PAL16L8, an Octal 16 Input AND/OR/INVERT Gate Array, PAL16R8, an Octal 16 Input Registered AND/OR Gate Array, PAL16R6, a Hex 16 Input Registered AND/OR Gate Array, and PAL16R4, a Quad 16 Input Registered AND/OR Gate Array. And soon MMI will introduce two additional PALs with arithmetic functions.

PAL — The Programmable Solution™ — saves you space, time and aggravation.

A single PAL 20 pin SKINNYDIP™ can replace from 4 to 12 TTL devices. But pc board space isn’t all you save. Lower system cost, smaller inventory requirements, reduced parts count and high-volume, off-the-shelf, multiple sourced availability,* make PALs the most cost-efficient logic devices on the market. And every PAL can be programmed by any PROM programmer with a PAL personality module.

Get the right data book. Free.

For your complimentary copy of the new Bipolar LSI Data Book and further information on the revolutionary PAL logic family, contact your local MMI stocking distributor or sales representative. Monolithic Memories, Inc., 1165 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086.

PAL, The Programmable Solution, and SKINNYDIP are trademarks of Monolithic Memories, Inc.

*National Semiconductor Corporation is a licensed alternate source for PAL.
High Bit Rate Satellite Data Communications Supported by Statistical Multiplexer

Multiplexer block diagram. Independent port output buffer and frequency synthesizers convert 50M-bit/s channel input rate to nominal output rate. Output port frequency synthesizer is programmed from frequency information in received data frames.

Up to four lines of serial synchronous data, each at any bit rate from 100k to 48M bits/s (48M bits/s aggregate) can be multiplexed and demultiplexed by a model 781 statistical multiplexer when connected to a full duplex 50M-bit/s satellite communication channel. The device is an outgrowth of a NASA contract award to Aydin Monitor Systems, 401 Commerce Dr, Fort Washington, PA 19034, to support high rate communications in the space shuttle program.

The multiplexer output can operate slaved to an external primary standard or to the communication channel modem's 50M-bit/s clock. In a free running mode the unit outputs data under control of an internal 50M-bit/s clock that is accurate to within one part in 10^7. A second identical data and clock port is provided for use by a backup recorder.

A transparent 4-channel data link is made up of a multiplexer/demultiplexer connected in tandem through a communications channel. Output of channel data is continuous and at the same nominal rate as the input. Statistical multiplexing techniques, partitioning input data streams, using control information to format data in equal size blocks, and transmitting data from each port a block at a time based on rate-determined priorities make optimum use of the 50M-bit/s channel bandwidth.

The demultiplexer recognizes blocks or frames by detecting distributed synchronization patterns in the received data stream. Information is decoded to the appropriate output channel which buffers the data and smooths the 50M-bit/s burst rate input to the nominal channel rate output.

Microprocessor control at the operator/unit interface provides for adaptive assignment of port priorities based on input rate so that the highest priority goes to the highest rate channel. It also detects and compensates for channel output rate variation caused by Doppler effects in the communication link and prevents either loss or interruption of data due to uncorrected differences between measured and actual channel rate.

Circle 517 on Inquiry Card
PENRIL'S DATACOMM SOLUTION
Means Over 25 Modem Products to Choose From...

In selecting the best modem for your data communication system, consider existing equipment compatibility, data volume, data rate, transmission distance and cost. Then choose from our FCC registered modems... compatible with Bell 103, 113, 202, 201, 212 or 208... or CCITT V.22, V.26, V.27, V.29 compatible units for European installation... or our low-cost, short-haul modems for local data communication.

...With Complete User Support.

Before your modems leave our factory, they have been extensively tested and burn-in by our quality assurance team. Once your Penril modems are installed, you choose the field service plan... factory return, on-site service by one of our four hundred service locations or overnight spares delivery. But what really makes the Penril solution unique is our self-contained diagnostics. From the analog and digital loop-back of our 300/1200 modem to the more sophisticated integral network diagnostics of our 2400, 4800 and 9600, Penril modems help you avoid or shorten down-time.

And, Penril Modems Are Competitively Priced and Ready to Deliver.

For additional information, call or write Penril Corp., Data Communications Division, 5520 Randolph Road, Rockville, Maryland 20852. 301/881-8151; TWX 710-828-0522.

Penril DATACOMM
...We Still Care.
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Recipe for Reliability

Your system is only as reliable as its EPROMs. That's why Intel delivers every 2716 with an Arrhenius Forecast.

All the ingredients in a microcomputer system have to be reliable. But one component is especially critical. Your EPROMs.

How EPROMs protect your "value added."

EPROMs, like our 2716, contain a big part of the value your company adds to its products. EPROMs store the special program that makes your product perform uniquely. And that program typically represents an investment of thousands of engineering hours—and hundreds of thousands of dollars. If program memory fails, your entire system goes down.

Intel invented EPROMs, so we know their importance in your product. In fact, we've delivered over 7 million EPROMs—more than any other manufacturer. This experience has helped us perfect EPROM technology. And it's the reason we're able to include an Arrhenius Forecast with every shipment of 2716s.

How we make them reliable.

The Arrhenius Forecast you receive with Intel® EPROMs certifies that each EPROM is reliable. Our Arrhenius Forecast also gives you confidence that you can count on Intel's 2716s for years to come. Our 5 million hours of accelerated life tests prove it. By simulating extended EPROM operation in your system and using Arrhenius extrapolation techniques, we're able to forecast reliable bit storage of today's 2716s until at least the year 2002 A.D.* It's one more example of the steps we take to build safety into your EPROM purchase.

Send for our recipe.

Because your whole system depends on its EPROMs, it pays to insist on an Arrhenius Forecast with every shipment of 2716s. For a complete summary of Intel's latest EPROM reliability study and Arrhenius extrapolation techniques, get our 2716 Reliability Report, RR19. For your free copy, contact your local distributor or Intel sales office. Or write Intel Corporation, Literature Department, 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051. Or call (408) 987-8080.

*Statistical calculation
Instrument Provides Half-Channel Testing of µLaw Codecs

Separate, direct A-D and D-A measurements, as well as analog to analog measurements of codecs using the µ255 encoding law are enabled by the AMS-952 automatic measuring system. According to the manufacturer, W & G Instruments, Inc, 119 Naylon Ave, Livingston, NJ 07039, the system provides the first feasible means by which codec manufacturers can enter a bit stream to make such measurements.

The system is housed in a standard 72" (183-cm) high rack. It is controlled by a Hewlett-Packard 9825S desktop calculator and is comprised of a frequency selective level meter, wideband noise meter, level generator, 4-tone noise source, PCM channel demultiplexer, PCM channel generator, and impedance/switching panel. It can be expanded for card, channel bank, and switch testing, as well as for use with A-Law PCM equipment with a minimum of hardware and software reconfiguration.

Key transmission tests on the codec include signal to distortion ratio (quantizing noise), idle channel noise, level tracking, insertion loss, frequency response, intermodulation distortion, and crosstalk.

Frequency response is measured over the entire voice channel to ±0.05 dB accuracy. Level tracking measurements from 3 to below -60 dBm0 can be made in steps of 0.1 dB with accuracies to a hundredth of a dB. Signal to distortion values of better than 40 dB are measured, as well as idle channel noise figures below 0 dBmCO. Measurements of the 60-Hz and out of band rejection characteristics are also provided.

When configured for µLaw codecs, the system meets the appropriate recommendations of AT&T Compatibility Specification 43801 and Bell System Publication 41099.

Module Implements Serial Data Link

Another module added to the TM990 family (Computer Design, July 1980, p 44) provides interface logic required to implement a long range serial communications link between two or more TM990 systems. The TM990/308 industrial control module (ICM) extends the range of the CPU module and can communicate with an additional 31 308s over distances to 10,000 ft (3048 m) at jumper selectable rates of 1200, 2400, 4800, or 9600 bits/s. Each unit provides an industrial line or RS-232-C interface that can be used with twisted pair or telephone lines, respectively, for long range communications in distributed processing systems.

Available from Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 1443, Houston, TX 77001, the module communicates in three modes: by serial transmission over the link from one ICM to another; through interrupts between microcomputer and ICM; and by handshaking using the communications register unit (CRU) for byte and status bit transmission to and from host microcomputer and the ICM. CRU interface is used to transmit data bytes, error codes, and status bits used for handshaking.

The module features jumper selected point to point or multipoint operation. It has a 1k-byte RAM expandable to 2k bytes, and a 2k-byte expandable to 4k-byte EPROM. A separate RS-232-C interface is compatible with Bell 203 modems. The industrial interface uses isolated (1500-Vrms) differential twisted pair line driver/receiver stages. Hardware cyclic redundancy checking by the onboard TMS 9903 serial I/O controller, and 15 jumper selectable interrupt levels are provided.

The module is compatible with the company's 990 minicomputers and PM550 controllers. It is built on a standard 71 990 format with board dimensions of 11 x 7.5" (28 x 19 cm).
Now small businesses can have the advantage of Centronics performance. We have new models to meet the needs of small businesses—a selection that covers the court. And we've followed-through by pricing them lower than other printers that can't match Centronics' features and reliability.

TOP-RANKED TEAM We understand your small business needs—that's why Centronics has sold more printers to the small business market than anyone else. We have new, fully-featured models designed for small business applications. High throughput for inventory control. Full 132-column width for accounts receivable. Versatile forms handling capability for invoicing, payroll, and statements. Plus excellent print quality for labels and listings. The bottom line: with Centronics, small businesses can have mainframe performance at micro prices.

READY FOR ANY TOUR These printers are designed to deliver maximum in-service time, a key consideration for a small business. And we have the largest worldwide service organization of any independent printer company.

For more information on the 700 Series: call (603) 883-0111, or contact any of our 15 U.S.A. or 9 international sales offices. Centronics Data Computer Corporation, Hudson, New Hampshire 03051.

Always use genuine Centronics ribbons and accessories.
I Communication Channel

data center, and the third will be in the Wall Street area of New York City.

This system includes relatively small earth stations, most with 5.5-m dish antennas, that can be placed on customer premises. Featuring all digital high capacity channels, the system enables integration of voice and data communications into a single network and addition of such applications as high speed document transfer and video teleconferencing.

The third international conference on integrated optics and optical fiber communication, I00C '81, jointly sponsored by the IEEE Quantum Electronics and Applications Society and the Optical Society of America, has issued a call for papers. The conference is to be held at the Hyatt Regency San Francisco, San Francisco, Calif, Apr 27-29, 1981, and will provide an interdisciplinary forum for information exchange in the areas of basic research, component development, system engineering, and hardware manufacture.

Prospective authors are invited to submit original papers, not previously presented or published, that describe new technical contributions in such subject areas as

Fibers and cables: Basic waveguide phenomena, fabrication techniques, materials, characterization, installation techniques, reliability testing, and prediction;

Connectors, couplers, equipment, systems, and transmission techniques: Couplers, connectors, splicing techniques, devices, test equipment, transmitter and receiver equipment, modulating and multiplexing formats and techniques, telecommunication and special applications systems, system trends and costs, performance, reliability considerations, and future projections;

Integrated optics and active devices: Dielectric waveguide and optical circuit phenomena, planar waveguide fabrication techniques, passive waveguide devices, integration of optical devices into circuits, applications of integrated optical technology, active waveguide devices, laser diode fabrication and performance characterization, and developmental photodetector progress.

Authors are requested to submit two copies of a separately typed 35-word abstract and a 200- to 500-word summary, with a set of figures suitable for publication to I00C '81, c/o Optical Society of America, 1816 Jefferson Pl, Washington, DC 20036. Deadline for submission of papers is Nov 28, 1980.

Further information about the technical program may be obtained by writing the Conference Manager, Barbara Hicks, at the above address, or by calling 202/223-8130.

The new 75 ips TDX Series II Tape Drives — Priced from $3550 in OEM quantities.*


*Includes complete 800 or 1600 bpi tape drives in 100 per year quantity. Dual Density 800/1600 bpi version — $3750.

Contact Tad Richardson for additional details.

TDX PERIPHERALS
Division of GAW Control Corp.
150 New York Avenue, Halesite, NY 11743
(516) 423-3232
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I00C '81 Calls for Papers
Toshiba offers 16K Dynamic RAMs in all three speeds: 150, 200, and 250 nanoseconds. And our actual customer rejection rate is well below \( \frac{1}{10} \) of 1%.

But that's nothing new. Toshiba's reputation for quality has been well-known for years.

For that matter, so has our reputation for quantity. And now we've got more to back it up with than ever before.

We've got a new manufacturing plant in Sunnyvale, California. And the capacity to deliver a wide variety of memory and microprocessor products. Remember.

Like NMOS and CMOS static RAMs, EPROMS, and microprocessors.

We don't plan on being a primary source by offering second-rate service.

Send for your free "Memory and Microprocessor Product Guide."
Statistical Multiplexer Incorporates Dual Data Links

Traffic balancing series II Microplexer. Multiplexed data are split between two independent links that have combined throughput of 19,200 bits/s. Configuration can be used to optimize high throughput applications or to provide redundancy in case of link or modem failure.

As additions to the series II MICROPLEXER™ family of statistical multiplexers by Timeplex, Inc, One Communications Plaza, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662, traffic balance multiplexers M2407 and M2427 are used at both remote site and CPU. They incorporate two built-in data links, each connected to a similar unit at the same or at a remote site. The units automatically assign channels to each of their links and reassign them dynamically depending on traffic volume and link efficiency.

When loading nears a peak on one link the devices automatically shift channels to the other link for troublefree throughput. In the event of failure or line quality degradation on one link, all channels will be assigned to the other.

The M2427 incorporates a supervisory port that allows system monitoring and the furnishing of network operating statistics. The units have four 9600-bit/s data channels, expandable to 24, with an aggregate input rate of 38.4k bits/s, expandable to 230.4k bits/s. Each of the two synchronous links has a data rate of 9.6k bits/s.

Processor System Adds X.25 Interface Software

A licensed software program product called X.25 Interface for public data networks has been announced by NCR Comten, Inc, 1950 W County Rd B-2, St Paul, MN 55113. It enables the firm’s 3600 communications processors to function as packet mode data terminal equipment (DTE). Users can attach their terminals to public data networks and terminate them at a 3600 frontend processor connected to an IBM compatible host.

Release 1.0 of the product allows interface with GTE Telenet in the U.S. and with DATAPAC in Canada. Support for additional public data networks that conform to CCITT Recommendation X.25 will be added in the future.

The interface can be generated to support more than one public data network in the same processor. It performs call establishment, virtual circuit management, packet assembly and disassembly, and statistics collection functions of a packet mode DTE. Start/stop terminals attached to an X.25 public data network can access host resident applications through the processor nodes without modifications to those applications, application supervisors, or access methods.
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De Anza GIVES YOU A BETTER IMAGE...

DeAnza's new IP8500 is the better image processing and display system... by a factor of four.

Four times more powerful. Four times more memory. Four times more interaction.

Four memory controllers handle up to four image memories per controller. This gives you an unprecedented capacity of up to sixteen 512x512x8 bit image memories to easily process 8 and 16 bit data with 32 bit results.

To meet your growing image processing needs, the IP8500 offers features you'd expect to pay much more for. Features like independent integer zoom in both the X and Y axis from 2:1 to 8:1 on each memory channel; special functions for histograms, real-time multiplication, rotation and warping, as well as high speed vector generation, up to four separately controlled dual cursor generators, four ASCII overlays and four special function generators.

The IP8500 is the better image for people responsible for LANDSAT analysis, non-destructive testing, process control synthesis, remote sensing, three-dimensional computer graphics or other image processing and analysis applications calling for single or multi-station high resolution color, multi-image monochrome or pseudo color displays.

To improve your image X4, find out more about the DeAnza 8500 today. Call or write:

De Anza Systems Incorporated
118 Charcot Avenue • San Jose, CA 95131 • (408) 263-7155
TWX: 910-338-7656

GIVE YOURSELF A BETTER IMAGE
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It's possible to select the precise board functions you need for your application while enjoying the power of the most advanced microprocessors made, Zilog's Z8, Z80 and Z8000.

The Zilog Computer Module concept is built around the high-performance Z-Bus™ Backplane Interconnect system, and its complementary family of microcomputer board designs and software tools. Applications oriented, the ZCM concept lets you take full advantage of the capabilities of each Zilog microprocessor—plus tomorrow's 32-bit data structures.

Select from either of two sizes of board families, both of which can share the same backplane. ZCM™-1 Single-Size Boards (6.3" x 3.9") provide a full menu of basic functions. ZCM-2 Double-Size Boards (6.3" x 9.2") provide the power you need for more complex applications.

The Zilog Computer Module concept is exciting—and cost effective. For the details, write: Zilog, Dept. G, 10460 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014. Or, call your nearby Zilog distributor.
UNPRECEDENTED FREEDOM TO SOLVE YOUR SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROBLEMS. ZILOG'S COMPUTER MODULE CONCEPT. TODAY. FROM ZILOG.

"Mix and match" board sizes make Z8, Z80 and Z8000 systems design easier than ever.

Zilog's single function ZCM-1 Single-Size Boards can be combined on the same backplane with the more powerful ZCM-2 Double-Size Boards. You build up the precise solution you need for your application without the need to pay for—or support—unneeded electronics.
System Locates Faults in Fiber Optic Cables

A proprietary optical coupler that minimizes mode selectivity of the backscatter signal is a feature of the FIBERSCAN™ series 50 optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) offered by Times Fiber Communications, Inc, 358 Hall Ave, Wallingford, CT 06492. Detection of all backscatter signals without modification or energy loss is assured by a single fiber interface, equal to or larger than most fibers under test.

Included in the portable modular instrument are series 50 plug-in module, Tektronix series 503 mainframe with integral power supply, and SC504 oscilloscope. Both the OTDR, as a module for use with any wideband oscilloscope, and the compatible Tektronix 501 power supply may be purchased separately.

The fiber to be tested is aligned to a specially designed coupler that permits accurate and consistent analysis of all mode structures. A variety of connector mountings is available.

By generating high intensity optical pulses and measuring backscatter attenuation and time intervals, the unit determines waveguide characteristics and locates a broad range of faults in fiber optic cables. Use of an avalanche photodetector instead of a photomultiplier tube to optimize spectral response and linearity provides high sensitivity to breaks, splice and connector losses, distributed attenuation, and other parameters. The instrument has a 70-dB end enhanced loss capability and has been health certified by the U.S. Bureau of Radiological Health.
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WANT TO SEE HOW TO RELOAD OUR TWO-TRACK TRANSPORT?

MFE’s auto-reloading, one-megabyte, two-track cassette transport.

MFE’s 452 series two-track transport automatically reloads itself for the second track. So in effect you get twice the storage of ordinary transports from a single load — up to one megabyte.

In addition, the 452 has the industry’s only permanently aligned tape head. It’s actually bolted down to the baseplate so it never needs adjusting.

You’ll like MFE’s new door design, too. It’s extremely easy to load, and there are no linkages or complicated mechanical parts to go wrong.

And our tape handling system is so advanced it’s virtually mistake-proof. Even if you accidentally eject the cassette while it’s running at 120 ips, you won’t damage the tape.

MFE’s 452 series is available with or without a door. We also offer the 250 series single-track transport.

If you’d like to see a demonstration of our auto-reloading cassette, contact us. But we can tell you now. You won’t see a thing.

Call 800-258-3884.
Or write MFE Corporation, Keewaydin Drive, Salem, NH 03079.

WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN?
Ultimately, all terminals require servicing.

So why not buy the one with the ultimate service policy?

No other daisywheel terminal manufacturer offers a more complete service policy than Qume. It works basically like this:

All Qume Sprint 5® dealers are distinguished as either “service” or “standard” dealers. Service dealers provide end-user warranty service on all machines they sell, including spare parts and trained personnel.

Standard dealers offer a 90-day on-site service warranty with Sorbus, Inc., which has service centers in 32 major cities.

But if you don’t work near one of these service centers, for warranty service you can send your terminal to the nearest Qume “depot” located in Texas, California or New Jersey.

Even the most reliable terminals in the business are ultimately going to need servicing. But with Qume, you’ll never have to worry about service problems. For further information call or write Qume, 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, California 95131. Tel: (408) 942-4000. TWX: 910-338-0232.
IT™ is the difference between too smart and too dumb.
Just when you thought you were totally confused by the incredible variety of "smart" computer terminals on the market, Lear Siegler brings you exactly what you need. It is IT, the Intermediate Terminal™ video display.

IT banishes all the confusing claims being made in the computer marketplace by compressing the broad spectrum of "smart" terminals into ITself. Now, when you're looking for a terminal that isn't too smart but isn't too dumb either, IT is perfect for the job. And instead of having to weave your way through the confusing forest of "smart" terminals, just look for IT. Because IT is enough.

IT brings you the same high standards and solid workmanship that made its cousin, the Dumb Terminal® video display, a legend in its own time. IT may be of average intelligence, but there's nothing average about IT's consistent, quality performance and sensible features.

IT is completely self-contained, with full editing, formatting and protected field capabilities. Not to mention a microprocessor which increases reliability and ease of use.

**TWO PAGES ARE BETTER THAN ONE.**

The list of IT's special features could go on all afternoon. Outstanding among them are the two pages of display that are standard with IT. Use them both and get up to 3840 characters of display potential. Or, allocate the second as a print buffer and be sending data on page two while entering data on page one.

Each page has the following independent page characteristics:

- **Reduced Intensity**
- **Blinking**
- **High Resolution Monitor** (7 x 1 dot matrix)
- **Business Graphics**
- **Underlining**
- **Two Pages of Memory** (3840 characters)
- **Full Text Editing**
- **Reversed Video**

With IT, specific areas are designated as protected fields. They can't be typed over unless you remove the terminal from the protected mode. Even your remote computer can't overwrite the protected fields until IT is removed from the protected mode. Background (protected data) can be displayed at a lower intensity, while foreground is displayed at normal intensity and may be modified. You can even tab the cursor forward and backward to the start of each unprotected field.

And when you depress IT's special function key, a special function sequence is transmitted. The remote computer is then in full control. And all control functions that can be initiated from the keyboard can also be executed from the remote computer.

Also on IT, full or half duplex operation is switch and keyboard selectable. You can also choose from conversation or block transmission, which can be initiated by you or the computer. In block mode, a line, a message or a page can be transmitted in its entirety.

**IT™ IS NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE.**

IT's editing capabilities allow you to clear the screen, or use the cursor for a character change. In addition, IT comes complete with character insert and delete, line insert and delete, erase to end of line/field/screen, and tab and back tab. IT's full controls also allow you to skip protected fields, backspace, foreshadow, move up, down, return, home, and new line.

And when it comes to behavior modification, IT has few peers. Because IT comes with a factory installed personality for selected parameters. Such as an alternate ESCape sequence lead-in, in addition to the standard ESCape. A different End Block character. A different New Line character sequence. A different field separator. And a function sequence preamble.

**FIND OUT THE WHOLE STORY ABOUT IT™.**

The people at Lear Siegler would be more than happy to fill you in on all the details about IT. Just drop us a line or call. Because IT is worth it.

---

**IT™, the Intermediate Terminal from Lear Siegler.**


IT™, Intermediate Terminal™ and Dumb Terminal® are trademarks of Lear Siegler, Inc.
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64-Bit Parallel Processor Implemented
With MIMD Architecture for Throughput

Heterogeneous Element Processor (HEP) is a 64-bit high speed digital computer that provides high speed parallel processing of heterogeneous data elements. Denelcor, Inc, 3115 E 40th Ave, Denver, CO 80205, designed the system for use in scientific or commercial applications that effectively use its 10M- to 160M-instruction/s processing speeds. This throughput is made possible by the unit’s implementation of multiple instruction/multiple data stream architecture.

This concept, called MIMD architecture, achieves high performance at low cost by keeping all processor hardware active executing multiple parallel programs simultaneously. With this architecture, there may be several cooperating programs or processes within each independent program. Because the multiple instructions being executed concurrently are independent of one another, execution of one has no influence on execution of the others, allowing processing to be fully parallel at all times.

HEP consists of process execution modules (PEMs), data memory modules, and support processors interconnected by a high speed data switch network. All data memory modules are accessible by all PEMs. Thus processes executing in parallel in one or several PEMs may cooperate by reading and writing shared information in the data memories. Parallel processes synchronize and pass information back and forth using the full/empty attribute of each data memory location. HEP instructions may automatically wait for an input data memory location to be full before execution, and leave the location empty after execution. Instructions may also wait for an output location to be empty before execution and leave it full after execution. This communications discipline allows processes to conveniently and unambiguously pass information to other processes while executing. The full/empty attribute ensures that reads and writes of interprocess variables will alternate and no information will be lost. For locations used exclusively within a process, the attribute is ignored and memory is accessed conventionally.

To efficiently manipulate data, each PEM contains 2048 internal general purpose registers. PEMs automatically detect and flag normal arithmetic errors while executing. (continued on page 58)
The OEM Tape Transport For The 80's.

Now, Datum innovation brings you the next generation in mini-computer magnetic tape transports, the D-451. A transport that thinks for itself thanks to Datum's smart new single-board microprocessor.

Self diagnostics, a reduced electronic component count and hybrid chip read amplifiers are examples of Datum's entirely new microprocessor design architecture.

You won't need an external test box with the D-451. Fault-isolation, and skew verify alignment are among internal microprocessor controlled self-test diagnostics.

An embedded Dual/Density formatter controls up to four tape transports.

Every aspect of the intelligent D-451's design and engineering makes its contribution in superior performance and reliability when reading and writing IBM/ANSI-compatible, \(\frac{1}{2}\)" magnetic tape. Featured are: 7-or 9-track, NRZI and PE formats; dual format is standard for 9-track. Phase Encoded density is 1600 BPI, while densities of 800, 556 and 200 BPI are available for NRZI.

And Datum's painstaking research provides the D-451 with IBM tape-path geometry, ceramic blade tape cleaners, photoelectric write ring detection, low-inertia capstan drive and digital write deskew control.

Find out more about the reel thing, the tape transport that thinks for itself. Call or write your local Datum representative or Datum Inc., 1363 South State College Boulevard, Anaheim, California 92806. (714) 533-6333.
Regional Headquarters

Western
20430 Town Center Lane, Suite 5-F
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 255-8991
TWX 910-339-9502

Central
6200 Savoy Drive, Suite 704
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 974-0534
TWX 910-881-7043

Eastern
594 Marrett Road, Suite 22
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-1642
TWX 710-326-1413

Stocking Distributors:
Anthem • Bell • CAM/RPC • Diplomat • Future
Jaco • Marshall • Milgray • RC Components
Resco • RM Electronics • Sterling
Time • Western Micro Technology
The Better Choice in Microprocessors

HITACHI 6800 Series

Hitachi Expands Your Options with New 8-Bit and 16-Bit Microprocessor Technology

When it’s time to select 6800 series microprocessors, consider the extras only Hitachi can offer: quality, reliability, and immediate availability at competitive cost. Hitachi’s expanding 6800 series technology includes innovations like the all-new, single chip 6805 microcomputer. This new advance lets your designers easily upgrade a 4-bit system to a true 8-bit architecture.

Hitachi is sure to have a 6800/68000 series microprocessor, along with a wide selection of compatible memory devices. These range from 1K all the way to 64K—to help answer your designer’s most demanding needs.

Hitachi 6800/68000 Series (available in all popular speed grades: 1, 1.5, and 2 MHz).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Replaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD46800</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46802</td>
<td>CPU, Clock RAM</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM464810</td>
<td>128 x 8 RAM</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46821</td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46846</td>
<td>ROM, I/O, Timer</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46856</td>
<td>ACIA</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46852</td>
<td>SSDA</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46502</td>
<td>CRTC</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46603</td>
<td>FDC</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46504</td>
<td>DMAC</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46505</td>
<td>CRTC</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD46508</td>
<td>A/D Converter</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>NEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part No. | Description | Availability | Replaces |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD6801</td>
<td>1 chip, clock, 2K Byte ROM, 128 Byte RAM, I/O</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD6805</td>
<td>1 chip, clock, 1K Byte ROM, 64 Byte RAM, I/O</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8-Bit Multi-Chip (Enhanced)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Replaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD6809</td>
<td>High performance microprocessor</td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>6809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16-Bit Multi-Chip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Replaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD68000</td>
<td>16-Bit CPU</td>
<td>4th Quarter</td>
<td>68000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD68450</td>
<td>16-Bit DMAC</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>68450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circle the reader service cord, or call your local Hitachi Representative or Distributor for full technical information.

Symbol of Semiconductor Quality, Worldwide
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errors (overflow, underflow, etc.) and may generate traps on occurrence of these errors. Programs within a system are protected from each other and relocated in memory by a set of relocation/protection registers in each PEM. This allows multiprogramming with full isolation of one user from another.

All data and instruction words are 64 bits long, although PEM data memory reference instructions allow partial word and byte addressing. Memory bandwidth is 20M words/s/PEM, including the data switch network. Each PEM executes up to 10M instructions/s. The architecture of the switch network allows up to 128 memory modules of up to 1M words each and up to 16 PEMs. This range of system configurations results in speeds up to 160M instructions/s on 64-bit data and memory sizes up to 1G bytes.

Systems may include high speed realtime I/O devices connected to the data switch network. These devices operate at memory speeds up to 80M bytes/s. Normal I/O devices are connected to the HEP system through support processors; thus standard commercial I/O devices and controllers may be used for routine I/O functions. All standard I/O devices are accessible through operating system and FORTRAN I/O.

Both normal and synchronized memory access are available to the FORTRAN programmer as well as the assembly language programmer. Software modules in both FORTRAN and assembly language may be distributed across several PEMs to achieve increased throughput. In general, design of a parallel program is not affected by whether the program runs in one or in several PEMs.

Creation and termination of parallel processes in an MIMD program is a hardware capability directly available to the programmer. Processes are created or terminated in 100 ns by execution of a single system instruction. Thus processes may be created at any point in a program where additional parallelism is required and terminated as soon as their function is accomplished. Up to 64 user processes may exist simultaneously within each PEM in a HEP system.

HEP systems support a batch operating system with FORTRAN and assembler programming languages. The operating system provides input and output spooling, batch job scheduling, and full operator control of the system. FORTRAN is an extended ANSI FORTRAN IV with added parallel capabilities, providing the programmer with the means for explicit parallel programming. Assembly language allows users to access all system capabilities efficiently. The interactive maintenance language provides sophisticated debugging capabilities. It is used in conjunction with maintenance hardware, either test slots in the mainframe or offline test fixtures.

Circle 420 on Inquiry Card

Switching Facility, Disc Units Increase 303X Performance

Products and programming announced by International Business Machines Corp, Data Processing Div, 1133 Westchester Ave, White Plains, NY 10604, including an attached processor, a switching facility, and two direct access storage devices (one of which can store over 2.5G char of information), significantly increase the capacity and performance of large 303X computer systems. Enhancements to the large system control program, multiple virtual storage (MVS), provide improved systems and processor storage management for 303X processors.

Attached processor 3042 model 2 offers up to 12 channels (six as standalone and an optional group of six), expanding the maximum number of channels available to users of the 3033 attached processor complex to 28 in order to supply greater system capacity and versatility. The 3814 switching management system permits computer operators to electronically vary the interconnections between processors and (continued on page 60)
Audiotronics Model DC-946 Data Display

This popular Audiotronics data display is one of our 48 standard models. We have sold thousands of them to giants in the industry. Maybe it's perfect for your requirements. If not, talk to us about your specifications. We're dedicated to innovative product design, quality production standards and complete customer satisfaction. Whatever you need, we have the experience and talent to design it, or improve it. Contact us today.

Model DC-946 features:

- modular construction
- 5" cathode ray tube (12.7 cm)
- solid state
- DC operation—12V dc inputs
- choice of signal inputs:
  - TTL (standard)
  - Composite video (plug-in module)
- standard 15,750 KHz horizontal scan frequency
- 650 lines resolution
peripheral equipment in large systems. The system can store up to 78 configuration descriptions and help manage interconnections of control units including 3380 storage control models and processor channels.

Controlled by one or two 3604 model 6 keyboard/display units, the 3014s support interconnection of up to 128 switching nodes—managing as many as 16 channels and 8 control units or 8 channels and 16 control units. In complex data processing installations, this can result in simplified operations and increased efficiency.

Direct access storage devices feature advanced technology and compact design and attach to most large processors. The 3380 can store up to 2.52G char of information—almost four times the capacity of a 3350. With the data streaming feature available on 3031, 3032, and 3033 processors, the 3380 can transfer data at up to 3M char/s.

The 3375 disc storage device holds more than 800M char of data and attaches to 4331 group 2 and 4341 processors as well as to 3031, 3032, and 3033 processors equipped with data streaming. Average seek time is 19 ms.

An extension of channel protocols, data streaming doubles the data rate on the first two channels in a processor channel group, enabling users to take advantage of the data transfer rate of the direct access storage device. Maximum aggregate data rate of a 6-channel group can be increased from 6.7M to 10M bytes/s. An optional speed matching buffer feature allows the high density storage available with the 3380 direct access storage device to be used at data rates of 1.5M char/s on 3031, 3032, and 3033 processors and 3042 model 2 attached processors, and System 370 models 156, 158-3, 168 and 168-3.

A combination of film head technology and compact design helps reduce power consumption on the 3380 by up to 70%, floor space requirements by up to 65%, and heat generation by up to 75% compared to equivalent storage in 3350 devices. In the units, read and write heads, discs, and two actuators are integrated into head/disc assemblies to improve reliability and efficiency. Two head/disc assemblies are contained in each 3380, one in each 3375.

Dynamic path selection, an optional internal architectural function of the 3380, provides a second data path for attachment of the 3380 to a second storage director which controls the transfer of data. This alternate path provides concurrent access to data and can improve availability if access is lost through malfunction of a channel, storage director, or controller.

Both devices utilize count-key-data architecture that can facilitate migration from other direct access storage devices. 3380 units may attach to 3031, 3032, or 3033 processors and 3042 model 2 attached processors through the data streaming feature to permit use of the 3M char's data rate. The optional speed matching buffer feature allows devices to be used at the 1.5M-char/s data rate of the processors. The 3375 attaches to 4331 model group 2 and 4341 processors, as well as to 3031, 3032, and 3033 processors and 3042 model 2 attached processors equipped with data streaming.

Both storage devices are supported by appropriate models of the 3880 controller. When data streaming is used, the 3380 can be placed up to 400 ft (124 m) from a processor channel. To meet needs for growth, a string or group of four 3380s can store more than 10G char of information and each storage director can control up to two strings of four 3380s. A group of four 3375s can store up to 3.2G char of data.

Designed to improve both system and processor storage management, large system control program enhancements incorporated in the MVS licensed programs include MVS/System Extensions, a program product which provides performance improvements to the basic MVS control program. These programs also support 3033 Extended Addressing and enhance VMS system, storage, management, and job entry functions. Extended addressing enables users of 3033 multiprocessors, for example to address up to 32M char of information—double the previous capability. This expansion of addressable processor storage enables more information and programs to be contained in the processor and can result in improved performance.

With customer shipments scheduled for the third quarter of this year, the 3042 model 2 is priced at $1,255,000. Shipments of the 3814 switching management system are scheduled to begin in second quarter 1981; prices are $205,000 for a system that includes Model A unit with integrated controller, B remote unit, and C expansion unit. First shipments of 3380 and 3375 disc storage devices are to be in the first and third quarters of 1981, respectively; purchase price for a 3380 model A which contains features for attaching up to three 3380 model B units ranges from $97,650 to $142,200. The 3375 sells at $46,450 for model A1 and $31,000 for B1.
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**Color Display Combines Rapid Update With High Resolution**

Graphic 8 displays up to 256 colors simultaneously to provide users with high resolution computer generated images in full color. In the system, Sanders Associates, Inc, Information Products Div, Daniel Webster Hwy S, Nashua, NH 03061, has combined processing power and image dynamics of the Graphic 7 stroke/refresh system with 1024 x 1024 raster graphics. Stroke/refresh technology offers the ability to rapidly update images, while dual memory in the controller permits continuous update of images by displaying from one memory while simultaneously updating the other.

The most powerful system configuration can handle eight fully interactive display stations operating from a single controller. A software/firmware supported microprocessor provides choice of graphic control or FORTRAN support programs. Either handles programming of graphic terminals, leaving the user free to concentrate on host computer programming. Interfaces are available for DEC VAX and PDP-11, Data General Eclipse and Nova, Perkin-Elmer, Hewlett-Packard, Systems Engineering Laboratories, Harris, and HTDS computers. An RS-232-C interface handles communication.

The unit provides a choice of color or monochrome display with up to 256 colors or gray shades (128 with blink (continued on page 62)
THE LEADING MICROPROCESSOR OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR THE 1980s

MTOS 86

MTOS-80
Real-time operating system for the 8080.
In service since 1976

MTOS-68
Real-time operating system for the 6800.
In service since 1976

MTOS-11
Real-time operating system for the PDP-11.
In service since 1976

THE MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE 8086

Unlike some operating systems, the MTOS family is written in assembly language.
The result: compact, efficient programs.
MTOS is sold in source form; the user can specialize MTOS for his own applications.

In Israel:
CONTAHAL, LTD.
83 Gordon St., Tel Aviv
Telephone: 22 41 15

In Belgium:
BETEA S.A.
Chaussee de Louvain 775
B-1140 Brussels
Telephone: (02) 736 80 50

In West Germany:
ALFRED NEYE ENATECHNIK
Schillerstrasse 14
2085 Quickborn (Hamburg)
Telephone: 041 06 / 612-240

Call or write for our FREE book
"On Operating Systems"

Industrial Programming Inc.
Software Specialists Since 1963

100 Jericho Quadrangle, Jericho, N.Y. 11753 • (516) 938-6600 • Telex 429808
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Split Tran® high isolation @ prices lower than standard PC board transformers

Split Bobbin Makes the Difference
- 2500V RMS HIPOT
- NON-CONCENTRIC WINDINGS
- New from Signal—miniature PC board transformers with high isolation (2500V RMS HIPOT standard) and low capacitive coupling. All this and lower than standard transformer prices, too. Split/Tran is available with single 115V or dual 115/230V primaries. Secondary windings are split, so they can be series or parallel connected. Pronto delivery up to 4 pieces within 48 hours.

Write or call: Signal Transformer Co., Inc., 500 Bayview Ave., Inwood, N.Y. 11696; Tel. (516) 239-7200, (516) 239-4510.

 Sanders' Graphics 8 intelligent computer graphic display system offers 1024 x 1024 resolution raster graphics to provide computer generated images with up to 256 simultaneous colors.

capability). Display memory provides storage for up to 1024 x 1024 picture elements (pixels)—up to 8 bits/pixel/display. Other features of the 19" (38-cm) display are multiple character fonts and sizes, external video input, and high speed cursor and high speed erase. Resolutions range from 512 x 512 to 1024 x 1024; others are available at 4 x 3 aspect ratios. Image enhancement features of lookup table and polygon fill are standard. Buffered refresh memory in the 8200 series controller offers rapid image update, and permits applications requiring continuous update of complex images to be handled.

Because the system is instruction compatible with the Graphic 7 stroke/refresh display system, programs developed for that system are rapidly made operational. Raster enhancements such as polygon area fill can be applied to the original outline images in this case.

Distributed processing capability is provided by the unit’s built-in minicomputer level CPU. This processor, based on high speed bipolar bit slice chips, uses a popular instruction set with more than 400 instructions. Programmability of the processor permits the user to tailor operations at the terminal to the application. Available processor read/write memory ranges from 32k to 256k bytes in addition to the image refresh memory.

The graphic control program, which is included in basic firmware, contains built-in test features that allow verification of system operability without involving the host computer. The FORTRAN support package option permits images to be generated using FORTRAN subroutine calls. This enables users to work in their own coordinate system to generate images, even if the programmers are not familiar with computer graphics.
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And, we do mean complete! Grinnell systems can include computers, disc drives, terminals and software operating systems. Plus a FORTRAN software and driver package; high resolution TV monitor, camera, and hard copy color printer.

There are also other options to meet any special requirement you might have.

Of course, you may already have some of the necessary hardware.

That's why Grinnell systems work with standard TV monitors and cameras, and why plug-compatible interfaces are available for most minicomputers.

We also give you a complete product line to choose from:

**GMR 270 Series**: 512 x 512 resolution frame buffers and full color pipeline image processing systems.

**GMR 260 Series**: 1024 x 1024 resolution frame buffers for grey scale, black and white, pseudo color and full color.

**GMR 27 Series**: High speed, modular graphic and image display systems.

**GMR 37 Series**: Low cost graphic display systems.

So, whether you want to analyze images from outer space or monitor a process in a plant, Grinnell has a complete system that can do it. For complete specifications and/or a quotation, call or write today.
The best available 16-bit microprocessor is now available from authorized Motorola distributors everywhere. The MC68000.

Since its introduction in September, 1979, the MC68000 generally has been recognized as the most advanced high-performance 16-bit microprocessor in the industry.

The MC68000 is the first, the only, 16-bit microprocessor with a large set of seventeen 32-bit registers, and the only one with 16-megabyte direct memory addressing.

Its uniquely powerful yet easy-to-use microcoded architecture, combined with the inherently high-performance characteristics and reliability of Motorola's HMOS VLSI technology, offers the designer unmatched advantages in system design, software cost reduction and product capabilities.

As a vital aspect of future systems, efficient multiprocessing capability received special attention in design of the MC68000. With the asynchronous bus, a multiple bus-master technique is used to achieve high-efficiency multiprocessing.

**Expanded register set allows enhanced performance.**

The 32-bit registers eliminate the need for pairing, and data and address registers are separated to allow the performance enhancements of parallel operation. All the registers can be used as index registers, and all address registers may be used as index stack pointers to reduce programming bottlenecks.

**High-efficiency instruction set.**

The simple, efficient instruction set was designed on information developed in extensive instruction-usage studies. The 56 powerful instruction types are designed to minimize the number of mnemonics a programmer must remember. Addressing modes are usable with all applicable instructions for additional ease-of-use.
for advanced systems from Motorola distributors.

Additional features, the MC68000 is, by design, the ideal MPU for an easy-to-use, block-structured high-level language. It's equally fluent with Pascal or assembly language.

Efficient operating system support. Numerous features offer valuable operating system support. Among the most important is the distinction between the user mode and the supervisor mode which improves system reliability and allows resource protection. Also included for such support are specific instructions such as the Test and Set instruction (for semaphore operations), Traps (for efficient operating system calls), and the Move Multiple instruction (for streamlined context switching).

Code reliability for system integrity. Code reliability and maintainability are key issues for any system designer in this day of large software development efforts. Illegal instruction and illegal addressing mode detection aid system designers in guaranteeing system reliability. The user/supervisor distinction, privileged instructions, and traps on unauthorized activity aid the system designer in guaranteeing systems integrity.

The choice of winners. The power and versatility of this total system approach is more apparent than ever as the tremendous scope of the entire M68000 family concept is revealed. Designers who require the very best in advanced high-performance microprocessors turn to Motorola. The M68000 family, present and future, will be the choice of winners throughout the '80s. Shouldn't it be yours?

With the flexibility of the developing total-system M68000 family and the system-development support of EXORmacs™, VERSAbus™ and the VERSAdos™ multi-tasking, multiprocessing operating system, there is no contemporary approach to microcomputers that offers so much for so many systems. The MC68000 is your best bet for the '80s for innovative systems through silicon.

Asynchronous, non-multiplexed bus. Implementation of the asynchronous bus allows optimum utilization when supporting devices requiring different access times, and allows implementation of cache memory or other hierarchical memory schemes without bus rule changes. The non-multiplexed bus is up to 30% faster than a multiplexed bus, and improves overall system performance because interface to the processor is not a bottleneck.

Designed for high-level language support. As the processor for the '80s, the MC68000 was carefully designed for the high-level languages of the '80s. With Link and Unlink instructions, the large number of general-purpose registers, address manipulation on stack, and a variety of

and reduced software debugging time, with resulting software development-cost reduction.
This is 3M's DC-600 HC Data Cartridge for disk back-up. It's just 4" x 6" x \( \frac{1}{2} \)". Yet it holds a full 67 megabytes of formatted user information (144 megabytes unformatted). And most surprisingly, it only costs about thirty dollars.

The marvel that makes it work is our HCD-75 Data Cartridge Drive. At 4.6" x 7" x 8.6" (19" deep with controller/formatter module) it's the smallest full-capability back-up system available today. And its storage capacity makes it the most economical, too.

You see, the HCD-75 drive unit eliminates the need for costly multi-track heads. Instead, it uses a new tape head which features automatic positioning to any of the tape's sixteen tracks. The result is a storage capacity much larger than ever before possible with data cartridges. Which also makes it suitable for other mass storage applications.

Extensive use of microprocessors in the HCD-75 make it the world's first truly intelligent cartridge drive system. Other than initial commands, all tape drive functions are controlled locally. So the host computer system can remain free for other functions. What's more, the HCD-75 features sophisticated error detection and correction capabilities. And to insure system performance, self-test diagnostic routines run continuously. Even when the system is not in use.

Will wonders never cease?

For more information, check the listing on the next page for the representative nearest you.

Or write: Data Products Division/3M, Bldg. 223-5E/3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144.

THE DISK BACK-UP SYSTEM THAT'S SUDDENLY WAY OUT FRONT.
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Optical Wand Reads Barcoded Programs and Data into Calculator

Barcode reading model HP-82153A optical wand enables quick accurate entry of programs and data for the HP-41C calculator. Plugging into the calculator, the wand, developed by Hewlett-Packard Co, 1507 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304, reads HP barcode printed on paper, allowing economical reproduction and distribution of software.

When the user guides it by hand along a line of barcode, the device can read up to 30 in (76 cm) of program or data, scanning from either left to right or right to left. It emits a scan tone to indicate that the last line of program or data has been correctly read. An error tone with an error message display, or no tone, means that the last line of code must be rescanned. The display automatically updates itself to indicate the next line to be scanned. It is also possible to scan a line and have it converted into a binary display on the calculator. This feature assures that code is not faulty and is not being misread. In addition, a running program may be halted to allow a subroutine in code to be scanned and immediately executed or stored until called, or to permit one or more rows of coded data to be scanned and used by the program.

Barcode for use with the device is formed of narrow bars, wide bars, and spaces printed on paper, usually black on white. Maximum length of a row of barcode is 132 bars. The wand contains a light emitting diode (LED) and photosensor that detects changes in the light reflected from the sheet being scanned. The detected signal is digitized and translated by two integrated circuits into instructions that the calculator understands. The code offers built-in checksums and ability to handle alphanumeric data.

Users can obtain barcode versions of their software by sending magnetic card or handwritten versions of programs to an independent printer who will return barcoded data in no more than seven days. For short programs all calculator and peripheral functions can be executed by scanning a barcode sequence on a paper keyboard—a sheet of paper with barcoded versions of the calculator's keyboard or barcode labels that are included with the wand.

Circle 423 on Inquiry Card

Video Imaging Unit Produces Photographic Quality Output

Quality continuous tone copies are produced from raster scan video sources in seconds by the 4634 imaging hard copy unit. Designed by Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077, the device is a cost-effective alternative to other photographic quality display recording devices for use in digital image processing, pattern recognition, remote sensing, video disc, and high resolution display environments.

The unit records on dry silver paper using a fiber optic CRT, producing copies having a broad gray scale range (12 levels) that reveals fine image detail. The 6 x 8" (15 x 20-cm) image size on 8.5 x 11" (21.5 x 27.9-cm) paper facilitates enhanced interpretation of gray scale information. Approximate copy cost is $0.20, compared to from $0.60 to $5.00/copy for competitive copiers.

Front paper load and paper exit, and front panel controls make it easy to integrate the unit into video system configurations. It is self-contained, usually requiring a single cable connection, and can be interfaced to most analog or digital raster scan video sources. An automatic gain control circuit tracks the input signal making the copier less sensitive to input signal variations. Image quality is thus more consistent over time with minimum adjustment.

Circle 424 on Inquiry Card
Microprocessor Controlled Printer System Emulates DEC-20 Controller

A plug compatible controller and line of printers extend the range of printing speeds attainable with DECsystem-10 and 20 computers, and are priced about 50% lower than comparable DEC units. Designated LPC-20, the microprocessor based controller requires one and one-half card slots in the utility processor and handles printers with speeds of 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, and 1800 lines/min, replacing a DEC controller that uses three slots and services 300- or 1200-line/min units.

BDS Computer Corp., 1120 Crane St, Menlo Park, CA 94025, has made the controller fully software compatible with the the TOPS-20 operating system. It emulates the DEC unit and has the logic and buffers necessary for program controlled or direct memory access data transfer between the Unibus and the line printer. It also includes logic for command, monitoring, and control functions. The complete controller and printer interface are contained on one quad- and one hex-sized board.

A pair of bipolar 2901 bit-slice microprocessors and a 2910 microprogram control unit form the nucleus of the controller. The 2901s are cascaded to give an 8-bit word length. A 256-word by 16-bit translation random access memory (TRAM) holds control and print characters while a 3k-byte microprogram storage PROM controls the 2901 data manipulation. All microprocessor instructions are executed in one 200-ns microcycle.

Other logic includes a Unibus control section that provides communications between computer and printer controller. Elements within the controller are linked with an "A" or source bus and a "Y" or destination bus. The A-bus supplies input data to the 2901s and 2910. The Y-bus transfers information from the microprocessors to the printer interface and Unibus interface. Printer interface logic supplies data and I/O control information to the printer.

In operation, TRAM is loaded by the computer under program control or with DMA cycles in order to free the CPU for other tasks until an interrupt signals that the buffer is full. The controller’s microprocessors control all bus requests, transfers, and handshake signals. In addition, under DMA, it handles the loading of a 12-channel direct access vertical format unit (DAVFU), which designates printer paper advancement and positioning. The system also accommodates 12-channel paper tape DAVFU.

Once TRAM and DAVFU are loaded, the controller releases the Unibus, manipulates TRAM data, and passes it to the printer interface circuits along with appropriate printer control signals. Printing continues until the TRAM is empty, at which time loading begins again.

Serving the DECsystem-10 KL processors or any DECsystem-20, the unit controls any of the company’s line printers from 300 to 1800 lines/min, requiring only jumper or cable modifications. Printers employ band, charband, or drum technology. The 300- and 600-line/min band printers, intended for low to medium speed applications, use a steel band print font carrier, and have an internal microprocessor for printer control, diagnostics, and operator prompting. Drum printers operate from 300 to 1800 lines/min and are intended for high duty cycle printing. The charband printer is a 1200-line/min unit with a 132-col line width. All printers have a standard 64-char set with 96-char optional.
That's right! Fujitsu produces more Winchester technology disk drives for the OEM market than any other manufacturer in the industry. The reason for this success is the unequalled reliability of Fujitsu products.

For instance, Fujitsu's M228X Winchester drive delivers more than 10,000 MTBF power on hours of high performance. That's 40% better than the industry standard. And the M228X is fast: 6ms track-to-track (27 ms average) access time. With this kind of performance, up to 169 megabytes of unformatted storage, and Fujitsu's competitive pricing—there is no other choice! Optional head-per-track capacity of 655 kilobytes also available with this series.

80 and 50 MB cartridge drives with SMD interfacing
Fujitsu's advanced technology does not stop at Winchesters! The two front-loading cartridge drives with SMD capability shown here, have statistics only Fujitsu could guarantee. Like access times of 6ms track-to-track (30 ms average), and a reliability factor of over 6,000 poh MTBF. That's 50% better than the industry standard.

And whether you order the M2211 (80 MB) or the M2201 (50 MB) drive you can say goodbye to data staging. Plus you get a servo/track record system that assures the cartridge interchangeability you need. With features like these it's no wonder Fujitsu's got the world on a platter.

For technical information, (outside California only) phone toll-free 800-538-8175. For sales and service, or evaluation unit, contact: Fujitsu America, Inc., 2945 Oakmead Village Court, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Phone 408-727-4300, Telex 171-182, TWX 910-338-0047.

The first word in reliability. The last word in performance.
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High End Units Raise Performance Levels of Laboratory Computer Family

Several members added to the MINC family of laboratory computer systems incorporate the PDP-11/23 processor to achieve greater capacity and performance than entry level units. Included in the announcement made by the Laboratory Data Products Group, Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA 01754, are the MINC-23, MINC/DECLAB23-RT, and MINC/DECLAB23-RSX systems.

MINC-23 and MINC/DECLAB23-RT enable researchers to configure optimum system elements for specific data acquisition and control applications through use of MINC modules. The MINC-23 is a portable system employing diskette drives, and DECLAB23 incorporates dual 5M- or 10M-byte disc cartridges. DECLAB23 configurations replace the DECLAB-11/MINC systems (see Computer Design, Dec 1978, p 48), providing twice the processor speed and four times the memory capacity.

The MINC-23 extends capabilities of previous members of the family offering at least double the performance of the MINC-11. DECLAB23-RT systems include both floating point and IEEE-488 bus interface as standard items, providing extra versatility in both interfacing and data reduction. All systems can operate on a standalone basis or can be tied to other DEC computers operating under DECNets, using the MINC NFT file transfer software. Such capacity enables establishment of laboratory wide data management and data acquisition systems.

MINC BASIC is used both for individual programs and the operating system on the MINC-23. As an option, the unit can also run RT-11 FORTRAN. MINC/DECLAB23-RT uses RT-11/FORTRAN. -RXS uses the RXS-1IM multiuser, multitasking operating system. All provide full floating point functions as standard.

Minimum configuration for a 23 includes PDP-11/23 processor, MINC box, VT105 terminal, and dual 512k-byte diskette drives. For DECLAB23 configurations, minimum equipment includes PDP-11/23, 10M-byte hard disc, VT105 terminal, and MINC box mounted in a 30" (76-cm) cabinet. Prices range from $15,600 to $30,300. First shipments are scheduled for December.

Fast reliable printer.

The DC-1606B/DC-2106D discharge printer prints 16 or 21 column alphanumerics in a 5 x 7 dot matrix format. Its MTBF is 3.0 million lines on 2.25" paper costing about 3/4¢ per foot. Just 3.8" H x 5.4" W x 5.5" D, it is as low as $120 in 100 quantity. Other printers with interface electronics available.

Call or write HYCOM, 16841 Armstrong Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 — (714) 557-5252

Series 1100 Extensions Increase Capability in Scientific Data Processing

A general purpose large scale computer system suited for scientific and engineering applications, 11000/80S is based on Series 1100 architecture and software, and incorporates a scientific accelerator module, a very high speed LSI bipolar gate array device. Performance of the current entry level 1100/80 system has been increased by at least 25% with the 1100/80S.

Included in a basic 80S are a central processing complex with scientific accelerator module, 524k words of main storage, 4k words of buffer storage, and one input/output unit. The 1100/80S uses 36-bit single-precision floating point representation. Main storage expansion to 1048k words is available. Buffer expansion to 32k words allows additional main storage as well as multiprocessor configurations up to four CPUs, four IOUs, and 8M words of main storage.

Also announced by Sperry Univac, PO Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424, was a memory expansion feature for the current 4M-word 11000/80 systems, which permits memory to be added in 2M word increments up to a maximum of 8M words or 32M bytes. Operating in association with 1100/80 computers, a high performance special purpose scientific processor, the Array Processor Subsystem (APS) significantly extends computer capabilities for processing vast quantities of numeric data. The APS increases the speed of floating point arithmetic operations, eliminates data transfer bottlenecks between host computer and scientific processor elements, and solves large multidimensional problems. With a maximum execution burst rate of 120M floating point operations/s (FLOPS) and a sustainable rate for suitable algorithms of 80M FLOPS, the subsystem represents a significant performance increase over earlier systems. Maximum system performance of 245M FLOPS, including host performance, is realized when two units are attached to an 1100/84 system.

Potential data transfer bottlenecks are eliminated by a direct interface to main storage and a high speed cache memory. Together these features ensure that the system is continuously supplied with data and is thus capable of maximum processing efficiency. Data rates between main storage and the subsystem are 35M to 40M 36-bit words/s.

Built using ECL and TTL devices, the unit is user microprogrammable, with a 288-bit instruction word size. Data words are 36 bits and all arithmetic is fully compatible with the 80 host. Capability to execute memory problems as large as 8M words in a single vector operation enables the unit to process large multidimensional problems.

Circle 426 on Inquiry Card
SCOUT has a red light. It does not mean what you think. The red light says one of SCOUT's boards does not feel well.

Will this make you sad because your minicomputer can't play anymore?

Will the expensive repairman take a long time to get it fixed?

No no, silly. Since SCOUT's ISOLITE showed you which card is bad, all you do is pull it out and put in a spare 6.25" x 8.3" card.

What fun! Now SCOUT can run and play again. And save you a lot of jack.

Save SCOUT, save.

Save on service costs. Save on system costs.

Save on 16-bit minicomputer performance. SCOUT starts at less than $1000 for a CPU, I/O, 32K Byte RAM and card cage.

Isn't saving fun? Save SCOUT, save.

A Plug for SCOUT.

Money. Time. And end user aggravation. Plus other ways to save in our how-to-save-on-maintenance primer, A Plug for SCOUT. Get your free copy with this coupon and a business card. Or, for immediate information call 714/933-8830, Ext. 455.

Name

Title

Company

Address

City State Zip

ComputerAutomation

Where OEM's come first.

18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92713

SCOUT and ISOLITE are registered trademarks of Computer Automation Inc.

CIRCLE 46 ON INQUIRY CARD
3870 momentum continues.

For single-chip applications, no other microcomputer family offers you more design momentum than the 3870 family from Mostek. Now there's even more momentum because eight new parts give you ROM and RAM options never before available. A total of 16 choices. You save by buying only what you need now, yet you'll also be designing in future flexibility.

That's because all our 3870 microcomputers are software compatible and basically pin-for-pin hardware compatible. So expansion or upgrading from 1K ROM to 4K ROM can be as easy as exchanging one 3870 device for another. In the same socket. There's no new architecture to learn. No retooling of artwork. No new vendors to qualify. In other words, there's no loss of design momentum.

This ongoing product line expansion is all part of our commitment and response to your unprecedented demand for Mostek 3870 microcomputers. A demand so strong for so many different applications that we literally ran out of 3870 numbers for all the variations you requested.

So to simplify identification of all our 3870 devices, we developed an expanded, easy to understand numbering system. In this system, the first four numbers designate three generic families: MK3870, MK3873, and MK3875. All three families have multiple combinations of ROM and RAM. The first slash number indicates the amount of ROM available in 1K byte increments; the second slash number identifies the amount of executable RAM in multiples of 32 bytes.
8 new ROM and RAM options give you 16 compatible single-chip choices.

The Mostek 3873 family has 29 bits (4 ports) of parallel I/O plus a hardware serial I/O port capable of handling either synchronous or asynchronous data transfers. Two different ROM versions are currently available, and executable RAM options are coming soon.

The MK3875 microcomputer family features 30 lines (4 ports) of parallel I/O and a standby power mode to protect the executable RAM during low-power situations. Both our 3875 versions have 64 bytes of executable RAM; ROM is 2048 bytes or 4032 bytes.

Unique to the entire 3870 line are our piggyback EPROM (P-PROM™) microcomputers. Designated MK38P70/02 and MK38P73/02, these devices let you prototype and field test your software programs prior to ordering masked-ROM versions. P-PROM microcomputers are also ideal as production circuits in low volume applications.

To simplify software as well, choose our Matrix™ floppy disk development system with real-time in-circuit emulation. The Matrix system can support our entire 3870 line, including low power CMOS versions now being developed.

Three basic 3870 families, EPROM versions. And comprehensive software tools to back it up. It all adds up to more momentum. The kind of momentum that can simplify your design, and extend your product life. To find out how, call or write Mostek Corporation, 1215 W. Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; phone 214/323-1000.

In Europe, contact Mostek Brussels; phone 660.69.24.

### Table: Part Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>ROM (bytes)</th>
<th>Executable RAM (bytes)</th>
<th>Parallel I/O (Mini)</th>
<th>Serial I/O</th>
<th>Old Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/10</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/12</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/20</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>MK3870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/22</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>MK3876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/30</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/32</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/40</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3870/42</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>MK3872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3873/10</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3873/12</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3873/20</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>MK3873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3873/22</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3875/20</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>VBB,</td>
<td>Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3875/22</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>VBB</td>
<td>Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3876/20</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>VBB,</td>
<td>Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3876/22</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>VBB</td>
<td>Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3877/10</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>MK3874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK3877/12</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>SI,SO,</td>
<td>MK3877</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since all our 3870 devices have 64 bytes of scratchpad RAM, that portion of the memory isn’t included in the part number.

The basic Mostek 3870 microcomputer family, with 32 bits (4 ports) of parallel I/O, presently has 8 versions. ROM options range from 1K to 4K bytes with an executable RAM option of 64 bytes.
How to Improve Your Image

The Problem: Glare. And poor image-to-background contrast. They wash out displayed information, cutting operator efficiency and lowering productivity.

The Solution: OCLI Contrast Enhancement. It reduces glare by 17 to 1 over untreated glass. It's working now for some of the biggest names in display technology, including IBM, Four-Phase and Tektronix. Write us. We'll explain how it can work for you.

I'd like to improve my image.
Tell me more about OCLI Contrast Enhancement for CRTs.

Name:
Title:
Company:
Address:
City: State: Zip:

OCLI DEPT. 109-1, 2789 Giffen Ave., P.O. Box 1599, Santa Rosa, CA 95402
TWX (510) 744-2083 Telephone (707) 545-6440

Portable ASR Terminal Uses Bubble Memory For Nonvolatile Storage

Execuport 4000B is a multi-microprocessor based portable ASR terminal that provides a keyboard and nonvolatile bubble memory for both offline and online operations. The terminal, developed by Computer Transceiver Systems Inc, E Midland Ave, Paramus, NJ 07652, operates similarly to a conventional teletypewriter with the additional capability of bubble memory storage and text editing for data preparation and manipulation.

Containing one or two magnetic bubble memory (MBM) devices and a flexible easy to use operating system firmware package, the unit is capable of asynchronous serial binary data interchange. A powerful editing feature enhances the terminal's use as an offline data entry and storage unit. A buffer within the terminal enables interactive communications in bursts at programmable rates up to 9600 baud, via an RS-232 acoustic coupler.

Each memory device is capable of holding 11,538 bytes of data. The standard terminal has one resident, nonremovable MBM device; an optional cassette-like removable MBM located on the keyboard raises capacity to over 23k bytes. Usable data capacity is arranged in 641 sectors or pages. Numbered 0 through 640, each sector is 18 characters long, and is the smallest unit of memory accessible by the operating system.

Data stored in user available memory are organized in files. A record is kept for each file in a memory directory which maintains and prints file name, first sector position, number of sectors, and attribute (protection level of file) as directory information. By implementing various commands one at a time or chained, the operator can perform various operations, including create and delete files, merge and extend files, and edit files, clear memory, copy one memory to the other, print directory, and print terminal communications configuration.
A full ASCII keyboard with upper and lower case and ASCII/APL special function keys is organized in typewriter format for efficient operation by nontechnical personnel. Editor commands entered from the keyboard allow existing files to be modified and new files to be created within the bubble memory. The editor is initiated by entering command mode and keying in the edit command. Commands can be grouped into two major categories:

**Micromodule Based Controllers Cut Costs of Winchester Disc Storage**

Micromodule 9000 contains all essential common functions of a universal controller in less than one-eighth the space of previous designs. All that is needed to incorporate the unit into a system is the addition of interface capability for host computer and disc drive. Microcomputer Systems Corp, 432 Lakeside Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, designed the module in answer to the industry's search for a low cost, high volume intelligent controller that can be easily customized to link most small computers with 8" (20-cm) Winchester discs.

The design reduces the number of chips in a complete disc controller system from about 200 to typically less than 25. This results in far greater reliability, saves valuable space in system design, and leads to manufacturing efficiencies and significantly lower prices. The compact 3 x 3 x 0.6" (7.6 x 7.6 x 1.5 cm) module is housed in a 40-pin DIP, ensuring easy integration even when space restrictions are stringent. Power consumption is 7 W.

Data integrity is assured by the module's ability to detect 22-bit burst errors and to correct bursts of up to 11 bits. The controller also provides read with implied seek, write with implied seek, format full track, and recalibrate functions. A full sector data buffer allows flexible data rates without affecting data transfer integrity. Overlap seek capability is provided to enhance multiple drive performance. Automatic verification of position ensures data base integrity.

Other functions performed by the module include disc control and data handling, serial/parallel conversions, and high level command communication such as read, write, and format. It also monitors and provides status indication of disc functions.

To incorporate the unit into a system, host and drive interfaces must be provided. The host interface supplies electrical and logical interfaces tailored to the host bus. Consisting of 5 or 15 I/Os, it also provides termination or filter networks unique to the host bus. The drive interface serves to multiplex signals for multiple drives and provides driver and receiver circuits that match impedance characteristics of the disc bus.

First use of the module is with the Memorex 101 Winchester drive. The company will incorporate the module into a controller PCB system tailored to OEM applications. This board may then be supplied complete or manufactured by the OEM.

Circle 428 on Inquiry Card
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Digital In-Circuit Tester Has 2400 Point Capacity To Handle Large Boards

FF323 offers full LSI, MSI, and SSI testing of large circuit boards with integrated hardware and software, and optional 2400 test point capacity. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., Subassembly Test Systems Div, 299 Old Niskayuna Rd, Latham, NY 12110, designed the tester for use in the mainframe computer and peripherals market where large boards represent a significant investment and the manufacturing process is typified by high reject rates.

The standard test unit, equipped with a 1200 test point capacity, offers low cost per point. In the 2400 test point configuration it has more than twice the capacity of any other system. Thirty-two point switching modules may be added, allowing economical expansion as test point requirements increase. The switching system has been engineered for optional driver/receiver characteristics with minimal noise and crosstalk.

SSI and MSI tests are executed in flexible single-user BASIC and a complete library of small and medium scale devices is available on the system’s hard disc storage. Universal LSI testing routines, such as cyclic redundancy check and transition counting, accommodate LSI devices from microprocessors to memories. LSI testing procedures execute independently of BASIC through a high level compiler, CHIPS, and utility software which links the LSI tests to the BASIC management program. LSI test procedures can be easily altered and special user generated tests added to the library. Automatic program generation, data log analysis, and utility programs engineered for high throughput at the test station are all standard.

Measurement hardware has been designed specifically for digital board testing. Digital stimulus driving capability is 500-mA (source) and 350-mA (sink) current. Software verification, CRC, transition counting, and gray code generation circuitry have been integrated into the measurement system. Switching modules feature controlled impedance to maintain test point homogeneity.

Analog in-circuit measurement is standard. DC voltage level, resistance, DC measure voltage/source current, and shorts/continuity testing may be performed to isolate analog component and trace faults on digital PC boards.

The system uses a high speed minicomputer with multiaccumulator architecture and 19.2k-baud rate primary I/O. Memory cycle time is 400 ns. A 10M-byte cartridge disc sub-system provides program and data storage. Optional peripheral equipment supports a wide range of testing applications. House in a table height, 4½-bay cabinet, the system includes a test results printer, operator’s control console, video display terminal, and Thinline® receiver.

NEW OPEN FRAMES AND SWITCHERS...

at our same old low prices!

More new open frames to choose from - plus new special-purpose models for specific applications such as Microprocessor and Floppy-Disk systems. Also, Power-One now offers a growing line of switching D.C. Power supplies with the same high quality and reliability as our open frame models.

FREE!

New 1980-81 Product Catalog... plus our new Tour Guide.
Phone or write for your copies today!

POWER-ONE
D.C. POWER SUPPLIES

Power-One, Inc. • Power One Drive • Camarillo, California 93010
Phone: (805) 484-2806 • (805) 987-3891 • TWX: 910-336-1297

CIRCLE 49 ON INQUIRY CARD
When your requirements grow from the function of a simple terminal to full computing power... add our Commander MX or FX Microcomputer to your terminal. Stripped of its keyboard and display, the MX or FX computer uses your terminal for its console and instantly gives you a complete microcomputer system for under $1500*.

Both MX and FX models contain a powerful Z80A processor. The FX uses dual floppy disks to deliver up to 2.4 Megabyte bulk storage with up to 64Kb RAM... while the more economical MX uses a minifloppy disk with 180Kb of bulk storage along with its 32K, 48K or 64K RAM. Either version is available with BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, etc., software operating under CP/M™ or MP/M™ DOS... or even with Pascal. And, Commanders are connected to your terminal's RS-232 port without special hardware.

Until now you've paid several thousand dollars to add a computer system... but now you can enhance your simple terminal to full computer status for under $1500* with Commander MX or FX.

COLUMBIA
DATA PRODUCTS, INC.

9050 Red Branch Rd.
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 992-3400    TWX (710) 862-1891

*MX: 32K version in quantity of 100 to qualified OEMs.
**Trademark of Digital Research.
Conferences to Cover Electronic Components, Computer Science

Theoretical computer science will be the subject of the 8th International Colloquium on Automata Languages and Programming, scheduled for July 13 to 17, 1981, in Technion City, Haifa, Israel. Sponsors of the meeting—the European Association for Theoretical Computer Science—are seeking original contributions for presentation.

Papers covering automata theory, formal languages, analysis of algorithms, computational complexity, and computability theory are invited. Other subjects of interest include mathematical aspects of programming language definition, semantics of programming languages, program verification, theory of data structures, and theory of data bases.

For consideration submit four copies of an extended abstract or full draft paper before November 15 to the Chairman of the program committee: Prof S. Even, ICALP 81, Computer Science Dept, Technion, Haifa, Israel.

Sponsored by the IEEE Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology Society and the Electronic Industries Association, the 31st Electronic Components Conference is slated for the Colony Square Hotel in Atlanta, Ga, from May 11 to 13, 1981. For this meeting, papers discussing recent developments in the areas of passive, active, and connector components, thin and thick film hybrids, assembly, packaging, testing, and computer aided manufacturing are being solicited.

To be considered submit 10 copies of a 500-word abstract or extended outline describing the scope, content, and keypoint of the proposed paper by November 15. Send to T. G. Grau, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Rm 3B-312, Whippany Rd, Whippany, NJ 07981.

Information System Includes Tutorial Programs And Application Software

C. A. T. (Computer Aided Tutor) is a system composed of computer and display keyboard, printer, financial accounting packages, word processing package, inquiry and reporting system, and data diskettes. By packaging together self-teaching tutorial software and hardware designed specifically for the small businessman, CADO Systems Corp, 2771 Toledo St, Torrance, CA 90503, has enabled entry level users to start with no extra cost items.

A dual-tasking machine that will perform two tasks such as data entry and printing simultaneously, the computer is equipped with 32k bytes of RAM storage and two dual-density diskette drives, each storing 620k bytes. The system incorporates a CRT displaying 24 lines of 80 characters and a separate 96-char ASCII keyboard. Basic is a 150-char/s matrix printer; a letter quality unit that operates at 55-char/s is optional.

Software included with the system consists of accounts receivable/payable, billing, inventory, payroll, and general ledger packages. The word processing package handles correspondence and documentation. The Just Ask II inquiry and report writing program interprets unformatted English language inquiries, sorts lists, and prints reports in requested formats. Tutorial packages stored on diskettes are provided for each package.
Introducing The Glitch Grabbers.

Philips presents the two most original logic analyzers in the field. A 100MHz logic analyzer that can spot a 3ns glitch. And the only combination 10MHz logic analyzer and real-time scope on the market. Both brand new. Both with the most-wanted performance features. Both backed by Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc. When there’s a better, more innovative way to design new test equipment, rely on Philips to do it! Now, choose your Glitch Grabber.

The PM3500 100MHz 16 Channel Logic Analyzer
- Performs state and timing analysis both synchronously and asynchronously.
- Choose binary, hex, octal, mapping, or timing display.
- 505 X 16 bits memory format, or two 249 X 16 bit active memories in compare mode.
- Internal triggering from word preset on front panel toggles.
- External triggering through separate input.
- Triggering can be delayed up to 9999 clock pulses, which can be set to walk or run through the data stream.
- Data input 5:1 probe tips matched for 100MHz operation and can be grouped or used singly.

The PM3540 10MHz Logic Analyzer and Real-Time Scope
- Accepts 16 channels of input data.
- Checks software and hardware together.
- Choose binary, hex, or octal coding.
- 64 X 16 bits active memory, plus separate 64 X 16 bit compare memory.
- Data input via 2 multi-lead probes, which permit up to 8 channel connections plus one ground connection per probe.
- Digital delay of up to 9999 clock pulses.
- "Store Trig" provides quick and convenient paging both upstream and downstream.
- Microprocessor-equipped for display and basic logic analyzer functions plus comprehensive self-testing.

For more information call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey, 07430.

From Philips, of course.

PHILIPS

Test & Measuring Instruments
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Announcing the HP 1000
Separate I/O processors let the

Our new HP 1000 L-Series is designed to give you outstanding processing performance—even in the most demanding applications.

The reason is our innovative distributed intelligence architecture. Each I/O interface has its own processor—made with our exclusive SOS LSI process—and its own direct memory channel. Which means each interface can control and monitor data transfers—without interrupting the central processor.

So the CPU can concentrate on its main job of computation.

And you get faster response, higher throughput and superior system performance.

But what's really surprising about the L-Series is that you get all this performance at prices that start as low as $1968 for our starter set;† or $15,510 for a complete disc-based system.‡‡

Nobody makes processors like we do.

The key to the HP-1000 L-Series' impressive new architecture is our own Silicon-On-Sapphire technology. SOS lets us make CPU and I/O chips with extremely high circuit density, low power consumption, high processing speeds and high reliability—at a very low cost.

It's this combination of high performance and low cost that make the L-Series appropriate for the whole range of OEM and industrial appli-
L-Series Computer.
CPU concentrate on computation.

- including data management, process control and instrumentation.

And to insure you can get the exact configuration you need for your specific application, the L-Series is available in a wide choice of board, box and system packages.

The HP 1000 L-Series is a fully compatible member of our high performance HP 1000 family. Which means you can move up to a larger computer—all the way to our powerful F-Series—as your application grows.

It also means you can use any HP 1000 computer—and its sophisticated program development tools—to design programs for the L-Series.

The reliability is built in.

Like all HP computers, the HP 1000 L-Series is designed to give you outstanding reliability. Reliability that's significantly enhanced by our SOS technology — processor boards have fewer active parts, so fewer things can go wrong. In addition, the L-Series has its own self-test programs and diagnostics.

And, of course, the L-Series is backed by our full range of support and documentation services—including our worldwide service network.

For more information or a hands-on demonstration of our high performance, low cost L-Series, contact your nearest HP sales office listed in the White Pages or write to: Roger Ueltzen, Dept. 1273, 11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.

---

†Starter Set: CPU, 64KB memory, one I/O board.
‡Disc-Based System: HP's new 12MB Winchester disc drive and 2621 display console.
(U.S. OEM prices in quantities of 100)
Drafting System Digitizes Directly from Hand Drawn Schematics

Drafting System One (DSI) allows the user to digitize directly from the scribbled logic/electronic schematic drawings initially prepared by engineers. Using a Summagraphics 42 x 60" digitizer as an input device, and operating on Data General Nova and Eclipse RDOS machines, as well as DEC VAX, IBM, Univar, and Control Data systems, the system can digitize a D-size schematic in 1 to 1.5 h max depending on complexity and associated text.

Upon initial input, symbols are not their correct size, lines are crooked, and symbols are typically not properly aligned. In processing the digitized data, the software system, developed by Design Aids, Inc, 1661 E Chapman Ave, Suite 1F, Fullerton, CA 92631, straightens the crooked lines, inputs correct size symbols in specified rotation, and adheres to alignment among symbols previously implied by the user during input.

On a Nova 4X CPU, processing time is approximately 7 min, after which the drawing data are automatically spooled directly to the plotter. Digitizing, processing, and plotting occur simultaneously. Six digitizers can be active with no system degradation.

To edit a drawing, the user simply tapes the drawing back onto the digitizer, touches alignment points, and within 10 min maximum digitizing time completes changes or additions. The user merely indicates whether a change is a label change, symbol addition or deletion, line addition or deletion, or an alignment change. The system spreads the drawing to incorporate new symbols or make room for additional text. The parameter file, resident on the CPU, controls lettering sizes, line spacing, protected areas around symbols as well as a myriad of other items. The system always uses minimum drawing room and always centers the drawing on the format chosen.

When the drawing has been edited and is correct, the user automatically obtains a connection net list, or bill of materials. Data produced from this process can drive a wirewrapping or PC board routing system. After routing is complete, back annotation can be performed to assure totally correct documents.

Circle 433 on Inquiry Card

Multitasking System Uses Extended Memory Capabilities of PDP/LSI-11

TSX-Plus, a high performance, multitasking timesharing operating system for DEC PDP-11 and LSI-11 with extended memory hardware has been announced by S & H Computer Systems, Inc, 1027 17th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37212. The system provides the support and functionality of RT-11 to multiple users.

Designed to take full advantage of the 256k of memory now available on many PDP-11 and LSI-11 computers and to allow larger job partitions than previously possible, the software replaces the RT-11 monitor rather than running in conjunction with it as does standard TSX. (A RT-11 license is still required, as RT-11 utilities and handlers are used.) The product partitions memory, allowing a maximum address space of 56k for each of the maximum of 30 jobs supported by the system.

Hardware requirements are a PDP-11 or LSI-11 with memory management hardware and at least 96k of memory. Terminal interface is via DLVII-I, DL-11, and DZ-11 communication lines. Dial-up and hardware lines are supported.

Job priorities are handled by an event driven job scheduling system that uses five user-adjustable time-slice values to control job execution. Other system features include a transparent spooling system that schedules printing based on form names associated with print files, a shared file record locking system to synchronize access to shared files being updated by multiple users, an interjob message communications facility whereby messages may be sent between running jobs, a virtual timesharing line facility allowing one terminal to control several simultaneously running jobs, and a log-on and usage accounting facility that controls disc and file access based on log-on user number.

Circle 434 on Inquiry Card
MAKE YOUR SMART TERMINAL SMARTER.

Automatic Date/Time Entry. Simply install the SLC-1 Time Machine between your computer and terminal and it will automatically log the correct date and time of each transaction into your computer. The SLC-1 Time Machine will save you money, both in reduced operator time and the elimination of costly human errors.

The Time Machine contains a precision 24-hour clock and a 100-year self-correcting calendar that automatically adjust for leap years. Time and date functions include: hours, minutes, seconds, day, month and year.

But the SLC-1 is more than a clock. It constantly monitors the output from any computer and provides instant responses to a number of user-defined key phrases. This makes it ideal for use with unattended process control or data acquisition systems. And since the Time Machine is a 6502 microprocessor system, it adds computing power to any terminal.

The Time Machine is easily installed without modification to your operating system. Both RS-232 and 20mA current loop serial link are provided. And because it's battery-supported, the time will always be correct, even after a power failure.

The single quantity price is only $640. Ten-digit display option, $190. For more information or literature on the SLC-1 Time Machine, contact Digital Pathways, Inc., 1260 L'Avenida, Mountain View, California 94043, or phone (415) 969-7600.

GET INTO THE TIME MACHINE.

DIGITAL PATHWAYS

CIRCLE 169 ON INQUIRY CARD
Anyone can build great performance into a micro. Only Digital helps you get it all out.

This Bridgeport CNC Vertical Milling Machine, controlled by Digital's powerful LSI-11/2 microcomputer, is cutting production times for customers by up to 85%.
In 16-bit micros, great hardware doesn't guarantee great performance. You need high-powered software too. And only Digital gives you both. Because while everyone else is just getting started in high-performance micros, we've been shipping them for years. So we give you all the software tools you need to make the most of great hardware.

**We start where the others leave off.**

Digital's LSI-11/23 micros offer the only double-precision floating point processor in the industry. Built right into the hardware so it doesn't cost you memory overhead. You also get a memory management unit so efficient, you can run several real-time programs at once.

And you get the basic instruction set of our PDP-11 minicomputer family. It can do in one memory cycle what others would take four to accomplish.

But like we said, hardware is only half the story.

**The industry's only high-performance micro software.**

Digital's software systems are literally years ahead of the competition.

The RSX-11M operating system, for example, is the industry-standard real-time software for superminis. Proven and refined over five years. And you can get it with our LSI-11/23 micros, with high-powered languages like an optimized FORTRAN IV-PLUS compiler and BASIC-PLUS-2.

And for your run-time software you can use RSX-11S, a streamlined version of 11M that takes up an incredibly small amount of memory.

**Advanced development tools.**

Digital's programming tools are easily the most advanced in the business. So you can concentrate on refining your application software, instead of struggling with it.

For example, you get an interactive debugger that's built right into the processor. With English diagnostics for the linkage editor, FORTRAN, and even MACRO, so you can catch bugs before your programs ever run.

And if you ever need help in your development work, Digital's Command Language will help you solve your problem with clear, English-like statements.

**The total approach to micros.**

At Digital, we look at micros with a systems understanding. Which is why we offer our microcomputer family — in boards, boxes and systems — with the most advanced high-performance software in the industry.

And why we offer hundreds of hardware tools, including memory and interface boards, complete development systems, peripherals and terminals. All backed by 13,000 support people worldwide.

It's the total approach to micros, only from Digital.

For more information, contact:

**Digital Equipment Corporation, MR2-2/M65, One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752.**

Or call toll-free 800-225-9220. (In MA, HI, AK, and Canada, call 617-467-7000.)


It took the minicomputer company to make micros this easy.
Automated PCB Design Documentation
Reduces Development Time and Costs

All stages in the development of electronic systems—from functional design through acceptance testing at the end of the production line—will eventually be controlled or supported by computers. Necessary hardware and software technologies are already available and, under pressure of steadily rising costs in all areas, the economic benefits of maximum computerization are becoming more and more attractive. Ultimately, too, the three major stages of development automation—computer aided engineering, computer aided documentation, and computer aided manufacturing—will be linked in one integrated computer system.

Many electronics development firms have already taken the first steps in computerization. Computers are widely used in circuit design and analysis, computer based digitizers automatically generate artwork for printed circuit boards (PCBs), and numerically controlled machines and computer controlled fabrication processes are common in manufacturing plants.

However, these systems are often independent of each other and most of the transfer, adaptation, and interpretation of shared information is done by people. Manual operations remain—generating schematic drawings in particular—that are inherently slow and expensive and too often introduce errors and inconsistencies into the development process.

Bell-Northern Research’s Circuit Pack System automates and integrates all elements of computer aided documentation for PCBs. The system was implemented in the company’s laboratories more than two years ago and made available to other electronics firms in early 1979. Design of the system cases further integration back from computer aided documentation into computer aided engineering (CAE) and forward into computer aided manufacturing (CAM). More recently, the company introduced two software modules that provide CAE and CAM functions interfacing directly with the circuit design system.

System Structure

The circuit design system consists of computer software and functional procedures for the three major elements of computer aided documentation: design capture, board layout, and documentation. Its purpose is to provide each development group with the computer based tools it needs to perform its documentation functions. Activities of these groups are coordinated through their access to common symbol and component libraries and to a single file of information about the product as it evolves from concept through manufacturing. Basically, the system is concerned with developing only electronic hardware (not the software that makes it work) and only at the level of the PCB (or, technically, the printed circuit pack, which includes the board and all components assembled to it).

Five major functional modules—design capture, PCB layout, library control, documentation, and design file—make up the system (Fig 1). Each module, with its backup software, interacts with the others to maintain the system. In addition, the system provides automatic data validation, in that design information that has been captured and stored in the design file is controlled to maintain accuracy and consistency throughout.
ADDRESSABLE I/O SYSTEMS FROM OPTO 22

Huntington Beach, California... Opto 22, originators of the industry standard I/O system, announces the second generation in I/O Systems in both serial and parallel configurations.

SERIAL ADDRESSABLE RACK (PB 16S1)
Communication with multiple input/output stations.
32 station address capability per serial loop.
Up to 16 power I/O modules per station.
Switch selectable baud rate.
Opto 22 provided firmware includes message protocol, event counter, self test, watch dog timer and more.
Plug in modules provide choice of:
1. 20 Ma Current Loop.

2. RS 422 Balanced Differential Drivers and Receivers.
3. Optically Coupled Drivers and Receivers.
4. RS 232

PARALLEL ADDRESSABLE RACK (PB 16P1)
Bidirectional Communication with input or output modules.
64 station address capability.
Up to 16 Power Input/Output modules per station.
50 Conductor Daisy-Chain cable connects all racks to host controller.
On-board station address select switch.
15272 Relay Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 892-3313

Another Opto 22 product available for immediate shipment.
"AMP has revolutionized transmission cable interconnects with low-cost assemblies."
AMP transmission cable assemblies feature our unique solderless connector. So you don't need expensive high temperature cables.

Its mass termination design handles 100, 95, 75 and 50 ohm cables with signal conductors on .050" centers. Automatically commons the grounds to your specified pin out.

Physically separates and electrically isolates grounds from signal conductors. And allows us to offer you the most economical assemblies on the market.

All AMP transmission cable assemblies are equally cost and performance effective—and are available in different interconnect configurations to match your requirements.

The header receptacle, on .100 x .100 inch grid, is ideal for use with our universal vertical or right angle eject headers. It comes in 10 through 50 positions, with or without center polarization.

The pinfield style, which mates to backplane posts on .100 x .100 inch grid, is stackable end-to-end or side-by-side. Post stops are optional to permit wrap-type interconnects on posts.

The SLT style, a 24-position unit with .125 x .250 inch spacing, interconnects with industry standard computer interface connectors.

For full details, call the Transmission Cable Assembly Information Desk (717) 780-8400. Or write us. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AMP has a better way.

Some facts worth knowing about AMP Transmission Cable Assemblies

**Mechanical**

- Mating Force: 8 oz. max./contact
- Unmating Force: 1½ oz. min./contact
- Mating and Unmating: 200 cycles
- Vibration: 15 G's, 10-2000 Hz
- Physical Shock: 100 G's, 6 millisecond

**Electrical**

- Current: 1.0 ampere max./contact
- Contact Resistance: 25 milliohms max.
- Insulation Resistance: 5000 megohms min.
- Dielectric Withstanding Voltage: 500 volts RMS (sea level)

**Environmental**

- Temperature: -65°C to 105°C
- Thermal Shock: 5 cycles: -65°C to 105°C
- Moisture Resistance: 10 days, 25°C to 65°C, 80-98% R.H.
- Salt Spray: 5% solution, 48 hours
- Industrial Gas: 10% SO₂, 24 hours
Design Capture Module

An interactive schematic editor, called LOKI, provides for the capture, modification, and validation of PCB design data at graphics terminals. End product is an electronic circuit schematic drawing created by the system operator on the screen of a graphics terminal (Fig 2) following a design engineer's rough schematic drawing. The LOKI editor permits the operator to specify (and display) schematic symbols at the gate and component level, component types, and complete electrical connectivity of a circuit. Schematic symbols and connectivity are validated at the point of capture, and the operator can systematically check the schematic to ensure that the circuit description is complete, self consistent, and consistent with the circuit logic. Drawing data are stored on magnetic disc for later generation as hardcopy.

PCB Layout Module

SPRIG (System for Placement and Routing using Interactive Graphics) provides automatic and interactive tools for designing physical PCB layouts at graphics terminals. The system operator works with LOKI connectivity data already in the design file and any common or special layout constraints on placing components and routing circuits on the PCB. Stages in the SPRIG process consist of assignment, a subsystem that uses the gate and connectivity data to create devices so that logical gates can be assigned to physical circuits; placement, a subsystem that distributes devices over the surface of the board to maximize routability; and automatic optimizer, a subsystem that uses the placement information to optimize the gate and pin assignments for maximum routability.

Computer algorithms that establish routability in the placement and optimizing steps are based, in part, on achieving functionally satisfactory circuits at minimum cost. Wire length and number of logic connection crossings can be minimized, and gates and pins can be exchanged between circuits for lowest cost.

When the three SPRIG stages have been completed, the routing function automatically plans the paths that the printed wires must take (Fig 3) to complete the electrical connections described in the schematic. There are three separate, operator selectable routers. One is used to establish an initial pattern on the board, the second handles the random logic, and a maze router can be used to locate the final optimal paths as the layout nears completion and the board becomes congested.

Although these automatic processes do most of the work for the operator, handle large quantities of data, and accomplish in relatively little time what would take many days to do manually, they usually cannot handle all the special
Dataram's S33 interfaces Digital Equipment Corporation's (DEC's) PDP-11 series to a wide selection of SMD (storage module drive) and Winchester type disk drives. The S33 emulates DEC's RM02 and is fully software compatible with RM02 diagnostics and RM02-supporting operating systems. Up to four drives per S33 controller, almost 300 MB of disk storage. The microprocessor-based S33 controller has 2 KB of data buffering, multiple sector transfers, and built-in self-test capability. And media compatibility with DEC's RM02 drive. All this and amazingly packaged on one DEC hex board...the only controller to make this claim!

One-board means you need only one hex SPC slot. One-board means easy insertion and optimum air flow.

One-board with its attendant features of minimized interconnections and low component count means lower power, complete accessibility, higher reliability...and best of all, lower cost.

If you're interested in one of our one-board S33 controllers, or a whole bunch of them, we'd like to hear from you. If you operate in the LSI-11® world, still contact us. Our LSI-11 cousin of the S33 is on the way.
considerations specified by the engineers. SPRIG, therefore, provides a set of interactive editing commands to take care of special assignment, placement, and routing cases. The operator can apply SPRIG’s interactive editing mode before, after, or between stages of the automatic routing process, and can delete, add, or modify any printed connection, move devices around, or reassign logic gates. In addition, a conventional digitizer can be linked into the system for large scale editing operations or to create design files for previously developed PCBs.

When the operator is satisfied with the SPRIG-generated layout, the system is requested to perform verification functions to check for short circuits and other logic violations. The board is also “cleaned up” by, among other things, optimizing small sections to minimize the need for drill holes in the board and increasing space between printed wires wherever possible.

Finally, the SPRIG and LOKI records in the design file are quickly and automatically matched by the computer system to validate connectivity between the schematic drawing and the PCB layout. In contrast, the time consumed in manual validation and the possibility of overlooking errors and inconsistencies are major difficulties in development procedures in which digitizing is the only automated function. The end product of this exercise is a layout that is stored on magnetic disc or tape for subsequent electronic or hardcopy transfer to manufacturing.

The end product of this exercise is a layout that is stored on magnetic disc or tape for subsequent electronic or hardcopy transfer to manufacturing.

Library Control Module

This unit creates, modifies, and controls schematic symbol and component libraries used by development groups. A cross matching mechanism ensures both consistency and compliance with predetermined standards. The two libraries are interactively changed and updated for access as necessary by all the other system modules during PCB design progress. Flexibility is maintained to meet changing environments.

Graphical and electrical descriptions of all schematic symbols to be used (Fig 4) are contained in the schematic symbol library. These symbols are gate level (such as NAND and NOR), integrated circuit level (such as 7400, 7406, and 74LS00), and documentation level (such as sheet borders); all of these may be used in the design capture and documentation modules. The component library contains a complete description of all components, subdivided into graphical, electrical, physical, and general descriptions. Electrical descriptions cross-reference to the corresponding schematic symbol library entries for the component. Both corporate and project databases are included. The corporate database consists of standard approved components and component data common to all projects in an organization, while the project databases contain components and general descriptions that are useful only in particular projects.

Documentation Module

A software package called FABRIC provides the working documentation that accompanies a PCB design into manufacturing steps. The documentation module generates a variety of manufacturing data from the design file. Among them are check plots (paper copies) of the circuit schematic and PCB layout, with associated engineering information; a stock list of component codes, quantities, suppliers, and other electrical component information; phototools (photoplotter board layer transparencies and solder resist masks); and assembly drawings (paper plots detailing component assembly information). These assembly drawings are
The Universal™ Intelligent Controller and the 5 Little Plugs

This little pluggy went to the S-100,
This little pluggy stayed with fixed disks,
This little pluggy had floppies,
This little pluggy supported tape,
And this little pluggy went all the way home,
to the Universal™ Controller.

Five plug sets is all it takes for simultaneous, multi-device storage control. DML's Universal™ Intelligent Controller makes it possible.

- S-100 Bus, with CP/M* support
- Plug adaptable device support
- Control of up to 8 storage devices: 4 fixed disks, 4 floppy or tape cartridge drives
- IEEE DMA or port transfer

Call or write for full information. Data Management Labs, 2148 Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 (408) 946-9424.

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Circle 59 for Immediate Interest  Circle 60 for Information only
automatically cross-referenced to the schematic drawing to facilitate correlation of circuit logic with physical components and tracking.

Other data generated include tapes containing positioning information for numerically controlled drilling machines; autoinsertion data for component sequencers and dual inline device insertion equipment; a pack usage and spares report summarizing integrated circuit use and spares listed by component type and X-Y coordinate position; an X-Y hole and land data table that lists each hole and land size/aspect ratio in relation to coordinate position; and two "from-to" lists that summarize all tracking on a board.

The manufacturing department either applies these data as they are in hardcopy form or processes them further to develop customized control data for particular equipment on the production line, such as an autoinsertion machine. Applicable portions of the design file may be transferred to the production computer offline as magnetic tape; or, in a fully integrated system, the production computer may have direct online access to the design file as needed. The ultimate advent of CAM in an integrated system will require no fundamental change in the design and documentation processes.

Design File Module

This unit provides for the exchange of PCB design data between system modules. As a PCB goes through the development process, its design file grows with the addition of the LOKI schematic, SPRIG PCB layout, and documentation data. Both the design file and the documentation module provide product data for other user defined functions beyond the system scope.

System Computer

The Circuit Pack System operates on the DECsystem-20 family of computers manufactured by Digital Equipment Corp. Video display devices are Tektronix 4014 graphics terminals. Other computer equipment in a full configuration include alphanumeric video terminals and a pen or electrostatic plotter. A digitizer and a Gerber 740 photoplottor are optional. Color raster scan terminals can also be used with the storage devices.

A typical system configuration is shown in Fig 5. Computer model and the number and variety of terminals and peripheral devices depend on the particular needs of the organization. All computer models run on DEC's TOPS-20 operating system. Selection of terminals is controlled mainly by the distribution of personnel who must have access to the design system.

Choice of computer model is determined mainly by the expected design system work load. As a rule of thumb, interactive LOKI or SPRIG editing can be considered one unit of load, while SPRIG autorouting of PCBs—an intensive number crunching task—constitutes about four units of load. Optimum system response can be obtained with the
AYDIN CONTROLS 5216 Display Computer — The most powerful and reliable interactive graphic system available.

HARDWARE — The Model 5216 Display Computer is a dual bus multiple 16-bit 8086 microprocessor-based system. It can be configured for requirements from simple alphaneumrics to complex graphic and image processing applications. This modular hardware design can support multiple independent CRT displays.

SOFTWARE — The 5216 offers comprehensive software packages, including programs for 2D and 3D, graphics and complex image analysis. Also, all software modules are highly interactive through heirarchical list processing.

SYSTEM — Configuration of hardware, software and peripherals to meet your specific requirements.

APPLICATIONS — Use the 5216 for process control, command & control, data acquisition and distribution, management information, CAD/CAM, image processing and much more.

COST EFFECTIVENESS — Long life cycle, low operating costs, high reliability, low power requirements and modular design for flexibility make the 5216 extremely cost effective.
High cost wrap/pin boards made obsolete

Save money, save time! Wire your boards faster, easier than ever before—with the RN QUICK/CONNECT point-to-point IDC wiring system.

Here is a wiring system that does what wrap/pin does—but does it faster, easier. The wire is simply pushed into the “Quick/Connect” tine which pierces the insulation (IDC) making a gas-tight connection between wire and terminal. “Daisy chain” wiring is accomplished with no break in the wire, no insulation stripping. You'll never willingly use wrap/pin for boards again. Consider these advantages:

1. **High speed wiring simplicity**—You connect just one wire per connection. There is no time-consuming insulation stripping as needed with wrap/pin.

2. **Fast, easy wiring changes**—Repair or modify boards by simply removing the individual wires and quickly re-wiring. Field wiring modifications are simple and fast.

3. **Meets highest reliability standards**—Durable four-finger BeCu contacts and fully heat treated IDC tines insure gas-tight performance.

4. **High density low profile boards**—The “Q/C” board profile is only 0.235” compared to the 0.703” wrap/pin board. “Quick/Connect” boards go right into production racks.

5. **Wiring machines available**—The semi-automatic wiring machines now in use can be readily modified for the “Q/C” system. Also, semi-automatic “Q/C” machines are available.

This is not just a “dream” system. A major electronics firm is currently using the “Quick/Connect” system on a regular basis.

“Quick/Connect” socket boards, ready for wiring, are available in several standard configurations or can be developed to meet customer specifications.

Sockets and terminals supplied on strips for easy board insertion.

Write or call today for full details on this new point-to-point wiring system that will obsolete wrap/pin boards. The time and money savings are truly phenomenal!

ROBINSON NUGENT, INC.
800 East Eighth Street, New Albany, Indiana 47150 • Phone: (812) 945-0211—TWX: 810-540-4082

CIRCLE 63 ON INQUIRY CARD
An "eyeball" comparison tells you instantly that "Quick/Connect" has got to be faster to wire, far less costly than wrap/pin boards!

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Send me full details on your new "Quick/Connect" board wiring system.

800 East Eighth Street
New Albany, Indiana 47150

Name________________________________________Title__________________________

Company________________________________________

Address________________________________________

City________State________Zip________Phone________

My possible application is ___________________________________________
following total loads on the indicated computers: 6 on model 2020, 11 on model 2040, 20 on model 2050, and 40 on model 2060. The number of simultaneous system users depends on which system functions are being performed. If there are more than the indicated number of simultaneous users, such as might be expected in peak work periods, a consequent degradation in response will result.

At Bell-Northern Research, the system is divided among three buildings in the Ottawa area (Fig 6). Most of the actual system activity involves users, who spend roughly 85% of their time at graphics terminals. These users, who are former printed circuit design draftsmen, are organized into small groups in central offices serving major development organizations at various locations. A first-shift user and second-shift user share a graphics terminal between their desks.

The procedure in developing a new PCB design follows a set sequence:

1. The design engineer brings his circuit sketch to a screening group, which verifies that the connections are complete, each lead has a name, and all symbols and components are in the libraries.

2. The user applies LOKI to enter the drawing into the system (Fig 2). When satisfied with the result, the user requests generation of a check plot of the schematic drawing on a plotter and reviews the plot with the design engineer. This is a purely functional check since there are no pin numbers or reference designations yet on the drawing.

3. The user applies SPRIG to prepare a PCB layout on the basis of the LOKI design file.

4. At a command from the user, the system compares the SPRIG record of the PCB layout with the LOKI record of the schematic drawings to ensure consistency. In this process pin numbers, reference designations, and other data required on the schematic drawing are generated. (In manual documentation systems, comparison of the schematic drawing and PCB layout, which usually is done by the design engineer, is a long, tedious process that often results in errors and oversights.)

5. Check plots of the schematic drawing and PCB layout are generated and given to the design engineer for approval.

6. Under control of a phototool tape generated out of the design file, the photoplotter creates a physical image of the PCB and a layout negative is made.

7. The printed circuit fabrication shop makes PCBs from the layout negative.

8. The design file for the PCB is recorded on magnetic tape for the engineering archives.

Circuit Modifications

While the time analysis for a typical design with 75 integrated circuits assumes a single-design cycle, development of PCBs in electronics manufacture generally involves two and a half to three recycles for each new design. Recycling is likely to include changes in perhaps a third of the wire layout and integrated circuit selection.

Modifications originated by design engineers usually lead to changes in both the schematic drawing and the PCB layout. In conventional digitizing, a layout draftsman must first update the engineer's revised schematic. Then the drawing is redigitized, a process that requires another round of checking and validating by the engineer and layout draftsman.

In modifying a PCB with this design system, the user applies SPRIG to correct the PCB layout (probably in the interactive editing mode since only a few changes usually need to be made). Then the user has the system compare the modified SPRIG record in the design file with the updated LOKI file, and a revised schematic drawing is generated.
from the modified LOKI file on a plotter. (In contrast, minor PCB changes are often neglected in the schematic drawing in conventional digitizing.) Further, the documentation module is also updated to account for the changes produced by the design modification. If only a schematic update is needed, the user applies LOKI in revising the drawing without having to use SPRIG, with the assurance that necessary documentation changes will be made.

Proven System Benefits
The first two years of experience with the design system at Bell-Northern Research have demonstrated several benefits over PCB development employing conventional digitizing. For example, there has been a 30 to 40% reduction in elapsed time between the engineer’s sketch and PCB layout negative, a 35% reduction in the cost of people and computer equipment time, and a 50% reduction in technical time to produce a design modification. There are also fewer design recycles to produce optimal products, as well as immediate compatibility of schematic drawing, PCB layout, and documentation following modification. The PCB design file is fully transferable between computer devices and geographical locations. Overall, there is improved management of the entire PCB development process.

This design system is a part of the company’s COPES (Customer Optimized Product Engineering System), a hardware development concept that includes CAE and CAM as well as computer aided documentation. The first two COPES modules added are called F/LOGIC and DSS. F/LOGIC is an interactive gate level simulation program that simplifies the design and analysis of digital circuits. Among other things, F/LOGIC simulates the results that can be expected from manufactured circuits; for example, it gives tolerance timing with minimum and maximum rise and fall time delays and loaded time delays or pinout-dependent delays. Simulation capacity is up to 4000 gates with standard computer memory, and up to 32,000 gates maximum with add-on memory. F/LOGIC simulation produces some of the connectivity data that are used in LOKI generation of schematic drawings and thereby simplifies the design system user’s task.

DSS (Data Storage System) is a database system that provides extensive facilities for management of the design file and generation of reports tailored to the users’ needs. It also merges mechanical data with the electrical information that has been stored in the design file. Both F/LOGIC and DSS software can be run without adding to existing design system hardware.

Development of electronic products has been considered here specifically at the PCB hardware level. Beyond that, the COPES concept and computer based systems such as the Circuit Pack System can also be applied at higher levels of hardware, that is, to frame assemblies and entire electronic systems. A parallel approach can be visualized to support the creation of electronic system software, and ISES (Integrated Software Engineering System), a complementary software system, is now under development.

---

**THE ZENDEX Model ZX-908 PROGRAMMER FOR MDS or SBC OPERATION**

Hardware compatible to MDS-UPP-103 via 25 pin cable. Software compatible to ISIS-JPM.

Multibus* edge connector allows use in SBC-80 systems. Simple I/O port interface with examples in Manual provided.

For 2716, 2732 or 2732A model EPROMs, the ZX-908 can program up to 16K Bytes of storage in one operation. Zero-Insertion-Force sockets are provided for quick insertion/withdrawal.

---

*TM INTEL CORP.

Made in Dublin, by... Zendex corporation

6398 Dougherty Road, #32, Dublin, CA 94566

(415) 829-1284.
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A furnace control system being developed in a joint program by the Holcroft Div of Thermo Electron Corp, 12068 Market St, Livonia, MI 48150, and the Oregon Steel Div of Gilmore Steel Corp is expected to reduce fuel consumption by anticipating changes in the load entering the furnace. Because one part of the furnace may be reheating slabs of one thickness while another part may be reheating either thicker or thinner slabs, the actual heat required in each furnace area differs. In the minicomputer control system, a mathematical model will be used to determine the average fuel required by each zone and to adjust the fuel input for that level. Setpoints for furnace temperatures will also be adjusted to improve furnace economy.

This control system is being developed for a walking beam steel slab reheat furnace with a 140-ton (142 metric)/hour capacity. Pressure cast slabs varying from 6 to 8" (15 to 20 cm) in thickness and 6 to 24' (1.8 to 7.3 m) in length are heated to 2350 °F (1288 °C).

Fiber Drawing System Controls
Diameter to Accuracy of 0.1 μm

Manufacture of optical fiber to within less than 1% of any specified diameters is made possible by a microprocessor controlled system called FOCSL (for fiber optic characterization by scattered light). In the procedure, the fiber is illuminated by a laser beam that generates a pattern of interference fringes. A fiber diameter measurement, proportional to the number of fringes within a fixed angular range, is fed into a microprocessor controller for comparison to the desired value. Then the microprocessor adjusts draw speed of the fiber manufacturing unit.

Fibers are produced by drawing them from a molten tip of a cylindrical preform that has been heated to about 2000 °C. A die might damage the fiber's surface; therefore, precise diameter is maintained by controlling several factors, including the rate of feed of the preform into the heat zone and the rate the fiber is drawn. The control system, developed at Western Electric's Engineering Research Center in Princeton, NJ, can measure fiber diameters of from 50 to 225 μm, with 0.1-μm resolution and ±0.25-μm absolute accuracy at 500 measurements/s.
Plug in to CRDS for complete LSI-11 systems

Software
Your choice of:
- RT-11
- RSX-11M
- U/V6 (UNIX*)

MF-211/411
- LSI-11/2 with 32K words or LSI-11/23 with 64K, 96K or 128K words
- RX02 Equivalent Dual Floppy Systems, Single-Sided or Double-Sided.
  - Dual Density
  - Quad Serial Interface
  - 8 Quad Slot Backplane

HD-11/HD-11 T
- Shugart Winchester Drive with 21 Megabyte Capacity, Software Equivalent to Four RL01's
- DEI Cartridge Tape Back-up (HD-11T)
- Controller Card with RL01 Instruction Set Compatibility

When you plug in to Charles River Data Systems you plug in to innovative, practical solutions to your system design requirements. Solutions like our double-sided, double-density floppy disk systems—offering one megabyte of RX02 equivalent storage per drive. Or our Winchester drive with cartridge tape back-up for fail-safe reliability—in a single enclosure, with a common controller card.

You can purchase each of our compact, reliable components separately to expand or complete a system. Or combine them in your choice of configurations for powerful, multi-user, general purpose computers in a single, cost-effective package.

Equally at home as R & D systems or as the basis for business and process control systems, CRDS systems are based on the DEC LSI-11/2 or LSI-11/23, with from 32K to 128K words of MOS memory. Peripherals available include a 21 megabyte Winchester fixed disk system; single- or double-sided floppy disk drives; and a 3M cartridge tape back-up for the Winchester disk. Software systems available include RT-11, RSX-11, and U/V6 (UNIX*).

Whichever configuration you choose, you’re assured of plugging in your system fast, because CRDS delivers most products in 30 days!

For complete specifications, and to discuss the configuration or components that best meet your needs, call CRDS Marketing at (617) 655-1800. And plug in to CRDS today.

*UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.

Charles River Data Systems, Inc.
4 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 • Tel. (617)655-1800 • TWX (710)386-0523
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Programmable Controllers
And Support Modules

Replacement for Relay/Timer Control Systems

The model SK-1506 microprocessor based programmable controller, a standalone system, provides noise immunity through use of optically isolated inputs. Up to 16 dc or ac inputs can be monitored, and an additional 16 I/O channels are available for future expansion. Each of 16 optically isolated Triac outputs is individually fused as protection against transient voltage surges.

Entertron Industries, Inc, Ellicott Sta Box 15, Buffalo, NY 14203, has introduced this controller as a replacement for systems now using conventional relays and timers. An optional model 8k PROM programmer has LED display, hexadecimal keyboard, and 1k x 8 RAM for data manipulation.

Circle 440 on Inquiry Card

Setpoint Controller

Adaptive gain as well as the standard proportional, integral, and derivative control is offered in the model 2300A microprocessor based process controller. Iveron Pacific, 1152 Morena Blvd, San Diego, CA 92110 states that the availability of adaptive gain is useful where setpoint value changes may be very large, where setpoint control may be very close, or where the process variable is nonlinear. The controller features front panel keyboard entry of all control parameters, memory module storage of control programs, external RS-232-C interface for operation from a host computer, and programmable setpoint.

Circle 441 on Inquiry Card

Servo Interface Module

An I/O board that plugs into both contact and data buses on the company’s programmable controllers, this servo interface module operates with data and stepping motor feedrate modules to drive dc servomotors. Because an encoder serves as the feedback element, sin/cos excitation and phase digitizing circuits are unnecessary. This module from Cincinnati Milacron, Electronic Systems Div, Mason Rd & Rt 48, Lebanon, OH 45036, has an 18k-step/s maximum feedrate and a maximum span of 9,999,999 steps. Built-in diagnostics indicate status of coils programmed and errors per item via board edge LEDs.

Circle 442 on Inquiry Card

Floppy Disc Based Programming Terminal

Significant savings in programming time and costs for users of the EPTAK programmable controller are promised through introduction of the CP783 CRT programming system. This dual-floppy disc based programming terminal offered by Eagle Signal Industrial Systems, 736 Federal St, Davenport, IA 52803, permits program storage of 0.5M bytes/diskette, expandable up to 4M bytes—compared to up to 120k bytes/side for cassette based systems. Editing time can be reduced by a factor between 10 and 20, compiling time by between 7 and 10, and copying time by 20 (from 60 down to 3 min). User memory is 60k bytes instead of 16k.

This programming system eliminates the need for multiple cassette tapes or discs for different types of programming software such as editing, compiling, and debugging. All programs can be called from a single disc and control/assembly language label capacity can be increased from 750 to approximately 8000. Four programming languages are available. The CRT display consists of 24 lines of 80 characters when entering or editing a program, or for monitoring EPTAK system operation, and can be scrolled up or down while generating programs.

Circle 443 on Inquiry Card
MACSYM 20 is the first low-cost analog and digital I/O system that can stand alone or operate as a front end to your host computer. Whether you’re an OEM or an end user, MACSYM 20 is your best choice for distributed data acquisition and industrial control at a truly affordable price.

Your signal conditioning is already done. With MACSYM 20, just choose the exact measurement and control functions you need from our wide library of sensor I/O cards.

RS232C, RS422, 20mA and IEEE capabilities give you local, remote or long distance communications flexibility.

MACSYM 20 is your best choice for distributed data acquisition and industrial control.

MACSYM 20’s powerful, task-oriented command set comes for only $995*. Not only does it simplify applications programming, but it also significantly unburdens your host computer.

And by simply combining the command set with the optional MACSYM EPROM programmer and any low cost terminal, MACSYM 20 becomes its own complete software development system.

MACSYM 20 offers significant performance advantages over data loggers, front ends and micro-computers. At a base rate of only $3,645*, it’s easily your most cost effective measurement and control choice. For more information on the MACSYM 20, call your local Analog Devices office listed below.

BASE PRICE
$3,645.00*  
*SUBSTANTIAL OEM DISCOUNTS STARTING AT 5 SYSTEMS.

*U.S. Domestic price only.
VARIATIONS ON A THEME
BY PRIAM
This Tune May Sound Familiar . . .

Variations are created from the elements of a composition, changed to create a new and interesting idea. PRIAM's DISKOS 2050 and 3450 are variations on a Winchester disc drive design theme that has been proved in concept, performance, and production.

PRIAM design engineers followed the same design composition that has made the 14-inch-disc DISKOS 3350 efficient, reliable and cost effective. They scaled the DISKOS 2050 and 3450 to fit exactly into the space required by a standard floppy disc drive. This noteworthy accomplishment provides capacities of 21 and 35 megabytes, with 40 and 70-megabyte capacities to follow, with the same size and weight.

Interface Harmony

PRIAM's DISKOS 2050 and 3450 play from the same interface music as the DISKOS 3350, so that a single controller can be used with PRIAM Winchester disc drives covering the capacity scale from 10 to 158 megabytes. Head positioning times, data transfer rate, data and command functions and lines . . . every pin connection is the same. And data separation is included in all PRIAM drives, saving you expense in interfacing.

Sing Along With SMD

An optional interface permits you to use PRIAM drives with existing controllers for CDC Storage Module Drives. You can stretch the life of your SMD controller and get on the air more quickly with the low cost, high capacity, and splendid reliability of PRIAM Winchester disc drives.

Presto Positioning

PRIAM's proprietary linear voice coil head positioning provides fast access to data and still lets the DISKOS 2050 and 3450 exactly replace a standard floppy disc drive. Positioning is fast and precise, with an average access time of 45 milliseconds, and a track-to-track time of only 8 milliseconds. Because of the exact positioning provided by PRIAM's voice coil system, data recovery is positive and reliable. DISKOS drives will tolerate the harsher environments in which computers, word processors, and communications systems of the future will operate.

Brushless DC Spindle Motor

A brushless DC spindle motor provides reliable operation with a simple, low-cost design, doing away with belts and pulleys and extra bearings. PRIAM's DC spindle motor eliminates alternating current entirely from the DISKOS 2050 and 3450. They will operate anywhere in the world without change.

Microprocessor Maestro

Economy, flexibility and reliability result from PRIAM's use of a microprocessor to control head positioning and to perform self test and diagnostics. The number of parts and electrical connections in the system are reduced to lower cost and improve reliability.

Welded Steel Rod Frame

PRIAM's DISKOS 2050 and 3450 mainframe castings are mounted in sturdy welded steel rod frames that permit ready circulation of cooling air. These frames also reduce weight and cost. Heavy metal is used only where it is needed, so the DISKOS 2050 and 3450 weigh only 20 pounds. Shock mounts protect the drives and isolate them from system ground.

Air for Reliability

PRIAM disc drives use a unique air management system to prevent contamination. Valuable data is protected by creating positive air pressure at the spindle bearings, where contamination is most likely to enter. PRIAM drives include permanent absolute filters that constantly purge the air inside the sealed disc assembly.

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>DISKOS 2050</th>
<th>DISKOS 3450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (unformatted)</td>
<td>21 Megabytes</td>
<td>35 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer rate</td>
<td>0.8 Mbytes/Sec</td>
<td>8 milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average positioning</td>
<td>45 milliseconds</td>
<td>6670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracks per inch</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>6.42 inches</td>
<td>8.55 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>14.25 inches</td>
<td>20 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interface Efficiency

Interfacing DISKOS 2050 and 3450 disc drives to your controller is economical and efficient because it is designed for connection to the most widely used 8-bit and 16-bit microprocessors. Daisy chaining is easy and functional, and overlapped seeks may be used. Data separation is included in drive electronics, so controller design is simplified and reduced in cost.

SMART Interface Option

PRIAM's SMART Interface Adapter provides serialization and deserialization of data, disc formatting, sector buffer, polled or interrupt operation, defect mapping, overlapped commands, implied seek, selectable sector sizes and microdiagnostics. Up to four drives can be interfaced easily to the I/O bus at the byte level.

For a brief and handy history of Winchester technology and its advantages, call or write to PRIAM and ask for a copy of WHO'S SELLING RIFLES TO THE INDIANS? A Winchester Disc Drive Technology Primer. It's FREE!

PRIAM

3096 Orchard Drive, San Jose, CA 95134
Telephone (408) 946-4600    TWX 910-338-0293

CIRCLE 67 ON INQUIRY CARD
Another major milestone in MOS memory technology from Texas Instruments...
TI's 64K dynamic RAM
is ready for delivery.
Now.

TI has paced the industry through generation after generation of semiconductor innovation, pioneering a lion's share of the major milestones in technology and production capability.

The new TMS4164 from Texas Instruments represents the fourth generation of dynamic RAM computer memories, and continues to fulfill the bright promise of innovative MOS technology.


Ready with 4 times the capacity of 16K RAMs in the same size package.

Ready with 65,536 bits of random access memory — and that's more than many board-level computers.

Ready with 256 cycle, 4 ms refresh architecture — the optimum organization evolving from all previous industry-standard dynamic RAMs.

Performance has been dramatically enhanced. Speed's up. Power's down. And design innovation makes this the smallest 64K chip (35K mil²) available anywhere. From anyone.

Improvements in density, reliability, system cost and ease of use are some of the features, functions and benefits system designers will appreciate. Here's more:

- 64K bits in a standard, 300-mil, 16-pin package saves valuable board space and reduces system size
- Single 5-volt operation lowers power supply cost and system cooling requirements and improves reliability
- Lowest power dissipation available: 125 mW typical
- 256 cycle architecture means lower current peaks and reduced system noise
- State-of-the-art SMOS (Scaled MOS) processing

TI's new TMS4164 is perfectly suited for use in mainframe computers and large minicomputers. It also finds ideal application in microprocessor-based systems where smaller size, lower cost and improved performance are important considerations.

TMS4164. The deliverable, practical, usable 64K dynamic RAM. Compare our 256 cycle refresh architecture ... then compare our performance.

TMS4164. Truly another major milestone in MOS memory technology. Truly another example of the total commitment Texas Instruments is making to leadership MOS memory products.

For more information about the deliverable 64K RAM, call your nearest TI field sales office, or write to Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 1443, M/S 6965, Houston, Texas 77001.
Machine Tool Control

Programmable Motion and Position Control Devices

Two products designed for use with the model 484 programmable controller (PC) extend the capabilities of that unit to include control of the motion and position of machine tools and process equipment. Gould Inc, Modicon Div, 155 W Big Beaver Rd, Troy, MI 48084, claims that because all stops and limits are programmed, there are considerable savings in time for both setup and operation.

Stepping motor control module B575 provides accurate control of stepping motors and dc servos with appropriate motor drives by issuing commands in the form of pulses from 0 to 9999/s. It operates with either open or closed loop systems under commands programmed into the PC in relay ladder logic by the user, but independent of PC scanning. In addition, it can ignore preset values and extend range indefinitely and can program linear/nonlinear acceleration and deceleration. There are four independent logical stop inputs. The device is compatible with incremental encoders having quadrature output.

Absolute encoder input module B581 serves as a link between the PC and an absolute encoder and is a replacement for cam switches. It detects angular shaft position changes at rates of up to 30 kHz. This device can be used to develop cam logic and to provide a means for entering data from external devices into a PC synchronous with the controller’s scan; it is compatible with other parallel data input devices and can be cascaded to input parallel numerical values above 999. If data from encoders are in Gray or BCD codes, the device converts them to binary for compatibility with PC registers.

Programmable Machine Tool Controller

Up to 4-axis simultaneous, continuous path positioning can be attained with the Smart™ 9 CNC. It permits resolution from 0.09 to 1.8 deg/motor step, speeds to 4500 r/min, and torques from 30 to 5500 oz-in (0.2 to 38.5 N·m). Offered by Aerotech, Inc, 101 Zeta Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15238, the microprocessor based unit can be used with open loop (stepping motor) or closed loop (encoded dc motor) drives. Features include 2-axis circular and 2-axis linear contouring, CRT display, full edit capability with absolute/incremental encoding, manual data input, and nested subroutines. Other features are program storage of up to 20k bytes, inch/metric programming, and ability to accept magnetic tape, TTY, RS-232, or paper tape reader inputs.

New ultra high speed
Silicon Rectifiers in epoxy cases.

Axial lead Silicon Rectifiers with very fast recovery characteristics are now available in low cost epoxy case styles. An ideal alternative to high priced glass units, these high surge devices give unsurpassed performance through 400 volts.

Field proven in countless industrial and computer applications, these units are especially attractive for high efficiency switching power supplies.

And that’s not all. You can choose from the industry’s widest range of very fast rectifiers with recovery times from 30 to 50 nsec max. Features include 20 to 70 amp ratings, low Vf, high surge and low leakage.

So when it comes to high speed rectifiers, come to Semicon for price and performance you’ll like. Semicon Inc., 10 North Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803, (617) 272-9015.
Promises, promises, promises.

We’ve made over 80,000 promises. And we’ve delivered every one of them.

Pertec® has shipped more tape drives into the minicomputer market than any other independent manufacturer in the world. Tension arm models. Vacuum column models. Microformaters and mini-size drives. Tape drives that set the industry standards. Available in thousands of final feature and specification configurations.

With Pertec, there’s less down time and lower maintenance costs. In fact, some of our models have been in service a dozen years and are still producing at top speed.

Thanks to our sophisticated, high-volume production facilities, we’re geared to meet your most demanding time schedules. But then, that’s what our promises are all about.

Write for our new full-line peripherals brochure. Pertec Computer Corporation, Peripherals Division, 21111 Erwin Street, Woodland Hills, California 91367. Or call (213) 996-1333 (Western Region); (603) 883-2100 (Northern Region); or (305) 784-5220 (Southern Region).

You don’t get lip service... you get delivery.

©1980 Pertec Computer Corporation. Reading, England 734-582-115; Frankfurt, Germany 395-387; Meudon, France 534-7647; Sydney, Australia 437-6668; Tokyo, Japan 662-8151; Metro Manila, Philippines 55-4236; Taipei, Taiwan 768-1232; Singapore 293-2630; Hong Kong 543-1772.
WE SAW THE 32-BITS. AND
INTRODUCING ECLIPSE® MV/8000, the fast new processor that gives you high throughput, high performance, and unmatched reliability, and the most compatible 32-bit computer system in the industry.

You need a 32-bit system that thinks fast. MV/8000's 36.4 MB/sec. memory bandwidth is two-to four-times faster than its nearest competitor. And it features a unique three-level I/O system using independent processors that drive high-speed busses and as many as 128 terminals.

Need hot architecture? MV/8000 gives you one of the industry's most advanced virtual memory management techniques, plus 4 gigabytes of logical address space, 6.6 gigabytes of on-line storage, and user programs as large as 512 megabytes—that's 16 times larger than the competition's.

Your MV/8000 also has unmatched reliability and maintainability. It comes with its own independent microNOVA™-based System Control Processor that continuously monitors a diagnostic bus, and identifies hardware faults right down to the field-replaceable unit. Plus, you get enhanced maintainability with a totally alterable control store—the first ever on a 32-bit mini-mainframe.

How about system security? MV/8000 gives you an 8-ring security system that divides the address space into eight imbedded protection areas, each with a unique privilege level. That secures system resources and user's privileged routines.

You need a 32-bit computer that speaks your language. MV/8000 speaks just about all of them, based on its new, ultra-sophisticated AOS/VS operating system that's compatible with our time-tested AOS (Advanced Operating System). AOS/VS has optimized micro-code for high-level languages like ANSI FORTRAN 77, ANSI BASIC, and ANSI PL/I. What's more, AOS/VS can run COBOL, DG/L, DG/DBMS, TPMS, INFOS II, AZ-TEXT™ word processing, RCX70 (3270) and RJE (2780/3780).

Compatibility? Forget about emulation, mode bits or rewrites. Along with its new 32-bit applications, MV/8000 executes all existing AOS-based ECLIPSE programs. You don't have to change programs, peripherals, interfacing, documentation, or people.

MV/8000, new from Data General. From now on we hold all the cards in 32-bit systems. Bet on it. And win.

Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01580. (617) 366-8911. ECLIPSE is a registered trademark and microNOVA & AZ-TEXT are trademarks of Data General.© Data General Corporation, 1980.
Now, a total solution to problems encountered either on or off the bus. Tektronix' new 7D02 Logic Analyzer. Featuring a unique user language that reduces even the most complex testing to a few simple statements. You supply the overview and the 7D02 does all the detail work for you. With a sophistication never before possible.

A simple, yet sophisticated user language. Writing a test program is no more complicated than responding to a few simple prompts. A handful of basic phrases let you configure the 7D02's resources into almost any combination needed to solve the problem at hand. Often you'll find the 7D02 has an intelligence equal to the software you're integrating into your prototype.

Individualized 8- and 16-bit mnemonics. Through a series of personality modules, the 7D02 can adapt to the characteristics of specific microprocessors. Familiar mnemonics let you work faster and more accurately. Support today extends to the 6800, 6802, 8085, 8086, Z80 and Z8002 with more to come. There's also a personality module available for general purpose logic analysis.

Up to 52 channels of information. Flexibility is the key. You start with the basic 28 channels used for state acquisition, then the expansion option increases this to 44. For timing applications or wider state acquisition, there's an additional synchronous or asynchronous 8-channel timing option complete with its own memory, word recognizer and glitch trigger.

All test parameters supplied by prompts.

If clause defines a data stream event, which may be either single or compound.

The 7D02 now monitors the data stream for an event to satisfy the second test's IF clause.

If the event occurs, then activate the trigger.

Or if counter #1 has reached 100 ms, then branch back to the first test and start the program over.

Copyright © 1980, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. 902
A user-programmable smartest triggering ever.

And there's more. The 7D02's user language takes advantage of four separate word recognizers, each up to 48 bits wide. Plus two counters usable in either the time or event mode. In addition to clock qualifications, there are two types of data qualification to provide selective data storage.

The Tektronix 7D02 Logic Analyzer can give you a whole new approach to µP-based designs. By using the proper personality module, software flow can be displayed using the mnemonics of the chip under test, here the Motorola MC6802.

Locating an intermittent fault. The following program gives a limited demonstration of the simplicity and power behind the 7D02's user language. Here the object is to trigger when a second event on the bus occurs within 100 mS of a first event.

The 7D02 is a 3-wide plug-in for the popular Tektronix 7000 Series oscilloscope. Shown above is a Tek 7603 mainframe housing the 7D02 logic analyzer with a personality module supporting the 6802 microprocessor.
MULTIBUS™ compatible. Designed around the Z80™ CPU, the fully MULTIBUS compatible MSC 8009 is a complete microcomputer offering OEM designers a number of significant benefits:

One board takes the place of four. In many SBC 80 based systems, the MSC 8009 can reduce the number of boards from four or more to only one. This hardware reduction helps lower system costs while increasing capability, throughput, and reliability.

Floppy disk interface. An on-board, single chip 1793™ floppy disk controller provides a soft-sector format that can be made IBM compatible. With proper options, up to eight 4 or 8 inch single or double density drives can be controlled.

CP/M™ compatibility. Software support for the MSC 8009 includes the CP/M and CP/M-2 operating system which uses IBM-compatible flexible disks for backup storage. It provides users with program construction, storage, and editing, along with assembly and checkout facilities.

Extensive memory capacity. The dual-ported memory can be configured with up to 32K bytes of dynamic RAM. The EPROM section is compatible with standard 1K, 2K, and 4K byte devices to a maximum of 16K bytes.

For additional information on the MSC 8009 and our other 41 Monolithic Systems Corp. products, please contact us at 14 Inverness Drive East, Englewood, Colorado 80112. (303) 770-7400. Telex: 45-4498.

MULTIBUS is a trademark of Intel Corp.
1793 is a trademark of Western Digital Corp.
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF AUTOMATED ECL TESTING

High speed, nonsaturating operation, high power consumption, and the low impedance environment of ECL challenge automated test equipment as these devices find new application and grow in complexity.

Robert L. Hopkins
Tektronix, Incorporated
PO Box 1700, Beaverton, OR 97075

As the quest for speed in digital electronics continues, so does the growth of emitter coupled logic and closely related current mode logic device usage. Current mode devices, long familiar in large computer mainframes, are finding increasing application in speeding up functions of smaller computers and computer peripherals. An example is emitter coupled logic floating point multiplier chips, which provide smaller machines with cost effective, high speed scientific computation capability. These devices are finding new applications, are growing in complexity, and as they have already moved from small to medium scale integration, are moving now to large scale integration.

As with all device technologies, it is desirable to reduce the time and material expense involved in testing and reworking at the printed circuit (PC) board and system stages. Thorough device testing prior to these stages can sharply reduce the expense of finding and replacing defective devices later. For example, programs of 100% device testing regularly achieve an order of magnitude reduction in the number of defective devices reaching the PC board stage.

Automated test systems are commonly available for thorough testing of most logic families ranging in complexity from small scale integration (SSI) to very large scale integration (VLSI). The capabilities of these systems do not, however, generally extend to high speed and the other special requirements of emitter coupled logic (ECL). ECL circuitry is distinguished from other logic families by speed, nonsaturating operation, high power consumption, and a low impedance environment. Clearly, high speed ac parametric testing, high current supplies, and careful design of fixtures become important characteristics of the required test system.

At the same time, fully automated operation also is required. In the past, ECL testing has commonly been handled with manual or, at best, semiautomated equipment. With the expansion in the number of devices and the increase in device complexity, these approaches no longer suffice.

ECL Testing Requires Thoroughness

If the applications of ECL were essentially the same as those of other logic families, the problems of testing would be greatly reduced as any of a number of commonly available automated test systems might be employed. But the applications are not the same. Since transistor-transistor logic (TTL) and metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices are readily available and relatively inexpensive, they unfortunately are often used in applications that do not begin to
tax their capabilities. ECL components, on the other hand, represent the state of the art for switching speed. This results in a tendency to use them closer to their specified limits. Obviously, this tendency makes it vital first to ascertain precisely what the limits are and then to assure that production devices meet those limits.

At the same time, the high power dissipation of ECL parts contributes to thermal fatigue, which can shorten life and may cause thermal drift of critical parameters. Thus, thorough testing takes on increased importance because of the need for reliability and the necessity of understanding parameter tolerances. This importance is emphasized again with the possibility of cost increases. ECL devices are normally soldered into PC boards to minimize stray capacitance. Without thorough testing, a bad device may not be discovered until the PC board level or system level and will be costly to replace.

Analog Aspects of ECL

ECL devices operate essentially as class A amplifiers. Their linear operation dictates a greater need for close attention to analog parameters than is the case in the testing of other logic families. Preshoot must be minimized in order to avoid saturation, and overshoot must be minimized to avoid circuit imbalance or possible damage to the device.

In addition, precise levels of supply and signal voltage are more critical in analog circuits than in digital circuits. This results in a need for greater resolution in sensing ECL voltage levels than might be required for other logic families. ECL's small signal swings and the variations with temperature in the signal levels compound this need.

What Will Test ECL?

A general rule of accuracy for any test equipment is that its maximum error contribution must be at least three times smaller but preferably ten times smaller than the smallest quantity to be measured. A problem arises when this criterion is applied to measurement of ECL time quantities. For other logic families such as TTL, timing measurements can be made using ECL circuitry to insure that tester delay times and rise and fall times will be small compared with those of the device being tested. Indeed, today's commercial device testers use ECL extensively. But what happens when testing ECL itself? No faster family is available to implement the tester.

For 100k ECL devices, a typical propagation delay is approximately 1.2 ns with a tolerance of ±400 ps. A typical rise time is 800 ps ±300 ps. Fortunately, it is not necessary that the tester propagation delay and rise times actually be three to ten times faster than those of the circuit under test. If careful attention is given to tester calibration and stability considerations, the time quantities contributed by the tester can be made to cancel out of the measurement. The same is not true, however, of tolerances on those quantities. Variations in tester propagation delay and rise time will occur from one tester to another and from one channel to another. What is more, the amount of variation can change with temperature and over time.

Use of the threelfold criterion requires that tester propagation delay variations be held within ±133 ps and rise time variations within ±100 ps. For a tenfold improvement, the tolerances become ±40 ps and ±30 ps, respectively. Absolute accuracies of this order can be achieved, but only with constant attention to calibration.

The most accurate measurements are those made by comparison with a known reference. If the comparator error is negligible, a very important "if," the only remaining error source is in the reference itself. The reference error can be made negligible by use of a known good device or standard for which a desired parameter, such as propagation delay, is measured under controlled laboratory conditions using precision instruments. If the propagation delay measured in the laboratory is 1.2 ns and the automated tester measures 1.7 ns, the tester has contributed an error of 500 ps. As long as this 500-ps discrepancy remains the same from measurement to measurement, it can be subtracted out to arrive at the correct propagation delay.

The need for the 500-ps discrepancy to remain constant is critical to the procedure just described. This requirement depends on the stability and linearity of the tester. Since absolute inaccuracies can be subtracted out, tester stability and linearity are probably more important than initial accuracy for testing ECL with its small signal swings, fast switching speed, and large temperature variations.

A careful study of measurement error sources shows a breakdown into three categories: (1) offset (such as the 500-ps error just discussed); (2) linearity (slope of measurement); and (3), repeatability (How much does the measurement vary over time?). Fig 1 illustrates all three of these factors graphically.
Offset can be accounted for by the means already described. Linearity and repeatability of the tester must be studied and specified over the expected range of values for propagation delay, rise time, and other desired parametric measurements. Once determined, both the offset and the linearity factors can be considered permanently established. Lack of exact repeatability, on the other hand, must be handled by periodic calibration. This periodic calibration is accomplished with an auto-calibrator, which consists of a sensor, a feedback loop, and a correction amplifier. The sensor in this case is a measurement routine designed to qualify or quantify the tester measurements against a standard. Some form of storage medium containing past error corrections constitutes the feedback loop. The correction amplifier consists of realtime hardware or software in the tester that adds the necessary corrections to the raw measurements.

Repeatability is important to more than tester accuracy. If the tester is relatively stable, calibration may be limited to perhaps once a day and will have little effect on testing. At the other extreme, variations over much shorter periods may necessitate incorporating the auto-calibration elements into the test program. It may then be necessary to dispense with some tests in the interest of maintaining throughput.

Relationships between ECL Elements

Rise time and propagation delay for a single ECL channel cannot be considered by themselves. Relative timing between channels or between functions also must be tested. Race conditions, the relative times at which two or more input signals reach a particular gate in a logic network, must receive consideration in testing as well as in design. Not only must race conditions be tested for in the device under test, but they must also be eliminated or compensated for in the tester. Fast switching speed makes testing for race conditions in ECL devices critical and aggravates the problem of minimizing these conditions in the tester.

Channel to channel skew in the tester (Fig 2) is probably the biggest contributing error source in race condition measurements. The tester skew can be calibrated for zero by subtracting out initially measured channel to channel variations. How long the calibration can be maintained across temperature variations is another matter. This error source is further complicated by channel to channel variations in rise time which may interact slightly differently with voltage thresholds, thereby affecting delay time. The net result is a desire to vary the position of switching edges from channel to channel under program control. Such control becomes a firm requirement if edges are to be deliberately offset from channel to channel in order to test a part's tolerance for skew. In fact, the capability is generally referred to as programmed skew control.

To implement effective skew control, programmable edge resolution must be finer for testing ECL than for other logic families. If channel to channel skew varies over a range of 500 ps and the tester has only 1-ns programmed edge resolution, programmed skew control is not possible. Instead, resolution on the order of 100 ps is required.

Setup and hold time are another type of measurement in the time relationships category. Both are critical to ECL testing. Setup time is defined as the time data reaching a storage latch must have been valid before a clock edge in order to be accepted. Hold time is the time data must remain valid after the clock edge to guarantee latching.

Consider a 300-MHz flipflop. Fig 3(a) shows the clock pulse train and a pulse that satisfies minimum setup and hold time requirements. Now consider Fig 3(b), where the same clock train is shown along with a data pulse, assumed to have zero tolerance on its time position with respect to the clock. In this example, both the nominal setup time and hold time are 1 ns. The nominal data pulse starts 2.5 ns before the second clock pulse and extends 1.5 ns beyond it. No problem is experienced in storing this data. Even if an extra gate must be added, causing a nominal 1.2-ns delay (100k ECL), the leading edge still occurs 1.1 ns before the clock, and capture is assured. However, if the delay has a 10% tolerance and the worst case leading edge of the data pulse is considered, only 980-ps setup time is available before the clock pulse. Nominal setup time is not satisfied, and storage cannot be guaranteed. If the setup time also has a 10% tolerance (worst case requirement of 1.1 ns), the situation becomes even worse. Absolute differences between a solidly reliable device and one that occasionally fails are very small when devices of these clock periods and delay times are involved. To resolve the edges adequately, the tester again must be able to position them with a resolution of approximately 100 ps in order to simulate worst case input conditions on the device under test.

Capacitance and Inductance Effects

As has been noted, aberrations in the high and low logic levels have a particularly deleterious effect on ECL. Maintaining a 50-Ω transmission line between tester pulse generator and the input pin of the device under test minimizes aberrations. Often the approach to stimulus in general purpose testers uses a single pulse generator with
relays to switch its output to multiple input pins of the device under test. The added signal runs introduce stray capacitance; the relays add inductance. The resulting added delays and aberrations may be tolerable for testing many logic families, but they have disastrous effects on ECL measurement results. Compensation circuits that remedy the aberration problem generally add undesired attenuation of the signal. A better solution to this problem is discussed in the section entitled "Meeting ECL Test Criteria."

**Tester Rise Time Effects**

Another way to view the problem of ac parametric testing of ECL is by examining the effect of tester rise time on actual device timing measurements. Since tester rise time is not much faster than device rise time, unlike the case of TTL or MOS, the effect will not be negligible. Both device rise time and propagation delay measurements are affected.

Rise time of a 100k ECL device may be 700 ps. If tester rise time is 1 ns, the measured rise time for the device becomes

\[ \text{measured } t_r = \sqrt{(0.700)^2 + (1)^2} = 1.221 \text{ ns} \]

This result can be read from the graph in Fig 4. The 521-ps departure from the actual value is far from negligible. Even if the tester rise time matches the 700-ps rise time of 100k ECL, the measured rise time is still 990 ps with an error of 290 ps.

In principle, the actual value can be recovered by using a software routine to calculate

\[ \text{actual } t_r = \sqrt{\text{measured } t_r^2 - (\text{tester } t_r)^2} \]

However, this software recovery decreases tester throughput. In addition, there is some degradation due to the tester's finite timing measurement resolution. For a resolution of 100 ps, the 990-ps measurement cited above actually could be read as 900 ps. The resulting value for actual \( t_r \) recovered by software would be 566 ps. This error of 134 ps even with software compensation, while better than 290 ps, is still significant. The means for further reducing this error are explored in the next section.

Tester rise time also adds a potential error to propagation delay measurements. Any increase in rise time causes an increase in edge position uncertainty due to the voltage
threshold tolerance [Fig 5(a)]. As shown in Fig 5(b), nominal delay remains the same regardless of rise times of the two edges. Worst case delay, however, is much worse for slow rise times than for fast ones.

Test Fixturing

Fixturing refers to the part of the tester that actually delivers input signals to the device under test and returns output from this device to the parametric measurement system. The need to maintain a 50-Ω transmission path all the way to the device under test is satisfied by using coaxial cable and connectors, strip line on PC boards, and proper line terminations.

A 50-Ω environment is not all there is to fixturing, however. For example, a propagation delay measurement could be attempted with the simple setup shown in Fig 6(a), but results are not likely to be very accurate. The electrical length of the signal line from the pulse generator to the parametric measurement system is probably quite different from that between the device under test and the measurement system. Propagation delay of these transmission lines is not negligible compared with ECL propagation delays.

The configuration shown in Fig 6(b) is a better approach. This configuration is called a fly-by connection because the stimulus pulse literally flies by the device under test input.
The Basics of ECL

ECL is designed to achieve two advantages: the ability to drive a 50-Ω transmission line and higher gate speed than is possible with other logic families, with up to a sixfold speed increase over TTL (Fig A). Added speed can either implement faster devices or reduce component count. The two advantages are definitely related. For example, high speed serial data can be multiplexed, transmitted over coaxial cable, and demultiplexed using only ECL components at a minimum cost per unit of bandwidth despite the premium cost of ECL components. Current drive necessary for the 50-Ω transmission line capability helps ensure that stray capacitance will charge rapidly, thus increasing switching speed.

These advantages are not gained without cost. The increased current to charge the capacitance and drive the transmission line causes both switching and standby power to exceed that of TTL circuitry. Since the increased power must be dissipated throughout the device, ECL chips tend to be larger than those of other logic families.

Most logic devices, such as TTL devices, suffer substantial increases in propagation delay due to the capacitance of the collector base junctions of saturated transistors. ECL eliminates this problem by operating with its transistors unsaturated. In fact, operation is that of a class A amplifier with a low gain (about 4 to 5) compared with TTL (about 1000). Biasing becomes critical, and the input drive must be high enough to cause the output to achieve the desired level. On the other hand, too much input will drive the transistor into saturation and increase propagation delay.

With an ECL circuit biased in its linear region, any aberrations such as overshoot, undershoot, or ringing that appear on the circuit input will be transmitted to the output. It is important to test the device transfer function and insure that such transmissions will not cause problems.

While ECL delivers high current, its voltage swing (Fig B) is quite small, less than 850 mV compared with 3 V for TTL. This has the desirable effect of reducing risetime since

$$\Delta t = \frac{\Delta V_C}{I}$$

On the other hand, the small voltage swing means that any overshoot, undershoot, ringing, or other aberration must be much smaller, less than 25 mV, if saturation and insufficient drive problems are to be avoided.

To make the fly-by connection work, the input and output paths leading to the device input must be kept separated (eg, placed on opposite sides of a PC board), but must be able to be readily strapped together within the last 0.25 in before the device pin. It is necessary to provide an optional strap rather than a permanent connection between the lines because, for devices in general, a given pin location may be either an input or an output.
In order to avoid aberrations due to crosstalk, capacitance between input and output lines and between channels must be minimized. Fig 7 shows a fly-by connection fixture board for 100k ECL devices in 24-pin flat packages. Input and output paths for each pin result in 48 transmission lines. Low capacitance spring contacts mate the device under test to the fixture. Typical pin to pin capacitance is 0.1 pF, assuring extremely low crosstalk.

**Stimulus**

Input pins, output loads, and power supply voltages are all stimuli that must be precisely controlled for an ECL tester to achieve accurate measurement results. Power supply voltages must be independently programmable to allow margin testing. The real demand for accuracy and resolution on dc levels, however, comes from the signal pulses themselves. High and low signal levels must be independently programmable. Accuracy achieved must be on the order of 10 mV. If levels can be programmed with ten times greater resolution (1 mV), auto-calibration can be employed to achieve even greater accuracy by subtracting out known inaccuracies. Aberrations to the pulse must be held within 25 mV of the high and low levels.

As noted earlier, pulse drivers with subnanosecond rise times are required. In addition, variations in rise time from channel to channel must be minimal. Using hybrid integrated circuit technology, a tester has been implemented with drivers having less than 800-ps rise time for a 1-V signal into a 50-Ω load, making high and low levels programmable with the desired 1-mV resolution and minimal aberrations. A typical rise time for this driver appears in Fig 8.

**Parametric Measurement**

For ECL testing, parametric measurement is the most critical part of the test system. Without accuracy here, all of the speed and precision of the stimulus system and all of the care in fixtureing are wasted. Aspects of the parametric measurement system that are especially critical include time/position resolution of the pulse edges of the high speed drivers, comparator speed and precision of threshold, resolution of signal level measurement, single-shot time internal measurements, and enhanced time interval measurement using sampling. In addition to basic measurement accuracy, repeatability for parametric measurement must be considered.

It has been noted that measurement of the short delay times and critical setup and hold times of ECL make it necessary to have fine resolution of the edge positioning on driver pulses. Deskewing of multiple driver channels also requires rather fine resolution of edge positioning. If automated calibration and correction for known delay errors are to take place, edge positioning must occur under program control. Fully programmed control with resolution between 100 and 200 ps has been achieved in practice.

Turning to the output of the device under test, comparators must have rise times faster than the ECL propagation delays to be measured if accurate results are to be obtained. More importantly, the channel to channel variation in comparator rise times must be small, as must the variation from one measurement to the next. Programming resolution for the comparator threshold level must be small if errors of the type illustrated in Figs 4 and 5 are to be minimized. Equivalent comparator rise time of less than 500 ps has been achieved. Resolution of the programmed threshold setting is within 1 mV.

In addition to being repeatable, linear, and accurate, an ECL time interval measurement system should be capable of single-shot operation. This capability allows maximum testing throughput. To capture time intervals on a single pass, an analog time to voltage circuit has been employed successfully to generate a voltage proportional to the interval. Initial resolution of 50 ps has been achieved, with repeatability within 100 ps. An overall measurement accuracy within 300 ps is guaranteed.

Where greater accuracy on time interval measurement is desired, or where detailed information on the ECL waveform is needed, a multichannel sampling oscilloscope and waveform digitizer is a valuable supplement to single-channel time interval measurement. The tradeoff is increased test time, since many repetitions of the waveforms are required for the sampler to build up an accurate representation. The waveforms are digitized and stored in memory. Rise time, propagation delay, or overshoot can be calculated readily from the stored information. An equivalent tester rise time of 300 ps has been achieved with
LSI ECL has recently become available. An example is the 4-bit slice microprocessor. This development required a reduction in the power dissipation per gate. One approach to the problem uses CML, which removes the final emitter-follower stage from an ECL gate circuit. This technique eliminates the ability to drive 50 Ω but greatly reduces power consumption. A number of these chips can now be mounted closely together on a common hybrid substrate. In this close coupled configuration, 50-Ω signal paths are not required, and very complex functions can be assembled, minimizing total device power dissipation. The final hybrid outputs can be designed to drive 50 Ω but now with the power of an LSI device behind them.

Obviously, increasing device speed and complexity continues to push tester capability. Whether tomorrow's fastest logic family is ECL or something else, that fastest family will represent the best that can be used to implement tester hardware. The techniques discussed will continue to apply.

For testing high speed devices, tester vendors and users must continue to pay close attention to timing and measurement error sources, equipment calibration, equipment stability, and error correction schemes.

Conclusion

In the past few years, ECL devices have evolved in speed, in increasingly sophisticated temperature compensation, and in increased complexity. The movement from the 3-ns propagation delay of 10k ECL to the 1.2-ns delay of 100k ECL has placed increased demands on the ac parametric system of device testers. Sophisticated temperature compensation on the chip has made ECL a more stable logic family.
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Can your peripheral handle this?
Gould makes sure it can.

AC power poses tough problems for the computer peripherals and microcomputer designer: brownouts, dropouts, high-voltage spikes and constant fluctuations in amplitude and frequency. Add to that the susceptibility of many volatile peripheral circuits, and the job of providing constant reliable power becomes that much more critical. That's why Gould offers the LMG line of switching power supplies especially for computer peripherals and microcomputers.

Gould's family of LMG open frame switching power supplies provides the most reliable, cost effective protection against AC power variances you can buy.

Designed for computer peripherals and microcomputers, LMG switchers offer excellent regulation and handle wide input voltage swings. Each switcher has 20mS of hold-up at full load and brownout protection down to 20% below nominal input.

The LMG line ranges from the single output 75 watt model to the 150 watt four output version. The chart on the right lists output combinations for the full LMG family.

Gould name isn't the only assurance of quality and reliability—every LMG switcher is backed by a full year guarantee. And if you have found the availability of open frame switchers to be a problem, call Gould. There's a good chance we have what you want in stock right now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POWER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>OUTPUT RATINGS (V - I)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75 watts</td>
<td>LMG 5-15</td>
<td>MAIN 5-15 AUX1 12-1 AUX2 12-1 AUX3 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 15-5</td>
<td>15-5 12-1 12-1 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 75/12</td>
<td>5-15 15-1 15-1 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 75/15</td>
<td>5-15 15-1 15-1 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMGQ 75/12</td>
<td>5-15 12-1 12-1 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMGQ 75/15</td>
<td>5-15 15-1 15-1 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 watts</td>
<td>LMG 5-20</td>
<td>5-20 12-3 12-3 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 150/12</td>
<td>5-20 15-2.4 15-2.4 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 150/15</td>
<td>5-20 15-2.4 15-2.4 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 150/24</td>
<td>5-20 24-1.5 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMG 150/12</td>
<td>5-20 12-3 12-3 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMGQ 150/15</td>
<td>5-20 12-3 12-3 5-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMGQ 150/24/12</td>
<td>5-20 12-1 12-1 24-1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For complete specifications and a copy of our short order catalog, circle the reader service number printed below. Or call us on our toll free line: 800-423-4848. Gould Inc., Electronic Power Supply Division, P.O. Box 6050, El Monte, CA 91731.
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CIRCLE 74 ON INQUIRY CARD
SINGLE-CHIP CONTROLLER INCREASES
MICROPROCESSOR THROUGHPUT

Design technique uses semicustom logic to minimize hardware in a DMA controller that combines fast response with the potential to service multiple input or output devices and the flexibility to handle many different applications.

Alan W. Bentley
Cubic Corporation
9333 Balboa Ave, San Diego, CA 92123

Microprocessors have a broad range of capabilities; yet they are unable to perform specific functions efficiently without hardware augmentation. One such function is transfer of blocks of data to or from processor controlled memory. Under specific conditions, such blocks may be moved efficiently by direct memory access. Data must be sequentially ordered, a starting address must be specified for both the processor associated memory and the external source or destination, and the data block length must be specified. When these three conditions are met, data transfer responsibility passes to a hardware controller, and data moves rapidly because instruction processing is eliminated during the transfer.

Although direct memory access (DMA) efficiently transfers blocks of data between a source and a destination, it normally interfaces memory with only a single external device and is unable to move data between memory and a distributed network. The need to interface a microprocessor with a network of distributed devices led to a generalized concept that can be structured to transfer data rapidly in either direction.

This concept is analogous to the DMA function in that blocks of sequential data are transferred to or from memory. It differs in that, externally, each data word has an associated device location. Implementing the transfer function in terms of this concept increases the data transfer rate while imposing four constraints on the system: the data block length must be constant; data must occupy sequential memory locations; the distributed devices are always serviced in the same sequence; and each implementation is committed to either input or output.

Controller Design Objectives

Conceptually, the controller accepts data transfer responsibility from the microprocessor upon command; steps through the data block, sequentially creating data paths between memory and various external devices; then returns control to the microprocessor. Functionally, upon receipt of the transfer mode command, the controller places the central processing unit (CPU) in the 3-state mode, generates all
required timing and control signals, sequentially creates the data paths, and transfers data through each path. Upon completion of the data transfer, it relinquishes control to the microprocessor, which then resumes instruction processing.

Increased throughput is the implementation rationale; therefore, the two primary design objectives are to enter and leave the data transfer mode in a minimum number of clock periods and to transfer one data word every two clock periods. This transfer rate allows one clock period to establish each data path, with the write pulse created in the second period to complete the transfer. Secondary design objectives relate to implementation and allow modification to meet varying applications using a minimal amount of additional circuitry.

Design approaches that meet these objectives include use of a state sequencer to meet the control transfer and data transmission timing requirements, and use of fusible link, semicustom logic to meet the circuit flexibility and minimization requirements. A simplified microprocessor interface is achieved by incorporating the microprocessor clock and hold capabilities into the sequencer design.

**State Sequencer**

The state sequencer organizes and concentrates logical functions to realize the high density capabilities of semicustom logic. What determines the number of control flipflops is the number of required states; therefore,
performing all logic functions in four states reduces the sequencer design requirement to two flipflops and helps meet the secondary design objective. These four states are idle, when the CPU has system control; transitional, while the CPU is entering the hold mode and relinquishing control; and two data transfer, one permitting address and data stabilization, and the other creating the write command (Figs 1 and 2).

In this application, both flipflops are reset in the idle state (QH=QG=0, state 0) awaiting a software generated command (DTRANS), which sets the G flipflop, advances the sequencer to state 1 (QH=QG), and initiates a CPU hold command, sustained until the sequencer returns to state 0. The CPU tests its hold command input each machine cycle and, upon sensing a command, enters the hold state, placing its data bus, address bus, and some control lines in the 3-state mode. It remains in this state until the hold command is released by the sequencer.

When it enters the hold state, the CPU issues a hold acknowledge (HOLD). Upon receipt of HOLD, the
sequencer advances to state 2 \((Q_H,Q_J)\), which completes transfer of the data handling function from the CPU to the controller. It then toggles between state 2 and state 3 \((Q_H,Q_J)\), processing one data word each cycle until the preestablished number of data words have been transferred (END). Then, the sequencer returns to state 0 and releases the hold command, allowing resumption of instruction processing by the CPU.

While the sequence of states is the same for data transfer in either direction, the events that occur within states 2 and 3 differ. During transfer of data from memory to external devices, state 2 is memory access time and state 3 generates the load command for the specific device. When leaving state 3, the edge of the G flipflop \((\bar{Q}_H)\) advances the memory address counter. When data from external devices are read into memory, state 2 time is used to select the external source and stabilize the data. The memory write enable pulse is generated by state 3, and leaving state 3 changes the memory address counter. Transfer states ST2 and ST3 are identified by the output of the H flipflop, which activates the random access memory (RAM) address counter outputs, enables address counting, and, additionally, selects either the RAM or the multiplexer when transferring to or from the external devices, respectively.

### Programmed Array Logic

Utilizing semicustom integrated circuitry satisfies the requirement for logic minimization and design flexibility. This approach increases logic density by mitigating two factors that increase random logic package count: function partitioning and pin limitation. To maximize these benefits, the programmable logic chip must contain AND, OR, and flipflop functions, as well as internal feedback. Flipflop functions are required to implement the sequencer and, additionally, a counter that is decremented at the completion of each data transfer (state 3 to state 2 transition). The counter serves a dual purpose: the demultiplexed count selects external devices and, by monitoring the count, the controller determines completion of the data block transfer (END).

Data block length determines the number of counters and demultiplexers required. With three counters and a 3 to 8 demultiplexer (74138), block lengths up to eight may be accommodated. With four counters and a 4 to 16 demultiplexer (74157), the block length may be extended to 16. An increase to six counters will allow block length expansion to 64, with additional demultiplexers. This approach focuses on design for a block length of 16 words so that the flipflops and associated input decoding can be contained on one fusible link, programmable array logic (PAL) integrated circuit.

PAL 16R6 contains six D flipflops (registers) connected to a common clock input. Output Q of each register is available externally through an inverting, 3-state buffer \(\bar{Q}\). Input D of each register is an 8-input OR gate, each input a programmable AND combination of the available terms. Each gate array must be true to set the register on the following clock pulse or false to allow the register to reset. Thus, Boolean expressions state the conditions that cause the registers to become or remain set.

Two additional, non-register, AND-OR gate outputs and the six register outputs have internal feedback paths. With the eight available inputs, they become the 16 terms available when implementing Boolean expressions.

### Boolean Expressions

Six counter equations are shown in Fig 3. For a maximum block length of 16, the four least significant counts (A through D) are required; expansion up to length 32 requires equation E; equation F must be implemented for block lengths between 33 and 64. The counter flipflops are held set during states 0 and 1. States 2 and 3 require only one clock period each; hence, from leaving state 1 until completion of data transmission and return to state 0, there is a state transition in every clock cycle.

During this interval, each equation must establish the condition of its counter flipflop for the following state. When entering state 2 from state 1, the counter flipflops are set as established by state 1. Since it is necessary to change the counter on the transition from state 3 to state 2, the counting decision must be made during state 3, and the new count must be established when entering state 2. The counter register content must be maintained during state 2 to prevent change at the transition from state 2 to 3.

Fig 3 also shows the 2-state sequencer equations. Equation G is independent of block length, and equation H

\[
Q_F = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_E = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_D = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_C = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_B = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_A = \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_J \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_E \cdot \bar{O}_D \cdot \bar{O}_C \cdot \bar{O}_B \cdot \bar{O}_A \cdot \bar{O}_F \cdot \bar{O}_D \\
Q_3 = \text{RESET} (\bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \text{DTRANS} + \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \text{HOLDA} + \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G) \\
Q_4 = \text{RESET} (\bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G \cdot \text{HOLDA} + \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G + \bar{O}_H \cdot \bar{O}_G \text{(END)}
\]

---

**Fig 3** Boolean statements, PAL registers implement data counter and state controller equations. Control equation G is independent of block length. Control equation H must be expanded by expression for END to establish block length.
incorporates the block length (END) decoding. The table, Block Length Control, shows the expressions for END, when six counters are used, organized by remainder of a modulo 16 number. For shorter block lengths, references to unimplemented counters are ignored. Both control flipflops are reset (expressions false) when the computer issues a RESET command, establishing state 0. This state is maintained until the CPU issues DTRANS, advancing the sequencer to state 1 by setting G.

A hold command is generated by the sequencer, which waits in state 1 until the CPU responds with HOLDA, verifying that it has stopped instruction processing and that its buses are 3-stated. HOLDA resets G and sets H, advancing the sequencer to state 2. The G flipflop then toggles, causing the sequencer to cycle between states 2 and 3. H remains set during both states but tests the content of the data counter during state 3 to determine if data transmission is complete (END expression false). END false also causes the H flipflop to reset at the completion of state 3, returning the sequencer to state 0 and releasing the hold command to the CPU.

### Implementation

System parameters were developed for use with the model 8085 microprocessor, the 2114 bidirectional RAM, and the 25LS2569 binary up/down counter. Attributes of these components that help meet the design goals are (a) availability of the CPU interface signals reset, clock out, hold, and hold

![Diagram of system parameters](image.png)

The diagram illustrates the 8085 timing and interface signals, register contents reflecting state controller interaction with computer commands, control states reflecting state flipflop outputs, signals common to transfer in either direction grouped, current RAM address starts at A and decreases during successive cycles. Memory timing, shown for data flow both from and to RAM, relates to RAM timing requirements for Fig 1 and Fig 2, respectively.
Adaptation

Distributed data port servicing is the primary functional requirement of the data controller, and the specific number of ports is a parameter written into the Boolean expressions implemented by a member of the PAL family. The inherent flexibility arising from implementation of many of the logic functions by easily modified Boolean expressions can be demonstrated by extending the application requirements to include program control of the data block length. Now, the design objectives are to incorporate this feature with minimal hardware reconfiguration and to retain all the operational attributes of the original DMA controller.

Although the state sequencer remains conceptually unchanged, its interaction with the data counter must be modified to implement a variable block length. The original concept has a fixed data block length, with the data counter starting at all 1s and decrementing to a predetermined end count. Its advantages are that the CPU interface is minimized and that all data ports are serviced during each DMA cycle. To implement the variable block length feature, the CPU loads the data counter with the actual count; then during data transfer, the state sequencer decrements the count to 0, the end count that terminates the operation.

It is desirable to implement the state sequencer and data counter on a single programmable chip while maximizing the data counter length. To achieve this, a 16R8 programmable logic chip replaces the 1686 used previously. This change increases the number of registers by two at the expense of the two gated outputs. The chip configuration now offers eight data inputs; eight D registers, each with an inverting output; a register clock input; and a 3-state control input.

Of the eight registers, two are required for the state sequencer, allowing a maximum block length of 64 in a single-chip implementation. However, three control lines are required: HOLD and DTRANS, as in the original concept, plus a software generated LOADA, which transfers the content of the data bus to the data registers. Additionally, the LOADA command must be used to initialize the state counter (Fig 5). With this approach, five inputs remain for the data bus, limiting the block size to 32 words.

An alternative configuration using only three data bits allows loading of the six flipflops in two instruction cycles.
by implementing a second load command, LOADB. The DMA controller now handles block lengths as long as 64 data words, and the RESET command can be used to initialize the state counter as in the original concept (Fig 6).

Summary

Generally, a design approach and its means of implementation should be complementary. Specifically, the controller design objectives are met by utilizing a state sequencer, and implementation compatibility is assured by such features of semicustom logic as multiple storage elements with internal feedback paths, dense gating arrays, and interconnection flexibility.

The process of creating a state sequencer to solve a design problem results in a series of Boolean expressions that define the controller capability and the gate array that must be effected. Several partially dedicated gating and register arrays constitute the semicustom logic family. After the most suitable array configuration is selected, the interconnections, as expressed by Boolean statements, are completed to implement the design. This creates a unique logic pattern whose dense gating contributes to chip count minimization. Design variations can be accommodated by restructuring the gating arrays with minimal hardware reconfiguration. Thus, the system can be tailored to the original operating requirements and yet be easily adapted if modifications are desired.
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GET A GREAT NEW WINCHESTER DISC...
1/2-INCH STREAMING TAPE BACKUP...
READY TO PLUG INTO TWO CPU SLOTS...

NOW...PRE-TESTED...LOW COST
You probably know about the high bit packing density, reliability, quick access and high throughput benefits offered by a Winchester disc drive. And of the economy, speed and media compatibility of a streaming tape drive, offering IBM/ANSI/DEC formatting, for backup or conventional 1/2" tape storage. Here are a few features making either drive together with an intelligent controller, an exceptional choice for your LSI-11 or PDP-11 system.

PRIAM DISKOS WINCHESTER DISC DRIVE—34 M Bytes storage, expandable • transfer rate 1.04 M Bytes per second • track-to-track positioning 8 milliseconds • average positioning 45 milliseconds.

DILOG WINCHESTER DISC CONTROLLER—RP emulator • on-board bootstrap • automatic flaw compensation with bad sector flagging and transparent track skipping feature • handles up to two 8 or 14-inch drives.

CIPHER MICROSTREAMER 1/2-INCH STREAMING TAPE DRIVE—46 M Bytes unformatted storage • 4.8 minute transfer time at 100 ips • auto loading for ease of operation • ANSI and IBM 1600 bpi PE compatibility • conventional or streaming mode operation.

DILOG MAGNETIC TAPE COUPLER—Emulates TM-11 • handles multiple 9 track, 1,600 bpi industry standard formatted tape drives in streaming or conventional modes • selectable IBM or DEC byte packing.

Physically, the drives together occupy less than 15¾ inches of vertical rack space, and the controllers occupy one LSI-11 or PDP-11 slot each. Functionally, both subsystems are DEC software compatible. A stand alone streaming mode disc-to-tape backup routine is supplied.

For data send coupon below. Or for instant info, phone direct (714) 534-6911.

A successful minicomputer calls for a number of basic design elements. Of these, three related features are most important: availability of a spectrum of configuration options, field expandability, and field repairability. Each feature contributes to cost effectiveness; when all are present, a customer is able to start with a configuration that meets minimal needs and gradually augment the computer capability as requirements increase. Modular design of the major subassemblies can provide the minicomputer with these required features.

In its most basic form, the final system design implements a minicomputer, housed in a single cabinet, comprised of a central processing unit (requiring 5-V power), memory system (requiring 5-V and 12-V power), input/output unit (requiring 5-V power), power subsystem (supplying all dc power and controlling signals to the other subassemblies), and ac distribution panel. Expansion cabinets containing additional memory and input/output (I/O) subassemblies can be added to upgrade this basic configuration (Fig 1).

**Power Subsystem Requirements**

Modular design in minicomputer power subsystems presents several challenges: (1) an overall packaging concept must be determined so that each major subassembly can be allocated sufficient cabinet space; (2) required regulation budgets to individual loads in the cabinet must be satisfied; (3) high reliability must be ensured through circuit design and component selection, (4) system power-up

---

**OPTIMIZING MINICOMPUTER POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN**

Modular power supply design aids minicomputer expansion and repair by interfacing controller and front end modules to three nearly identical converter modules in a basic subsystem that can be replicated for each cabinet.

Ermand B. Centofanti  
Allen B. Hansel  
Philip N. Lioio  
Thiagarajan Natarajan  
Perkin-Elmer Corporation  
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
and power-down sequences must be controlled; (5) high noise immunity must be achieved in all power and signal circuits; (6) a unipoint cabinet and chassis grounding method must be devised; and (7) protection of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) memory against power failure must be provided. Satisfying the requirements of Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) and other safety specifications for data processing equipment makes additional demands on power subsystem designers. The approach to each of these design problems, however, must not weaken the power subsystem link in the minicomputer subassembly chain.

Cabinet power requirements are crucial to packaging concept design. Several questions about partitioning must be answered at the outset. Is cabinet cooling (air flow) required? Is single or multiphase power required? What ac voltage range(s) should be specified? What levels of output current are needed to partition the individual modules? Also, how can the dc output current be increased when required?

Assuming a single source of dc power, power source outputs and interconnections from the power subsystem to each load must be regulated. Transistor transistor logic (TTL) and MOS memory voltage loads must be 4.75 to 5.25 and 11.4 to 12.6 V, respectively.

Circuit design and the management of components are two important reliability factors. Maximum junction temperatures, voltage and current design margins, satisfaction of minimum betas, source and sink currents, elimination of race conditions, and many other items must be emphasized. Operating modes must be well defined, their currents and voltages kept under control with no blips or uncertainties, and adequate phase margins designed into the feedback loops.

System power sequence control is tied to the reliability of the design in that all operating modes should be well defined from the power subsystem controller (PSC). Some basic considerations are defining inrush current during power turn on, starting converters in a defined state, issuing signals that indicate when all dc voltages are in regulation, issuing signals during power shutdown at levels that guarantee sufficient hold up time (this maintains regulation for the CPU to halt in an orderly manner after ac power is removed), and intercabinet communication in large configurations.

Noise immunity is always a design need. Instead of 1-V noise immunity for a multicabinet minicomputer PSC, 5.5-V immunity can be implemented by optical coupling and quad comparators using a 15-V bus, rather than TTL signals operating at 5 V. Another noise immunity factor in circuitry design requires pulses exceeding a minimum width to activate a threshold.

Unipoint grounding ties in with noise immunity and many designers avoid ground loops entirely. The overall design of each cabinet in a multicabinet situation should be geared toward optical coupling of signals. Optical coupling allows the cabinets to be daisy chained together with their
dc returns tied to earth at one point, and every subassembly isolated from the cabinetry (Fig 2).

Some minicomputer designs use MOS memory. Since this memory system is volatile, the memory content is lost when dc power is lost. Magnetic (or core) type memories, on the other hand, maintain memory elements in any state until power is restored. Although MOS memory requires battery backup power for memory retention during power loss, this does not power the entire unit. Furthermore, upon receipt of a signal indicating that prime power is being lost, memory should enter a burst refresh mode, and draw about 50% less power than normal.

**Power Subsystem Design**

A blower system for air flow to the CPU, memory, and I/O cards is standard design for minicomputer power subsystems. The blower is placed at the bottom of the cabinet, feeding air to the duct work along the cabinetry. Air flow deflects to move horizontally across each card and exhausts at the top of the cabinet. Ambient temperature design limit ranges from 0 to 50 °C, and air temperature at the exhaust is 65 °C. This 15 °C increase does not include heat dissipated within the power subsystem. Using commercial logic families, whose ambient temperature range is from 0 to 70 °C, the power subsystem should not preheat incoming ambient air. For this reason, major power subsystem modules are mounted at the top of the cabinet.

Fig 2 Noise immunity through unipoint grounding. Optically coupled signals isolate cabinets; dc returns tie in to earth at one point to avoid ground loops

Modular power subsystem design utilizes a front end module (FEM), 5-V master power module at 150 A (converter), 5-V slave power module at 150 A (converter), 12-V power module at 50 A (converter), power subsystem controller (PSC), battery backup module, ac distribution box (with electromagnetic interference filter), and dc distribution system (bus bars, connectors, etc). All modules except the battery module and ac distribution box are mounted at the top of the cabinet (Fig 3). The 5- and 12-V converter modules each have a cooling fan independent of the cabinet’s cooling system. The FEM and PSC module are cooled only by convection. Heat generated in the converter modules exhausts out the top and does not contribute significantly to ambient temperature at the PSC and FEM.

For fault isolation, the PSC has front panel light emitting diodes (LEDs) and three front panel maintenance switches providing 5-V margin high/low, 12-V margin high/low, and maintenance reset with LED test. Margin switches are used during troubleshooting procedures. When a cabinet exhibits errors, use of a higher or lower \( V_{CC} \) expedites isolation to a faulty card and, ultimately, to a faulty integrated circuit. When a processor or memory card has to be changed, the reset switch commands the 5- and 12-V converters to shut down their dc outputs. LED test function is a quick check to demonstrate that all LEDs are working.

Battery storage is hinged at the back of the cabinet and employs a switching regulator for battery charging. The battery box is cooled by convection only, since its internal heat dissipation is low and no other system element adds to its ambient temperature.
The ac distribution box, at the bottom of the cabinet, contains the system electromagnetic interference (emi) filter. A shielded line cord delivers ac power to the power subsystem components at the top of the cabinet, protecting other subassemblies within the cabinet from line cord radiation.

From the converter outputs, a short length of #2 AWG wire goes to the copper bus bars, where bullet connectors pick off the high current for each card. Each processor card is allocated up to 20 A of 5-V power. Memory cards receive both 5- and 12-V power, but the total is still a maximum of 100 W.

Input (ac power from a single- or 2-phase source) ranges from 180 to 264 V rms (assuming no distortion) and is applied to the ac distribution box at the bottom of the cabinet (Fig 4). This input capability is necessary for use in Europe where single phase 230 V rms is nominal. UL requires a 20% line current safety margin, which is satisfied by allowing a maximum rms line current of 24 A. This also permits use of readily available 30-A hardware.

Convenience receptacles for field service personnel, the circuit breaker, and the line filter are in the distribution box. Throwing the circuit breaker off opens both sides of the ac line and disconnects the negative side of the battery pack. This is the only way to remove all power from a cabinet, since pulling the plug leaves dc power available for the MOS memory. The ac exits the distribution box and goes to the power subsystem FEM at the top of the cabinet via the shielded line cord.

Front End Module

With associated filter capacitors, the FEM provides offline rectification, ac inrush current control, and bias power generation for other modules. Inrush current control uses a solid state relay in parallel with a resistance; the PSC signals the relay to short out the resistance. The filter capacitor voltage is monitored continuously, and the relay is energized 700 ms after it reaches $180 \times \sqrt{2}$ or 254 Vdc. This 700-ms delay eliminates the secondary surge.

Converter Modules

Three converter modules, 12-V, 5-V master, and 5-V slave, were designed to be as identical as possible yet independent
of each other. Each converter has its own power cable from the front end, local high voltage filter capacitor, and input fuse. Pulse width modulation at 20 kHz with a full bridge inverter operates from 175 to 370 Vdc. Using identical printed circuit boards (PCBs), the converters differ only in assembly drawing and cable variations. Design features include the SG3524 chip, high temperature Schottky diodes, stacked foil capacitor, flux reset in the base drive, precision voltage reference, zero duty cycle turn on, and optically coupled control signals. The 12-V converter uses fast recovery, low loss output rectifiers, and a low equivalent series resistance output capacitor. Thermostatic sensors in the rectifier heat sinks shut off overheated converters.

A current sharing, paralleling technique fulfills the 5-V, 300-A current requirement, as shown in Fig 5. Each converter’s overcurrent limit point is set to account for current sharing imbalance. Oscillators in the master and slave 5-V converters are synchronized to maintain the same output ripple as in the case of one 5-V converter only. When no synchronization is employed, ripple doubles in amplitude and contains a low frequency component (about 2 kHz).

Various circuit techniques control and protect the power section; among these are dead band circuit, 3-piece snubbers and clamp diodes (for power transistors), power rectifier snubbers, and separation of the reference for voltage regulation from the overvoltage and undervoltage functions. When it hits the overcurrent threshold, the converter output shuts down in 40 µs. Overcurrent conditions such as processor or memory board solder splashes and misapplication of metering probes commonly occur during development and production testing, and require a fast shutdown to prevent board loss.

**Power Subsystem Controller**

The PSC uses the LM339 quad comparator (the active circuit element) and a regulated 15-V rail. Voltage threshold detectors use precision 10-V references and discrete, precision resistor dividers in conjunction with the comparator. This combination of circuitry yields tight tolerance voltage threshold detectors which do not require trimming. Input switch-sensing filters out bounce by means of resistance-capacitance networks operating into comparator stages. When the internal logic circuitry implements additional discrete with the comparator stages to form a family of logic, the following design goals are satisfied: (1) 5-V minimum noise margin (operating from a nominal 15-Vdc supply voltage), (2) level sensitive (rather than edge sensitive) sequential logic gates, (3) low power consumption (quiescent load current for the comparator is 4 mA), and (4) wide operating voltage range for the PSC (PSC maintains control over a line range of 75 to 264 V rms; up to 75 V rms, the converters hold themselves off).

In the output circuitry, comparator stages connect either directly or through transistors to other system elements within a single cabinet. Switched, 3-terminal regulators with integral current limit protection drive the signals transmitted between cabinets. On the receiving end of the intercabinet communications link are optically coupled LED transistors with an isolated ground return line to the transmitting source.

Monitoring the high voltage capacitors, the PSC allows 700-ms time for continued capacitor charging from the point at which 250 Vdc is reached, T0 (see Fig 6). This prevents a secondary current surge when the solid state
relay (SSR) turns on at T₁. A 250-V level is selected so that turn on will occur at the specified low line value of 180 V rms. The 12-V converter receives its signal and starts its slow turn on 300 ms after the relay is set. Then, 300 ms after the 12-V power is turned on, the 5-V converters receive their turn on command (T₂). Finally, at T₃, the 5-V output is within its regulation band. T₄ denotes an output signal to notify the CPU that the cabinet is ready. Ac power, dc power, and cooling are all operational. The CPU acknowledges by sending a systems clear to all cabinets (T₅), beginning operation.

Times are somewhat arbitrary, with the exception of T₅, which is selected to charge the capacitors fully when the system is energized at the specified high line value. The crosshatched area for the cabinet cooling sensor indicates a don't care condition during the power-on sequence.

Initiation of a system turn off sequence takes place at 220 Vdc, as shown in Fig 7 (T₆). For brownout protection, the 30-Vdc hysteresis prevents turn on chatter during low ac line operation. Once the 220-Vdc threshold is passed, the computer commits to a shutdown by issuing power not ready (T₇). The CPU initiates a shutdown sequence that requires less than 3.2 ms hold up time. Systems clear, a changing state, is indicated at T₈; this defines the end of all operations. The capacitor bank continues to discharge until 190 Vdc is reached at T₉, when a decision is made to shut off the 5-V converters. If ac power were restored between T₆ and T₇, the machine would initiate a modified power-up sequence and resume normal operation.

From T₄ to T₅ there is a 4.5-ms delay, which provides hold up time for another requirement, ie, for the key switch that turns the CPU on and off. When the key switch signal enters the PSC, the PSC signals the 5-V converter to turn off. Here, too, 3.2 ms must be available for an orderly shutdown. Corresponding to 175 Vdc, the T₅ point marks the time when 5-V regulation is no longer required or guaranteed; the converter has been turned off, and its output capacitor discharges into the load.

12-V regulation is guaranteed until T₆, or 170 Vdc. The point at which the 12-V supply decays to 11.2 V (T₇) depends on memory size. If there were no battery backup, or if the batteries were allowed to discharge fully, memory would be considered nonvalid at 11.2 V. No turn off signal is sent to the 12-V converters until after T₇; the turn off command is issued at T₈, 100 ms after the nonvalid memory decision is made at 11.2 V.

Upon restoring prime power, a normal power-up sequence occurs during which 12-V power is initially zero. A monitoring circuit in the PSC issues a nonvalid memory (NVM) signal to the processor. When systems clear (T₈ in Fig 7) allows the CPU to run, software picks up the NVM signal and reloads the operating system into main memory from disc.
Battery Backup Module

Low risk in transferring from ac to dc power and back again provided the basis for the battery backup approach. The sealed, lead-acid pack is nominally at 180 V. Its charger draws power from the high voltage bus. An isolated inverter supplies charger bias power from the 12-V output (Fig 8). Charging (0.25-A current) begins at 207 Vdc and cuts off at 220 Vdc. When the bus decays below the battery voltage, CRI is forward biased and sources the 12-V converter; the PSC and the converter fan draw power from the battery backup. Battery voltage drops to about 187 Vdc as it initially supplies the 12-V converter. Drain continues until the output falls to 11.2 Vdc, causing the converter to turn off.

The inverter stage transformer has an extra winding whose secondary voltage is rectified, filtered, and supplied to the PSC. When prime power goes down a step, the converter is still running and supplies required bias to the PSC and itself. The PSC receives bias power from either the 5- or the 12-V converter. For example, when a cabinet contains only 5-V output, as an 1/0 cabinet, the 5-V inverter stage feeds the bias power.

Battery hold up time depends on the amount of memory in each cabinet and varies from 20 min (for 8M bytes) to 82 min (for 0.25M bytes). Several battery backup methods other than the one just described are possible. One method uses a lower voltage battery with a converter boosting the voltage to 215 Vdc. This has the disadvantages of needing an additional converter and offering lower conversion efficiency because the battery has to feed two converters in cascade. Another low voltage method uses a battery with an additional regulator whose output is tied to the 12-V regulation band. The disadvantages here include higher current battery charger and additional high power 12-V regulator.

Safety

Handling the 180-V battery is a major safety concern. Batteries are handled in groups of 18- and 36-V until final assembly. After the two 18-V packs are put in series, connecting the five 36-V units is possible only by closing the battery compartment. Also a protection for service
personnel is the warning light on the side panel of the printed circuit board, which indicates when voltage is present. A switch allows individual, external testing of each of the ten battery packs.

Certain safety considerations are required apart from any that might be self-imposed. One example is the overall cabinet leakage limitation of 5.0 mA at nominal line voltage. A 100%, high voltage test is a required purchase specification for all frontend components such as transformers, bridge rectifiers, relays, and emi filters; each component receives a portion of the leakage budget. This voltage test is performed at both subassembly and final assembly levels.
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160 MEGABYTES.
IN ONE BOX OR TWO.

Now you can get 160 megabytes of reliable, removable disk storage, in one disk drive or two. With one Ampex DM-9160, or two Ampex DM-980s.

Both have the industry standard SMD interface that allows easy daisy-chaining of up to 8 drives on existing controllers. Both the ribbon cable DM-9160 and the 80 megabyte DM-980 are available in single or dual port versions.

What's more, both the DM-9160 and the DM-980 come in the same standard size 19" cabinet. So you can mount them in a standard 19" rack, or mount either of them two-high in our new Two-High Quiet Enclosure.

The only difference between the two drives is that the DM-9160 uses a commercially available specified disk pack for double density, and the DM-980 uses a standard pack.

Both are easy to operate, and even easier to maintain.

Ampex DM-9160. With 160 megabytes, it has twice the density of an 80, in the same size as an 80.

Covers on both models can be removed for quick repair and troubleshooting. Deck plates and chassis are hinged for easy access. And LEDs are used extensively to assist in troubleshooting.

So take your choice. Choose the density you need for the space you have. But no matter what your requirements are, remember that the DM-9160 and DM-980 are just two drives from a complete line of Ampex plug-compatible memories for nearly any CPU.

For more information on the Ampex DM-9160, the DM-980, or the complete Ampex product line, contact your local sales office, or Gary Owen at 213/640-0150. Or write him at Ampex Memory Products, 200 North Nash Street, El Segundo, California 90245.

AMPEx
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

CIRCLE 76 ON INQUIRY CARD
Shugart gives you two ways to go double-sided. Floppy or Minifloppy™. Our SA851 series is the double-sided version of the world's most popular 8-inch floppy. And our SA450 is the double-sided version of the world's most popular 5¼-inch flexible disk drive—the Shugart Minifloppy. We designed our double-sided floppy drives for high volume production with outstanding reliability. Our new Bi-Compliant™ double-sided head assembly was designed by the most experienced read/write head team in the industry. Our read/write heads are precisely aligned with our proprietary optical alignment system. And we also invented the “Tap-Tap” test, which insures that our double-sided drives can perform tens of thousands of load/unload operations on the same track location without media wear. The bottom line for you is excellent compliance resulting in superior data reliability, assured media interchange, and longer head and media life. Both of our double-sided drives let you store more data in less space. Both are compatible with their single-sided brothers for an easy upgrade. And they both operate in single or double density. But which one is best for your application?

There's a great heading

Our double-sided floppy. The SA851. The SA851 series is the logical upgrade from standard single-sided drives. Our SA851 doubles capacity to 1600 KBytes (unformatted, double density) for only about 50% more in drive cost. And to make your upgrade easier, the SA851 is the same size as our single-sided SA801 drive and I/O compatible. SA851 double-sided drives make an excellent back-up for Shugart fixed disk drives, too. All for a lower cost per kilobyte than you are paying now. Shugart’s Fastflex™ band actuator cuts track-to-track access time to three milliseconds. And you can read and write data on any standard single-sided diskette as well as the IBM Diskette 2, 2D, or equivalent. Features such as single/double density recording, write protect, and programmable door locks are standard.
Our double-sided, double density Minifloppy. The SA450. When you need the lowest cost random access data storage in the most compact package, the SA450 double-sided Minifloppy is your best choice. It is the perfect upgrade for microprocessor-based systems using single-sided Minifloppy drives or cassette tape. The SA450 increases unformatted capacity to 218.8 (single density) or 437.5 kilobytes (double density). This double-sided Minifloppy is the same size as our SA400 single-sided model, and is I/O compatible. DC drive motor, write protect, and activity light are standard. And you can read and write data on any single or double-sided minidiskette, so your customers can continue to use their existing disk library.

double feature your way.

Choose the Headstrong double-sided floppy disk drives. No matter which of our double-sided floppy drives you select, you get the competitive edge when you go with Shugart. We are Headstrong about helping to keep you competitive too, with high volume deliveries of drives that offer superior reliability, quality, and value. This Shugart commitment is also backed by all the support you need including helpful technical services, in-depth documentation, and design assistance. And when your product line grows, we'll be there with a complete family of floppy, Minifloppy, and fixed disk drives in a full range of capacities. Reliable products, volume delivery, superior quality, and value. That's what we're Headstrong about at Shugart. Shugart Associates: 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-0100. Sales & Service: Sunnyvale, CA; Costa Mesa, CA; Minneapolis, MN; Richardson, TX; Framingham, MA; Landing, NJ; Atlanta, GA; Toronto, Ontario; Paris, France; Munich, Germany. Shugart products are also available off the shelf from local Hamilton/Avnet outlets.
Mixed Format Operation Enables Economical Output From Thermal Printer/Plotter

Thermal printer/plotter achieves low cost hard copy by mixing character and graphical data without burdening the host system with lengthy software driver requirements.

Harold D. Schofield  
Gulton Industries Incorporated  
Gulton Industrial Park, East Greenwich, RI 02818

Due to the widespread use of microprocessors, intelligent laboratory instruments are now capable of generating vast quantities of data, dramatically increasing demands for hardcopy. Furthermore, computerization is eliminating manual intervention by automating decision making as a function of data analysis, making realtime chart recordings and similar input data displays less essential than descriptions or representations of analyzed results in the form of a listing, chart, or graphical plot. The growing volume of data, combined with the emphasis on displaying analyzed results derived from data that were collected in real time, increases the burden on instrumentation hardcopy devices, thus making them a significant factor in the total system and its cost.

Of the hardcopy devices, digital printer/plotters emerge as the most desirable because analog input signals have been converted to digital for analysis, therefore output data to be printed or displayed is also digital. In addition, as the amount of data increases, so does the need to extract and display critical results and trends in pictorial form; hence, the graphics plotting capability of the printer/plotter becomes especially important. Historically, the use of printer/plotters has been limited to minicomputers and large mainframe computers, primarily because most were designed for this segment of the industry. Lengthy, tabulated, printer listings were supplemented by printer/plotter graphics displays wherever possible. However, the printer/plotters that emerged to meet this need are too large and too expensive to fulfill the needs of instrumentation and other microcomputer applications.

The three classic types of printer/plotter devices currently available are electrostatic, flat bed, and drum units. All offer higher performance than is necessary for microprocessor based instrumentation applications in terms of speed and resolution. More importantly, they require sizable software drivers, programs that interface the output unit with the operating system to supply page or plot output on a line or a vector basis.

The Thermal Printing Alternative

A fourth printer/plotter technology, thermal printing, is a desirable alternative that is ideally suited to a wide variety of hardcopy requirements.
FLEX 02 offers complete RX02 emulation on one dual-width card.

Flexible and software compatible, the FLEX 02 card plugs directly into your LS-11, 1/2 or 1/23. This low-priced controller has built-in bootstrap features. Order now for 30-day delivery!

WINC 01 offers RL01 transparency for Winchester-type drives.

Software transparent to RL01 driver, WINC 01 maps the data of three RL01 cartridge drives (36 MB) onto one Winchester. Dual-width interface card plugs into the LS-11, 1/2 or 1/23, low-cost controller mounts onto Markman drive, Call today, they're going fast!

STORM 02 provides RM02 emulation for PDP-11 users.

This single hex card, embedded in your PDP-11, runs under standard RM02 drivers. STORM 02 accommodates up to four 80 MB storage modules and provides disk pack interchangeability with DEC 30-day delivery and quantity discounts!
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France (1) 24-18-24
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CIRCLE 80 ON INQUIRY CARD
Quiet operation, reliability, straightforward digital interface, and attainable high speed characterize the thermal printing technology. It does not present inductive loads, such as the solenoids required to drive needle matrix devices, or the design problems of wheels, hammers, high voltages, or radio frequency interference. Complementing use of integrated circuits and large scale integration devices, the thermal printer/plotter offers an entirely electronic means of printing that reduces the number of moving parts to only one per mechanism.

The MICROPLOT-44, a 5" (12.7-cm) unit designed especially for instrumentation and microcomputer applications, illustrates thermal printing technology. Its stationary printhead implements a 4.6-in (11.7-cm) wide linear array of dots spaced 0.017 in (0.432 mm) apart. For plotting, 256 uniquely addressable, contiguous dots provide 8-bit resolution compatible with most of the microprocessor applications. Character printing uses all 264 dots in 44 X axis columns of a 5 x 7 dot matrix with one dot space between columns (Fig 1). Using an 8 x 6 dot matrix, the Y axis provides 22 lines of characters with a 4-dot space between lines.

For the graphics interface, the ability to address each dot uniquely in a single-byte transfer, complements the fixed printhead design, whereby all dots are in continuous paper contact. Plot data can then enter the buffer on a random access basis. Unlike moving head designs, this approach eliminates any need for sequential loading of data that increases in magnitude across the chart or for loading blank data bytes to space across the chart. In addition, the two enhanced plotting modes eliminate the lengthy data transfers that can occur when printing a horizontal vector consisting of many dots. The line segment plotting automatically fills in all of the dots between two designated endpoints on a horizontal vector and allows many such vectors on a single horizontal line, with overlap. The shaded plotting fills in all of the dots between the leftmost dot and a designated horizontal vector endpoint.

**Character Data**

Four combinations of the format and print commands make possible four character types from the two basic X and Y axis fonts. The normal print formats produce standard 5 x 7 dot matrix characters on the X axis and 8 x 6 characters on the Y axis, while the enhanced print formats generate double height, 5 x 14 dot matrix characters on the X axis and double width, 8 x 12 characters on the Y axis.

A byte level handshake between data available (DAV) and data accepted (DAC) signals controls parallel data flow into the unit (Fig 2). DAV flags a new word valid on the data bus; then the state of the format control (FMTCTL) line designates either an internal data request bit (if high) or a control word request bit (if low). These are sampled regularly at a priority that depends on the selected mode. Once a valid DAV has been established, DAC is pulled low until the data are read into the system buffer, DAC then returns high, to the idle state, to indicate data acceptance.
The AED 512... graphics, imaging, Superoam™ and integer zoom in one desktop terminal!
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Each full line of dot or character data entered in this manner is followed by a print command and an optional paper motion command.

**Plot Data**

The BUSY line, activated when a print cycle has been initiated, may be sensed by the host computer to interrupt data flow during printing, providing a character line level or dot line level handshake with LDATA that can be used to reset LDATA when printing begins. LDATA is itself a qualifier that may be held low to prevent acceptance of unwanted data during idle periods or tied high for applications that do not need this function. Once set, BUSY remains high for the duration of a print cycle. When only plot data are present, the cycle will end and BUSY will be reset after one line of dots has been printed. With character data present, BUSY remains high until all character dot lines have been printed. However, plot data to be intermixed with characters can be entered during

![Diagram](image)

**Add Low Cost Bulk Storage**

**With An Intelligent Cartridge Tape Recorder From Columbia Data**

Select one of our Series 300 recorders for reliable, low-cost data storage... and you get much more. Choose the 300C for its comprehensive search and edit capability to satisfy file management, word processing and data storage/retrieval applications with up to 3.0" Mbytes capacity. Or select the 300D for remote operation with serpentine recording and power fail/auto restart for uninterrupted data acquisition, auto answer for remote data polling over phone lines, and up to 5.15" Mbytes capacity.

AND WHICHEVER 300 YOU CHOOSE... you get dual RS-232 port operation with independently selectable data rates up to 19,200 baud at each port. These buffered ports allow you to place a 300 recorder between your computer or modem and a terminal or logger for off-line data collection, data concentration and transmission.

WHEN YOU NEED BULK STORAGE WITH SYSTEM VERSATILITY... YOU NEED A SERIES 300 CARTRIDGE RECORDER... FROM $1,495 IN OEM QUANTITY.

*Columbia tape is optional.*

**COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS INC.**

Peripheral Systems Division

9050 Red Branch Rd., Columbia, MD 21045 (301) 992-3400 TWX 710-862-1891
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The little floppy disk drive with the big performance record.

What really counts in a disk drive is performance. And that's where the Maxi-Mini™ shines. For more than 3 years, it has consistently met every performance standard. You might say the Maxi-Mini is the "old reliable" of the mini-floppy market.

Siemens quality and engineering excellence make the dependable difference.

Metal lead screws, for instance, are used to assure the utmost precision in head positioning.

Siemens Maxi-Mini disk drives are available with single or double head, single or double density. And they are plug-to-plug industry compatible.

To find out more about the Maxi-Mini, contact:

Siemens Corporation
OEM Data Products Division
240 East Palais Road
Anaheim, California 92805
(714) 991-9700

District Offices:
Atlanta, GA (404) 451-8157
Boston, MA (617) 444-6580
Columbus, OH (614) 888-3372
Dallas, TX (817) 461-1673
Iselin, NJ (201) 494-1000

Siemens. The technology to do more.
a character print cycle for mixed format operation. In this case, as shown in Fig 3, the presence of BUSY during a paper advance drives a plot data only (PDONLY) signal active high for the duration of the paper advance to strobe plot data transfers within paper advance periods.

Mixed Format Operation
The PDONLY strobe during each paper advance achieves the potential for mixed format operation, which is most useful for chart annotations as it interperses line by line plot data with annotation character data. For most straight plotting applications, such as Y(t) plots, plot data transfers occur much more frequently than character transfers. Character printing is the exception. A character busy (CHBUSY) line senses this exception and notifies the host system to shift into mixed format mode whenever character printing occurs.

Once a character print cycle has been detected, output continues by detecting successive PDONLY pulses during the character cycle and interlacing new plot data on each character cycle dot line. PDONLY data windows accept plot data only; a valid plot format must be detected by each pulse before data transfer may proceed. Character printing is then slaved to plot data transfers, and CHBUSY is reset to flag the end of mixed format operation, avoiding the sampling for PDONLY beyond the final pulse of the sequence. To further reduce software overhead, four switches allow manual format selection, using the same protocol as the software commands to manually choose the most suitable format without sacrificing full device capability.

Hardware Implementation
Programmable Interface Adapters (PIAs) are included in the 6802 circuitry—one to interface with the print-head and stepper motor circuitry and one to provide input/output (I/O) for the graphics interface (Fig 4). The I/O PIA devotes port B to the data bus. Port A’s first four bits are driven by the format switches, the fifth line providing the CHBUSY output. The three most significant lines, corresponding to

---

Fig 3 Line transfer timing diagram. Treating character data as exception rather than rule, CHBUSY flags mixed format operation and PDONLY strobes plot data to printer while paper advances between rows of character dots
It's high time that your computer graphics match the precision of your computers.
High time that you look beyond the two-dimensional, indistinct, monochromatic technology of ordinary TV monitors. And see what an amazing difference Mitsubishi high-resolution color can make.
Mitsubishi high-resolution monitors are available in a dozen models. In sizes to 26". With scanning frequencies to 35kHz available off-the-shelf now, and soon, way into the 60kHz's.
We got to be the world's largest manufacturer of high-resolution tubes because we've been able to establish an enviable record of superior quality control and electronic stability. Which means you don't need to hire color convergence experts in order to catch what the factory missed.

So if you're an OEM, you could save yourself a lot of trouble by calling us at (213) 979-6055 for complete information.
Or if you're an end user, call us at the same number for the names of interested OEMs.
And, together, we'll paint a cleaner, brighter future for everyone.
address lines A13 to A15 on the partially decoded bus, are hardwired to the most significant address byte of the plot buffer. During plot formats, this arrangement allows the data bus to be read by a double byte LDX instruction, which automatically loads the most significant byte from port A and the least significant byte from the port B data bus. Thus, plot data are actually an input to the address bus via the index register. The most significant data bit, D7, drives the 2102 input, and the least significant bit is connected to the output. Once the dot address is entered into the index register, a hexadecimal 80 is loaded into the indexed address; the plot buffer is read during a print cycle; and a hexadecimal 01 produces a dot at its corresponding output address. Then the 1-bit plot data patterns combine with the character generator dot patterns to drive the printhead.

A complete line of dots requires six sequential, multiplexed print intervals to interlace printing of 264 dots (up to 48 per interval). The hardware print timer frees the processor to assemble dot data for the next print interval during the current print interval. The new dot data are then stored in a temporary buffer until the current interval is complete, at which time they shift into the dot buffer, a 48-bit register; the timer triggers; and the next print strobe is applied to the head. If no dots need be energized for a given interval, the timer is not triggered and the strobe is bypassed, increasing the speed of the print cycle by triggering the timer for only those strobes for which there are dots to be printed. The X and Y axis character data buffers reside within the 128 bytes of 6802 internal random access memory (RAM), while the remainder of that internal RAM provides necessary temporary

Fig 4 Printer/plotter block diagram. Two PIA's connect with printhead, stepper motor drive circuitry, and graphics interface. On-chip RAM in 6802 provides X and Y axis character buffers. P/ROMs contain main program and character templates. Timer frees processor to assemble dot data for next print interval during output of current data.
These 12-bit analog data acquisition systems are pre-engineered, pre-tested and guaranteed. Connect your analog inputs and digital outputs, plus power, and you've got an operating DAS that only occupies 3.6 sq. in. of board space! You free your engineers for other assignments and avoid frustrating analog design problems.

With MUX, differential amp, S/H, 12-bit A/D converter, 3-state output buffers, address register, delay timer, voltage reference and clock, SDM854 and SDM857 are ready to acquire data. MP22 and MP32 add address decoder and other logic functions to interface directly with 8080 type µP's and are addressed as memory - further reducing your design involvement.

All these products give you wide choices in application versatility. Every internal function is brought out to pins allowing functional variations to meet your specific needs. 80-pin quad-in-line single-substrate ceramic packages (a proprietary Burr-Brown design) allow you to run traces under the substrate without insulation, saving even more printed circuit board space.

SDM854 and SDM857, MP22 and MP32 represent the newest generation of Burr-Brown's hybrid IC Data Acquisition Systems that were first introduced in 1976 to replace large, discrete modules. If you want to cut your engineering load, save board space and improve your products' efficiency, specify these products ... they're ready to work and available now!

BURR-BROWN, Box 11400, Tucson, Arizona 85734.
What Makes This Brake Unique... Makes It Needed


- Maximum Response
  Optimum brake response can be achieved through proper spring selection and controlled circuitry. Simplatrol's advanced technology recommends proper design in these critical areas thereby assuring correct stopping time, release time, and maximum life.

- Equipment Protection
  No more worries about equipment damage or malfunction due to power failure... brake engages instantaneously when power is off.

- Safety
  Immediate brake engagement in case of power failure means maximum personnel safety.

Simplatrol spring applied brakes are widely used on computer tape drives and medical x-ray equipment and in many other applications. Both standard and special sizes are available with torque ratings through 420 in. lbs. Send for product line data.

Our Components Make It Move...
Our Technology Makes It Work

Dana Industrial-Simplatrol Products, P.O. Box 870, Webster, Mass. 01570

Please rate the value of this note by circling the appropriate number in the "Comments" box on the Inquiry Card.

High 710 Average 711 Low 712

 registers and stack space to support the 4k-byte control program. Use of the 1-bit plot data buffer in conjunction with internal RAM minimizes the cost and board space required by data storage.

It is an overall design goal that has kept the control program (including character generator arrays) under 4k bytes thereby allowing use of two on-board 2716s for development and initial production, and then subsequent use of their masked read only memory (ROM) counterparts for reduced cost. To keep input and control software independent, separate software input routines for each format or graphics function position data in the appropriate buffer locations during data entry. This allows the print control software to access data using a fixed addressing sequence dictated by the printhead dot multiplexing circuitry. (See Fig 1.)

Summary

A fixed head thermal printer/plotter addresses the expanded hardcopy needs of microprocessor based systems and their laboratory instrumentation applications by combining the quiet, low voltage, nonmechanical characteristics of thermal printing with byte and line level protocols. This permits mixed format operation to combine plot data and character data on a single line of output. While a special signal detects the need for mixed format operation and signals the host to implement mixed format protocol, another signal identifies windows where plot data can be accepted during the character paper advance, thus achieving low cost, high quality hard-copy output with minimal host system overhead.
THE HUGHES H800
The fastest route from concept to production...

From concept to design, from prototype to production no other development system can match the speed, the power, the flexibility and the capability of the new Hughes advanced microcomputer development system — the H800.

State-of-the-art multiprocessor architecture of the H800 includes intelligent peripheral controllers and memory management unit that's expandable to more than 128K. And the H800 is virtually universal, supporting the 1802, 1804, Z80, 8080, 8085, 8048, 6800, 6809, 6502, with additional microprocessor support now in design.

Cost-effective development software of the H800 includes high-level languages through CP/M, a convenient screen editor and a relocatable macroassembler. Additional software features include a library capability, linkage editor and symbolic debug.

The modular operating system of the H800 allows both multi tasking and multitusers, and includes a real-time clock and timer, background printing, logical I/Os, utilities and file management. And with the H800, you can software down load to and from any other system.

In-circuit-debug emulator of the H800 provides real-time execution, disassembler in trace, and patch assembler in debug. In addition there are unlimited hardware, software and special conditional break points, single step/multiple steps, a powerful mapping facility, and a universal real-time Logic Analyzer.

The H800 Advanced Microcomputer Development System... another important addition to the Hughes microprocessor family.

---

The 1800 Microprocessor Family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCM1802</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1802</td>
<td>256 x 4 RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1802</td>
<td>32 x 8 RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1831</td>
<td>128 x 8 ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1831</td>
<td>1024 x 8 ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1835</td>
<td>2048 x 8 ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1851</td>
<td>Prop I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1852</td>
<td>I/O Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1853</td>
<td>3 to 8 Decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1854</td>
<td>UART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1855</td>
<td>Mul/Div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1856</td>
<td>Bus Buffer/Separator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1858</td>
<td>Memory Latch/Decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCM1861</td>
<td>TV Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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It doesn’t cost anymore to go first class when it’s a Tandon 5½” flexible disk drive. The reason is simple. We’re the recognized leader in mini-floppy read/write head technology. In fact, our patented, double-sided head design is used by all the other major mini-floppy suppliers. And, it makes no difference if you buy one or one-thousand drives, you’ll always get the first class price/performance that’s made Tandon first choice among OEMs of word processing, small business systems, and personal computers. Tandon is rapidly becoming the first name in mini-floppies because we offer up to one megabyte of storage capacity, the fastest access time, a choice of single or double-sided recording, and 96 or 100 tracks per inch. All with proven reliability at an unbeatable price. Because we are the leaders in head technology, Tandon mini-floppies are designed beginning with the head to assure dependability throughout each drive. With Tandon, going first class is both sensible and economical.
PART OF A PROMISING FUTURE

In our not too distant tomorrows, man will be embarking on challenging missions of the Space Shuttle. Today's most sophisticated technology and best trained minds are joined together in support of those missions that will ultimately shape a promising future for mankind's quest of space information systems and sciences.

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation is part of that future. We are developing and maintaining the information systems to support the Shuttle missions and its enormous data load.

Ford Aerospace is also part of a promising future for career-minded logic design engineers. These professionals must be able to assume various levels of responsibilities. Our design teams are involved in the state-of-the-art technologies used to satisfy telemetry processing, command processing, block message multiplexing/demultiplexing, special purpose microcomputers, mass data storage, digital switching, graphic video generation, computer output microfilm, projection display, video switching, digital and voice communication system requirements.

We also have room for experienced systems professionals. If you are qualified, and interested in a promising future, send a resume to Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation, P.O. Box 58487, Dept. AW, Houston, Texas 77058, or call collect (713) 488-2783.

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation
Space Information Systems Operation

An equal opportunity employer, m/f
Consider the Options

Choose Intel’s 8741A: the only peripheral controller with on-chip EPROM memory and unparalleled development support.

For almost any application where a system peripheral device interfaces to a microcomputer, Intel delivers the flexible design solution: our 8741A. It’s the only UPI™ controller in the industry to give you EPROM memory and vital support that minimizes design and debug time. It’s the proven peripheral controller available now... in your choice of ROM and EPROM versions.

Easy-to-instruct slave processor puts you in control.

If you demand more flexibility from your controller, our 8741A delivers. The 8741A assures that everything from keyboard control to complex process control tasks within your system design can now be efficiently developed as separate projects... simplifying your design and making your project more manageable.

Because Intel’s 8741A controller is a true slave processor, it acts under control of the host processor. And it never monopolizes the system bus. By executing macro commands from the host, our UPI controller executes from on-chip program memory... operating in parallel with the host CPU and freeing the host CPU to do its job.

More than just an intelligent controller, our 8741A contains an 8-bit CPU, 1K byte program memory, 64-byte data memory, clock, timer/counter plus I/O ports. But the performance features of Intel’s 8741A go way beyond that.

EPROM programmable memory helps stamp out high design costs.

In terms of both redesign and testing, Intel’s 8741A with on-chip memory offers freedom and flexibility to incorporate new features into the controller. No cost sacrifices or wasted time. Change your software as many times as necessary during development, or when new features are added to the product.

When your programs have been developed, just switch to our pin-compatible ROM version of the UPI controller, our 8041A... it’s the economical solution for volume production usage.

A versatile controller with an easy instruction set.

If you’re familiar with the instruction set for Intel’s industry standard 8048, you’ve already made the investment in learning the instructions for our 8741A. The majority of the 8741A’s instructions are control oriented, so you can easily program your controller to handle a wide range of I/O tasks.

The result? Our 8741A, a controller for peripheral devices that have no other “off-the-shelf” solution.

No other development support can serve you better.

Intel doesn’t just deliver a powerful controller, we also give you powerful debug tools. With our ICE-41A™ in-circuit-emulator, Multi-ICE™ software package and Intellec® developer for peripheral devices that have no other “off-the-shelf” solution.

Consider Intel’s ICE-41A emulator and Multi-ICE software as your direct diagnostic connection. With Intel ICE™ modules, you can debug the peripheral controller and an entire system... all in real time. You can also rely on Intel to deliver Multi-ICE software. This unique tool lets you have two ICE modules running in parallel, plus macro and compound command extensions to the ICE-41A software that reduce testing time, errors and inconsistencies.

The ICE-41A module lets you use English-like commands and symbolic debugging to monitor hardware and software operation. It lets you modify registers, memory locations and I/O ports. With ICE-41A modules, Intel delivers the only intelligent solution for designing intelligent controllers.

Intel’s 8741A, the designer’s choice.

If you want shorter design cycles, cost reduction, reliability and performance, you want Intel’s 8741A. Proven in hundreds of designs worldwide, it’s the best supported UPI controller you can incorporate into your design. And it’s available in quantity now.

For more information, contact your local Intel sales office or distributor. Or write Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Visit us at Wescon Booth #2630
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Europe: Intel International, Brussels, Belgium.
Optical Memories in Digital Computing

Potential uses of multiport optical memories

High capacity optical memories with a relatively high data transfer rate and multiport simultaneous access capability may serve as the basis for new computer architectures. Several computer structures that might profitably use such a memory are a simultaneous record access system, a simultaneously shared memory computer system, and a parallel digital processing structure.

Fig 1 shows the proposed application of a high capacity optical memory in a simultaneous record access system involving the storage of vast quantities of information. Data are stored in page format in the optical memory, and requirements of each terminal are, in some cases, low enough to have one memory port feed several terminals through a multiplexer.

There are tradeoffs between port speed, multiplexer speed, and the number of ports. The most effective system would match the total number of users at one port to an economical multiplexer such that the average access time for any user is reasonable (about 1 min). This access time, divided by the number of users per port, fixes the multiplexer speed and memory access time per page.

The user terminals are normally applied in the read only mode and are not allowed to perform write operations to memory. Writing is introduced through the input terminal through a separate memory port.

Fig 2 illustrates the simultaneously shared memory computer system. It is essentially the same as most current timesharing structures. Several users are allowed access to a processing unit. Primary memory is allocated, and user...
programs are executed independently of the multiport secondary, if possible. Calls to special application programs and large blocks of data are obtained by swapping the data in and out of the multiport memory.

Since swapping of information between memories is a common problem in timesharing systems, the potential access ease and speed of moving pages in and out of the optical memory is a definite improvement. Some of the parameters needed to characterize such a system are number of bits per page, number of pages, number of ports, access time, primary memory size, write protection scheme, and division of the operating system between the primary memory and the multiport memory.

Fig 3 shows the computer structure for parallel processing. This arrangement is important in applications requiring an enormous number of computations.

The proposed structure is based on a single bus that allows this module to function independently of the other processors and the multiport memory. Each minicomputer (module) is connected to multiport memory through a port and a page memory buffer. This buffer is then tied to the bus for transferring to the processor and other memory units. Transfers between modules are made on an outer bus connecting each module.

An alternate configuration that places the control of all processors under one computer is also proposed. Instructions are kept in the optical memory and fetched by the control computer. Characteristic parameters of both systems are the number of bits per page, the number of pages, the number of ports, page transfer rates, bus transfer rates, and the types of synchronization signals.

**Note**

This work was done by C. O. Alford and T. K. Gaylord of Georgia Institute of Technology for Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama.

---

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
What to do when your disk supplier starts delivering sloppy floppies:

Find a manufacturer who can maintain consistent quality. Who delivers fast and gives responsive technical support. A manufacturer like KYBE.

We've been building high performance magnetic media for OEM's for years. And delivering products that consistently meet specification. We start with a base material proven in over 50 million disks worldwide. We manufacture with state-of-the-art equipment in the industry's newest plant. And we test each product using our unmatched experience as the company that invented and perfected media certifying.

We make all types of flexible disks, data cassettes and mag cards. Each is competitively priced, backed by an unconditional 90 day warranty and in stock for fast delivery. Try us. See how responsive a media supplier can be.

(800) 225-8715

KYBE

Dennison KYBE Corporation
132 Calvary Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154
Tel. (617) 899-0012, Telex 94-0179
Offices & representatives worldwide
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Wire Wrapping tools: Manual, battery, electric and pneumatic
Wire Wrapping bits and sleeves: Wire sizes 18 to 30 AWG (1.00 to 0.25mm)
Semi-automatic Wire Wrapping machines: Compact bench mounted systems to large floor mounted systems
Automatic Continuity Test equipment: 0-32,000 points
Automatic graphic data entry systems for generating N.C. program tapes
Component Preforming equipment
Just part of our comprehensive range – want to know more contact:

**OK Machine & Tool Corporation**
3455 Conner St., Bronx, N.Y. 10475 U.S.A.
Tel. (212) 994-6600 Telex 125091
Computation-Saving Digital Filter

Less processor time is needed because low pass filter circuit first averages its input.

A digital low pass filter circuit extracts slowly varying data signals from a high speed data stream with a minimum of computation. The circuit first averages the high speed signal, reducing its high frequency content, and then filters out the signal components within the flow frequency passband.

The new 2-stage filter requires less computation from a central processor. Thus, more inputs can be fed to the processor, or a slower processor can be used. Moreover, the 2-stage filter is not subject to the word length truncation problem that afflicts conventional filters.

The usual digital filters, with sampling rates twice the highest frequency in the passband, demand considerable computation. However, if the input is averaged over a given period and the average is filtered at a comparatively slow rate, significantly less computation is required. The output is updated less frequently, but often enough to follow the slow output variations.

One application of the 2-stage filter is preprocessing sensor data before they are sent to a central processor. For example, the effectiveness of the 2-stage filter has been calculated for an instrument that measures the frequency difference between two similar rate gyros. The filter sends an updated output signal to a central processor every 960 ms. A conventional digital filter, in contrast, would present data more frequently—every 40 ms—but it would require many more central processor computations to do the same job. In this example, the conventional filter requires 24 multiplies, 72 add/subtract operations, and 48 load/store operations over a 1 s period (approximately), for a total processor time of 576 µs. Over the same period, the 2-stage filter requires 2 multiplies, 50 add/subtracts, and 48 load/stores, for a total processor time of only 218 µs. Yet the gain characteristic of the two types is virtually identical (see the figure).

In general, the 2-stage filter reduces speed and word length requirements, and the reduction can be substantial when many filters are needed. In instrumentation for correcting the biases of 12 gyros in the space shuttle, the speed requirement was reduced by 90%.

Note

This work was done by Delroy J. Sowada of Honeywell Inc for Johnson Space Center, Texas.
CHIP CARRIERS – The Shape of Things to Come

Kyocera's multilayer ceramic chip carriers provide a reliable, hermetic environment for all generations of I.C. devices. Kyocera's chip carriers accommodate high lead counts while improving overall space efficiencies. The shorter electrical lead traces in chip carrier construction greatly enhance I.C. device speeds and high performance requirements. Kyocera's chip carriers also reduce your costs per package because of pretesting capabilities before board installation, as well as decreased usage of precious metals.

Kyocera... the expert in designing chip carriers and multilayer circuit boards... has the largest variety of chip carrier designs and tools... offers our expertise to your design engineers. Together we can create innovative solutions to your most challenging packaging requirements.

Semiconductor Headquarters
Kyocera International, Inc.
10050 North Wolfe Road
Cupertino, California 95014
408-257-8000

Corporate Headquarters
Kyocera International, Inc.
8611 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123
714-279-8310

KYOCERA International, Inc.
Challenging the Future with Innovation in Ceramics
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Measuring S/N Ratio Automatically

Fast bit error rate measurements are the basis of the S/N calculations for digital communication channel.

An automated method of measuring signal to noise (S/N) ratio in digital communication channels is more precise and 100 times faster than a previously used method. The new method can be used with cable, microwave radio, or optical fiber links. It measures burst noise and channel capacity as well as S/N ratio and takes into account the effects of bandlimiting, crosstalk, timing jitter, and power level.

The new method is based on bit error rate (BER) measurement. As in other BER techniques, the channel is stimulated with a pseudorandom digital signal with spectral characteristics resembling those of an actual data signal.

Unlike earlier BER methods, however, the new method varies the slicing threshold in the decision stage of the receiver—the level at which a bit is regarded as a 0 rather than a 1. Although this level is customarily fixed in a receiver, in the new method it is swept from its optimum value to the 1-level, while a pseudorandom signal is sent through the link until a specified BER is obtained. At that point, most of the errors are from noise superimposed on the 1-level, and thus the magnitude of the 1-level may be ascertained (Fig 1). From that magnitude, the S/N ratio can be computed by a simple formula. S/N measurements accurate within ±0.01 dB can be made in a minute or less.

Fig 1 Zero/One threshold. When predetermined BER is reached, distance X separating 1-level and threshold is then known, permitting determination of signal level: \[ A = X + \text{TH} \times \frac{S}{N} \] ratio is calculated by using signal amplitude (A) and noise amplitude (N); N can be determined at initialization (low threshold).

Fig 2 Measurements on fiber optic channel. In addition to S/N ratio, burst noise and channel capacity can be measured simultaneously by employing multiple error counters.
A pseudorandom data generator drives the channel to be measured (Fig 2 illustrates the setup for an optical fiber link). The data pass through the link where they are corrupted by noise, bandlimited, regenerated, and finally transferred to a pseudorandom data receiver. The receiver contains a data generator identical to the one in the pseudorandom data transmitter and runs in synchronism with the data coming out of the link. The receiver makes a bit by bit comparison of the data coming out of the link and those generated in the receiver. When a discrepancy occurs, the receiver sends an error pulse to a counter. The measurement is usually terminated when the counter accumulates 100 errors; this total provides a sample size large enough for accurate determination of BER.

The procedure is repeated for a range of threshold values so that the S/N ratio can be calculated. In addition, various other calculations of channel performance can be made, such as burst noise and channel capacity. The measurement setup can be automated by a microprocessor that controls the test variables, monitors the data collection process, and formats the data.

The prototype automated test system is contained on five circuit boards: a high speed BER test block, a central processing unit, a power controller, a temperature sensor array, and the fiber optic link terminal module. The circuitry employs 140 integrated circuits.

An important practical advantage of the BER approach is that most of the test circuitry is digital, reducing calibration and temperature stabilization requirements to a minimum.

Note

This work was done by Larry A. Bergman and Alan R. Johnston of California Institute of Technology for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
Amperex announces a new High Resolution CRT for data/graphic displays, with 1500 TV Line Performance

When you specify a "high resolution" CRT, it may or may not produce the clear, sharp images you expected: What does 'high resolution' or 'bright, sharp display' really mean? If the CRT you choose offers 'brightness', will it have a satisfactory, viewable picture under normal office lighting conditions?

To aid you in your tube decisions, we give you clear, numeric definitions of the performance characteristics of our CRTs. When you specify Amperex CRTs, you know what you're ordering.

For example, our all-new M38-320 and M38-330 series of CRTs for data/graphic displays can achieve 1500 TV lines resolution even at 20 ft-L screen brightness with Grid 2 at 630 V. On the other hand, if you need 40 ft-L screen brightness, you can still obtain 1400 TV lines by raising Grid 2 to 650 V. By referring to our information-packed spec sheets, you can select the optimum operating point for your particular requirement.

We've spent 40 years as leaders in the development and manufacture of electron tubes. Ours are the most completely integrated monochrome CRT production facilities in the industry... and comprise the world's largest single source of monochrome CRTs.

For detailed and specific technical information and applications assistance on the full line of Amperex cathode ray tubes and components for data and graphic displays, contact:

Amperex Electronic Corporation, Display Products Group, Slater'sville Division, Slater'sville, Rhode Island 02876. Telephone: 401-762-3800.

Amperex...dedicated to product excellence
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

FIG. 1 — M38-320 and M38-330 CRT Resolution (TV lines) as a function of Grid #2 potential with P-4 phosphor.

FIG. 2 — M38-320 and M38-330 CRT Screen Brightness as a function of beam current with screen potential 17 kV. (P4, P31 and P39 phosphors.)

Amperex Electronic Corporation, Display Products Group, Slater'sville Division, Slater'sville, Rhode Island 02876. Telephone: 401-762-3800.
Smart and good-looking!

IEE fills your intelligent alphanumeric display needs.

Choose from vacuum fluorescent or gas discharge engineered display modules.

IEE's FLIP vacuum fluorescent displays feature an operating voltage of only +5 VDC in a package depth of under one inch with .2 inch high characters and bright messages in yellow, green or blue... with only a filter change. FLIP is available with 1 line of 20, 1 & 2 lines of 40, 1 line of 80 and 6 lines of 40 characters. ASCII and European ECMA font sets are standard.

IEE's ARGUS gas discharge displays feature character heights of .21, .26 and .33 inch and a choice of orange, red or green display color. These minimum depth panels offer fields of 32 through 960 characters in up to 24 lines with 16, 32 or 40 characters per line.

Both technologies interface easily with your processor or other data source. All FLIP and ARGUS models are TTL/ASCII interface.

We are smart and we are good-looking, so for your display needs, be smart and look to IEE!

The Display Maker

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
7740 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91405
(213) 787-0311  TWX 910-495-1707

Please request additional information on your business letterhead.
The world's broadest +5 is available in volume

The industry's most complete single +5 V supply dynamic RAM family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Self/Auto Refresh</th>
<th>Power Supply</th>
<th>Access times (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>MCM6664</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>150, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64K</td>
<td>MCM6665</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>150, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>MCM6632</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>150, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>MCM6633</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>150, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>MCM4516</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>120, 150, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>MCM4517</td>
<td></td>
<td>+5 V, ±10%</td>
<td>120, 150, 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V dynamic RAM family today, from Motorola.

For the first time, a complete family of single-supply +5 V dynamic RAMs from 16K through 64K is available in production quantities. You can get them now, from Motorola.

The dynamic RAM family leaders are the 64Ks. These "memories of the future" are available today from Motorola, and from authorized Motorola distributors.

The single-supply 16K RAMs also are available now in production quantities from the factory and distributors. Completing this family of totally upward-compatible 16-pin RAMs are the +5 V 32Ks, for intermediate memory system densities between 16K and 64K. They're also available now direct from the factory.

The entire family uses industry-standard pinouts and has the high speed and low power you expect from our HMOS technology. Systems designed with our 16K RAM can double or quadruple their memory capacity as demand warrants by simply plugging in our 32K or 64K family members.

The pin that refreshes

Motorola's +5 V 64K RAM was the first in volume production. Now, two versions are available. The original MCM6664 has the leadership Pin 1 self-refresh and auto-refresh functions. The MCM6665, without Pin 1 refresh, is now also in volume production.

Our 16K and 32K single-supply dynamic RAMs are designed with and without Pin 1 refresh, too. The 32K MCM6632 (with Pin 1 refresh) and MCM6633 (without) are both in production, as is the 16K MCM4517 (without). The 16K with Pin 1 refresh, MCM4516, will be available later this year.

Not only is Motorola first with the broad line of fully-pin-compatible 16K - 64K +5 V dynamic RAMs, but first with 16K - 64K +5 V families of fully pin-compatible 24-pin ROMs and EPROMs as well. Look to Motorola leadership in MOS Memories for designing

Innovative systems through silicon.
When you build a floppy-based system around NEC's $\mu$PD765, you can probably reduce your system by at least one board.

Because the $\mu$PD765 is so powerful it replaces 30 to 50 ICs. All you need to add is a few industry standard chips—like bus drivers and a clock circuit—and you're ready to go.

Then you can use the rest of your board for memory, or I/O operations, or whatever you like.

To prove our point, NEC Microcomputers has developed a Multibus™ board version of the $\mu$PD765: the BP-2190. We used the extra space for 48K bytes of RAM, so you can add the BP-2190 to a Multibus computer to form a complete floppy-based system with just two boards.

The $\mu$PD765 is completely IBM-compatible and can control any combination of up to four floppy drives—8" or 5½", single- or double-density, single- or double-sided. It's

---

**Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation.**
also compatible with all the major microprocessors. Which means you won't need a new controller when you upgrade your system.

And the μPD765 is extremely easy to program. It has 15 powerful commands, including the capability to program data record lengths and transfer multiple sectors and tracks in one command.

With all the power of the μPD765, it's not surprising that Intel has decided to second-source us.

If you'd like to have more floppy control in a lot less space, just attach your business card or letterhead to this ad and send it to the regional office nearest you.

NEC Microcomputers, Inc., 173 Worcester Street, Wellesley, MA 02181. NORTHEASTERN: 21-G Olympia Avenue, Woburn, MA at (617) 935-6339; EASTERN: 275 Broadhollow Road, Rt. 110, Melville, NY at (516) 293-5660; SOUTHEASTERN: Vantage Point Office Center, Suite 209, 4699 North Federal Highway, Pompano Beach, FL at (305) 785-8250; MIDWESTERN: 5105 Tollview Drive, Suite 190, Rolling Meadows, IL at (312) 577-9090; SOUTHCENTRAL: 16475 Dallas Parkway, Suite 290, Dallas, TX at (214) 931-0641; NORTHWESTERN: 20480 "E" Pacifica Drive, Cupertino, CA at (408) 446-0650; SOUTHWESTERN: 2914 E. Katella Avenue, Orange, CA at (714) 633-2980.

Next time, think NEC.
Universal Development System Offers Realtime Emulation of 4- to 32-Bit Microprocessors

ECL-3211 functional diagram. Emulators may be used alone or in groups, each emulating a different microprocessor, as in multiprocessor systems. Emulator systems may also be tied into timesharing networks or inhouse computer systems. Software can be developed on large systems and then downloaded to ECL-3211s for incircuit emulation and target debugging. Downloading is simplified because the emulator appears as a terminal to host system.

Any microprocessor from any 4- to 32-bit family may be emulated in real time at up to 30 MHz by the ECL-3211 microprocessor development system. Multiple microprocessors can be emulated simultaneously by adding boards and pods.

Also functioning in standalone or downloaded applications, the system uses a software driven approach that eliminates the need to install new emulator hardware each time a new chip becomes available; the only task required is the loading of the new chip software and the plugging in of an adapter card for the chip family. Emulation support, including assemblers and linkers for each new microprocessor is available from Emulogic, Inc., 362 University Ave, Westwood, MA 02090.

A basic system includes an LSI-11/2 CPU, 64k bytes of 210-ns RAM (expandable to 256k bytes), 1M-byte double-density dual-floppy disc, 512 x 64-bit trace buffer, VT103 terminal with full (continued on page 168)
STR® technology for high data integrity. Three major tape formats for design flexibility.

We don't forget the OEM’s needs.

The STR-810 digital recorder is designed for data logging, data acquisition and as a system loader. Using either the 3M DC-300A or DC-300XL cartridges, packing density is 1600 bpi, for respective data capacities of 2.3M bytes and 3.4M bytes per cartridge, using four tracks. Features include microprocessor-controlled tape movement and read/write electronics. For maximum versatility, interfaces include RS-232 and IEEE-488. Or, using control and status lines available, you can interface to specific microcomputers such as LSI-11 and 8080. EPI's optional ANSI X3.56 formatter, with NRZI or phase-encoded personality cards, turns the 810 into a plug-in component for industrial instrumentation and mini/microcomputer-interfaced peripheral markets. Price: $756 in quantities of 100.

STR-STREAM is a high-speed, high-capacity version of the 810 designed for Winchester disc backup. Density is 6400 bpi for 17M bytes capacity per cartridge. Features include advanced head design, MFM formatting and compatibility with 8” or 14” discs.

EPI’s STR-610 is a compact, low cost digital recorder that’s ideal for use with POS terminals, smart CRT terminals, and as a general peripheral for mini/microcomputer-based systems. The 610’s recording density is 800 bpi for a capacity of 168K bytes/track, using a two-track 3M DC-100 mini-cartridge. Formatting is ANSI Standard and interfacing is parallel, with a variety of options. Price: $280 in quantities of 1,000. The STR-LINK III is a high-speed (9600 baud), portable program loader that uses the STR-610’s drive system and shares the same specifications. It is used as a field service tool for diagnostic work or as a peripheral in a minicomputer system. STR-LINK III uses a serial RS-232 interface for data communications or data terminal applications, and it can be controlled through RS-232, ASCII control codes, or manually. Price: $1,561 in single quantity.

STR-LINK II is EPI’s proven medium-speed (1200 baud) universal portable program loader for programmable controllers and process control systems. Using a standard cassette, it features switch-selectable transmission modes for maximum flexibility. Price: $1,735 in single quantity.

For maximum design freedom, proven reliability and high data integrity through Speed Tolerant Recording technology, remember EPI—the company that doesn’t forget the OEM’s needs. For more information, contact Electronic Processors Inc., P.O. Box 569, Englewood, Colorado 80110. Phone (303) 761-8540.

Let EPI remember for you.

Electronic Processors Incorporated
Readers and Reader/Encoders

Available with RS-232C Interface

Model 40 Reader
7.75" x 1.64" x 1.37" H

Model 44 Reader/Encoder
7.75" x 1.64" x 1.37" H

Field proven, economical means for reading and encoding magnetic stripe cards, badges and passbooks.

Our Magstripe™ product line of Readers, Encoders and Reader/Encoders features:

- Reading and encoding to ANSI X 4.16-1976; tracks 1, 2 and 3.
- Non-standard densities, including ISM's 127.5 BPI.
- LSI circuitry.
- Spatial decoding; card velocity range 5-60 IPS; insensitive to acceleration, low amplitude and jitter.
- Rugged construction; permits outdoor installation; virtually maintenance free.

Proven, world-wide performance in a variety of applications including:

- Airline ticketing terminals
- Bank terminals
- Building access systems
- Bulk fuel dispensing terminals
- Data input for CRT terminals
- POS terminals
- Computer access devices
- Identification and badges
- Self-service gas stations
- Fare collection systems
- Time and attendance terminals
- Plant communication systems

**MAGSTRIPE™ SYSTEMS — Readers and Reader/Encoders Available with RS-232C Interface**

- DTE or DCE connection under EIA RS-232C and RS-449 standards; ASCII characters.
- Provide all control functions and ANSI formatting for Magstripe™ units.
- Baud rates to 2400; strap change to current loop.
- Available PCB only, or in enclosure with power supply.

*Patented

---

Emulogic ECL-3211 universal emulation system. General purpose emulator pod provides eight inputs and two trigger outputs that allow simultaneous emulation of two or more microprocessors. Provision is made for scope and logic analyzer hookup. Any microprocessor may be emulated, regardless of family or word length at up to 30 MHz. Built around the PDP-11, software driven system also can stand alone or operate in network. Display of register and external input status, memory map, and trace control and breakpoint definitions are provided on full screen display.

Screen display and keyboard editor, DEC RT-11 operating system and software, and full hardware/software emulation support for any one chip family.

In emulation operation, the system is genuinely transparent to the target processor. Debugging is aided by a full screen display, specific to each chip; trace buffer; and eight breakpoints, defined as logical functions. All are transparent in time and location to the target. Combined with event counters and an elapsed time counter, a built-in 64-channel realtime logic state analyzer is available.

Any combination of address, data, control, and external lines can be examined, and BNC connectors are included for probe connection. Two trigger outputs also are provided. The display features split screen smooth scrolling, allowing user scan of RAM, ROM, or trace buffer at will, displayed in either hexadecimal or disassembled mnemonics.

A breakpoint function allows users to inject a phantom program anywhere in the target program without using any target memory space. Up to 64 stations may be tied together in any combination of software development and incircuit emulation stations.

Included in the VT103 CRT terminal are a 4-quad size slot LSI-11 bus card cage, 80 x 24 display format, smooth scrolling, split screen, reverse video or underline, and composite video I/O. The terminal operates on full-duplex asynchronous communications lines.

Serial I/O provided includes 4-channel asynchronous capability compatible with RS-232-C, RS-423/422, or current loop. Baud rates are from 150 to 38.4k, individually configurable, with one line dedicated to the CRT terminal.

Macro relocatable assemblers are provided for each microprocessor chip family. A consistent command structure and standard PDP-11 pseudo-ops are used throughout. Mnemonics used with each assembler are identical with those of the chip being used.

Circle 465 on Inquiry Card
Introducing quality print at matrix speed.
For only $1295.

Until now, you could pay thousands for a slow, letter-quality character printer. Or hundreds for a dot-matrix printer, giving up print quality for speed and price.

But that was before Paper Tiger™ 460 offered you a better choice.

The new Paper Tiger 460 is the first matrix printer with high-density dot matrix characters plus high speed. At a low price.

The secret? A unique nine-wire, staggered matrix head provides overlapping dots in both horizontal and vertical planes. The result is dense, high-quality characters you'll be proud to show off.


Integral Data Systems stands ready with performance printers ideally suited for your applications, the IDS 460, offers features that make it perfect for word processing, data processing, or electronic mail. It's also perfect for anyone who requires the flexibility of a matrix printer but wants superior quality printing. Without trading off speed or price.


Paper Tiger 460

Integral Data Systems, Inc.

CIRCLE 93 ON INQUIRY CARD

CPU Module Permits Flexible Memory Arrangement

Based on the Z80, the MDX-CPU2 central processor module is part of the MD series STD-Z80 BUS system from Mostek Corp, 1215 W Crosby Rd, Carrollton, TX 75006. Six 24-pin memory sockets enable the user to populate the module with any combination of designated ROM, RAM, and EPROM. Flexible address decoding allows configuration of each memory device within any 1k-byte boundary of the 64k-byte memory map.

A PROM decoder permits a choice of one of four preselected memory configurations. Also, by programming a decoder PROM, any of the six sockets may be assigned memory addresses as required. Address, data, and control buses are bidirectional to allow external masters to directly access CPU memory.

All address and control signals necessary to refresh dynamic RAM are generated by the module. Refresh occurs automatically during each opcode fetch cycle and is transparent to system throughput. Offboard expansion to a total of 64k bytes is possible.

Interrupt processing may occur in any of three different modes, including vectored. Multilevel interrupt processing is also possible, with the level of stacking limited only by available memory space.

Circle 466 on Inquiry Card

Memory Management Device Affords Segmented Addressing

Designed to afford memory protection and dynamic segment relocation for each of the Z8001 CPU's 8M-byte address spaces, the Z8010 memory...
MICROPROCESSOR GLITCHES: MEET YOUR FIXER.

Biomation's new LA-5000 50MHz logic analyzer brings the convenience of our K100-D to microprocessor designers.

Following our K100-D, which sets the industry standards for digital system debugging, Biomation brings you a new glitch fixer, the LA-5000. A logic analyzer matched in cost and capability to the needs of microprocessor system designers.

The LA-5000 is ideal for data domain and timing analysis with clock rates from 12.5 MHz with 16 recording channels, to 50 MHz with 4 channels. Three display modes give you: data domain information in binary, octal or hexadecimal; timing diagrams; even a graphic plot of successive word values.

Three full screen interactive menus—Acquisition, Format, and Special Function—make set-up fast and simple. There are also partial menus of frequently needed parameters as part of the display modes.

Convenience features? The LA-5000 features two memories with an auto-stop function to simplify fault-finding. Reverse video highlighting calls attention to memory differences. The reference memory is easily accessible via the keyboard. And, a memory search feature matches like sequences in both working and reference memories.

Introduce the glitches plaguing your system to their fixer. You'll enjoy efficient system debugging at a price well below what you'd expect to pay. For more information on the LA-5000, or any of Gould's full line of logic analyzers, write: Gould Instrument Division, Santa Clara Operations, 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Or call (408) 988-6800.
Software Development Tool Supports iSBC Small Program Development

Intended for low cost, small program development and debugging in iSBC single-board computer based systems, the model 810 software development module adds resident text entry, editing, assembly, and debug facilities. All five iSBC Multibus compatible architecture computers are supported.

Typical minimum system configuration for software development includes iSBC chassis or iCSTM industrial control system chassis, an iSBC, model 810 module, RAM expansion board, TTY adapter, and serial I/O cable set. The system interface supports use of a TTY keyboard, printer, and paper tape reader/punch.

Supplied with the module are text editor, 8080/8085 symbolic assembler, and three debug monitors, all on ROM. All editor commands are single character and permit programs to be entered and updated from a teletypewriter terminal. The symbolic assembler is a subset of the full 8080/8085 assembler from Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and produces absolute code, which may also be stored on paper tape or in RAM, for immediate loading and execution.

Debug monitors allow the user to examine, modify, and dump registers and memory locations, and to interrupt the program at user specified breakpoints, while controlling system I/O.

Circle 468 on Inquiry Card

Diskette Subsystem Provides up to 1.26M Bytes of Data Storage

Data transfer rate of the DG/diskette subsystems in 62.5k bytes/s, utilizing the double-sided, double-density diskettes. On each side, 512 bytes are contained in 16 sectors on each of 77 tracks. The 8" (20.3-cm) model 6096 drives from Data General Corp, Rte 9, Westboro, MA 01581, may be arranged in 1-, 2-, or 3-drive configurations to provide up to 3.78M bytes of storage capacity.

Intended for use with the company's microNOVATM computer family, one or two drives may be housed in a 7.5" (19-cm) high rackmount unit. The subsystem diskette controller is a 7.5 x 9.5" (19 x 24-cm) board that mounts in one slot of the microcomputer chassis. Comprehensive software support, as a master system disc or as an I/O device, is provided by the company's MP/OS operating systems. Up to four consecutive sectors can be transferred using a single I/O command.

Circle 470 on Inquiry Card
Push-n-pull tractors, adjustable tear bar and 1-to-9 part forms handling: all in one printer.

Finally, real-time forms access plus continuous forms output in one printer. Perfect for such applications as airline ticketing, invoicing, order preparation and more. And another example of the expanding TermiNet 200 printer family’s application versatility.

No-waste, flexible forms control

One reason: an adjustable tear bar that lets you use standard forms with different header lengths. For precise alignment, no paper waste and clean paper tear. Every time.

More reasons: servo-driven tractors that allow infinite manual adjustment in both forward and reverse. A non-volatile electronic VFU that makes forms set-up easy and permits storage of up to 8 vertical formats. A down-line loading option enabling you to load formats directly from your data source. Plus straight-through paper path and push-n-pull tractors that give you perfect first-to-last-copy registration. As well as smoother paper handling for all types of forms, including single-part paper.

More features add up to more application versatility

With TermiNet 200 printers, you can also get a 9 x 9 printhead for exceptionally legible underlining and lowercase descenders. Two complete 96-character switchable print fonts for ASCII/APL use or your own special needs. A choice of Magnetic Tape or Edit Buffer Accessory. Plus a 100% duty cycle capability, excellent print quality at speeds up to 200 cps and low cost of ownership. All of which help make TermiNet 200 teleprinters and line printers the industry workhorses.

Immediate delivery instead of piecemeal allocation

Why wait months for other printers when TermiNet 200 printers are available now? When you need them. Mail the coupon today and find out how the expanding TermiNet 200 printer family can meet your range of application needs and generate real cost savings.

Quality that will make a lasting impression

Great rip-offs:
Just one way
TermiNet® 200 printers give you no-waste forms access

Mail today to:
J. Walsh,
General Electric Company,
TermiNet 794-49
Waynesboro, VA 22980.
Telephone: (703) 949-1474.

☐ Send me more information about the expanding TermiNet 200 printer family.
☐ Have a sales representative contact me.
☐ I'm also interested in a TermiNet 200 printer demonstration.

Name ____________________________
Title ______________________________
Company __________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip _______
Telephone __________________________

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Disc Controller Adapter Allows Double-Density Storage

Using the Doubler™, a double-density disc controller adapter designed for operation with TRS-80 Model I computers, formatted storage of 5.25" (13.34-cm) discs may be increased to 354k bytes. The device, from Percom Data Co, Inc, 211 N Kirby, Garland TX 75042, plugs into the controller chip socket of the computer expansion interface; no circuit modifications are required.

Any 5.25" (13.34-cm) disc drive rated for double-density storage can use the device, as it reads, writes, and formats single- or double-density discs.

National offers complete PDP-11 Interface systems for your IEEE-488 Bus.

Interface Hardware
National Instruments is an instrumentation specialist in GPIB products. The GPIB11 series of plug-in cards for your UNIBUS™ or Q-BUS™ handles all handshake protocols for controlling and moving data between multiple instruments on the GPIB. Performs talker, listener, controller, system controller and extended addressing functions.

Companion Software
We’ve developed complete software packages which can be edited to do what you want, in the language you want. Software is provided as MACRO source files for use with FORTRAN, BASIC or MACRO under the RT-11™ and RSX-11™ operating systems. Optional software is available for UNIX™ operating systems. User level calling syntax is identical for all interface cards. We provide full software consultation for all our systems.

Off-the-shelf Delivery
To provide the best service and quality, our products are available from stock and carry a one year warranty.

Other Products
We also offer the low-cost GPIB-100 Bus Extender and the GPIB-400 Bus Tester.

National Instruments provides complete GPIB Interface packages with full support. For detailed information on products and accessories, contact:

Matrix Printer Affords Multiple Font Selection

Users may select 80, 132, or 136 columns, 6 or 8 lines/in (2.4 or 3.2 lines/cm), with the MQI 150 printer. The device has a speed of 150 char/s, is bidirectional logic seeking, and utilizes a 9 x 9 matrix to produce upper- and lowercase characters with descenders. Accommodating multipart forms up to original plus five copies, from 2 to 15" (5 to 38 cm) in width, other paper handling features include top of form printing, tractor feed, and skip around perforations.


Rated at 100% duty cycle with a minimum head life of 200M characters, the unit is a product of MQI Computer Products, 18381 Bandiliere Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708. Options include 600M character printhead, multiple font selection, and IEEE-488 interface.

Front panel controls include paper out indicator, line advance, and forms control, as well as an integral self-test feature. Measuring 23 x 8 x 14" (58.4 x 20.3 x 35.6 cm), the unit weighs 28 lb (12.7 kg) and will operate on 110/220 Vac, ±10%, 50 or 60 Hz.

Circle 472 on Inquiry Card
DATA I/O INTRODUCES A UNIVERSE MOS EPROM PROGRAMMER FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK AHEAD.

System 19/MOS Pak programs all of today's EPROMs and offers plenty of room for future growth. MOS Pak lets you program all currently available EPROMs including the 2704, 2708, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2564, 2764, 68764, and the new Hitachi 48016 EEPROM.

And what about the future? Simple software changes to the MOS Pak will enable you to program new devices as they're developed—even if you decide to design a 128K EPROM into your product.

With the System 19/MOS Pak, Data I/O now offers three great ways to program MOS EPROMs.

- MOS Pak programs single MOS devices
- Gang Module programs eight EPROMs at once
- Unipak programs more than 200 MOS and bipolar PROMs

For individual PROM and logic families
- More than 40 approved programming paks

Let us show you the future. The Data I/O MOS Pak is available now. To make arrangements for a demonstration or to get your free copy of our MOS programming brochure, circle reader service number or contact Data I/O, P.O. Box 308, Issaquah, WA 98027. Phone 206/455-3990 or Toll Free 800/426-9016.
16-Bit CPU Module Consists of Bit-Slice Processor and Controller

Constructed on two 7.5 x 11" (19 x 28-cm) boards, the TM990/1481 central processing unit consists of a bit-slice processor with major operating registers, and a controller with control memory. The controller memory stores microinstructions that emulate the TM9900 instruction set and implement additional instructions to enhance integer and floating point arithmetic.

Designed for 5-MHz operation, the CPU includes 94 distinct instructions, including floating point and extended arithmetic. Also included are 15 levels of prioritized and maskable interrupts, memory to memory architecture, 8 different addressing modes, special arithmetic overflow interrupt, 2 programmable interval timers, and 17 interrupt levels.

A product of Texas Instruments, Inc, PO Box 1443 M/S 6404, Houston, TX 77001, the controller also contains the instruction register, clock control logic, RS-232 serial communications controller, and memory speed delay logic to enable the module to operate with different types of memory boards.

Circle 473 on Inquiry Card

Single Board Generates Graphics And Characters

Compatible with Multibus systems, the SBV single-board video interface allows users to switch from text display to graphic representation of data. High resolution black/white graphics and characters approximately four times the size of other processing displays are available at an RS-170 composite video output. Produced by Artec Electronics, Inc, 605 Old County Rd, San Carlos, CA 94070, resolution of the graphic display is 256 x 240 x 1 pixels; memory capacity is 65k bits.

Both upper- and lowercase ASCII characters are generated using a 9 x 7 character matrix in an 8 x 16 cell. Up to 480 characters can be displayed at one time. The interface memory can store two pages of 480 characters at a time. Characters can be inverted or blanked, and vertically scrolled.

Graphic displays can be scrolled horizontally from right to left, which allows a user to pan across a graph or trend plot; fields also can be blanked or inverted. In addition, a lightpen input is provided.

Circle 474 on Inquiry Card

Test Instrument Offers Microprocessor Signature Analysis Capability

Troubleshooting 6800 type microprocessor based products are facilitated by the HP 5100A microprocessor exerciser through a signature analysis technique even though exercise and signature analysis routines were not initially designed into the product. The unit operates in conjunction with the HP 5004A signature analyzer, also a product of Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

Interconnection consists of plugging the product's microprocessor into the unit and plugging the unit's cable into the empty microprocessor socket. The product's buses are then under control of the 5001A, and test stimulus programs from its own ROM are run while a signature analyzer takes signatures at designated circuit points for each test stimulus.

Operating modes include 51 preprogrammed test stimuli for signature analysis troubleshooting of the MPU, ROM, RAM, I/O, buffers, bus lines, and custom test stimulus programs via external ROMs. Other modes are single signature tests, bus signature output, quality input, and gating signal outputs for a signature analyzer.

Circle 476 on Inquiry Card
Perhaps the best way to characterize the MK37000 is to think of it as everything you want in a 64K ROM. Because that's exactly what it has.

Fast access - 250ns (max).
Low power - 220mW (max) active and just 35mW (typ) standby.
Quick, efficient prototype cycling and code processing.
And of course, volume availability, supported by 2½ years of production experience at the 64K level.

But that's only part of the story. This 28-pin JEDEC-approved package and pinout is also fully compatible with the Mostek* family of n-words x 8 BYTEWYDE* memories. So now you'll only need one matrix of 28-pin sockets to design or upgrade a compact 8K, 16K or 64K array of RAMs, ROMs/EPROMs.

Interface is easy. Like all other BYTEWYDE memories, the MK37000 interfaces directly with all present and future generation 8-bit and 16-bit microprocessors. An Output Enable control provides easy user control of the bus in all bus configurations. Together, the Output Enable and the Chip Enable control functions also prevent any bus contention problems.

If you want to simplify and streamline the design of your custom memory arrays, get all the facts. Ask for the BYTEWYDE Data Book and the MK37000 data sheet by contacting: Mostek, 1215 West Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006 (214) 323-1000. In Europe, contact Mostek Brussels, 660.69.24.

Within the BYTEWYDE family you now have a wide choice of ROMs: either a 16K ROM or a 4 to 1 density upgrade with the MK37000 64K ROM.

© 1980 Mostek Corporation  "BYTEWYDE and MOSTEK* are trademarks of Mostek Corporation."
Impact Printer Has User Defined Character Set

Five print densities, from 72 to 132 char/line, and 15 selectable baud rates, 75 to 19.2k, are available on the model 800 impact printer from Base 2, Inc, PO Box 2076, Yorba Linda, CA 92686. Up to six different character sets may be selected under program control; two are standard, one may be downloaded from a host, and three additional sets are available as options.

I/O provisions included are RS-232, 20-mA loop, IEEE-488, and Centronics type parallel. Using a 7-wire dot matrix, the device provides bidirectional capability with 96 ASCII characters in a 5 x 7 format. Options include a programmable stepper motor that provides high speed paper advance and dot-resolution graphics, tractor feed, and 1920 character buffer.

Circle 477 on Inquiry Card

Microcomputer Operates In Industrial Control And Software Development

Modular construction permits the DSK industrial computer system to function in industrial control applications and as an 8080/8085 software development station. A product of Data Applications International, Drive des Renards 6, Bte 8, 1180 Brussels, Belgium, the system is housed in a standard 19" (48-cm) eurobox and includes two minifloppy disc drives, disc controller card with PROM-resident disc operating system, up to 60k bytes of RAM, and 2708 or 2716 EPROM programmer card. Also included are power supply module with battery backup, interfaces to a serial terminal, parallel printer, and paper tape reader/punch.

Circle 479 on Inquiry Card
Single-Board μComputer
Includes 64k Bytes Of Dynamic RAM

Console configurations for the NUBUS-Z microcomputer system include keyboard and TV receiver or integral keyboard/display terminal. Featuring a Z80A CPU, CP/M operating system, 64k-byte dynamic RAM, dual-density 8" (20.3-cm) disc drives with 600k bytes/side, and 6k-byte color text/graphics capability, the single-board LSI system provides business and scientific capabilities.

Available software in BASIC, FORTRAN, Pascal, COBOL, APL, and PL/1 includes integrated business, engineering, and word processing systems. Utilities included are disc formatter, single disc copy, diagnostics, and graphics support. Up to four disc drives may be supported for a double-sided, double-density 4M-byte storage capacity.

Eight graphics modes provide 64 x 64 elements in four colors, lowest resolution; 256 x 192 elements in two colors, highest resolution; and 16 rows of 32 columns of mixed text and 8 color semi-graphics. Additional features included from Exo Electronics Co, PO Box 3571, Culver City, CA 90230, are two serial and two parallel I/O ports, four counter/timers, and an onboard sound generator.

Expander Cards Increase Channel Capacities of Analog Input Boards

Fully DEC compatible, three dual-height expander cards plug directly into LSI-11 or LSI-11/2 backplanes. Products of Data Translation, Inc, 4 Strathamore Rd, Natick, MA 01760, the cards provide up to 64 single-ended or 32 differential analog input channels when used with the company’s DT2760 series of analog input systems. Each board includes required control logic and break-before-make new channel selection circuitry and exhibits LSI-11 Q-bus compatibility.

Model DT2772 extends the company’s DT2762 high level input analog interface board from an original 16 single-ended (SE) or 8 differential input (DI) channels to 64 SE or 32 DI channels. To the same degree, model DT2774 extends the DT2764 low level wide range analog interface board. Both cards maintain full specified performance for maximum input signal to ±10.5 V and can withstand up to ±30 V input. Off-channel resistance is in excess of 100M Ω, and both boards are available with a 4- to 20-mA (-M) input option.

Model DT2775 extends the DT2765 flying capacitor isolated low level interface board from four DI channels in eight channel increments for each expander board. Up to seven boards may be combined to provide a maximum of 60 DI channels, each capable of resolving 10-mV to 10-V full-scale input signals in the presence of ±250 V of common mode voltage.

Modular Design Promotes Rapid System Configuration

Consisting of 54 plug-in cards for CPU, timing, memory, digital and analog I/O, and communications, the DACS 5000 system is built around Cyberbus, a structure developed by Cybersystems, Inc, 8300 Whitesburg Dr, Huntsville, AL 35802. Power supply and front panel also plug into the bus, providing flexible system configuration and troubleshooting capabilities. Each 4.5 x 6.4" (11.43 x 16.51-cm) card plugs into one of 18 available card slots in the 19" (48-cm) wide card cabinet.

Features of the 72-line bus system include 16-bit data bus, DMA, vectored interrupts, and memory mapped I/O. Basic systems include CPU, 2k EPROM, 32k static RAM, and interfaces to all system peripherals. CPU configurations include 6802, 6802, 6909, Z80, and 8085. A complete line of peripherals and software is available.

Flatt cable assemblies that are two jumps ahead.

Transmission line assemblies that aren’t the same old line.

And new paths in printed circuit boards.

It’s all in the book.

We’ll customize virtually any flat cable assembly, connectorized flexible circuit, transmission line assembly, or printed circuit board to meet your needs.

Write or call for the proof. We’ll send you a catalog, then have a service engineer give you a call, if you wish.

CIRCLE 100 ON INQUIRY CARD

T&B/Ansley
Custom Products

T&B/Ansley Corporation
Subsidiary of Thomas & Betts Corporation
3208 Humboldt St., Los Angeles, CA 90031
TEL. (213) 223-2331
TWX 910-321-4599
SOFTWARE

Development Tools Expand 8086 and Z8000 Support

Microprocessor development tools from Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077, for the company’s 8002A MDL have been expanded to include assemblers for the 8086/8088 and Z8002 microprocessors and prototype debug packages for the iSBC 86/12A and Zilog Z8000 development module single board computers (SBC). Each assembler package consists of a core assembler manual and an assembler manual insert for the specific microprocessor, reference card, and floppy disc with the assembler, linker, and editor.

The assembler converts source code into executable object code using a source file that has been created through the 8002A’s editing software. Included with the assembler is the ability to call macros through easily identifiable name parameters and inclusion of an indefinite number of arguments. String manipulation is allowed, including use of varying string lengths inside and outside of macros.

A second set of software products is a prototype debug package for either the iSBC 86/12A or Z8000 development module. This package allows an absolute object code or a linked file to be transferred from the 8002A to the SBC, and then executed under the control of debug software. Execution can take place in real time with predetermined breakpoints or in single steps. Contents of the SBC memory and processor registers may be examined during debugging. Each debug package consists of a user’s manual, reference card, two 2716 EPROMs, which contain the onboard monitor, RS-232 cable, and floppy disc with additional monitor software and system programs.

Operating System Also Functions as Programming Language

Intended to operate with STD BUS or PC44 BUS Z80 systems that use the 4301 diskette controller and IBM 3740 format diskettes, AFORTH is a dictionary oriented system available from Applied Micro Technology, Inc, 1842 W Grant Rd, Tucson, AZ 85705. Working simultaneously as the operating system and programming language, programming elements as fundamental as DO, LOOP, IF, or ELSE are definitions in the dictionary.

A linked list of named commands referred to as definitions comprise the entire system. Any definition may be executed at any time by typing the definition name at a terminal. New definitions may be added to the dictionary at any time, and all definitions are entered on a completely equal footing with all other definitions. A new command can be defined in terms of assembly language or composed of references to other definitions.

Other features of the system include resident memory, a re-entrant code, which permits several programs to execute the same definition residing in EPROM, and multitasking, math, virtual memory, and graphics packages. The system is available in 5.25" (13.34-cm) or 8" (20.3-cm) IBM 3740 format diskettes or in 2716 EPROM form and includes full documentation.

Software System Produces Automatic Program Improvements

Designed to operate with the UCSD system software package, FORTRAN-77, a FORTRAN compiler from Softech Microsystems, Inc, 9494 Black Mountain Rd, San Diego, CA 92126, facilitates program development on a variety of microcomputers. Fully compatible with UCSD Pascal, portability of programs among most microcomputer systems is said to be assured. Systems based on the 6502, 6800, 6809, 9900, Z80, 8080, and LSI-11 microprocessors can use the compiler.

Use of the UCSD system and FORTRAN compiler permits screen editing, random accessing of disc editing, separate compilation of individual program modules, cross assembly, linkage of assembly language routines with Pascal and FORTRAN modules, and interactive I/O.

Language utilized for the computer is the ANSI-77 version of FORTRAN. Programs developed with the UCSD system are compiled into a universal pseudo-code (P-code) that can be executed using the UCSD system interpreter and operating system. This technique allows the same program to run on many microcomputers without change and permits hardware change without sacrificing software usability.

FORTRAN Compiler Increases UCSD System Capabilities

Constructed to remove remarks, spaces, or both from programs, as specified by the user, PACK8 is said to reduce program size by as much as 40%. The program is designed to operate on the TRS-80, model I, with 32k- or 48k-byte memory, and a single-disc drive. Operating on blocks of strings, size of the program to be compacted is limited only by disc space availability.

All lines in a program can be compacted, or the user can specify a block of numbers, inclusive, to be packed. At the end of the packing process, a summary is presented of the number of bytes and lines in the original program and in the packed version. The packing fractions are also computed and shown in the program from Data Associates, Box 882, Framingham, MA 01701.
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Application Software Available for OASIS Operating System Users

Financial, industrial, and specialized application system software written in COBOL is intended for computer systems that utilize the OASIS operating system. Each software package requires a minimum of 64k bytes of memory and is available on diskette or tape cartridge from American Business Systems, 439 Littleton Rd, Westford, MA 01886.

Included in the financial application system are order entry/inventory control, accounts payable, accounts receivable, general ledger, and payroll modules. All are designed to operate as standalone modules on limited memory floppy disc based hardware configurations, but the five modules run as an integrated system using the larger capacity of hard disc storage.

Industry application systems include three modules. A real estate system provides property listing, client/listing correlation, and financial processing aids to brokers. A construction job management system is an integrated system that manages complete job costs, work orders, and change orders associated with multiple ongoing projects while interacting with accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, and general ledger portions of the system. A client accounting system is a fully automated package for maintaining complete business records and features a report writer to allow users to create financial reports.

The specialized application system is composed of two packages. A financial modeling system produces projections and forecasts with the level of detail and complexity defined by the user. A correspondence management system utilizes word processing functions for the creation of mailing lists, proposals, and mailers.

Circle 487 on Inquiry Card
SOFTWARE

Software Package Adapted to Include Additional µC Systems

Speeding up and simplifying repetitious calculations through an interactive display is accomplished by VisiCalc, available for Commodore PET and CBM 8032 and Atari 800 systems. The product creates a matrix display arranged as 64 columns wide and 254 rows high.

Operationally identical to the Apple II version, the Commodore version automatically senses whether it is running on a PET machine with 40-character wide screen or on a CBM 8032, which has a screen that is 80 characters wide.

Each package from Personal Software, Inc, 1330 Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, contains an instruction manual that includes a step by step tutorial for first time computer users. Also included is an expanded reference section organized by program feature to aid experienced users. Circle 488 on Inquiry Card

LISP Programming Language Offers System Adaptability

LISP is a programming language developed for artificial intelligence applications but is also used in interactive database and natural language systems, symbolic manipulations of mathematical expressions, control, and computer aided design functions.

From Cromemco, Inc, 280 Bernardo Ave, Mountain View, CA 94043, the language is available on 5.25" (13.34-cm) or 8" (20.3-cm) diskette for the company’s Z80 based systems. The language incorporates standard control constructs, complete string and character processing capabilities, fixed and floating point arithmetic, a full complement of property list functions, and the capability of interfacing with non-LISP procedures.

Also included is a virtual storage capability in which an autoload feature permits infrequently used functions and symbols to be stored on disc, allowing larger user programs. Comprehensive error trapping capabilities are also incorporated. Circle 489 on Inquiry Card

Statistical Package Utilizes Machine Graphics Routines

Curve fitting, probability, general statistics, distribution mathematics, and test statistics, along with a scientific data management system are included in a package for the TRS-80, Level II, Apple II, and Apple II Plus computers. A product of Charles Mann and Associates, Micro Software Div, 7594 San Remo Trail, Yucca Valley, CA 92284, the system requires 32k bytes of RAM and a minimum of one disc drive.

Capable of handling up to five 100 x 1 matrices containing raw data, grouped data, or frequency arrays, a quick reference chart of legal variables is also included. A built-in data base is available to produce a complete set of working examples useful in learning statistical principles.

System probability elements include analysis for permutations, combinations and factorials, and random number tables, random numbers within intervals, or one by one for game theory. Distributions include binomial, Poisson, normal, chi-square, and student t-distribution. Circle 490 on Inquiry Card

Our Printer's Strength Of Character Is Enhanced By Its Self-Control

Don't let the low price tag fool you; our DMTP-6 µP is stronger on capabilities than any printer in its class. Its unique matrix impact print head lets you program any desired character pitch. You can print data or text, single-stroke or enhanced from 36 to 132 columns. And, print up to four copies without adjustment on standard 8½" roll paper, fan-fold forms and labels.

What's more, it packs a built-in controller that includes all needle drivers and diagnostic routines, while providing a choice of interface functions-parallel ASCII, RS-232C/I-Loop, or switch-selectable baud rates from 110 to 1200. Now that's self-control worth having! Add the continuing economy of a 10-million character life ribbon and re-inking rollers, and you've got an unbeatable buy. Call or write for details. Ask for Bulletin 922A.

PRACTICAL AUTOMATION, INC.
Trap Falls Road, Shelton, Conn. 06484/Tel: (203) 929-5381
Belden's new fan cords help make ends meet.

Belden cooling fan cords help make ends meet financially... by helping cord ends mate faster and easier during production. That's because Belden cords offer the kind of high quality and superior product features that have made Belden a preferred supply source for over 75 years. Just look at these great features.

**TWO COMPLETELY FINISHED ENDS** while most others only offer a finished plug end.

**NON PLUG ENDS ARE SLIT, STRIPPED, TWISTED, SOLDERED** and ready for production when they're delivered to you.

**PRICE IS COMPARABLE TO CORDS WITH ONLY A FINISHED PLUG END.** That means you get all this added value at no extra cost.

**PLUG ENDS ARE MADE AT A 45 DEGREE ANGLE** to fit the contour of most cooling fans. This helps in both the design and installation phases of production.

**TEMPERATURE TOLERANCE RATING OF 105 DEGREES C** to provide longer, more dependable performance under tough conditions.

UL AND CSA APPROVED 18/2 SPT 1 with quotes available for 18/3 SPT 2.

**FIVE STANDARD LENGTHS:** 17902 - 2', 17903 - 3', 17904 - 4', 17905 - 5', 17906 - 6'.

For more information, contact Belden Corporation, Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1980, Richmond, Indiana 47374. Phone: 317-983-5200. Or call our Eastern Regional Sales Office at 617-872-7846 or Western Regional Sales Office at 714-833-7700.

© 1980 Belden Corporation

**BELDEN Coming through...**

with new ideas for moving electrical energy

CIRCLE 103 ON INQUIRY CARD
Bus Control Unit Provides Flexible Interface for LSI-11—Operating as a bus controller, multiple remote terminal, or bus monitor, the BCU-11LA is bit slice microprocessor based. Available from SCI Systems, Inc, PO Box 4000, Huntsville, AL 35802, the two, quad-wide plug compatible cards contain microprogrammed DMA capability and self-test diagnostics. Circle 550 on Inquiry Card

One Board Holds up to 512k Bytes—From 32 to 512k x 9 bytes are available on the CI-8086 memory module from Christin Indusries, Inc, Computer Products Div, 31352 Via Colinas #102, Westlake Village, CA 91361. Multibus compatible, the module employs on-board refresh logic and operates with both 8- and 16-bit systems. Circle 551 on Inquiry Card

Comprehensive Graphic Display Capability Offered in Desktop Microcomputer—Bar and pie charts, histograms, and complex point to point plots can be displayed on the model 900 Commander microcomputer from Columbia Data Products, Inc, 9050 Red Branch Rd, Columbia, MD 21045. Included in the system are 9" (22.9-cm) CRT and 512 x 256 resolution vector graphics. Circle 552 on Inquiry Card

Single-Board Microcomputer Features All CMOS Circuitry—Model SBC-6100 includes 2k of EPROM, 1k of RAM, memory expansion and DMA controller, real-time clock, and 20-bit programmable parallel I/O port. Power requirements for the board from Eagle Research Corp, Ste 5, Municipal Parking Bldg, Charleston, WV 25301, are 5 Vdc at less than 60 mA. Circle 553 on Inquiry Card

I/O Port Includes User Selectable Device and Interrupt Addresses—A product of General Robotics Corp, 57 N Main St, Hartford, WI 53027, the DRV11 is a general purpose parallel I/O port fully compatible with LSI-11 applications. Standard features include individual 16-bit connectors, hand-shaking logic, and a 40k words data transfer rate. Circle 554 on Inquiry Card

Graphic Display Board Provides Software Selectable Video—Video, graphic video, or both for PET computers is provided by the K-1008-4 PET graphic interface board. Included on the board from Micro Technology Unlimited, PO Box 12106, Raleigh, NC 27605, are five ROM sockets with software selectable enable. The board serves as an 8k-byte memory expansion when not used for graphics. Circle 555 on Inquiry Card

Memory Board Includes Onboard CPU—Utilizing 16k bytes of static RAM and sockets for eight 2716 EPROMs, the Multibus compatible IM-1680 intelligent memory board features onboard Z80 CPU. Produced by Microsignal, 3704 State St, Ste 214A, Santa Ana, CA 92705, the board can be used as regular memory or the Z80 may be activated under program control to process data in parallel with the Multibus master. Circle 556 on Inquiry Card

Power Supply Permits Orderly Emergency Shutdown—Up to one hour of emergency power can be provided to Apple II users by Applejuice™, a reserve power supply system from High Technology, Inc, PO Box 14665, Oklahoma City, OK 73113. The supplies provide visual and audible warning during power flickers, temporary failures, and prolonged outages. Automatic power transfer and supply reset are provided. Circle 557 on Inquiry Card

Multibus Compatible Chassis Holds Eight Boards—Capable of holding up to eight Multibus boards, the IMC-400 Multibus chassis includes dual 110 ft³ (3 m³)/min fans, a temperature detection and interrupt generation circuit, line frequency clock, and linear power supplies. The chassis, from Rela Systems, Inc, 1322 Arapahoe Ave, Boulder, CO 80302, mounts on the backplate of NEMA type industrial enclosures. Circle 558 on Inquiry Card

RAM Board Offers Flexible Byte Size—Either 64k 16-bit or 128k 8-bit bytes are provided on the ZK-028A RAM board. Zendex Corp, 6398 Dougherty Rd, M/S 32, Dublin, CA 94566, includes provisions for 64 5-V only or 3-supply RAMS. An 8-position DIP switch allows deselect and depopulation of the board in 16k-byte increments and a rotary switch selects one of eight double address segments. Circle 559 on Inquiry Card

Evaluation Package Is Designed for Single Task Applications—PicofORTH™, a subset of poly-FORTH™, is designed for interactive evaluation of a single task application. FORTH, Inc, 2309 Pacific Coast Hwy, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254, has included in its complete operating system a polyFORTH assembler, compiler, text interpreter, editor, and disc utilities. Circle 560 on Inquiry Card

Utility Program Facilitates Medium Transferral—Disk-o-tape, a utility program from Dan McGreevy, Box 16435-V, San Diego, CA 92116, is designed to transfer an entire disc's data to cassette tape and back again. Intended to run on an Apple II or Apple II Plus, the program requires 32k bytes of RAM and provides true read after write verification. Circle 561 on Inquiry Card

Multimemory Board Adapts to User Requirements—Memory type is independently configured by a header for each socket such that the Multibus compatible Multimemory board can contain both static RAMs and EPROMs or ROMs and static RAMs. Each of the boards from Artec Electronics, Inc, 605 Old County Rd, San Carlos, CA 94070, can operate with only one socket filled. Up to 16 24-pin memory devices may be accommodated. Circle 562 on Inquiry Card

Low Cost Data Storage Utilizes RS-232 Port—Designed to store up to 80k bytes of RS-232 formatted data, Micro-Sponge from Exatron, 181 Commercial St, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, buffers up to 1k in internal RAM. Jumper selectable baud rates available are 300, 1200, 9600, and 76,800. Transfer time at 9600 baud is 4.5 s for 5.3k bytes. Utilizing the company's stringy floppy wafer (consisting of a continuous loop tape cartridge), 5.3k-byte blocks of data may be stored on 5' (1.52-m) increments of tape. Circle 563 on Inquiry Card

Rack Mountable, Complete LSI-11 Computer Systems Packages Are Available—LSI-11/2 or -11/23 systems can include 32k to 128k of memory, dual floppy disc system, 21M-byte Winchester drive, quad serial interface, tape backup, and RS-11, RSX-11, or UNIX (V6) software. Each of the components also is available as a standalone peripheral from Charles River Data Systems, Inc, 4 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760. Circle 564 on Inquiry Card
Microcomputer Down-Loader Facilitates Program Final Debugging—Programs developed on the Microcomputer Down-Loader may be automatically down-loaded to a target system using the approach from Wintek Corp, 1801 S St, Lafayette, IN 47904. A switched RS-232 cable assembly and diskette containing the software comprise the system. Circle 568 on Inquiry Card

Quad-Output Power Supplies Mate with Card Cages—Compatible with ISBC, iCS, and BLC modules, CP640/CP665 power supplies have input/output connectors that mate with card cage assemblies. From Deltron, Inc, PO Box 1369, North Wales, PA 19454, the supplies operate on 115/230 Vae, and include overvoltage and current limiting as well as power failure sense and signal circuitry. Circle 569 on Inquiry Card

Development Tool May Be Used as Single-Board Computer—CONCEPT-48, offered in two models, may be used as a development tool or as a tutorial device. Based on the 8048 CPU, model 6942 from Intersil, Inc, 10710 N Tantau Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014, includes CPU, keyboard, LCD display, ROM based monitor, serial I/O port, and programming/debug capabilities. The tutorial system has limited memory and no serial I/O. Circle 570 on Inquiry Card

EPROM Programmer Implements All Programming Algorithms—Utilizing scrambler plugs to customize the single Firedrake™ 3000 40-pin socket, the device accommodates many industry standard EPROMs while permitting total software programming control. The 8048 based system is a product of Microcomputer Applications, PO Box E, Suisun City, CA 94585, and interfaces to CRT or computer system via an RS-232-C connector. Circle 571 on Inquiry Card

Data Collection Software Offers Comprehensive Capabilities—Features such as data security, realtime editing, validation, and table lookups are provided in the Micro/ Data data entry software system from the Minicomputer Div of Data Communications Corp, 3000 Directors Row, Memphis, TN 38131. Hardware includes MP100 CPU, display/keyboards, dual-floppy drives, and 60-char/s printer. Circle 572 on Inquiry Card

Multi-function CPU Board Addresses up to 1M Byte—Featuring 2-MHz operation, 1k of RAM, onboard EPROM monitor, and space for up to 20k of EPROM, the 6809 based CB-69 can be used as a dedicated microcontroller, business processor, or single-board computer. Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361, has included real-time clock, battery backup, and programmable interrupt generating capability. Circle 573 on Inquiry Card

Adapter Provides GPIB-488/TRS-80 Interface—Any TRS-80, model 1, with 16k of RAM and Level 2 BASIC may be utilized as a 488 controller by using the 488-80B interface adapter. Produced by Scientific Engineering Laboratories, 11 Neil Dr, Old Bethpage, NY 11804, the device includes a machine-level driver program, on tape or disk, which interacts with Level 2 and 3 BASIC and Disc BASIC. Circle 574 on Inquiry Card

STD BUS-Compatible Modules Designed to Facilitate Emulation—Consisting of three MSI boards from Microcomputer Systems, Inc, 1814 Ryder Dr, Baton Rouge, LA 70808, the STD BUS series includes the 8088 based 7888 CPU, 7550 I/O and interrupt, and 7880 CPU. The 7888 CPU can accommodate up to 8k of PROM and 4k of RAM. The 7550 provides a flexible interface, and the 7890 is a 9080A based version of the 7888. Circle 575 on Inquiry Card

Pascal Availability Increases Program Development Capabilities—Available to operate with the C8001 microcomputer system designed by Onyx Systems, Inc, 10375 Bandley Dr, Cupertino, CA 95014, the Pascal operating system includes 2 editors (screen and line oriented), compiler, assembler, and a file handler. Disc data may be backed up to tape using this software system. Circle 576 on Inquiry Card

Emulator Modules Permit Functional Software System Checks—Intended to provide pin for pin emulation of the S2150 single-chip microcomputer from American Microsystems, Inc, 3800 Homestead Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95051, the SES 2150 contains 2k bytes of EPROM. Provision for operation from a separate power supply decreases the possibility of distorting a prototype system’s characteristics. Circle 577 on Inquiry Card
Use Megalink™ for 1 Megabit/sec DMA transfer between as many as 255 DEC and Intel processors on local networks up to 32,000 feet long.

- Q bus, Unibus, and Multibus compatible units plug directly into DEC and Intel backplanes.*
- Multidrop operation of different processors on single coaxial cable for distributed networks.
- Integral 1 Megabit/sec FSK modem is immune to baseband noise.
- Software compatible drivers available.
- HDLC protocol implemented in hardware.
- Polled, token pass, or CSMA contention networks possible.

Call Garry Stephens today at (203) 544-9371, or write now for specifications of Megalink DMA Interface Units.

Development System Features

ROM Emulator and Logic Analyzer—2900 series bit slice and other high speed microprogrammed processors can utilize the DS200, a product of Hilevel Technology Inc, 14661 Myford Rd, Tustin, CA 92680. ROM emulation can be expanded to 16M bits, and a 16-bit address trace and up to 64 channels of data trace are available. Circle 578 on Inquiry Card.

Microporcessor Power Supply Features Dual Output—Outputs available from the µPS series are 5 to 24 Vdc at up to 15 W/ouput. Elpac Power Systems, 3131 S Standard Ave, Santa Ana, CA 92705, provides a remote sense feature on some models, isolated outputs for positive or negative operation, short circuit and current limiting capabilities, and 115/230-Vac operation. Circle 579 on Inquiry Card.

PROM Programmer Module Provides Check, Read, and Verify Functions—Data load, verify and dump, and object code edit functions are included in the AGS-901 module from Rockwell International, Electronic Devices Div, 3310 Miraloma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92803. Designed as a plug-on peripheral for the AIM 65, the module includes 1k of 2114 static RAM. Circle 580 on Inquiry Card.

Multichannel Video Controller Board Provides Display Versatility—Use of the MCV-1023 allows intermixable text and graphics, three software selectable character fonts, and user defined custom characters. A product of Metacom, Inc, 7290 Engineer Rd, San Diego, CA 92111, the board interfaces user systems through the use of programmed I/O and a shared 2k-byte block of addressable RAM. Circle 581 on Inquiry Card.

Quad-Size Disc Controller Has LSI-11 Compatibility—Produced by Dilog, 12800-G Garden Grove Blvd, Garden Grove, CA 92643, model DQ202 interfaces two 8" (20-cm) or 14" (36-cm) drives with SMD interface. Contained in one card slot, without external circuitry, power, or chassis, the board runs RT-11, RSX-11, and RSTS operating systems. Drives handled may be of different types with different storage capacities. Circle 582 on Inquiry Card.
OUR CONTACTS GIVE YOU MORE RELIABLE INFORMATION.

In the world of electronic data processing, a bad contact is often the same as no contact. And that means information is lost. So when you're connecting a PC board to a backplane or assembling I/O connections, check into the Cannon® ADAPTA-CON™ connector series.

The ADAPTA-CON line is our most versatile packaging concept. Whenever you need a large number of contacts in a specific connector length, ADAPTA-CON gives you high density, high reliability two-piece connectors in a wide variety of crimp or solder type, high or low insertion force, all-plastic designs. Which means you can handle increased capacities with greater reliability. Plus you get Cannon quality with fast delivery at very competitive prices.

For immediate information refer to our pages in EEM. For literature, the name of your local ITT Cannon distributor or other information contact Rectangular Division Marketing Manager, ITT Cannon Electric, a Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 666 E. Dyer Road, Santa Ana, California 92702. Telephone: (714) 557-4700. TWX: 910-595-1131. TELEX: 65-5358.
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS
MOVE TO FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC—
PART 2: IMPLEMENTING 32-BIT MULTIPLICATION

Louis Schirm IV
TRW LSI Products
2525 E El Segundo Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245

Dynamic range requirements of applications such as speech recognition have spurred the trend toward greater use of floating point arithmetic in digital signal processing systems. Part 1 of this series (Computer Design, Aug 1980, pp 156-160) describes the background behind this trend; this month’s discussion presents hardware details of implementing a 32-bit floating point multiplication system.

In this multiplication system (see block diagram, Fig 1), interface registers accept and store the 32-bit multiplier (X) and multiplicant (Y). The 8-bit exponents are sent to the exponent accumulator where the new exponent is calculated. Multiplication of the mantissas, a 24- x 24-bit operation, is performed by a multiplier circuit. This multiplication utilizes a summation of partial 12- by 12-bit products, as

---

**Fig 1** 32- by 32-bit floating point multiplier. Exponents and mantissas separate to undergo required arithmetic processing under control of microprogram sequencer
More linear firsts from TI . . .

**RS422 drivers/receivers.**
For balanced multipoint communication.

Introducing four new interface ICs. Two quad drivers. Two quad receivers. The first interface devices to be designed specifically for balanced multipoint data bus transmission, and meet EIA-RS422 standard.

All of these devices feature broad positive and negative common mode range, operate from a single 5-V supply, have 3-state outputs and very low power requirements.

And, all of these devices are pin-compatible with popular RS422 devices second-sourced by TI, including AM26LS31/32A and MC3487/86.

Up to 32 driver/receiver pairs on a common bus. Another first. A significant innovation that provides an interface for balanced transmission of serial binary information between a host computer and various types of peripheral equipment. Like an input terminal. Or a printer. At data rates up to 10M bits-per-second. Over distances as great as 4 thousand feet.

**Significant features of SN75172/SN75174 drivers** include high output impedance in the third state, over +12 to −7 volts common mode range with power on or off and up to 60 mA output drive capability.

Contention protection, for the case where two or more drivers are simultaneously enabled, is provided by positive and negative current limiting and thermal shutdown circuitry. Maximum standby power is a low 53 mW per channel.

**Receiver circuits SN75173/SN75175,** which meet RS423 as well as RS422, feature +/−200 mV input sensitivity over a common mode range of +12 to −12 V. There's also 50 mV of hysteresis for increased noise immunity and 12 K ohms minimum input impedance.

These unique characteristics make the driver/receiver pairs ideally suited for party line applications in noisy environments.

Operating from 0 to 70°C, all four new devices are offered in a 16-pin plastic or ceramic DIP.

The 100-piece price for drivers SN75172/SN75174 in the plastic package is $3.02*. For receivers SN75173/75175, $2.23*.

**Samples are available now** at your nearest authorized TI distributor or local field sales office. For more detailed information, send for our free brochure. Write to Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 225012, M/S 308, Dallas, Texas 75265.
described in Part 1. The microprogram sequencer controls
the mantissa multiplication as well as the exponent opera-
tions.

Summation and shifting of the partial products are per-
formed by the 28-bit mantissa accumulator and program-
nable shifter, producing a 24-bit, single-precision, nor-
malized, and rounded product. The entire process is ac-
complished in 1.2 μs, using an 8-MHz clock.

Hardware details for part of the floating point multiplier
(excluding the mantissa accumulator and programmable
shifter) are presented in Fig 2, including interface registers
for the mantissas that consist of three 25LS2520 octal
registers for each of the X and Y inputs. The 3-state outputs
from these registers and the 74LS244 octal buffers allow
multiplexing of the X and Y most significant bits (MSBs) and
least significant bits (LSBs) into 12-bit half-mantissas, which
are then applied to the multiplier. Output enables for the
registers and buffers are obtained from PROM 2. These
enables are labeled XLOE, XM0E, YLOE, and YMOE, and cor-
respond to the X and Y LSBs and MSBs.

A number of different Schottky transistor-transistor logic
(TTL) registered PROMs may be used; for example, the 27S27
is organized as 512 x 8-bits. PROMs are employed as con-
figurable gate arrays to provide the 10 firmware instruc-
tions developed by the microprogram sequencer. These
instructions include such functions as multiplication and su-
mmation of partial products, normalizing, and rounding (see
Table 1).

Four-Cycle Mantissa Multiplication

The MPY-12HJ multiplier (Fig 3) is a 12 x 12-bit parallel
array device with a typical 80-ns multiply time. X and Y inputs
are stored in clocked input registers, then applied to the
multiplier array. For the present application, the most
significant product (MSP) is downshifted one bit, removing
the least significant product (LSP) sign bit by connecting
right shift (RS) to 5 V. In this floating point configuration,
rounding is accomplished by external circuits, and there-
fore onchip rounding is disabled by tying the RND pin to
ground. To obtain the fastest throughput, feedthrough (FT)

![Diagram of hardware implementation of floating point multiplier](image)

**Fig 2** Hardware implementation of floating point multiplier.

Hardware includes interface registers, microprogram se-
quencer, multiplier, and exponent accumulator. Firmware
instruction set stored in PROMs consists of 10 instructions
governing arithmetic and logical operations on exponents
and mantissas. (Additional hardware details are presented in
Fig 4)
### TABLE 1

Program Details for Multiplication, Normalization, and Rounding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIROM OUT</th>
<th>MPY IN</th>
<th>ACCUMULATOR SWITCH MUX IN</th>
<th>EXponent OUT</th>
<th>COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DONE = 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>OLD ANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLEARED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 0)</td>
<td>YLXL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>- STORE Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONE = 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 1)</td>
<td>YLXM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>- HOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 2)</td>
<td>YMXL</td>
<td>YLXLM PROD 1</td>
<td>+ 2^12 HOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X + Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 3)</td>
<td>YMXM</td>
<td>YLMXLM PROD 2 PART 1 =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ 2^12 HOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 4)</td>
<td>YM0</td>
<td>YLMXL PROD 3 PART 2 = X1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLRX X2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X + Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>YLMXLM PROD 4 PART 3 =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ 2^12 HOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 6)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X1 PART 4 =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X + Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 7)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X2 DEC STORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 1 B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X + Y - 1</td>
<td>ADJUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 8)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X1 PART 4 + RND =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 IF 7A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 IF 7B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 2 IF 7C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 9)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MANTISSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND = 0 C</td>
<td></td>
<td>READY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONE = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(INST 10)</td>
<td>INST 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:** ANS = ANSWER; RND = ROUND; INST (N) are the instructions appearing in the outputs of the registered PIROMs; INST 7A, 7B, or 7C, and INST 9B or 9C are selected according to the states of the 3 MSBs of the final product before normalization (PRn, PRw, PRz).

---

Also is grounded to enable the output pipeline registers. Grounding TRIM and TRIL, the 3-state output controls, enables both the MSP and LSP outputs.

Unsigned magnitude, 2's complement, and mixed input formats are required to assemble the product. Therefore, PIROM 1 establishes the appropriate coding for TCX and TCY, which control the input modes.

Circuitry used to accumulate and shift the partial products obtained from the multiplier is shown in Fig 4. The accumulator consists of seven 74LS283, 4-bit full adders. Four 74LS273 8-bit registers and 14 dual 4-input multiplexers (74LS153) form the programmable shifter, organized in 28-bit sections. The 24 bits of the multiplier are applied to the middle 24 bits of the shifter. This allows the circuit to
maintain two bits of precision (PR<sub>0</sub> and PR<sub>1</sub>) below the LSB to eliminate truncation errors before rounding, and two bits above the MSB (PR<sub>2</sub> and PR<sub>3</sub>) to provide for word growth during accumulation of the partial products.

**Shifting Controls Normalization**

Multiplexing provides the capability to shift the mantissa one bit up or down, 12 bits down, or not at all. The 12-bit shift is used to accumulate the partial products and the 1-bit shifts are used for normalization. This is accomplished by hardwiring the 28 outputs (PR<sub>0</sub> to PR<sub>7</sub>) of the 28-bit register to the appropriate inputs of the multiplexer (Fig 4). Multiplexer control is obtained from MUX S0 and MUX S1, produced by PROM I.

After firmware instructions 0 to 6, involving the accumulation of partial products, the normalization procedure is
TABLE 2
Programmable Shifter Truth Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PR</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>SHIFTER</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>UNDERFLOW</td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>7A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NORMAL</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>7B, 9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>OVERFLOW</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>7C, 9C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NORMAL</td>
<td>x1</td>
<td>7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UNDERFLOW</td>
<td>x2</td>
<td>7A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

x2 = 1-BIT UPSHIFT
+2 = 1-BIT DOWNSHIFT
x1 = NO CHANGE

The calculated exponent (Fig 2) is also modified according to underflow/overflow conditions. For an underflow, the exponent is decremented and stored, while an overflow causes the exponent to be incremented and stored. If the mantissa is already normalized, there is no change in the exponent. The sequence is controlled by signals EXP SO, EXP SI, EXP S2, and carry, stored in PROM 2.

If an overflow occurs during rounding, the mantissa must be downshifted one bit, and the exponent incremented one bit. This overflow condition is checked in instruction 8. If there is no overflow due to rounding, PROM 2 generates subinstruction 9B, indicating that the final answer is ready, and no further change is made. Completion of the process is indicated by the BUSY/DONE flag going low. The counter is then frozen and stays there until an X-load is received and the sequence can start over again.

This circuit assumes that both the exponent and mantissa are signed 2's complement numbers. That is, the mantissa has a range of \(-1.0 + 2^{-23}\), and the exponent is represented by \(2^{-128}\) up to \(2^{127}\). Other common formats can also be handled; however, they require minor coding changes in the PROMs and/or simple wiring changes.

Summary
Design of a 32- x 32-bit floating point multiplier, as described, is a comparatively straightforward process that involves separation of 8-bit exponents from 24-bit mantissas. Addition of the 8-bit exponents is accomplished directly, while multiplication of the mantissas is carried out through the summing of partial products. Instructions stored in PROMs govern accumulation of partial products, normalization, and rounding.

A more difficult task is posed by floating point addition. The third, and last, column in this series will address that issue.

MORE LSI-11 PRODUCTS
FROM ANDROMEDA

MEMORY MEM11
32K x 16 — Fast enough for 11/23 CPU’s — 18 bit addressing standard — 1K word increments — first and last address switch selectable — byte parity and 22 bit addressing optional — dual width card — fully socketed memory array

PARALLEL I/O DIO11
64 TTL I/O lines — inputs and outputs individually selectable — dual width card — user kludge area — same connector pinout as 1664 TTL

SOFTWARE
VEDIT — Video text editor for use with VT52, VT100, ADM-3A, and Hazeltine 1500 series
DPS — Document Processing System — formats, justifies output to any RT-11 device — takes advantage of most daisy wheel printers

Contact us for more information on these and other fine LSI-11 products

ANDROMEDA SYSTEMS INC.
9000 Eton Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 709-7600
TWX: (910) 494-1248
Single-Chip LSI Speech Synthesizer Produces Unlimited Vocabulary Using Phonemes

A speech synthesis circuit, the SC-01, implemented on a single LSI chip, and available in OEM quantities at under $12/unit, combines phonemes (speech sounds) to produce an unlimited vocabulary. Manufactured by Votrax, Div of Federal Screw Works, 500 Stephenson Highway, Troy, MI 48084, the 22-pin CMOS device operates at a data rate of only 70 to 100 bits/s. The advantages of unlimited speech and low memory requirements are the direct result of the chip’s use of phoneme based speech rather than reconstituted human speech, differentiating the circuit from existing synthesizer chips, which are limited to modeling the human vocal tract through a word or phrase reconstitution scheme.

The synthesizer utilizes a switched capacitor filter (SCF) technology provided by Silicon Systems, Inc of Tustin, Calif, a company specializing in custom chip design. Illustrative of the power of the IC is its ability to produce a word of three phonetic sounds, such as “cat,” using only 18 bits of memory. By contrast, the reconstitution of the same word from human speech data could require more than 500 bits.

Most previous speech devices have needed several large memory chips on which to store speech data. Some have also required a dedicated microprocessor to control the voice synthesizer chip. The phoneme chip, however, does not require any microprocessor controller in order to produce speech. A common configuration requires only the synthesizer and one memory chip to generate the specific vocabulary.

Initial programming and reprogramming of the vocabulary sequence does not require the services of the chip vendor. A vocabulary development system, the CDS-1, containing the algorithm that automatically translates English text to phonemes, will be available to the user. The system consists of a tabletop keyboard terminal with a display, a speaker, and a line printer. The user types English text into the system, and a phonetic transcriptions is provided in numeric form and symbolic representations. These data can be selectively displayed on the terminal or the accompanying line printer.

Duration of each phoneme is fixed, the slowest being 40 ms and the fastest 250 ms. In the synthesis process, a sequence of four events occurs. First, a phoneme command is presented to the chip, and the strobe input is pulsed. Second, a duration timer is reset when phoneme production begins. Next, the request for a new phoneme command occurs when the duration of the previous phoneme ends (acknowledge/request signal high). Finally, the next phoneme command is presented (acknowledge/request signal low).

Pitch variation per phoneme, a parameter important to the intelligibility of speech output, varies automatically. Two input bits are provided to control the average pitch level of the speech.

Fig 2 Speech synthesizer chip, implemented in custom CMOS, operates at a data rate from 70 to 100 bits/s. Vocabulary, based on phonemes, is infinite.

(continued on page 196)
Why can the Teletype® model 40 printer give you the bottom line when most other printers can’t? Because with the Teletype model 40 printer, you can print from the very top to the very bottom line of any form, tear it off, and never waste or destroy the next form.

It saves paper.
We designed our Forms Access printer with the tractor feed mechanism mounted below the print line. The paper is pushed up through the printer, so you never have to feed a second form through to get at the one you just printed.

It makes money.
And, while your customers save paper, you make money. Teletype Corporation’s low price on the remarkable model 40 makes it extremely cost efficient. Plus our proven LSI circuitry assures you of high reliability.

And it’s ready to go to work now.
The model 40 unit includes everything you need to go on-line right now. There’s also handsome cabinetry or modification kits available to make packaging quick and simple. Plus technical assistance if you need it.
And that’s the bottom line on the Forms Access printer. No wonder we’re getting a reputation as the printer people.

*Teletype is a trademark and service mark of the Teletype Corporation.

Teletype Corporation
5555 Touhy Avenue, Dept. 3185, Skokie, IL 60076.
Telephone (312) 982-2000.

CIRCLE 108 ON INQUIRY CARD
output. When special sound effects instead of speech output are desired, the overall pitch may be controlled by varying the master clock input frequency. Pitch manipulation may also be achieved by utilizing an external clock or varying the resistor capacitor value.

Additional characteristics include a current drain of 9 V (typ), latched inputs with 5-V compatibility, and an on-chip 720-kHz master clock circuit. Absolute maximum ratings limit supply voltage, $V_D$, to a max of 20 V, and input voltage to a range from $-0.5$ V to $V_D + 0.5$ V. Power dissipation at 25 °C must not exceed 650 mW, derated above that temperature by 5 mW/°C. Acceptable temperature ranges are 0 to 70 °C (ambient) in operation, and -55 to 125 °C in storage.

Circle 501 on Inquiry Card

**Quad Line Drivers Provide Fault Protection**

Specifically developed to meet the updated IBM 360/370 peripheral I/O standard, two single-ended quad line drivers have been introduced by Motorola Semiconductors, PO Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. In addition to compliance with parametric requirements of the standard, the devices provide driven line fault flagging, current foldback driver protection, power-up/power-down protection for the bus, and guaranteed output levels over the full temperature and supply range.

Although identical in function, the drivers differ in enable and fault flagging organization. The MC3481 provides two enables and four individual fault flags for the four drivers, while the MC3485 provides a single enable, single fault flag, and four individual LS complemented outputs. Their manufacturer indicates that these are the first devices to meet the stringent requirements of the IBM GA22 6974-3 specification.

As they are specified in I/O driver and select out driver applications, the devices feature Schottky circuitry for high speed, PNP input structure, and internal bootstraps for fast rise times. They are appropriate for IBM peripheral and general purpose I/O applications and are available in both ceramic and plastic dual inline packages.

Maximum ratings limit power supply voltage ($V_{CC}$) to 7 V, input voltage ($V_D$) to 10 V, and driver output voltage ($V_O$) to 5.5 V. The maximum allowable power dissipation is 1150 mW for the ceramic and 962 mW for the plastic package, both derated above 25 °C by 7.7 mW/°C. The temperature must stay between 0 and 70 °C in operation and between -65 and 150 °C in storage.

Circle 502 on Inquiry Card

**Octal Interface Circuits Implemented in CMOS**

A series of devices from Mitel Semiconductor, PO Box 13089, Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario K2K 1X3, Canada, utilizes an IS0-CMOS process to provide a variety of octal interface capabilities. Described by the manufacturer as a cost effective upgrade replacement for low power Schottky designs, these circuits provide 5-ns typ gate delays and are characterized by CMOS noise immunity and negligible quiescent power dissipation.

One of the three families included in this series consists of 3-state, D-type, transparent, 8-bit latches and edge triggered fliplops, designed for use in high speed, bus oriented systems. The MD74SC373 appears transparent to data (continued on page 198)
Scientists and engineers have more important things to do than draw charts and graphs. But now they can produce professional graphics for data analysis, scientific projections and technical presentations in almost no time at all. Without writing a single computer program.

Picture your data the way you want it.

The key is a graphics workstation from Hewlett-Packard. Built around our HP2647A intelligent terminal, it's like putting an entire art department at your staff's fingertips.

Not only can you call up your standard alphanumeric data on measurement, test, and control jobs, but with a few simple keystrokes, you can turn them into clear and helpful line and bar graphs, logarithmic charts, overhead transparencies, pie charts and more. And with easy-to-use graphics commands in HP's Enhanced BASIC language, tailoring to more sophisticated applications is a snap.

Draw your own conclusions.

Just contact your nearest HP sales office for a hands-on demonstration of our graphics products (we're listed in the White Pages). And bring your department's technical reports or other scientific data—we'll be glad to show you just how professional an amateur artist can be. Or, if you'd like more information first, just return the coupon.

Yes, I'd like more details about your graphics workstations. Please send me your brochure.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip

Send to: Hewlett-Packard, Data Terminals Division, Dept. 1276, 19400 Homestead Rd., Cupertino CA 95014
Attn: Ed Hayes, Marketing Manager.
Octal decoder MD74SC138 from Micel. Enable inputs E1, E2, and E3 reduce output gate requirements. Device decodes binary inputs A0 to A3, outputs 1 of 8 mutually exclusive outputs $O_0$ to $O_7$.

(outputs changing asynchronously) when latch enable (LE) is high. When LE is low, data meeting the setup times become latched. In the /74 version, latches hold their individual data when meeting setup times with the clock low to high transition. With both devices $OE$ does not affect the state of the latches, but when $OE$ is high the output is put into high impedance. Data may thus be latched even when the device is deselected. A selection of packages offers a choice of inverted or noninverted outputs.

Single 1-of-8, latched or unlatched, and dual 1-of-4 configurations make up the decoder MD74SC138 family. These circuits are designed for use in high speed memory and peripheral address decoding systems. The /138 decodes three binary inputs to select 1-of-8 mutually exclusive outputs. Three enable inputs, two active low and one active high, reduce the need for external gates in an expanded system. Version /137 features additional latches on inputs for use in glitch free applications. A 1-of-32 decoder requires only four of these devices and one inverter. The /139 contains two individual 2-line to 4-line decoders. Corresponding to each of these inverted versions is a noninverted version (/237, /238, /239).

Finally, the MD74SC240 series consists of 3-state octal buffers and line drivers. These are designed to improve PCB density and performance in 3-state memory address drivers, clock drivers, and bus oriented receivers and transmitters. A range of devices covers a selection of differing 10 pin layouts, inverting and noninverting buffers, and a choice of similar or complementary output controls.

Absolute maximum ratings for devices in all of these families require that supply voltage ($V_{CC}$) stay between $-0.5$ and $7.0$ V and that input voltage stay between $-0.3$ V and $V_{CC} + 0.3$ V. Output current must not exceed $±75$ mA/output nor may power dissipation rise above $450$ mW. Allowable temperature ranges are $-40$ to $85$ °C in operation and $-65$ to $150$ °C in storage.
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NOW 1,344,000 BYTES

672,000 BYTE TAPE DRIVE FOR 3M DC100A DATA CARTRIDGE

MODEL 200 MINIDRIVE™...
The most compact tape drive ever...
Large, up to 1,344,000 bytes capacity...
Recording on one, two or four tracks...
Read-after-write capability...
3M DC100A or ITC TC-150 Data Cartridge...
High transfer rate, up to 48,000 bits-per-second...
Low power requirements, +5 and +12 Volts DC only...
High electrical and mechanical reliability...
Flexible configurations range from basic OEM building blocks to complete tape memory systems...
Optional electronics and mounting hardware...
From $250 in single unit quantities...
Contact us today for complete details...

Qantex  Division of
North Atlantic Industries
60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11787
(516) 582-6060  TWX 510-227-9660
**900 Series MICRO-DISCS**

Finest minidisc recorders. Technically superior, yet low priced.

- Desktop & rackmount models
- Uses 5¼ minidiskettes
- Double density 200,000 characters per disc side—first in the industry
- Automatic "next location" recording
- File directory recorded on each disc
- Disc Editor—character insertion/deletion, data expansion, file update/delete/append, GO TO commands
- Character string search
- File/Batch/Binary modes
- High speed random access—all modes
- Multiple rates—110 to 9600 Baud
- Dual RS232 interfaces—terminal/modem
- 8085 microprocessor controlled—powerful

Send for full details:

**TECHTRAN INDUSTRIES, INC.**
200 Commerce Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
Tel: 716-334-9640
TWX: 510-253-3246
Calif: 213-391-0507

**AROUND THE IC LOOP**

**Military RAM**

**Saves Power On Standby**

An access time of 70 ns (max), true static operation with cycle time equal to access time, low power standby, and operation from a single 5-V ± 10% supply characterize a 4096-bit, static RAM from Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Introduced three months after the 2148H, the M2148H is the military version. It is fabricated with a proprietary HMOS II technology, operates over a temperature range from -55 to 125 °C, and meets requirements of MIL-STD-883B.

Organized as 1k × 4, the RAM draws a max supply current of 180 mA in active operation. Current drain is automatically reduced to 30 mA when the chip is disabled via the chip select (CS) input. It is useful in applications such as signal processing with bit-slice processors, buffer memories, and large high speed memory systems.

The automatic power-down feature reduces system power requirements as much as 85%. Moreover, the power savings tend to increase with system size, since in larger systems only a small percentage of the RAM devices are selected simultaneously. In addition to new system applications, the device is suitable for many performance upgrade applications and is pin compatible with the company's M2114A static RAM.

Additional features include common data input and output pins utilizing three state outputs, direct TTL-compatible I/O, and packaging in an 18-pin ceramic DIP. Data are read out nondestructively with the same polarity as the input data.
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**Intel's military 4k-bit M2148H static RAM**

Fabricated in HMOS II technology, memory provides 70-ns max access time and automatic power-down, and fulfills Mil Spec requirements.
16-Bit ADC Offers Speed At Low Cost

A 16-bit successive approximation analog to digital converter from Micro Networks Co, 324 Clark St, Worcester, MA 01606, provides a conversion time of 50 µs max and 40 µs typ. It is available at $187 in 100 lots.

The MN5282 features an internal reference, an internal clock, six user selectable input ranges, short cycling capability, optional gain and offset adjustments, and DIP packaging. For operation over temperature, it is fully specified with absolute accuracies for the user who is not utilizing initial gain and offset adjustments and with gain and offset drift specifications for the user who is adjusting at room temperature.

Thin film, laser trimmed resistor networks provide a guaranteed ±0.003% linearity at 25 °C and ±0.006% linearity over the entire 0 to 70 °C operating range. Specifications include values of ±10 ppm/°C (tp) for gain drift and typ unipolar and bipolar offset drifts of ±3 and ±7 ppm of FSR/°C. Power consumption is 1400 mW typ and 1800 mW max.

The device was designed to be a low cost, physically small alternative to currently available modular and PCB high resolution ADCs. It fills the need for a reliable, high resolution converter in a microprocessor compatible package. Applications include precision measurement and data acquisition systems, high resolution biomedical scanning equipment, nuclear accelerator and seismological instrumentation, and other uses requiring high resolution data digitizing capability.

Absolute maximum ratings limit supply voltages to ±18 V, logic supply to 7 V, and analog inputs to ±25 V. Digital inputs must remain between 0 and 5.5 V. Allowable temperature ranges are 0 to 70 °C in operation and −65 to 150 °C in storage. The converter is provided in a 32-pin dual inline package.
We offer the most complete line of 6500 support tools available — both hardware and software. Our CSB family of single board computers get your project running quickly. The DAIM floppy disk system turns your AIM 65 into a serious development system. The DB/65 provides the debug system you have been looking for. Cross assemblers are available for many popular computers plus CSL/65 — the high level language for the 6500 family.

224 SE 16th St. P.O. BOX 687 AMES, IA 50010 (515) 232-8187
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UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA

The Department of Systems Engineering will have faculty positions open for the academic year 1981-82, starting 1 September 1981:

Academic Qualifications and Experience:
PhD degree with emphasis on systems and control, operations research or digital systems preferably with teaching experience.
Language of instruction is English.
Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and allowances. Air conditioned and furnished housing provided. Free air transportation to and from Dhahran each year. Attractive educational assistance grants for school-age dependent children. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten months duty each year with two months vacation with salary. There is also possibility of selection for University's ongoing summer program with good additional compensation.

Apply with complete resume on academic, professional and personal data, list of references, publications and research details, and with copies of transcripts and degrees, including home and office addresses and telephone numbers to:
University of Petroleum & Minerals
Houston Office
2223 West Loop South, Suite 410
Houston, Texas 77027
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AROUND THE IC LOOP

Memory Control ICs
Manage Dynamic RAMs

Two series of integrated circuits from Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 225012, M/S 308, Dallas, TX 75265, operating either as standalone devices or as elements in a 3-chip set, provide memory management for dynamic RAMs. One series, SN54LS74LS600, consists of memory refresh controllers, and the other, SN54LS74LS604 consists of 16- to 8-line multiplexers with input latches. In the 3-chip configuration, a refresh controller and a MUX will be accompanied by a memory cycle controller that is to be announced.

The refresh controller provides bus driving peripheral control capabilities for the refresh of dynamic RAMs to create a static RAM appearance. Each IC in this series contains an 8-bit synchronous counter, nine 3-state buffers, four RC-controlled multivibrators, and other related circuitry. Critical times are user RC-programmable to optimize system performance.

Transparent or burst refresh modes characterize the LS600 (for 4k or 16k RAMs) and the LS601 (for 64k RAMs). Similarly, cycle steal or burst modes are provided by the LS602 (for 4k or 16k RAMs) and the LS603 (for 64k RAMs).

The 16 to 8 multiplexer contains 16 input latches divided into two 8-bit words for sequential loading to the RAM during row and column selection. Versions LS604 and LS606 have 3-state outputs and clock to output times of 23 and 31 ns, respectively. The LS605 and LS607 furnish open collector outputs and clock to output times of 26 and 31 ns.

All of the devices in the two series are compatible with this manufacturer's TMS9900 16-bit microprocessor, as well as other 8- and 16-bit microprocessors. When used with the 9900, the two series are redesignated as TIM99600 and TIM99604. The chips are available in 20- and 28-pin plastic packages and will also be offered in full military temperature versions in ceramic DIPs.
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You can't evaluate dreams and promises.
Shugart Technology is delivering evaluation units now.

A better choice than eight-inch Winchester:
Our drive is smaller, more cost-effective and easier to back up. Some eight-inch Winchester drives require AC power. This complicates system integration and produces extra heat that can mean additional cooling. We use only 22 watts.

Try our micro-Winchester with your floppy-based system.
Our drive has the same track capacity as your double density 8-inch floppy. This means minimal software conversion. You'll find it easier to trade up users, because they can use the same data base.

Test our micro-Winchester with your minifloppy system.
Like the minifloppy, the micro-Winchester has dimensions of 5¾" by 3½" by 8". It uses the same voltages (+12 and +5) and requires no AC power. Give your customers almost 15 times the capacity of a double-sided minifloppy at less than three times the cost.

Get Winchester's faster access time and data rate. Average access time is 170 milliseconds, almost twice as fast as the minifloppy's 298 milliseconds. Data rate? In one second, the micro-Winchester transfers five megabits compared to the minifloppy's 7½ of a megabit.

Why wait? Take a look at the best value in disc storage. Before your competitors do.
Write or call us. You won't get the run around; you'll get a drive that you can run. Now.

Shugart Technology
340 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, California 95066
(408) 438-6550

Shugart Technology delivers 5 1/4" micro-Winchesters

Shugart Technology is not associated in any way with Shugart Associates, a Xerox Company.
6-Decade Up Counter
Contains MNOS Memory

An integrated circuit from Pl easey Semiconductors, 1641 Kaiser Ave, Irvine, CA 92714, includes a 6-decade up counter in parallel with a 25-bit metal nitride oxide semiconductor memory. This MNOS memory provides a capability for nonvolatile storage of a specified count position, with data retention guaranteed for 1 yr in the absence of applied power, over a temperature range of −40 to 70 °C.

The device is available in three variations. The MN9106 is a batch counter with an overflow latch that is activated when the counter hits 999999. Both of the other versions are lapsed time indicators, the MN9107 displaying up to 99 h, 59 min, 59 s, and the MN9108 up to 9999 h, 59 min or 9999 min, 59 s.

An overflow latch and memory bit are available to indicate a counter overflow condition. In addition to the conventional counter controls, recall and save inputs are provided to control the transfer of data between the counter and memory. Output data are presented in the form of multiplexed 7-segment outputs and 6-digit strobos. The multiplexing sequence is controlled by an internal oscillator that may also be forced from an external oscillator on the scan input.

A single 12-V supply fulfills power requirements. The higher voltage required for the MNOS memory is provided internally by a generator that requires only a single external capacitor.

Operating from dc to 200 kHz, the circuit contains a self-scanning multiplexer and seven segment drivers. Additional capabilities include leading zero and full blanking facilities, CMOS compatible inputs, and the option of utilizing split supplies (5 and −7 V) to allow inputs to interface with TTL. The series offers an alternative to existing approaches, such as the use of CMOS chips with battery backup and offchip nonvolatile logic requiring 35 to 40 V of external power.
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Low Cost CRT Controller
Uses ROM Programs,
No Software Registers

The S68045 CRT controller is a ROM programmable device for pin compatible replacement of software programmable CRT controllers at price reductions as great as 40%. This chip from American Microsystems, Inc, 3800 Homestead Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95051, is designed to reduce the manufacturing cost of high volume intelligent CRT terminals, word processors, and information display equipment.

Terminals designed with the software programmable MC6845 or SY6545 can directly substitute this controller, once character fonts and display formats have been established. The device stores two complete character and display programs in ROM. Use of ROM instead of RAM, modulo-N counters instead of binary counters, and elimination of the lightpen option reduce chip size and lower price in high volume quantities. Power supplies and clocks remain unchanged.

The controller consists of counting circuits, a linear address counter, and control registers. Horizontal and vertical counting circuits generate display enable, hsync, vsync, and scan line count signals (RA0 to RA4) to the external character generator ROM. Four cursor modes provide for nonblank, slow blink, fast blink, and (with addition of a single TTL gate) reverse video. The cursor control register determines cursor location on the screen. Cursor on/off display can be delayed 0, 1, or 2 clock cycles.

Additional features of the NMOS silicon gate device include three interface modes (normal sync, interlace sync, or interlace sync and video), the capability to address 16K bytes of memory, and full hardware scrolling. Text can be scrolled on a character, line, or page basis. The screen can be up to 128 characters tall by 256 wide, and the character font can be 32 lines high at any width.

This circuit is TTL-compatible and operates off a single 5-V supply. Its maximum ratings require that its supply and input voltage remain between −0.3 and 7.0 V. Allowable temperature ranges are 0 to 70 °C in operation and −55 to 150 °C in storage.
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CRT Controller Offers
Full Programmability

Designed to provide the interface between a microprocessor system and a conventional raster scan CRT display, the HD46505/MC6845 generates the refresh address and video timings according to display format. Offered by Hitachi America Ltd, 707 W Algonquin Rd, Arlington Heights, IL 60005, this IC is one of a series of controller chips in the HMC68600 family. It is applicable to a wide range of raster scan displays. Applications include intelligent CRT terminals and information display systems.

The device is optimized for hardware/software balance in order to achieve integration of complex CRT interface functions and to maintain flexibility. It provides a programmable screen and character format, line bufferless refreshing, 14-bit refresh memory address, a cursor control function, programmable cursor format and blink, and a lightpen detection function. Options allow a programmable interface or noninterface scan, as well as limited or full graphic display capability. Additional features include character by character video control (color, blink, inverse, etc) and hardware scrolling and paging functions.

With refresh memory time multiplexed between the CRT controller and the microprocessor, no direct memory access is required. The device is directly interfaceable to the microprocessor bus, operates off a single 5-V power supply, and provides direct TTL compatibility on all inputs and outputs. It is fabricated utilizing N-channel enhancement/depletion MOS technology and is provided in a 40-pin dual inline package.
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**Miniature DIPs**

**House Analog ICs**

A microminiaturized package having approximately one-fourth the linear dimensions of conventional 24-pin dual inline packages has been introduced by Signetics Corp, 811 E. Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Thirteen of this manufacturer's standard analog ICs are being provided in this configuration. The microminiature circuits include comparators, single and dual operational amplifiers, encoders and decoders for radio control systems, and precision voltage regulators.

Designated the S.O. series, the packages measure approximately 0.188 to 0.196 × 0.149 to 0.157" (4.775 to 4.978 × 3.785 to 3.988 mm). Pin spacings, also one-fourth those of conventional devices, are 0.049" (1.2 mm).

It is anticipated that hybrid circuit manufacturers and users will be the major immediate beneficiaries of this packaging concept, since it cuts out the costly, time consuming, and low yield assembly and wiring of naked silicon chips with discrete components on expensive hybrid substrates. Available in 8-, 14-, and 16-pin configurations, the package can be mounted on PCBs or on thick film substrates using conventional reflow soldering techniques.
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**Fast 12-Bit DAC Has Unipolar, Bipolar Operating Modes**

Offering settling times of 300 ns to 0.01% and accuracies to 12 bits, a monolithic digital to analog converter of 12-bit resolution is available from Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Dr at Rt 128, Dedham, MA 02026. The 4068 converter provides externally selectable operation in unipolar or bipolar mode.

High stability, thin film resistor processing results in a guaranteed 12-bit linearity within ±1½ LSB max, or (for the military version, suffix −83) ±1½ LSB max. Zero offset error as a function of temperature is ±2 ppm FSR/°C, for unipolar and ±4 ppm FSR/°C for bipolar operation. Gain error vs temperature is ±10 ppm FSR/°C.

Applications are found in CRT display generation, high speed ADCs, video signal reconstruction, waveform synthesizers, high speed data acquisition, and precision instrumentation. The commercial version operates over a 0 to 70 °C range, while the military version (screened to MIL-STD-883, Method 5004, Class B) operates over −55 to 125 °C.
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**32k ROM Offers Compatibility With Standard ROMs, EPROMs**

Organized as 4k x 8, the RO-3-9333 read only memory from General Instrument, 600 W John St, Hicksville, NY 11802, features fully static operation with no clocks required and has a 450-ns max access time. This ROM is pin for pin compatible with Intel's 2732 EPROM and with ROMs 2332 (Intel), SY2333 (Synertek), and AM9233 (AMD).

The N-channel device, oriented particularly toward microprocessor memory applications, operates from a single 5-V supply, is TTL compatible on all I/O, and provides 3-state outputs under the control of two mask programmable chip select inputs to simplify memory expansion. Additional features include Zener protected inputs, glass passivation protection, totally automated custom programming, and packaging in a 24-pin DIP.
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**IC Product Line Operates at High Temperatures**

A family of integrated circuits providing a guaranteed operating temperature range of −55 to 200 °C, with characterized performance as high as 250 °C, has been announced by Harris Semiconductor Products Div, PO Box 883, Melbourne, FL 32901. Six circuits are currently available, including two amplifiers (the HA-2600-1 and the HA-2620-1), a quad comparator (the HA-4920-1), two analog switches (the HI-200-1 and the HI-201-1), and a multiplexer (the HI-506-1).

These devices, manufactured using a proprietary dielectric isolation process, have the ability to withstand stringent environmental requirements. Included in the manufacturing flow is a burn-in for 160 hours followed by a final electrical test at 200 °C.

Four other circuits will be added to the family soon. They will include two quad op amps (the HA-4602-1 and the HA-4622-1), a DAC (the HI-562-1), and a voltage reference circuit (the HA-1610-1).
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**Voltage Protection Chip Senses Threshold Within ±2 %**

Over- and undervoltage protection for electronic circuitry is provided by an IC from Silicon General Inc, 11651 Monarch St, Garden Grove, CA 92641, that uses an onchip 2.6-V reference to obtain sensing thresholds accurate to ±2% without the need for potentiometers. In case of an over-voltage condition, the SG1542 provides immediate shutdown of the power supply via a 200-mA output drive current into an external SCR crowbar. Furthermore, logic level outputs permit regulator turnoff and operator or system warning indicators. Outputs for both in tolerance and out of tolerance conditions are provided.

Both polarity inputs to the sensing comparator are transmitted. This allows either over- or undervoltage sensing with a wide common mode range, which includes the ability to sense voltages less than the reference output. Accurate time delay between fault occurrence and crowbar triggering can be programmed by means of an external capacitor. However, this delay can be either bypassed or overridden by remote command.

Additional features include an operating range from 4.5 to 40 V, a 0- to 35-V sensing capability, and built-in input hysteresis. The device is available in a 14-pin cerdip (IP) package and is characterized for operation from −55 to 125 °C. Operating temperature range for the SG2542 version is −25 to 85 °C and for the SG3542, 0 to 70 °C.
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Avco is THE systems house that can offer a turn-key, custom designed measurement and control system worldwide.

When you come to Avco, you're dealing with a single source supplier for computer-based measurement and control systems. From specification and design to installation and training, Avco professionals work with you to develop the optimum system built to your individual requirements.

**Avco begins with application engineering.** We study the problem and help you define the system requirements. We then select the hardware. Or we can manufacture any needed component in our 125,000 square foot Huntsville plant.

**Component Interface** is an Avco specialty. Our engineers carefully integrate sensors, field panels and central stations to achieve a system that delivers trouble-free performance right from turn-up.

**Software optimization** is critical to the effectiveness of any measurement and control system. Avco programmers work with you to develop the software that will generate the exact data you need to get the job done.

Avco has designed, built, delivered, and installed some of the **most sophisticated distributed network systems** ever created, such as the world's largest and fastest real-time computer data acquisition network system and the world's largest machinery health monitoring system. Avco has also designed the world's largest industrial test system, utilizing over 100 computers in a four-level hierarchical network, for the leading U.S. manufacturer of diesel engines, and the world's largest energy management system designed to tri-service specifications.

But Avco also builds the best small systems — computer-based electrical power demand and load control systems, automated data acquisition systems and process control systems — all offering reliable performance at competitive prices.

All Avco systems are carefully tested for quality assurance and conformance to customer specification. We supervise the entire installation and start-up sequence. We even train your operators.

And Avco **field service** is always right at hand. Your investment is protected by our highly skilled technical service staff. We can be anywhere in the world whenever you need us.

Avco. The strength and assurance of a $2 billion corporation. The flexibility and technical support of a leader in system electronics. Find out why major corporations around the country are turning to us. Write or call today for more information. Telephone: (205) 837-6500.

Avco Electronics Division • Earl R. Tillman • Systems Marketing Director • 4807 Bradford Drive • Huntsville, Alabama 35805
**Around the IC Loop**

**ICs Drive Plasma Displays**

A high voltage display driver chip from Exar Integrated Systems, Inc, 750 Palomar Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94088, replaces most of the drive circuitry necessary for ac plasma displays, reducing both system cost and power dissipation. The XR-2284, packaged in a 14-pin DIP, is a 4-channel driver, while the XR-2288, packaged in a 20-pin DIP, is an 8-channel driver. All channels have independent I/Os but share a common toggle or clock switch and a common substrate or ground connection.

The circuit is designed as a series connection of two controlled switches (SCR), each formed by two transistors. An internal junction capacitance turns on the appropriate switches during positive and negative edges of the toggle input. During the negative excursions of the toggle voltage, an external diode decouples the substrate from ground. This external decoupling is common to all channels so that many driver ICs can be stacked to drive a large number of display columns with only one backing side and a common toggle input.

Under dc conditions (no ac toggle drive), the driver ICs do not dissipate any appreciable standby power. When ac toggle voltage is applied, corresponding output can follow pk-pk toggle voltage and sink or source up to 100 mA of current to the capacitive load (ie, the plasma panel).

Both versions operate with toggle frequencies up to 200 kHz. Typical power dissipation is about 50 mW per channel, at 200-kHz operation, with 180-kHz ac drive. Dissipation decreases as toggle frequency and drive voltage are reduced. Input logic threshold levels of the drive channels are chosen to be compatible with TTL or CMOS logic levels.

The 4- and 8-channel display driver ICs are available in plastic dual inline packages. Prime grade devices are designed for 360-V plasma display systems and have ≥60-V breakdown characteristics. Operating temperature for all versions ranges from 0 to 75 °C.
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**The Video Un-interface**

Just connect two wires and print what you see.

The Axiom EX-850 Video Printer is uniquely different because it requires absolutely no hardware or software interface. Instead, it connects to the standard video input of your CRT terminal, video monitor or TV set. You can even select normal or high resolution, and positive or negative image.

Because the EX-850 operates from the video signal, it prints exactly what you see on the screen. It handles a news headline in Greek or a street map of Tokyo just as easily as it prints English alphanumerics and graphics.

No doubt about it, the EX-850 is the ultimate in simplicity. The price is amazingly low, too. Just $1250. Even less in OEM quantities.

AXIOM CORPORATION
5932 San Fernando Road, Glendale, CA 91202
(213) 245-9244 • TWX: 910-497-2283
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16k-Bit Static RAM Utilizes 3-μm Technology

Organized as 2k x 8, and providing a max access time of 200 ns and max power dissipation of 660 mW, the MSM2128-1 is a monolithic, fully static RAM requiring no clocks or refresh. This 16k-bit RAM from OKI Semiconductor, 1333 Lawrence Expwy, Suite 401, Santa Clara, CA 95051, is designed, through the use of electron beam lithography, to attain a 3-μm technology.

Characteristics of the chip include TTL-compatible I/O, operation from a single 5-V power supply, and common data I/O pins with 3-state outputs. Utilizing advanced N-channel silicon gate MOS technology, it is compatible with the MSM2716 16k-bit EPROM from the same manufacturer and replaces four MSM2114-4k static RAMs.

The RAM is offered in a 24-pin dual inline ceramic package, with operation guaranteed from 0 to 70 °C. Absolute maximum ratings require that supply, input, and output voltages with respect to ground remain between −0.5 and 7.0 V. Power dissipation must not exceed 1.0 W.

Vacuum Fluorescent Display Driver Joins Controller Family

The COP470 is a display driver that directly interfaces to multiplexed 4-digit x 8-segment vacuum fluorescent displays. It is a peripheral member of the COPSTM microcontroller family from National Semiconductor Corp, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and is compatible with all members of that family.

Data are loaded serially and held in internal latches. The device includes an onchip oscillator to multiplex four digits of 8-segment display and may be cascaded and/or stacked to drive more digits, more segments, or both. With the addition of external drivers, it also provides a convenient means of interfacing to a large digit LED display.

This IC needs no refresh from the processor, introduces no glitches on outputs when loading data, and provides a programmable display brightness. It can be operated from 4.5- to 9.5-V supplies and the outputs switch 35 V without external resistors. The package is a 20-pin DIP.

Absolute maximum ratings require that voltage stay between 0.3 and −35 V at the display outputs and between 0.3 and −20 V at all other pins. The permissible temperature range is 0 to 70 °C in operation and −65 to 150 °C in storage.

Manufactured parts with great productivity from two companies . . .

Where demanding production of precision metal parts is the need . . .

We have the answer

When it comes to meeting tough requirements of close tolerance parts from most exotic steels, tungsten carbide, ceramic and sapphire, we can supply the answer for you.

We have helped get more than one new product idea off the drawing board and into production with practical and effective solutions in producing quality parts for the computer industry . . . parts that you can be assured of to be right the first time.

We offer complete engineering and quality control services where our standards of excellence are rigid and our production departments are among the leaders in the field, while assisting our customers in keeping costs down.

At HPG we stock a full range of grinding equipment including ID & OD grinders, honing, surface grinding, electrical discharge machining, Blanchard and double disk grinding, etc., maintained to insure perfection at all times. At Tri-Axis Machining, a division of HPG, we are equipped with the latest N/C, miling and lathe centers to meet your requirements for close tolerance parts in the computer field.

Whether you have a new product or are improving an existing one, the time to call us is now. Just send a print of what you have in mind or call 714/440-0303 and ask for a customer service representative, he will have an answer for you.

High Precision Grinding & Mfg., Inc.
1130 Pioneer Way,
El Cajon, CA 92020

Tri-Axis Machining Inc.
A division of
High Precision Grinding and Mfg., Inc.
From concept... to prototype... to production. Faster. With Multiwire® circuit boards.

Just give us a net list and board layout. You'll get a computer-generated design, prototypes, and delivery of production boards in a fraction of the time you would expect.

The Multiwire process is simply faster than multilayer... all the way from board design through manufacture to function. Especially working with high density interconnects.

A Multiwire circuit board is a pattern of insulated wires bonded to an epoxy glass substrate by a high-speed CNC machine, and terminated by plated through holes. It offers greater control of electrical characteristics, improved reliability, higher density, and fast changes for component updates and ECO's.

Multiwire is new. And different. And it has been proved in demanding applications by over 200 of the world's leading electronic manufacturers.

Call today. Tell us your specs. Let us tell you exactly how Multiwire can get your product to market first.

License to design and manufacture Multiwire circuit boards are available from PCK Technology Division, Kollmorgen Corporation, 31 Sea Cliff Avenue, Glen Cove, NY 11542. Phone: (516) 448-1166.
Both dynamic design and analysis require computer aided design and manufacturing as well as laboratory applications can be met by a unified system that uses a single controller for both a black and white vector refresh display and a color raster display. Claimed by Megatek Corp to be the "world's first and only dual output computer graphics system," the Whizzard 7290 is based on the 7200 Graphics Engine™. The latter unit consists of host computer interface, graphics processor, vector memory, and optional 2- and 3-dimensional transformation modules. It drives both an analog vector generator, which supports one or two electromagnetic deflection monitors, and a digital vector generator, which supports one or two color raster monitors.

The dual output graphics system can be used with nearly any mini or medium scale computer that has high speed parallel interfacing, such as those from Digital Equipment Corp, Data General Corp, or Prime Computer. Further operator interaction is provided by intelligent peripherals and hardcopy output options.

**Functional Description**

Display commands are transferred between graphics system and host computer in either programmed input/output (I/O) or direct memory access modes. System design includes dual multidirectional buses. A 32-bit wide, 3-state graphics bus handles data transfers for vector calculations and refresh, and a 16-bit wide peripheral bus ensures that high speed data transfers are not degraded by I/O transfers and routine interrupt servicing. Vector memory modules contain from 16k to 48k words of 32-bit random access memory for display refresh and can accept 2k words of 32-bit programmable read only memory.

Each analog vector generator can control two electromagnetic deflection type black and white or color monitors having either the same or different images. A first in, first out (FIFO) buffer optimizes maximum average throughput and enables the digital portion of the system to match the fast analog circuitry. High speed normalization circuits ensure constant vector intensity regardless of vector length. An adaptive timing technique assures precise end-point matching and vector quality. Throughput is maximized by reducing setup time on short vectors.

One or more double-buffered bit planes of raster memory along with timing, control, and video output circuitry are included to assist the digital vector generator. This generator performs a high speed rasterization of the vector information received from the Graphics Engine and writes the result into raster memory. The video output circuitry reads from the raster memory to drive the raster monitors. Writing speed of the digital vector generator allows realtime dynamics, with an average writing time of only 160 ns/pixel.

The graphics processor is built around a 32-bit wide bipolar bit slice microprocessor that controls access to the graphics display list stored in the memory module. This microprocessor interprets the display data, controls microcode implemented graphics functions, and prepares X-Y coordinate pairs for input to the vector generator FIFO memory. Included in the instruction set are a variety of 2D and 3D vector formats, selective erase, textured and blinking lines, 16 levels of intensity and beam penetration color control on vector refresh displays, 16 colors and color lookup table control on raster displays, hardware character generation with optional user definable symbol sets, and 12-bit (4k x 4k) virtual space addressing.

A single software package, WAND 7200, supports all system hardware. The package is written entirely in ANSI FORTRAN and follows CORE guidelines established by ACM SIGGRAPH. It provides multilevel functionality using high efficiency work station level routines as well as more convenient user routines that operate in world coordinates. Operators may move from small to large systems, from stroke to raster systems, or from high speed parallel to remote terminal configurations without the need to modify.
Combines Vector Refresh and Color Raster Displays

Dual output 7290 computer graphics system combines separate vector refresh (top) and color raster displays in one system, sharing common software and hardware—including host computer interface, graphics processor, vector memory, and optional hardware modules and peripheral devices.

existing application programs or change programming techniques for new applications. One set of FORTRAN programs can support both vector refresh and color raster displays using both parallel and serial communications interfaces to 9600 baud.

Options to the system include a microprocessor based intelligent peripheral control unit that acts as an interface for keyboards, joysticks, data tablets/digitizers, and asynchronous consoles; a "pick" module, an intelligent processor that interfaces a lightpen and/or a digital comparator to the system and provides two modes of interactive processing; function switches and control dials that provide 2-way general purpose I/O for communication with the graphics processor through an intelligent control unit; and a microprocessor based hardware vector to raster converter for fast hardcopy or film output without any software sorting or tedious host conversions.

Price and Delivery

A sample configuration Whizzard 7290 system, including one 21" vector refresh monitor and one 21" color raster monitor, is priced at less than $40,000. Systems are available for immediate delivery. Megatek Corp, 3931 Sorrento Valley Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121. Tel: 714/455-5590.

For additional information circle 199 on Inquiry Card.
Analyzer Checks Digital Chips
In-circuit with 100% Accuracy

Eighty-three separate models of competitively priced single-, dual-, and triple-output open frame linear power supplies in 18 different industry standard case sizes are said to include many features usually found only in high-priced modular units. All meet isolation requirements of VDE Spec 0804 and include transformers for worldwide voltage requirements. All models are UL and CSA approved and have programmable outputs on triples and duals for greater flexibility in microprocessor applications. Overvoltage protection is standard on all 5-V outputs, and optional from 4.5 to 32 V on all other models. Ripple performance is improved over other open frames, down from 20 mV to 3 mV pk-pk, and output operating temperature is to 50 °C, up from 40 °C. Remote sense is standard on all 30-W and higher models. Other features include open sense lead and reverse polarity protection; on triples, outputs 2 and 3 continuously adjustable from 9 through 15 V and output 3 programmable to -5 V; a ceramic, pretested regulator chip on a socket; metal film resistors; and vacuum impregnated transformers. ACDC Electronics, 401 Jones Rd, Oceanside, CA 92054.

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card

40-Col Dot Matrix Impact Printer
Operates at 1.2 Lines/s

A variety of print material—3.5" (8.9-cm) adding machine tape, double-stock carbonless tape for simultaneous preparation of file and removable copies, fan folded paper, and up to 4.5" (11.4-cm) wide gummed or pressure sensitive labels—can be used on the model DP-824. Max print width is 3.3" (8.4 cm) on all. The unit prints up to 40 col at 1.2 lines/s and is claimed to have a life expectancy of more than 2M lines. Life expectancy of the replaceable printhead is about 15M char. Any alphanumeric font, including Japanese, Arabic, Cyrillic, and other non-Roman scripts, can be reproduced, depending on the customer's control unit. Typ matrix size, under software control, is 5 x 7, 7 x 7, or 9 x 7. Char size in a 5 x 7 matrix is 0.071" (1.8 mm) W x 0.114" (2.9 mm) H, at line spacing of 0.167" (4.24 mm). A single 24-Vdc motor drives printhead, paper feed, and ribbon mechanism. Printhead wires are driven by solenoids. The device can be mounted horizontally or vertically and attaches electronically via 2 connectors. Size is 6.265" W x 5.792" D x 2.246" H (159 x 147 x 57 mm); weight is 1.8 lb (816 g).


Circle 202 on Inquiry Card
The First Family of Mark Sense Readers

The Complete Line
If you’re looking for a mark sense reader, the place to start is Chatsworth Data, a pioneer in the art. We have small ones, large ones, sophisticated ones, simple ones, versatile ones, and microprocessor-controlled ones... with interfaces and options for most computers and terminals. Our standard readers can satisfy the most diverse requirements.

Stock Brokers’ Delight
Take our Model 4900 (center rear). Originally designed for the New York Stock Exchange, this intelligent reader will communicate with NYSE computers to provide data used to drive ticker tapes throughout the world. The versatility of the 4900 with its microprocessor and built-in printer to serialize, plus its three output stackers, make it ideal for a multitude of different applications.

The Pioneers
Our 4000 series has been a mainstay in industrial, educational and business systems for a decade.

Model 4400 (left) can handle cards and forms up to 8½ inches wide. So, in addition to the mark sense area, a large space is provided to write or type additional notes. The 4200 (right) reads single-side reflective card data containing timing marks. Model 4300 and 4800 are variations of the 4200. The former reads both standard tabs and timing marked cards, while the 4800 scans both sides of timing marked cards simultaneously.

The Mighty Mite
Last but not least, there’s our incredibly compact MR500 (center front). Priced at just $750, this little beauty comes with interfaces to most personal computers. It provides automatic turn-on and card feed, and accepts any length card, making it perfect for education and business applications.

For Fast Info Phone (800) 423-5217 and Ask For Operator 10

20710 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: (213) 341-9200

CIRCLE 123 ON INQUIRY CARD
New on the North Star Horizon: 18Mb Hard Disk Drive!

Unsurpassed Performance and Capacity!
North Star now gives you hard disk capacity and processing performance never before possible at such a low price! Horizon® is a proven, reliable, affordable computer system with unique hardware and software. Now the Horizon’s capabilities are expanded to meet your growing system requirements. In addition to hard disk performance, the Horizon has I/O versatility and an optional hardware floating point board for high-performance number crunching. The North Star large disk is a Winchester-type drive that holds 18 million bytes of formatted data. The North Star controller interfaces the drive(s) to the Horizon and takes full advantage of the high-performance characteristics of the drive. Our hard disk operating system implements a powerful file system as well as backup and recovery on floppy diskette.

Software is the Key!
The Horizon’s success to date has been built on the quality of its system software (BASIC, DOS, Pascal) and the very broad range and availability of application software. This reputation continues with our new hard disk system. Existing software is upward compatible for use with the hard disk system. And, with the dramatic increase in online storage and speed, there will be a continually expanding library of readily available application software.

For further information and OEM prices, please contact the OEM Sales Department at North Star Computers, Inc.

North Star Computers, Inc.
1440 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

Yes!! Please Send More Information on North Star’s 18 Megabyte Hard Disk System!!

Company ____________________________________________________________

Name _________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________

City ___________________ State ______ Zip ___________

Phone _______________________

---

NorthStar
North Star Computers, Inc.
1440 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710 USA
(415) 527-6950 TWX/Telex (910) 366-7001

---

© 1980 North Star Computers, Inc.

NorthStar and Horizon are registered trademarks or trademarks of North Star Computers, Inc.

---

CIRCLE 124 ON INQUIRY CARD
PORTABLE PRINTING TERMINAL

Thermal printer 2675A operates at 120 char/ps and produces 132 col on 8.5" (21.6-cm) wide paper. It also has 40-char/line expanded mode. Char are 7 x 11 dot matrix. Full 128 ASCII u/lc char set is std; optional sets are available. Keyboard has 8 user-definable function keys. Integral dual cartridge drive can store 320k bytes/tape. Optional built-in 300-baud modem permits direct connection to phone line and features auto dialed and auto answer. Communication is asynchronous point to point at up to 9600 baud. I/O buffer permits online interactive editing. Unit weighs 22 lb (9.9 kg). Hewlett-Packard Co, 1507 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card

FLOPPY DISC POWER SUPPLIES

Open frame CP 564 power supplies are specifically designed for Micropolis, Century, Shugart, and Winchester floppy disc drives. Inputs are 115/230 ± 10% Vac, 47/440 Hz. Output #1 is 5 Vdc at 6 A with overvoltage protection; output #2, –12 Vdc at 1 A; and output #3, 24 Vdc at 4.2 A/5.5 A peak. Line regulation for 10% line change is ±0.02%. For a 50% load change, load regulation is ±0.02% and transient response, 30 µs. Condor, Inc, 4880 Adohr Ln, Camarillo, CA 93010.

Circle 218 on Inquiry Card

SMALL SYSTEM DISPLAY STATION

Attached through workstation controller or an IBM 5251-12 cluster controller, 2051-11 display station is fully compatible with System/36, J36, Series 1, and 5250. “Cablethru” feature allows attachment of additional display stations or printers in a series. 15" (38.1-cm) monitor has 24-line by 80-char display of 8 x 16 dot matrix characters. 25th line provides operator prompting and system status data. Optional extension cable allows separate keyboard to be placed up to 10 ft (3.04 m) from monitor. Low power consumption eliminates need for cooling fan. Memorex Business Systems, Div, 3015 Daimler St, Santa Ana, CA 92705

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card

MULTIPLE OUTPUT SWITCHER

MODEL 4027-2
5V @ 4A, ±12V @ 0.4A (other output voltages available)

SINGLES
(OEM discounts available)

• Up to four outputs, 30 watts, 0.1 to 0.5% Regulation
• True off-the-line switcher
• Wide input voltage range 90-130 VAC/180-260 VAC
• 75% efficiency
• 16 oz. total weight
• No heat sink required
• RFI filtering
• Alternate source for Conver 2000, 2000/1 and Bochert OL-50

SEND FOR NEW POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK

152 Will Drive, Canton, Ma. 02021
Tel. 617-828-6216
TWX: 710-348-0200

CIRCLE 125 ON INQUIRY CARD

10-W DUAL OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY

An additional to the “Ugly” line of microprocessor power supplies, “PS18 dual output unit provides nominal 10 W on both outputs. Voltages are available in ±12 V at 0.7 A and ±15 V at 0.5 A. The supply is built for positive and negative operation and is supplied with dual 115/230 Vac input. The open frame unit has case size of 4.75 x 4.0 x 2.25" (12.1 x 10.2 x 5.7 cm). Elpac Power Systems, 3131 S Standard Ave, Santa Ana, CA 92705.

Circle 220 on Inquiry Card

203-DOT/IN THERMAL PRINTHEAD

Integrated thermal printhead KH106 produces approx 203 dots/in (8/mm). A 1-piece 8.5" (21.6-cm) wide heating element creates numerals, char, lines, and solids of any desired size, width, and density. Dot size is 0.0041 x 0.0137" (0.104 x 0.35 mm) and print speed is 4 ms/line max. All enabling electronics are integrated into the head in 40-pin IC flatpacks. Specified life is 30M pulses or 20-mi (32-km) paper length, whichever comes first. Op temp range is -5 to 46 °C. R-Ohm Corp, PO Box 19515, Irvine, CA 92713.

Circle 221 on Inquiry Card

DISC CONTROL UNIT

Either 2 or 4 independent control unit paths for data transfer and file positioning commands can be provided by the 8880 disc control units. The 8880-12, with 2 independent storage directors, and the 8880-14, with 4, each have dedicated microprocessor and power supply and isolated director functions. Configurations include 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-channel interface switching. Storage Technology Corp, 2270 S 88th St, Louisville, CO 80027.

Circle 223 on Inquiry Card
An attached lightpen provides automatic data entry capability to the model 4610 bar code reader. A variety of printer bar code patterns—including 2 of 5, interleaved 2 of 5, alphanumeric 3 of 9, Codabar™, UPC, NDC, IBM delta distance, AS-6, and AS-10—can be read. Internal memory, multiplexing, and daisy chain interconnection to existing systems, 2 serial T/R ports, and 24 parallel lines for special user requirements are standard features. Enhancements can provide alphanumeric display, numeric keypad, or alphanumeric keyboard. Accu-Sort Systems, Inc, Telford, PA 18969.

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card

DATA ENTRY/VOICE RESPONSE UNIT

A gp man-machine interface to computer or communications systems, the ADC 1550 audio/data communications unit provides a realistic sounding computer voice response to remote terminal devices. One unit handles as many as 8 I/O lines simultaneously with Touch-Tone receiver data sets and provides up to 240 words in 120 s (32 words/16-s increment). ASCII output speeds are 110, 150, and 300 baud. Terminals are multiplexed through a single serial synchronous or asynchronous communications channel. Voice response is made up of prerecorded and digitally encoded words or phrases. TTY protocol is RS-232-C; BSC3 protocol is IBM 3270 subset. Wavelet Data Communications, 9045 Balboa Ave, San Diego, CA 92123.

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card

JOSEPHSON JUNCTION ANALOG

Realtime simulation of Josephson junction action, but at slower speeds and larger voltages than for true conditions, allows researchers to preview actual behavior and modify circuits quickly. In comparison with a true cryogenic Josephson junction, which works at 10 to 15 ps and at approx 3 mV, the analog switches at speeds of 100 µs and runs at 1 V. Because it simulates superconducting at room temperature and at speeds and voltage that can be observed and analyzed on common test equipment, but permits circuit parameters to be changed readily, the JA-100 Josephson junction analog can be used as a true circuit element in developing cryogenic circuit prototypes, as well as for classroom or lab demonstrations. Philipp-Gillette and Associates, Box 1511, Beaverton, OR 97075.

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card

Sure! We apply RFI shielding to thermoplastic electronic equipment components

We're not only one of the country's top molders of custom thermoplastic and structural foam components, but we're also equally well-known for our broad spectrum of finishing capabilities. For consumer electronics. For business communications equipment. For appliances. For the transportation industry. And we have complete facilities for applying RFI shielding to components for signal-emitting products. Copper, nickel and silver conductive paints. Vacuum metallizing. Zinc arc spraying. Just about anything you need to meet upcoming governmental regulations. Give us a call, or drop us a line for complete information.
REALTIME IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM

RIP-260, a high speed arithmetic computation unit, operates with a gp computer for real-time image processing at a raster scan display resolution of 256 lines x 256 elements, with 8 bits (256 levels) of intensity (grey scale). Arithmetic operations on an entire 65k image memory array require 16.7 ms. Minimum assembly includes a std interface to either a DEC PDP-11 series Unibus or a DEC LSI-11 Q-Bus, a memory management board, processor exchange board, pipeline image processor, two image memory arrays, master timing, and a digital to video converter. Image memory is directly addressable through a block of memory addresses. Recognition Concepts, Inc, 916 Forbes St, Lakeport, CA 95453.

Circle 206 on Inquiry Card.

COMPUTER CONTROLLED DATA COMMUNICATIONS STATION

Intended for systems in which SDLC/HDLC/X.25 is implemented as a discrete unit, the Multibus compatible DTSX module offers up to 64k-baud data bandwidth. An RS-232/V.64 interface is provided for modem connection. Communication hardware includes I/O memory mapping of RAM extended by bank switching capability. Space is available for up to 32k bytes of onboard program. 16k or 32k bytes of dual-ported dynamic storage are provided onboard. Software package SS1 contains programs for HDLC; SS2 includes SS1 plus 255 simultaneous virtual circuits, a set of transport station primitives for application usage, full implementation to CCITT X.25, and flow control management at all levels. Symicron Ltd, 44 Little Bornes, Dulwich, London SE21 8SE, England.

Circle 207 on Inquiry Card.

EXPANDED IN-CIRCUIT PCB TESTING CAPABILITY

When used with the company’s Troubleshooter 800 in-circuit inspection system, the Data Director expands the variety of digital LSI components that can be checked. It is of value primarily in testing complex devices that require sequential stimuli of enable, clock, and other control lines, as well as manipulation of data and address buses. A high level language allows the programmer to talk to a device with its own mnemonic instructions. Support includes a library of test template programs for several popular microprocessor families. After the operator defines a device test sequence, the test unit generates the proper sequence of control and test stimuli. Data and address lines may be addressed in a fixed byte width with the stimulus program made up of a sequence of device instructions supplied from the device instruction set. Zehntel, Inc, 2625 Shadelands Dr, Walnut Creek, CA 94596.

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card.

KYNAR® gives you another advantage.

CUT-THROUGH PROTECTION.

KYNAR PVDF wire insulation gives you excellent abrasion and cut-through protection even though you may pay less for KYNAR than other fluorinated plastics. Get full information. Write KYNAR, Pennwalt Corporation, Three Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19102. Or call (215) 587-7514.

EAD, Holzer-Cabot and Janette motors

KYNAR® is a registered trademark of Pennwalt Corporation for its polyvinylidene fluoride.

CIRCLE 128 ON INQUIRY CARD

KYNAR®

CIRCLE 129 ON INQUIRY CARD 217
DUAL CHANNEL FFT ANALYZER WITH 67K-BYTE USER STORAGE

The Ono Sokki CF-500 dual channel FFT sound and vibration analyzer displays 28k 12-bit words on a CRT display. Mass storage capacity is 67k bytes. Analyzed frequency data are continuously stored realtime in 28 blocks; any desired block can be simultaneously displayed on the CRT. Std programs include 3-dimensional displays on an optional CX-445 X-Y recorder. The analyzer operates on a realtime basis in dual channels by analyzing sound and vibration over a wide range, from dc to 1 Hz and to 20 kHz, by measuring transfer functions and continuously recording long period waveforms. Multiple functions include digital wave memory, ⅓ octave noise analysis, 3-dimensional power spectrum recording, coherence functions, and transfer functions. Linear, exponent, and peak values are averaged to improved S/N ratios. Shigma, Inc, 80 Martin Lane, Elk Grove, IL 60007.

Circle 209 on Inquiry Card

LOW COST LOGIC ANALYZER

Two 16-channel fixed threshold probes for 0- to 15-V logic families, a 32-channel by 250-word deep logic state analyzer, an auxiliary memory for storing up to eight reference tests in RAM and UV P/ROM, software signature analysis on all 32 channels, and a comprehensive logic analysis self-study course that includes a test board to simulate microprocessor address and data flow for training purposes are all part of the PI 532-SP. The unit collects realtime data from a system bus running as fast as 5M operations/s and displays captured data in hexadecimal on front panel readouts, or in both hexadecimal and binary on an ordinary scope or video terminal. Octal display capability is optional. Other options include an IEEE-488 interface, and dedicated probes for RS-232 serial communication testing and for monitoring specific microprocessors. Paratronics Inc, 2140 Bering Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card.

DIGITALLY PROGRAMMABLE SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Model PM 2497, digitally programmable when used with an RS-232 compatible interface, is available in power configurations ranging from 200 to 750 W and is programmable in 256 discrete steps of the rated output voltage. A tracking power good signal option may be specified to indicate when the output is within ±4% of the selected voltage. The power supply can be configured to accept an 8-bit parallel signal for connection to a computer, and a constant current mode version is available. Operation is over an input range of 92 to 138 or 184 to 250 Vdc. The unit provides uninterrupted power under severe brownout conditions and regulates through line dips to 80 or 160 Vrms. If a total input power failure occurs, output voltage will hold up for a min of 30 ms. Pioneer Magnetics, Inc, 1745 Berkeley St, Santa Monica, CA 90404.

Circle 211 on Inquiry Card

CHARACTER MODE VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL

PT25, a microprocessor controlled video display terminal for the company's 50 series gp computer systems, features user function keys, auxiliary printer port, and numeric pad. Intended for any application requiring non-buffered, interactive operation, the terminal has an 80-char x 24-line format on a 12" (30.5-cm) diag screen and displays u/c 8 x 8 dot matrix char. An integral keyboard offers a 14-key numeric pad, 8 function keys, 5 cursor control keys, and the auxiliary port key. Function keys allow users to implement special applications with a single key stroke, and the auxiliary port enables one communication line to provide for both CRT and printer. Other visual features include reverse video, blinking, and full, half, and zero intensity. A 25th status line on the screen reports the terminal status. Prime Computer, Inc, 40 Walnut St, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card

RS-232-C COMPATIBLE FLOPPY DISC SUBSYSTEMS

DynaSTOR models 7111 and 7112, plug compatible with all serial asynchronous RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) equipment, are single- and dual-diskette drive subsystems. Data transfer rate is as high as 19.2k baud. Because data are recorded on the diskette in EBCDIC fashion while the code used to communicate is ASCII, software interface exists between the computer and drive programmed in a high level language such as BASIC, FORTRAN, or COBOL. The two models are capable of reading, writing, and initializing diskettes that are fully compatible and interchangeable with diskettes from the IBM 3740 series of systems. Additional std commands include reading the status of the diskettes, duplicating one diskette to another, deleting records, and R/W in binary mode. Dynalogic Corp Ltd, 141 Beruf Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 213 on Inquiry Card.
Meet two new Printers from Anadex:

Resolutionary!

Introducing two totally new line printers from Anadex - Models DP-9500 and DP-9501 - offering 132/158/176 and 132/165/198/220 columns, respectively, and featuring true high-density graphics under direct control of the data source.

Both models employ a rugged, Anadex-built 9-wire print head life-tested to 650 million characters. Combining long life with high resolution, this new head provides dot resolutions of 72 dots/inch vertical and up to 75 dots/inch horizontal.

The full standard ASCII 96 character set, including descenders and underlining of all upper and lower case letters, is printed bi-directionally on the original and up to 5 crisp copies at speeds up to 200 CPS. Print densities are switch- or data-source selectable from 10 up to 16.7 characters/inch, and all can be printed double-width by communications command.

The three ASCII compatible interfaces (parallel, RS-232-C, and Current Loop) are standard in both models; so interfacing is usually a matter of “plug it in and print.” Also standard is a sophisticated communications interface providing control of Vertical Spacing (6 or 8 lines/inch), Form Length and Width, Skip-Over Perforation, Auto Line Feed, and full point-to-point communications capability.

Other standard features are: forms width adjustment from 1.75 to 15.6 inches, shortest-distance sensing logic, self-test, quick-change ribbon cartridge with 6 million character life, and a 600 character FIFO buffer. (An additional 2048 character plug-in buffer is optional).

For complete details, quantity discounts and a demonstration, contact Anadex today.
Socket Wrap-ID, a socket sized plastic panel with numbered holes at pin locations, identifies pin numbers on wirewrap sockets. Panels may be marked for identification of location, IC part number, and function, and then slipped onto the sockets before wrapping. They are available in 14-, 16-, 20-, 24-, 28-, and 40-pin configurations, as well as sequential bus strips. OK Machine and Tool Corp, 3455 Conner St, Bronx, NY 10475.

Circle 224 on Inquiry Card

**Best Buy For Your Buck**

**Power Supply & T-Shirt Promotion**

Our prices and specs are as good or better than competition. Prices below and present prices on ALL Condor open frame power supplies are guaranteed thru Dec. 31, 1980. Our delivery (stock to 4 wks.) is better than competition! And a FREE Condor T-Shirt goes along with every order postmarked by Dec. 31, 1980. Specify S M L or XL. Call or write for FREE CATALOG covering over 150 Condor open frame supplies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Output</th>
<th>2nd Output</th>
<th>3rd Output</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price(1-9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5V @ 9A</td>
<td>5V @ 6A</td>
<td></td>
<td>FCBB-70W</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12V @ 1A</td>
<td>24V @ 8.45A PK</td>
<td>CP504</td>
<td>144.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MINI-FLOPPY - 5½”**

- Shugart, Pertec, BASF, Siemens

| 5V @ 7A PK | 12V @ 1.1/1.7A PK | N/A | FAA512 | $30.95 |
| 5V @ 2A    | 12V @ 4A       | N/A | FBB512 | 74.95 |

**DISC DRIVE & PRINTER SERIES**

- Persci, Shugart, Wangco, CDC

| 5V @ 7A | 5V @ 5A | 24V @ 1.51/1.7A PK | N/A | FAA512 | $30.95 |
| 5V @ 3A | 5V @ 1A | 24V @ 3A/3.5A PK | N/A | FCBB-45W | $69.95 |
| 5V @ 3A | 5V @ 1A | 24V @ 5A/6A PK | N/A | FCBB-60W | 91.95 |
| 5V @ 3A | 12V @ 1.7A | 24V @ 3A/3.5 PK | N/A | FCBB-82 | 91.95 |
| N/A | N/A | 24V @ 2.4/4A PK | FC24-2.4 | 55.95 |
| N/A | N/A | 35V @ 1.5/6A PK | FC35-1.5 | 55.95 |

**ROCKWELL - AIM 65 Microprocessor**

| 5V @ 2A    | 24V @ 52/5.5 PK | N/A | AAS24-AIM65 | $44.95 |

**Tape Formatter Exerciser**

Cable-end adapters make the TFX-500 usable with all microstreamer-formatter interfaced drives, and such dual-mode embedded formatters as Cipher, Pertec, Kennedy, Datum, and Perkin-Elmer. Unit can be operated manually or in program mode. It has 15 sections of test points and LED indicators for all signals from the formatter. From 1 to 8 linked drives can be tested. Tester operates on 115/230 Vac, weighs 10 lb (4.5 kg), and measures 17 x 10 x 4.5" (43.2 x 25.4 x 11.4 cm).

**Wilson Laboratories, Inc**, 2237 N Batavia St, Orange, CA 92665.

Circle 225 on Inqury Card

**Letter Quality Computer Printer**

Intelligent, daisy wheel Typrinter 221™ has 5 built-in microprocessors for complete text formatting including right justify and proportional spacing. It is computer compatible and uses a parallel Centronics interface; RS-232-C and IEEE-488 interfaces are available. Unit can print white on black background for highlighting critical data. Alphanumeric display shows current line, column position, and lines remaining to end of page. Device can also function as advanced electronic typewriter. Howard Industries, Inc, 2031 Cerritos Ave, Bldg 7K, Anaheim, CA 92806.

Circle 226 on Inquiry Card

**Bidirectional DC Motors**

Intended for use in small printer carriage and tape drives and other servo and drive related applications, the series 6000 dc motors include ferrite PM and iron-core rotor, silver graphite brushes, and a max speed of 10,000 r/min. Stall torque is 10 to 19 oz-in (0.07 to 0.13 N·m) and torque constant is 2.8 to 6.0 oz-in (0.02 to 0.04 N·m/A). Options include skewed armature and rfi suppression. Transcoll Inc, subsidiary Portescap U.S., 31 Fairfield Pl, West Caldwell, NJ 07006.

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card.
The Idea:
To offer OEM's a full-featured graphics display terminal for about half the comparable cost.

It's a great idea if you can get it from the idea stage to the reality stage. Digital Engineering did just that with a concept called Retro-Graphics."

Retro-Graphics works like this. A printed circuit card designed by Digital Engineering plugs into Lear Siegler's ADM-3A or ADM-3A+ Dumb Terminal.® Installation takes minutes. There is no soldering. No special tools. No service brigade. Once in, what was before an alphanumerics workhorse is transformed into a versatile graphics powerhouse.


Retro-Graphics is a powerful idea. And half of its power is in its price. Because our RC-512 card and the Dumb Terminal, together, are about half the price of a comparably-equipped terminal from someone else. Now that's a system alternative that isn't just sensible, but sensational.

Skeptical? That's perfectly understandable. Frankly, skepticism is exactly how most good ideas are discovered, anyway. So call us at (916) 920-5600 and discover one for yourself.

Retro-Graphics.
**PRODUCTS**

**30-W SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY**
Available in 15-oz (0.425-kg) PCB, 1.5-lb (0.68-kg) open frame, or 1.7-lb (0.78-kg) completely enclosed aluminum housing form, the 1030 series power supplies provide 5 Vdc at 6 A and are adjustable from 4.5 to 5.5 V, over an ambient temperature range of 0 to 50 °C with a 2%/°C derating at 71 °C. The input offers pin strappable voltage ranges of either 85 to 130 Vac or 170 to 260 Vac at 47 to 470 Hz. An rfi input line filter is std. Other basic specs include 30-mV pk-pk max output ripple and noise, 0.1% line and load regulation, ±0.02%/°C tempco, 80% efficiency, and 200-µs transient response recovery to 1% of the final value. Over-voltage protections and output current limiting are provided.

**Power General**, 152 Will Dr, Canton, MA 02021.
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card

**OPEN FRAME SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES**
Series 19 ValuSwitcher™ dc power supplies are available in 50-, 100-, 150-, 200-, 300-, and 400-W open frame configurations. Outputs are 5 V regulated primary as well as ±12 or ±15 V and 5 or 24 V unregulated. Strappable ac input is 90 to 132 or 180 to 264 Vac, 47 to 440 Hz with brownout set at 85 or 170 V. Load regulation for regulated outputs is ±0.2% for a 10 to 100% load change and ±3% for a 40 to 100% load change on unregulated outputs. Line regulation for both regulated and unregulated models is ±0.2% variation from nom set at 90 to 132 Vac with all outputs at 50% of rated load. Options include power fail and overvoltage protection. **Powertec**, 20550 Northhoff St, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card

**SYSTEM OEMS... THINK CUSTOM SYSTEMS!**

**Our MUTT* gives you instant access to your customers' systems**

The Custom Systems Multi-Use Terminal Translator provides a convenient means for remote console control of your customer's computer from an off-site location. MUTT allows for instant response capability to customer questions or operator problems.

- Simple installation requires no modification of existing equipment.
- Logic automatically compensates for differing data rates.
- Allows exercising of diagnostics and program debugging from your own office.
- Eliminates unnecessary and costly service calls.

Centralized servicing improves customer relations and reduces labor costs. Ask for information on the economical and easily-installed MUTT from Custom Systems.

**CUSTOM SYSTEMS INC**
2415 Annapolis Lane
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
Telephone: (612) 553-1112 Telex: 290975

*Trademark Terminal Translator
Nobody else can do it! MDB LSI*-11 and PDP*-11 compatible plug-in boards (MRV-004 and MR-004) let you develop firmware internally — up to eight EPROMs — without the need for a costly, time consuming external programmer box. Produce application and bootstrap programs, replace peripheral device loading in small systems or do special bootstrap loading in large systems — these boards will allow programming of 24 pin EPROMs ranging from the 2716 to the 2732. After programming, you can also transfer to the economical MDB MRV-005 and MR-005 ROM modules. These unique boards let you combine RAM, ROM and PROM for maximum systems flexibility.

And MDB's problem solving doesn't stop there — because MDB makes a complete line of PROM boards with every kind of PROM organization from 256 x 4 to 4K x 8. You'll find the one you need for your application.

What else can we do? More than anyone else for DEC, Data General, IBM Series/1, Perkin-Elmer (and sometimes HP) computers. Look at our communications modules — we even have Unibus* compatible interfaces for Q-bus* computers. Our renowned line of controllers will interface your CPU to every major line printer in the world. MDB foundation modules are designed to use only one card slot. And we're doing multiplexors and interprocessor links with features you've never been able to get before.

MDB products are warranteed for a full year, delivered in 30 days or less and are available under GSA contract #GS-00C-01960. Write or call and tell us what we can do for you.

*TM Digital Equipment Corp.
**PRODUCTS**

**54” DIGITAL DRUM PLOTTER**
Model 5400 offers 35-in (89-cm)/s speed, 4-G acceleration, 0.0125-mm resolution, and 240-ft (73-m) roll continuous feed paper for high throughput in CAD/CAM applications. Two 16-bit microprocessors and special servomotor drive abet system performance. Plotter supports ballpoint, liquid ink, nylon tip, and liquid roller pens, and translucent, vellum, mylar, and clear acetate film media. RS-232 interface provides for local and remote operation with terminal/modem. Selectable data rates range from 110 to 9600 baud asynchronous. Nicolet Zeta Corp, 2300 Stanwell Dr, Concord, CA 94520.
Circle 228 on Inquiry Card

**CARTRIDGE SYSTEM BACKUP FOR 8” WINCHESTER DISCS**
Model 6450 with embedded formatter measures 8.5 x 4.5 x 16.5” (21.6 x 11.4 x 42 cm) allowing disc and transport to be placed side by side in 19” (48.3-cm) rack. Serpentine serial recording with 6400-bit/in (2520/cm) density gives unformatted capacity of 17.3M bytes with 450-ft (137-m) cartridge, and 11.5M bytes with 300-ft (91.4-m) cartridge. Transfer rate is 192k bits/s, R/W speed 30 in (76.2 cm)/s, and fast-motion speed 90 in (228.6 cm)/s. Power consumption is 21 W at idle, 27 W during R/W, and 31 W during rewind/track select. Unit weighs 10 lb (4.5 kg). Kennedy Co, 1600 S Shamrock Ave, Monrovia, CA 91016.
Circle 230 on Inquiry Card

**PORTABLE ERROR RATE ANALYZER**
RS-232 printer interface is std and HP 5150A interface is optional for the Fireberd 1501 portable error rate analyzer. Error/monitor functions include a range of 10^-1 to 10^-10 BER, total errors, EFS, total time, total block errors, total blocks in error, and signal lead status for DSR, CTS, and RLSD. Plug-in interface modules include MIL-188C, RS-449/422, RS-449/423, DS1, WECO 303, and lab interface (50, 75, and 100 Ω). Telecommunications Techniques Corp, 112 Frederick Ave, Rockville, MD 20850.
Circle 231 on Inquiry Card

**SILVER-PLATED CONTACT SWITCHES**
Available with optional silver-plated copper contacts in place of solid silver contacts, silver-saver versions of snap action switches are rated at 125 to 250 Vac at 8 A. Miniature versions are rated at 125 to 250 Vac at 6 A. Pushbutton, plunger, or lever actuated models with or without rollers are available with operating forces of 2 to 10 oz (0.56 to 2.8 N). McGill Manufacturing Co, Inc, Electrical Div, Valparaiso, IN 46383.
Circle 229 on Inquiry Card

**TEAC. A newcomer?**

Well, Yes and No.

YES, we are introducing 5¼” floppy disk drives.
NO, we are not new in the digital recording field; in fact we are a leader in digital cassette recorders with over 200,000 units already sold.

And with a solid 35 years of expertise in magnetic recording technologies—digital, analog, video, and of course our popular stereo tape decks—we know how to design and build recorders (to put it modestly).

Now you can have a reliable Floppy Disk Drive or Digital Cassette Recorder—when it bears the name TEAC.

TEAC Corporation of America
Industrial Products Division
7733 Telegraph Road Montebello, California 90640  (213) 726-0303

**CIRCLE 139 ON INQUIRY CARD**
THE SYSTEM BUILDERS' CHALLENGE
Your customers demand quicker results, more throughput, higher precision, better resolution, or higher quality output. Your challenge: How to offer a significant increase in performance or capabilities without pricing yourself out of the market.

THE FPS SOLUTION
If your product uses a general purpose minicomputer for numerically intensive computations, you should investigate the FPS-100. When connected to a mini, the FPS-100 makes a low-cost system with supercomputer capabilities.

Performance improvements of more than 200 times are possible, depending upon your application.

EASY TO INCORPORATE
An extremely high performance real-time arithmetic processor designed to crunch reams of data and handle complex computational tasks with relative ease ... and at minimal cost. The FPS-100 is completely programmable and it's adaptable to a variety of host computers, using either integer or floating-point formats. It executes up to 8-million floating-point operations per second with 8-decimal digits of precision ... satisfying most applications.

EASY TO USE
We make the FPS-100 easy to use with two FPS-100 Resident Real-Time Operating Systems, and comprehensive development software such as a special FORTRAN Cross Compiler, Assembler, Simulator, Debugger, General Math Library of 250 routines, an Image Processing Library and a Signal Processing Library. With these effective tools, your investment in development time is minimized.

THE TREND IS CLEAR
Discover the FPS-100 solution, as have those OEMs and System builders who are leaping ahead of their competitors in applications such as CAD/CAM, Image Analysis, Real-Time Signal Processing, Seismic Analysis, and Non-destructive Testing.

Contact your nearest FPS Sales Engineer for more information or call, toll free, Jim Strelchun, FPS-100 Product Manager.

Circle 140 for More Information.
CONDUCTIVE ELASTOMER EMI/RFI SHIELD

Consisting of microscopic silver-plated copper particles suspended in silicone and available in strip or molded form, Xecon® SPC, a conductive elastomer, provides an environmentally tight, wide-band emi/rfi shield for panels, access ports, doors, waveguides, and cable connectors. Shielding is better than 110 dB at 18 MHz, 72 dB at 10 GHz. Metex Corp, Electronic Products Div, 970 New Durham Rd, Edison, NJ 08817.

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card

REPLACEMENT FOR GOLD EUTECTIC BONDING

Uniset C-927-42-1 high temp conductive adhesive is a 1-component, heat cured, silver filled compound featuring very high electrical and thermal conductivity. Capable of withstanding long exposures at up to 370 °C, the adhesive is specifically designed for die (chip bonding) applications and can be applied by syringe, transfer stamping, or screen printing. Amicon Corp, 25 Hartwell Ave, Lexington, MA 02173.

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card

GOOD CRT'S COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Who says a CRT terminal has to be big and bulky to do a good job? At Ann Arbor Terminals, we offer a full 15-inch screen and detached keyboard as standard on all our desktop terminals. And the case is only 14" wide by 15" high by 13.6" deep. We're known throughout the industry for our high quality and reliability. On top of this, we probably have the widest range of available options in the field. Display formats from 256 to 4800 characters. Foreign language character sets. Special command sets. Custom keyboards. Editing, protected fields and block transmit.

And if your application doesn't lend itself to a desktop terminal, we offer display controllers (especially good in industrial environments) for use with freestanding monitors. Or buy our terminal without the case and mount it in your own console.

So when the CRT is the focal point of your system, why settle for a large case and small screen? You can have excellent readability without taking up a lot of room. And get the features you need. Call us for more information at Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc., 6175 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103.

Tel: (313)663-8000. TWX: 810-223-6033.

Circle 236 on Inquiry Card

RELATIVE HUMIDITY TRANSDUCER

Incorporating an electrically conductive layer integral with a nonconductive dielectric substrate, the PCRC-55 RH transducer measures 0.25 x 0.5 x 0.625" (0.635 x 1.27 x 0.159 cm). The sensor utilizes an electric hygrometric circuit element whose impedance varies with RH changes. Operating range of the device is 0 to 100% RH within a temperature range of −60 to 200 °F (−51 to 93 °C). Phys-Chemical Research Corp, 36 W 20th St, New York, NY 10011.

Circle 235 on Inquiry Card

OPTICAL FIBER TRANSMISSION EMITTER AND DETECTOR

Capable of full-duplex transmission over a single optical fiber, the CED-1 combined emitter/detector can utilize an 820-nm LED, sensitive silicon detector, and step index fiber to transmit data at up to 10M bits/s over distances in excess of 1 km. Available in Europe, the device includes an installed optic connector and optical pigtail. Fibronics, Ltd, Science Based Industries Center, Technion City, Haifa 32 000, Israel.

Circle 237 on Inquiry Card

CRT COLOR MONITORS

Thousand-line GM 865C color monitor uses newly developed color shadow mask 25" (63.5-cm) CRT with 0.367-mm vertical pitch. It provides large screen direct view presentation for small groups. Shadow mask does not limit resolution. Series GM 714, using the same Inline gun CRT, displays up to 640 x 512 pixel resolution, with horizontal line freq of 15.5 to 19 kHz (516 through 633 total lines at 2:1 interface, 30/60 Hz). Units are available in cabinet or rack-mount and with std or long persistence phosphors. Ramtek Corp, 2211 Lawson Ln, Santa Clara, CA 95050.

Circle 238 on Inquiry Card
Quality at Your Fingertips.

Datanetics builds keyboards as reliable as the systems and products they go into. And that isn’t so easy, considering what they have to go through. Keyboards are exposed to everything from settling dust to cracker crumbs. And they’re subjected to individual keystroke styles ranging from “feather touch” to “jackhammer.”

But in spite of everything, Datanetics keyboards keep right on working. We even make one kind that’s been tested to over 100 million trouble-free cycles. Put quality at your customers’ fingertips. Call us today.

TTT Datanetics Corporation
A Subsidiary of ITT
10840 Talbert Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (714) 549-1191
TWX: 910-596-1301

CIRCLE 142 ON INQUIRY CARD
PRODUCTS

INTERFACE OPTION FOR FFT SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Plug-in circuit card "3" option enables SD345 FFT signal analyzer to communicate directly with commercial calculators, computers, and digital plotters. Both IEEE 488-1978 and RS-232-C are available and addressable via customized software in PIROM sets on the card. Option allows spectrum analysis complete with full engineering annotation and grids to be directly recorded on digital plotters. New data may be averaged by the analyzer without affecting the plot. Spectral Dynamics, PO Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112. Circle 238 on Inquiry Card.

CASSETTE... MINI-CASSETTE... CARTRIDGE...

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR SMALL TAPE-DRIVE REQUIREMENT,

THERE'S A RAYCORDER YOU CAN DEPEND ON.

The Raycorder Products Division of Raymond Engineering Inc. has been building cassette/cartridge tape drives for 10 years. We're the small tape drive experts. Whatever your choice of media — cassette, mini-cassette, or cartridge — Raymond builds a tape drive for all of the standards. Whether you require an OEM drive with typical tape recorder interface, a standard interface such as RS232C or IEEE 488, a custom interface, or a stand-alone system, Raymond builds the configurations that you want. Our software driven interfaces provide the flexibility to make this possible. Let us show you how.

MODEL 6406 RAYCORDER — Popular since 1970, now with all new electronics.

MODEL 6409 MINI-RAYCORDER — A proven performer in a tiny package — many new features.

MODEL 6413 CARTRIDGE RAYCORDER — Fast becoming the standard by which others are judged.

MODEL 6801 RAYCORDER CASSETTE TERMINAL — A stand-alone terminal with a virtually unlimited number of operating modes.

Raycorder Products Division
Raymond Engineering Inc.
217 Smith Street, Middletown, Connecticut 06457-(203) 632-1000

UNIVERSAL COUNTER/TIMER PLUG-IN MODULE

Designed to operate in a TM 500 power module, DC 503A provides 11 measurement functions: frequency, period, period avg, width, width avg, time A→B, time A→B avg, ratio A/B avg, events A during B avg, totalize, and time manual. Measurements can be averaged from 1 to 10^4 times. Single-shot resolution is 100 ns. 2 input channels each provide 0-to 125-MHz frequency range and 20-mV rms sensitivity. Module can be equipped with optional oven-controlled 10-MHz ± 0.2-ppm crystal oscillator time base. Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 1700, Beaverton, OR 97075.

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card

HIGH OUTPUT INFRARED EMITTERS

Featuring GaAlAs heterostructure p-n diode construction, Super IR emitters produce noncoherent energy at 880-nm wavelengths and switch in 1 µs. Power conversion efficiencies for packaged devices can reach 20%. The devices are available in TO-46 hermetic, T-1¾ plastic, and T-1 plastic packages and may be graded by total power output or peak axial radiant intensity. Xciton Corp, 5 Hemlock St, Shaker Pk, Latham, NY 12110.

Circle 240 on Inquiry Card

5 ph PM STEPPING MOTOR

Capable of full steps (0.72°) and half steps (0.36°) (0.126 and 0.0063 rad) with ± 3-min (8.7 x 10^-5-rad) accuracy, the 5 ph RDM 596/50 stepping motor can be micro-stepped electronically without closely controlled individual phase current loops. Specifications include a stepping rate of 30 kHz, start/stop speed of up to 2500 full steps/s, and slew speed of up to 100k steps/s at 6000 r/min. Rated torque is 115 N·cm and rotor inertia is 0.7 kg·cm². Berger-Lahr Corp, Fitzgerald Dr, Jaffrey, NH 03452.

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card
A lot of smarts.

The Hazeltine Executive 80™ isn’t just a smart new terminal. It’s a complete family of smart terminals, easily customized to fit the precise needs of your application.

There are two basic models. Executive 80, Model 20, is optimized for top price/performance in conversational or buffered environments. Model 30 is a fully featured high performance editing terminal. Both models have a long list of smart features, like programmable function keys, separate numeric key pad, scrolling, split screen display, blinking and reverse video fields, even a forms-drawing capability. Starting with either model, you can add all the other features and choose all the options you need to match the terminal precisely to the system you’ve designed.

Detachable keyboards and tilt display, for example, are options with Model 20 and standard with Model 30. These features allow the operator to position the screen at the most comfortable viewing angle. There’s also a video enhancement option that gives you a 15-inch smooth scrolling monitor which selectively displays either 80 or 132 column formats in normal size or double height and width.

No matter how you configure Executive 80 terminals, you can be sure of high reliability. In addition to Hazeltine’s high quality, Executive 80 has a very smart diagnostic capability that enables it to trouble-shoot its own failures.

It takes a smart terminal to handle all the new applications of the eighties. That’s why Executive 80 has lots of smarts.

Hazeltine Corporation, Computer Terminal Equipment, Greenlawn, NY 11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex: 96-1435

Hazeltine and the Pursuit of Excellence

New York (212) 586-1970 • New Jersey (201) 586-4661 • Chicago (312) 966-1414
San Francisco (415) 542-6079 • Atlanta (404) 922-8484 • Arlington (703) 975-5500
Orlando (305) 428-6392 • Dallas (214) 980-4875 • Los Angeles (213) 553-1811
Columbus (614) 885-6365 • England (01) 566-1851 Telex (851) 928572

Hazeltine Executive 80

Answers for the Eighties

CIRCLE144 ON INQUIRY CARD
Model K1160A
4 MHz crystal clock oscillator

This thick film hybrid oscillator with active pull-up provides the precise 4 MHz waveform required to drive the Z8000, Z80A or MK3880-4.

The single DIP saves board space needed by up to 17 discrete components it replaces, and eliminates production man-hours wasted analyzing oscillator circuits and matching crystals to circuit components.

Plug the K1160A into your 4 MHz microprocessor circuit design and forget your crystal oscillator problems.

Mostek and MK3880 are trademarks of Mostek Corporation. Zilog, Z80 and Z8000 are trademarks of Zilog, Inc. and Motorola are trademarks of Motorola Inc.

MOTOROLA INC.
COMPONENT PRODUCTS
2553 N. Edgington
Franklin Park, Ill. 60131
312/451-1000
TWX: 910-227-0799
Telex: 025-4400

CIRCLE 145 ON INQUIRY CARD

PRODUCTS

HIGH SPEED ADC
Successive approximation ADC 1555S provides complete conversion of an analog voltage to a 15-bit digital number in less than 5 µs. Device consists of 2 piggyback epoxy-filled glass-etched circuit cards that plug together to form single plug-in module. Open circuit construction allows complete repairability. Except for power supplies, unit contains all functions necessary to perform conversion. Device can be used alone or with other analog modules to form a complete system. Tustin Electronics Co., 1431 E St Andrews Pl, Santa Ana, CA 92705.

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card

8-BIT HYBRID ADC WITH 1 µs CONVERSION
Featuring 6 pin-programmable input voltage ranges (0 to 5, 10, and 20, and ±2.5, 5, and 10 V), the ADC-825 has a logic input that switches the device from unipolar to bipolar operation. Specifications include 20-ppm/°C max gain temp-co ± ½ LSB max integral and differential linearity error, and basic operating range of 0 to 70 °C. Packaging is hermetic 24-pin DIP. Datel-Intersil, 11 Cabot Blvd, Mansfield, MA 02048.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card

650-TO 1000-LINE/MIN PRINTERS

Three printers provide speeds of 650, 800, and 1000 lines/min, are IBM compatible, and include full field upgrade and interchange capabilities. Each unit has electronic partitioning to accommodate a variety of computer interfaces and controllers. Models 6665 (650 lines/min) and 6680 (600 lines/min) may be field upgraded to a 6610 (1000 lines/min). Decision Data Computer Corp, 100 Witmer Rd, Horsham, PA 19044.

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card

LOW COST KEYBOARDS

THRIFTSWITCH keyboard line features positive tactile feedback, 2-color molded key legends, and electrostatic shield. Op temp range is -20 to 60 °C. Contacts and circuits on UL-approved PCB are gold plated. One of the 2 std configurations has white keys on black background in both 3 x 4 and 4 x 4 layouts. Other has grey background with black letters on white in 3 x 4 telephone format. Circuitry choices include matrix code, single-pole/common bus, and 2-of-7 code (2-of-8 for 4 x 4). Circuit termination allows wirewrap, solder, or connector plug connections. Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc, 7740 Lemona Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91405.

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card

PLASTIC CLAD SILICA OPTICAL FIBERS

Step index optical fibers have a short gauge length tensile strength of over 3.45 x 10^8 N/m^2, and attenuation of 10 dB/km at 790 nm. Designed for medium distance and medium bandwidth data transmission and high power optical applications, the fibers consist of a silica core, plastic optical cladding, and protective jacket. Core diameters available are 125, 200, 400, and 600 μm. EOTec Corp, 200 Frontage Rd, West Haven, CT 06516.

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card

FILM Capacitor Line

Line of film capacitors comes in both axial and radial lead styles and in std and tight tolerances. Range of film materials includes polystyrene (100 pF to 1 μF, 83 to 400 Vdc, to 85 °C); metallized polycarbonate (1000 pF to 22 μF, 40 to 400 Vdc, to 125 °C); polyester (1000 pF to 39 μF, 63 to 630 Vdc, to 125 °C); and polypropylene units of high stability with frequency that includes both metalized and non-metalized film and foil types in voltages from 100 to 2000 Vdc. Thomson-CSF, 6660 Variel Ave, Canoga Park, CA 91303.

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card
Communicate with Color Hard Copy from the 630 Series

Exciting computer images, digitally processed or original graphics, should not be confined to your color terminal. Their communication value is wasted. That's why Dunn Instruments invented versatile, affordable photographic hard copy. Made by the 630 Color Camera Series.

Since early 1979, 630 Series cameras have been at work in applications ranging from remote sensing to animation, from business presentation graphics to NASA's Saturn mission.

Media versatility
Instant 8x10 prints on Polaroid® Type 808 film, overhead transparencies, 35mm slides, animated 16mm film—all these and more are within the capabilities of a single camera system. Their incredible resolution, chromatic vividness and accuracy will astonish you. So, too, will the speed, ease and assurance with which you produce them, thanks to microprocessor-automated camera operation and exposure control.

Multi-imaging power
Recording images side by side aids in comparative analysis and presentation planning. It also reduces film cost. Our software-based format selection means the freedom to tailor the configuration of images to your needs. It's a Dunn Instruments exclusive.

Interfacing ease
The 630 Series interface with ease to every kind of computer system and color terminal. They are sold complete, and installed worldwide by an experienced sales and service force.

Call 415/957-1600 and we'll put you in touch with your nearest Dunn Instruments representative. Or write us at 544 Second Street, P.O. Box 77172, San Francisco, CA 94107.

THE 630 COLOR CAMERA SERIES

DUNN INSTRUMENTS

"Polaroid" is a registered trademark of Polaroid Corporation.
Outside the U.S., the 630 Series is distributed by CalComp International.

CIRCLE 146 ON INQUIRY CARD
**PRODUCTS**

**HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL PLOTTERS**

Five models have been added to the HI PLOT family. DMP-2 8.5 x 11" (21.6 x 28-cm) and DMP-5 11 x 17" (28 x 43.2-cm) basic units have built-in RS-232-C and parallel interface. Pen speed is 2.4" (6.1 cm)/s; plotting is at either 100 or 200 increments/in (39.3 or 78.7/cm). DMP-3 (8.5 x 11") and DMP-6 (11 x 17") intelligent plotters have pen speeds to 3" (7.6 cm)/s for the DMP-3 and 2.4"/s for DMP-6. DMP/PL"™ instructions minimize software burden on host. DMP-4 (8.5 x 11") and DMP-7 (11 x 17") include electronic controls for X, Y axis positioning and self-diagnostics. Houston Instrument, Div Bausch & Lomb, One Houston Sq, Austin, TX 78753.

Circle 248 on Inquiry Card

**SMALL TOGGLE AND PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES**

Both solder and PCB mounting terminations are available on the Tiny Toggle and Tiny Pushbutton lines of switches. Specs for the toggle switches include 120 Vac or 28 Vdc at up to 3 A resistive with contact resistance of 10 mΩ. The pushbutton switches are rated at 120 Vac or 28 Vdc at 1 A resistive with contact resistance of 20 mΩ. Both switch lines have a dielectric strength of 1 kV rms at sea level. C & K Components, Inc, 15 Riverdale Ave, Newton, MA 02158.

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card

**BURN-IN/TEST IC SOCKET**

Designed for IC devices with 0.300" (0.762-cm) pin row centers, the 613 MidRise™ is a burn-in/test socket series available in 14-, 16-, and 18-lead configurations. Beryllium copper face-wiping contacts are selectively gold plated over nickel, and the Ryton-molded socket withstands burn-in applications of up to 200 °C. Contacts are visible for probing during burn-in/test. Wells Electronics, Inc, 1701 S Main St, South Bend, IN 46613.

Circle 250 on Inquiry Card

**SINGLE BOARD 16-CHANNEL MUX**

Microprocessor based DZ/16 MUX controls 16 asynchronous communication lines by emulating functions of 2 full hex-width DEC DZ11 8-line boards. It occupies half the space and presents only 1 load to the Unibus. Compatible with DEC diagnostic software, it has onboard self-test with LED display and switches for address and vector selection. Data format is program selectable for each channel. All DZ11 baud rates are supported. MUX installs in any available hex-width SPC slot of a std DZ11 backplane. Able Computer, 1751 Langley Ave, Irvine, CA 92714.

Circle 251 on Inquiry Card

**ELECTROSENSITIVE GRAPHICS PRINTER**

GP-100 Graphx-Printer plugs directly into the company's RG-512 Retro-Graphics card, a Tektronix software-compatible field upgrade for the Lear Siegler ADM-3A dumb terminal. The device prints the graphics within a 6.7 x 5" (17 x 12.7-cm) area at 8.5" (21.6-cm) roll-fed aluminum coated paper in less than 20 s. Alphanumerics can also be printed at 170 lines/min. The silver toned paper is archival and will not fade with age. Digital Engineering, Inc, 1775-C Tribute Rd, Sacramento, CA 95815.

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card

**IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEMS**

Video display system ID 1100 is compatible with DEC PDP-11 Unibus and offers full true color, or up to 4 multi-image monochrome or pseudo color displays with 1k x 1k x 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit resolution. There are 4 1024 x 1024 x 8 overlay memories on each image channel, with independent zoom of 2:1, 4:1, and 8:1 on up to 4 channels, plus independent scroll on each channel. Optional interactive devices include cursor-controlling joystick, trackball, and lightpen. DeAnza Systems, Inc, 118 Charcot Ave, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 253 on Inquiry Card

**designed tape mechanisms?**

LaVezzi is the source for the HIGH PRECISION machined parts

We specialize in the manufacture of small machined parts involving unique machining requirements, extremely close tolerances, fine finishes. A variety of sprockets and other high precision parts are in stock for immediate delivery—or made exactly to your specifications. Inquiries invited. Described in detail in catalog L705

LaVezzi Machine Works, Inc. 900 North Larch Avenue Elmhurst, Illinois 60126 (312) 832-8990

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card
The Shortest Line Between Design Points is Multiwire.

MULTILAYER

Regardless of what design technique you use — even with a computer aided system — designing multilayer PC boards can be a guessing game. Many times, in the last 5% of the routing, you find yourself up a "blind alley" and you have to go back to "start".

MULTIWIRE

With Multiwire, you can easily avoid such blind alleys . . . for design-time savings in your circuit boards. Routing is under complete computer control. All you have to do is prepare artwork for the power and ground planes, the net or "from-to" list, and a fabrication print showing component location and board configuration. The Multiwire design program takes over from there. Results: your design time is cut. And, when design changes are needed, Multiwire lets you make them . . . quickly, easily.

Electrical characteristics are consistent and controllable, inspection costs are cut and production yields go up.

Why wait? For complete details write or call today. Multiwire, 31 Sea Cliff Avenue, Glen Cove, NY 11542. Phone (516) 448-1307.
DIGITAL INCREMENTAL ROTARY ENCODER

Des igned fo r applications requiring up to 400 counts/rev. STRE 2014 provides symmetry, broad dynamic range, tolerance to power supply variations (3.5 to 8 V), and low jitter. Device has a single LED light source with temp compensated feedback loop for the LED drive current. A single monolithic array provides the encoder with a push-pull readout system. Phase shift is 90° ± 10%. Sensor Technology, sub of Dynene Corp, 21012 Lassen St, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

BYTE ORIENTED DMA CONTROLLER FOR UNIBUS

Controller module PDI-11 for Unibus computers performs DMA transfers at 80k to 200k bytes/s to and from byte oriented peripherals usually operated on a serial basis. The quad-board mounted controller allows a peripheral device to appear to the computer as a DEC DL serial line unit. The module functions in parallel using RS-422 receivers and drivers at distances to 3000 ft (914 m) at full speed. MDB Systems, Inc, 1995 N Batavia St, Orange, CA 92665.

SWITCH MODE REGULATED DC-DC CONVERTER

A 2:1 input range is featured in the switch mode regulated UM and UMC series dc-dc converters. Input ranges of 9 to 18, 18 to 36, and 35 to 70 Vdc can withstand 8-ms surges of 25, 40, and 100 V, respectively. Single outputs of 5, 12, and 15 Vdc at 800 mA to 3 A are available. Overcurrent and overvoltage circuitry is included, along with 1500-Vdc I/O isolation. Semiconductor Circuits, Inc, 218 River St, Haverhill, MA 01830.

BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR

Utilizing a shaft encoder/decoder that commands drive circuits for sequential stator coil activation, the type 3414 brushless dc motor achieves electronic commutation. It operates at up to 24 Vdc and requires only a single-ended power supply. Features include low emi characteristics, bidirectional operation, constant speed and current limit capabilities, and high torque to inertia ratio. Electric Indicator Co, Inc, 272 Main Ave, Norwalk, CT 06851.

NEW FN 30 SERIES OF POWERFUL LOW NOISE 30 mm DC MOTORS

Available in nine different combinations of motor length (41, 48 and 55 mm) and voltage (6, 12, 24 V) this new series features extremely low electrical noise, very high efficiency, long service life, smooth operation and low mechanical noise.

- Starting torques from 280 to 500 g-cm
- Maximum efficiency as high as 65% at 24 Volts.
- Varistor ring and high quality brush material.
- 7 Bar armature for smooth operation.
- Available with AC tach, gearheads and AMP 110 terminals.

For complete technical information:

Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Electronic Components Division
10 Nevada Drive,
Lake Success, L.I., N.Y. 11042
Tel. (516) 488-6700
Telex 96-1222
Cable - Canon USA LAKS

We’ll help you get a head (and stay ahead!)

Three typical Vikron magnetic heads that come equipped with total service. That simply means we’re not done helping you until you’re done needing help.

We deliver much more than quality magnetic heads!

Call or write for complete and free information.

VIKRON
(715) 483-3233
P.O. Box 737, 520 Blanding Woods Rd., St. Croix Falls, WI 54024
The MX-80. It not only does everything, it does everything well.

This is the new Epson MX-80 dot matrix printer. It does just about everything you could ask a printer to do. Quickly. Quietly. Reliably. In fact, for OEM installations, the MX-80 may be the single best, all-round printer you can buy. But that's not the best reason to buy it.

The MX-80 prints bidirectionally at 80 CPS in a user-defined choice of 40, 80, 66 or 132 columns. And if that's not fast enough, its logical seeking function minimizes print head travel time. The MX-80 prints 96 ASCII, 64 graphic and eight international characters with a tack-sharp 9x9 matrix. For a long time. Epson printers are known for reliability and the MX-80 is no exception. But that's not the best reason to buy it either.

The print head has a life expectancy of up to $100 \times 10^6$ characters, and when it wears out, just throw it away. A new one costs less than $30 and the only tool you need to change it is attached to the end of your arm. The MX-80 is compact, weighs only 12 lbs., and the whole unit, including the two stepper motors controlling carriage and paper feeding functions, is precisely controlled by an internal microprocessor. But even that isn't why you should specify the MX-80.

The best reason is this: because Epson makes more printers than anyone else in the world, we can afford to sell each one for a little less. So you can get one Epson MX-80 Printer for less than $650. And more than one for even less than that.

That's what we call a small price to pay for a printer that does everything well.
PRODUCTS

REAR MOUNT PANEL
LED INDICATOR ASSEMBLY

Consisting of separate lens and LED housing assembly, the panel mount LED indicator assembly snapmounts onto its lens from the rear of the panel. The 5400 series is available in red, green, or yellow and accommodates panel thicknesses of 0.0156 to 0.0938" (0.397 to 2.38 mm). Power requirement is 2 Vdc at 20 mA for a luminous intensity of 34 to 45 mcd, depending on color. The device requires a 0.3125" (0.8-cm) mounting hole. Industrial Devices, Inc., 7 Hudson Ave, Edgewater, NJ 07020.

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card

CARTRIDGE TAPE CONTROLLER

Utilizing bit-slice technology, the model 570 cartridge tape controller will support up to 68M bytes of tape storage on the DEC Q-bus. Resident on a quad-size board, the emulating controller provides software compatibility with operating systems having TM11/1U10 support. Additional features include data integrity verification and mixed tape drive capability. Xylogics, Inc., 42 Third Ave, Burlington, MA 01803.

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card

EPROM PROGRAMMER

Designed for programming 2704 or 2708 EPROMs, JE608 can also be connected to emulate 2704, 2708, or other compatible ROMs. Programming is achieved via instrument's internal RAMs and onboard hex keyboard or by copying program of previously programmed devices. Unit permits examination, change, and validation of program content. Microprocessor system development is enabled by ribbon cable connection from panel test socket to EPROM socket on microprocessor board. Unit comes as kit, or completely wired and tested. Jameco Electronics, 1355 Shoreway Rd, Belmont, CA 94002.

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card

S-D CONVERTER MODULE

Measuring 2.6 x 3.1 x 0.82" (6.60 x 7.87 x 2.08 cm) and designed for PCB mounting, SDC410C synchro to digital converter modules provide dc output voltage proportional to velocity, in addition to 10-, 12-, or 14-bit digital outputs. Synchro resolver inputs of 11.8 or 90 Vac, 400 Hz, or 90 Vac, 60 Hz, are converted into binary output angle representations accurate up to +4 min of arc (±1 x 10⁻¹ rad). Computer Conversions Corp, 6 Dunton Ct, East Northport, NY 11731.

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card

160-CONTACT LOW INSERTION FORCE CONNECTOR

Constructed to provide low contact resistance along with low insertion force, the KA160 PCB connector features 216 keying combinations and easily removable contacts. Contacts may be removed from the front and rear, facilitating motherboard and backplane repairs. The HypertacR contact is a hyperboloid-shaped sleeve available in crimp, wirewrap, and straight and right angle dip solder cup configurations. Hypertronics Corp, 2352 Main St, Acton, MA 01720.

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card

LED ILLUMINATED PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES

Available with red, yellow, or green LED light source and NO, NC, or 2-circuit configurations, the 913 series of pushbutton switches requires a max of 5 Vdc at 20 mA. Short travel momentary contact construction is used along with the long life and high efficiency provided by the LED illumination source. Designed for panel mounting, the switches provide high visibility. Dialight, 203 Harrison Pl, Brooklyn, NY 11237.

Circle 266 on Inquiry Card

PDP-11 COMPATIBLE CONTROLLERS AND PRINTERS

LPC-11 line of controllers and line printers provides 300 to 1200 lines/min and is plug compatible with PDP-11/04 through VAX-11/780 minicomputers. Controllers are compatible with the Unibus and occupy one quad slot in the system backplane. They are transparent to RSX-11, IAS, RSTS, DMS-11, and RT-11 operating systems; no reprogramming is required. Parallel char data transfer rate is 66.8 kHz. 64-char ASCII char sets are std, with 96-char or foreign language sets optional. BDS Computer Corp, 1120 Crane St, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

Circle 263 on Inquiry Card

RS-449 DATA CABLES

Cable assemblies meeting full RS-449 specs provide a capacitance of 10 to 13 pF/ft (33 to 43 pF/m) in the 37-conductor configuration. Construction consists of 18 twisted pairs and 1 single AWG 24 stranded tinned copper conductor covered by an overall aluminum foil and mylar shield, with a single AWG 24 drain wire. Both screw locks or RS-449 special mounting clips can be supplied. Kertech Corp, 10 Babson Park Ave, Babson Park, MA 02157.
If you’ve taken a shine to Shugart, you’re in luck.

Specifying Shugart means you’re also specifying Remex. We’re your alternate source for fast, volume delivery.

Remex single and dual-headed drives, single or double density, are physically and electrically compatible to Shugart SA850R/851R units. So you can switch over to Remex without re-design.

Our drives are also available packaged two drives to a Remex subsystem, in the head/density combination you specify and with their own dc power supply. The subsystem includes rack-mountable guide rails. Just slide it into your system, plug it in and go. Even your operating manuals remain unchanged.

What’s more, Remex has solved the dual-head media wear problem for good with a new, improved head and carriage assembly.

So remember this: If the Shugart fits, Remex fits, too.

Call today for more details or to get your order rolling. Ex-Cell-O Corporation, Remex Division, 1733 East Alton Street, Irvine, CA 92713. (714) 957-0039 TWX: 910-595-1715

Ex-Cell-O Corporation
REMEX DIVISION

CIRCLE 151 ON INQUIRY CARD
**PRODUCTS**

**CRT MODULES**

Video interface and video memory modules provide from 12- to 80-charline and 6- to 25-line format, full u/c ASCII char, and up to 64 custom graphic symbols per memory module. Intended to operate with the PC400 programmable controller, the module provides a data rate of 15,750 charls, and cursor location, size, and blink rate are user programmable. Giddings & Lewis Electronics, 142 Doty St, Fond du Lac, WI 54935.

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card

**0.5" RECTANGULAR LED INDICATORS**

Series CM4-65 red LEDs feature a 0.5 x 0.25″ (1.27 x 0.64-cm) lighted area with a wide viewing angle because of the combination of 2 LED chip outputs in each unit. Twin LEDs can be lighted independently or simultaneously and typical operation is 2.0 Vdc at 20 mA. A 400-ns switching time allows multiplexing. Max power dissipation is 200 mW and operating range is –40 to 85 °C. General Instrument Corp, Lamp Div, 4433 Ravenwood Ave, Chicago, IL 60640.

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card

**PROTECTED INTERCONNECTION HEADERS**

A line of 0.1 x 0.1" (0.254 x 0.254-cm) pin matrix protected headers for board to cable interconnections offers 9 sizes and 3 configurations. Designed in straight, right angle, and wirewrap types, header sizes range from 10 to 60 pins. All headers are available with or without lock/ejector hooks. Contact material is selectively plated phosphor-bronze. AP Products, Inc, 1359 W Jackson St, Painesville, OH 44077.

Circle 270 on Inquiry Card

**SMART CRT TERMINAL**

Model 930 features a 25th status and message line, 22 programmable function keys, expandable definable data, split screen, 13 special char, and sophisticated printer controls. Printer controls allow an operator to move data through the printer via the CRT, talk to host computer via CRT, or move data from host to printer. An operator can use CRT at same time the system is printing. Heart of the unit is MOS Technology's 6502 microprocessor. Televideo, Inc, 2149 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card

**ADC SYSTEMS**

Including all interface circuits and functions necessary to operate with H-P 1000 series computer systems, GM/PL series units have conversion rates as high as 500 kHz and resolution and corresponding accuracy as high as 15 bits. Compatible with computers using std HP 93596L interface option, they provide DMA operation via the pacer and high speed pacer modes and programmed I/O via the non-pacer mode. TTL compatible signals include pacer mode clock, enable functions, STC commands, and control words for channel selection. Preston Scientific, Inc, 805 E Cerritos Ave, Anaheim, CA 92805.

Circle 272 on Inquiry Card

**BI-PIN LED PACKAGE**

Wide viewing angle LEDy Bug® lamps, now available in the common bi-pin package, come with or without built-in resistors for drive voltage selection. High brightness LB202 and LB203 series lamps come in either red, amber or green, and can be driven by 2.4 to 28 V depending on model. LB202 is for mounting in std BPS-1 socket; LB203 is designed for soldering in place. More than 180° viewing angle is achieved by use of flat topped cylindrical fresnel lens. Data Display Products, 303 N Oak St, Inglewood, CA 90302.

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card

**DISC/TAPE STORAGE SUBSYSTEM**

A storage subsystem, consisting of an 8" (20.3-cm) Winchester disc, cartridge tape, and LSI-11 Q-bus DMA interface, features a dual port I/O processor capable of interfacing up to 8 Winchester drives and 8 0.25″ (6.35-cm) tape cartridge drives. The Compact Storage System 11 includes 32k bytes of RAM, 10M- to 20M-byte disc capacity, and 13.8M-byte tape cartridge. United States Design Corp, 100 Severn Ave, Ste 102, Annapolis, MD 21403.

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card

**HARD DISC CONTROLLER**

SM/5 controller for drives with standard storage module (SMD) interface consists of 2 S-100 boards. Adaptation to specific drive is accomplished by changing the I/O driver software. Testing of the controller is simplified by fault isolation software run on the host computer. The unit's custom microprogrammable processor controls data transfers. Custom microcode is stored in writable control memory. The controller uses 256-byte sector format and has full sector buffer. XCOMP, Inc, 9915A Businesspark Ave, San Diego, CA 92131.

Circle 269 on Inquiry Card

**I/O CONNECTOR**

Series 6900 unprotected header connector is designed for simple installation on logic pannels, PCBs, and backplanes. A high precision 1-piece molded header featuring 0.025" (0.65-mm) sq posts, device has an insulator that facilitates automatic pin loading and selective cutting of long strips to desired pin configuration. Selective gold plating of contact area cuts costs. Interconnection portion of post is selectively plated with 0.254, 0.508, or 0.762 µm of gold. Stanford Applied Engineering, Inc, 340 Martin Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95050.

Circle 275 on Inquiry Card
Digi-Data's Best Customers Have Switched From the Competition...

Here's Why:

- They can depend on Digi-Data's product performance and reliability, assured by clean, simple design and proven in over 10,000 installations.
- They choose from 192 recorder models to get the speed, format and reel size to meet their every need.
- They receive guaranteed industry compatibility at the transport, formatter and computer levels.
- And, they always pay less.

DIGI-DATA CORPORATION
8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup, MD 20794
(301) 498-0200
...First In Value
EPROM PROGRAMMER THAT SOLVES YOUR PROBLEM

PROBLEM: Development delays caused by a bottleneck at the EPROM Programmer!!

SOLUTION: Buy several low cost stand alone EPROM Programmers.

7 SERIES EPROM PROGRAMMERS

Standard Features
- RS-232C Interface
- Completely Self-contained
- Read Only Master Socket
- Alpha Numeric Display
- Data Entry Keyboard
- Merge and Edit Capability

Models Available for All Industry Standard EPROMs

Starting At
$695

CIRCLE 174 ON INQUIRY CARD

LOW PROFILE LOCK AND EJECT HEADERS

Header series BLUE MACS® is available with right angle straight soldertail contacts for use with 0.062" (1.57-mm) and 1.25" (3.18-mm) thick PCBs and in right angle and straight wrap post tail configurations. Locking ears eliminate possibility of unintentional disengagements. Ejector ear design eliminates stress at cable/connector and header/PCB solder joint areas in disconnect/reconnect actions. Full line is available in 11 contact sizes from 10 to 60 and in a variety of pin layouts.

T&B/Ansayle Corp, 3208 Humboldt St, Los Angeles, CA 90031.
Circle 276 on Inquiry Card

HEAT SINK EXTRUSION WITH SLIDE CHANNEL

Material can be used as a cabinet back panel, rack support, or sliding rack. Extrusion 2046 has 2 0.125" (0.3-cm) high slide channels to enable a variety of mountings. It weighs 3.94 lb/ft (0.6 kg/cm) and has a heat dissipating surface of 57.38 in²/in (145 cm²/cm). The heat sink extrusion, made of 6063-T5 aluminum, is 7.3" (18.5 cm) wide with overall height of 1.25" (3.2 cm). It has 21 evenly spaced fins of 1" (2.54 cm) height, with thermal resistance of 1.7 °C/W per 3" (7.6-cm) section. AHAM tor, 27901 Front Street, Rancho California, CA 92390.

CIRCLE 277 ON INQUIRY CARD

DOT MATRIX IMPACT PRINTER

Full 96-char ASCII set, u/lc char, and 40 and 80 char línea are featured in the model DIP-81 data impact printer. Either 7 x 7 or expanded 14 x 7 matrix capability is included along with 100-char/s bidirectional printing. The unit measures 17 x 9.75 x 3.5" (43.2 x 24.8 x 8.9 cm) and includes Centronics type parallel interface, with RS-232-C or 20-mA current loop optional. DIP, Inc, 121 Beach St, Boston, MA 02111.

Circle 278 on Inquiry Card

NOISE SUPPRESSION INTERFACE MODULE

Designed as a noise suppression and ground isolation interface module between RS-232-C DCE/DTE devices, the OPT0232 handles from 2 to 16 signal/data lines as well as both signal and protective ground lines. 6N139 type op­toisolators provide 1500 V of isolation for individual unidirectional signal/data lines, each of which can support transmission rates of 40k bits/s. Interface of Illinois, 9020 Niles Center Rd, Skokie, IL 60076.

Circle 279 on Inquiry Card

P/ROM PROGRAMMABLE CAPACITANCE KEYBOARD

Capacitance operated switching, N-key rollover, and operation from a single 5-Vdc supply are features of the MPNK-100 microprocessor keyboard. The onboard microprocessor functions with 2 512 x 4 P/ROMs, and the same PCB accommodates both P/ROMs and masked ROM applications. Intended for operation in word processing, prototyping, data entry, and custom use, the keyboard operates in 5 modes. Amkey, Inc, 7 Andover St, Andover, MA 01810.

Circle 280 on Inquiry Card
Our computers and modules wear hardhats

While others modified their existing general purpose computers to try to do factory work, we specially designed a full line of modules and microcomputer packages for rugged "hardhat" plant environments.

On Line, On the Firing Line - Full Time

The reason our customers want to hang computers such as RacPac right at the job is simple. The computer functions are more reliable when the microcomputer puts on a hardhat and goes right out on the job. Also, it puts the controls of the machine and the information with the operator for more efficient operation and maintenance.

In a manner of speaking, our computers do wear hardhats. We don't want our industrial computers going out in the plant looking like bankers. They're engineered to withstand the industrial environment—dust, dirt, vibration and wide temperature variations.

Shake and Bake. It isn't for chickens.

Most general purpose computers are tested prior to shipment. But test specifications vary widely. In fact, many marginal component flaws that may show up in a hostile plant, may not be discovered during typical general purpose tests.

But, the plant environment requires tougher components. That's why we test to industrial specifications.

We test components when they arrive. Then we test during and after assembly. Finally, every assembly is exposed to "Shake and Bake." We vibrate products more and expose them to higher heat. Then we subject them to more power cycles. They get the same rough treatment they'll get in your plant. If something is going to fail, we want it to fail here in our plant, so that it doesn't shut down your plant.

Wide Variety of Modules

There are over 20,000 XYCOM microcomputers working around the world, covering virtually every conceivable industrial application. We have a wide variety of modules readily available to quickly solve your unique application — sensors, resolvers, process loops, A.C. motors or almost any other industrial control application. So, we probably have the modules to solve an OEM or Integrator problem now—faster, better, and more cost effectively.

One Stop Shopping

XYCOM takes you a step closer. We supply all the tools you need (module level, package level, software, documentation) to interface our computers with your equipment.

So, give us a call and see how quickly XYCOM can help solve your problem.

Formerly PCS
PO. Box 984
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

(313) 429-4970 TWX: 810-223-8153

THE HARDHAT COMPUTER PEOPLE
A big week for small computer specialists

The sixth Minicomputer/Microcomputer Conference and Exposition will be held in Brooks Hall and San Francisco Civic Auditorium, October 14-16.

Everything that's new and significant about small computers and systems will be on display on Mini/Micro's show floor and reviewed by experts in the Civic's four spacious auditoriums.

And there are some important extras! The Association of Computer Programmers and Analysts will hold its 10th anniversary conference just preceding Mini/Micro (call (800) 556-6882 for full details) and U.S.U.S. (the UCSD system users' society) will meet for three days during and following Mini/Micro. There will also be a day-long, Introduction to Pascal seminar. Mini/Micro's professional program, previewed below, offers 60 hours of up-to-the-minute information in 24 half-day sessions.

Mark your calendar now, and use the coupon to request the Mini/Micro detailed preview program, available September 1.
ENGLAND KNOWS TOSHIBA DELIVERS
14 MILLION 16K DYNAMIC RAMs A YEAR.

In England it's no secret that Toshiba delivers. More than a million 4116-type 16K Dynamic RAMs every month. In all three speeds: 150, 200 and 250 nanoseconds. And with all that volume, our actual customer rejection is less than 1/10 of 1%! Much less. That's documented quality. Toshiba quality. They know all about it in England. All around the world, in fact. You can find out, too. Just give us a call.*

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
People around the world have fond memories of us.

*Ask for our Memory and Microprocessor Product Guide while you're at it. We'll be happy to send you a copy.
Toshiba America, Inc., 2151 Michelson Drive, Suite 190, Irvine, CA 92718 (714) 955-1155
CIRCLE 156 ON INQUIRY CARD
### LITERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOS/LSI Devices</th>
<th>Network Support Systems</th>
<th>Power Semiconductor Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape and Disc Drives And Formatters</th>
<th>Microprocessor Compatible 12-Bit A-D Converters</th>
<th>Analog, Digital, And Microprocessor ICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knobs and Accessories</th>
<th>Digital Plotter</th>
<th>Fiber Optic Cables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Included in catalog are photos, dimensional drawings, color coded guide to 5 separate size series, and section on special hardware, as well as metric conversion table. <em>Power Dynamics, Inc</em> , South Orange, NJ. Circle 310 on Inquiry Card.</td>
<td>Driver programs in BASIC and interfacing and programming instructions are offered in 3 illustrated bulletins describing use of HI FLY® DMP-30® with Apple II® FM, PET® TM, and TRS-80® personal computers. <em>Houston Instrument</em>, Austin, Tex. Circle 316 on Inquiry Card.</td>
<td>Brochure contains discussion of capabilities, matrix showing comparison with 6 conventional coaxial cables, selection guide, and photos. <em>Brand-Rex Co</em>, Willimantic, Conn. Circle 315 on Inquiry Card.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotary Solenoids</th>
<th>Electrostatic Systems And Components</th>
<th>Data Conversion Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Circuit Analyzer</th>
<th>Modem Sharer</th>
<th>Microprocessor Controlled Dot Matrix Printers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrostatic Systems And Components</th>
<th>Data Conversion Components</th>
<th>Network Management Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Semiconductor Devices</th>
<th>Analog, Digital, And Microprocessor ICs</th>
<th>Fiber Optic Cables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microprocessor Controlled Dot Matrix Printers</th>
<th>Power Semiconductor Devices</th>
<th>Analog, Digital, And Microprocessor ICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber Optic Cables</th>
<th>Digital Plotter</th>
<th>Rotary Solenoids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
SYN/ASYN I/O

STANDARD with ‘S’ series

Designed for
SYSTEMS
HOUSES
and
OEMs
requiring special protocols

NOW AVAILABLE
P4 or P42 Phospher (Green)
RS170 Composite Video Option
Custom Emulators
Up to 40 Function Keys
Up to 12K RAM
Auxiliary and Printer Ports

Call for applications assistance
and delivery
TOLL FREE (800) 453-9454

BEEHIVE INTERNATIONAL
"A proven competitive manufacturer of smart terminals"

CIRCLE 157 ON INQUIRY CARD
## LITERATURE

### Matrix Switching Systems
Illustrated brochure lists features of 3000 series for use with IBM and IBM plug compatible peripherals and provides configurations and specs for 3901/1617 systems and 3934 remote channel activator. **T-Bar Inc**, Wilton, Conn.  Circle 318 on Inquiry Card

### Fire Fighting Agent
**BCFR** Halon 1211, used in portable extinguishers and suitable for protection of electronic equipment against class A, B, and C fires, is illustrated and described in brochure. **ICI Americas Inc**, Wilmington, Del.  Circle 319 on Inquiry Card

### Membrane Switch Keyboards
Illustrated brochure comparing 3 touch-panel families includes specs and discussion of design, construction, operation, application, design options, and standard switch panels. **Oak Technology Inc, Switch Div,** Crystal Lake, Ill.  Circle 320 on Inquiry Card

### Small Angle Stepping Motors
Catalog comprises specs and selection chart for 38 models with angles of 1.8°, 2°, and 5° in frame sizes 23, 34, and 42, with torque range from 30 to 2000 oz-in (0.2 to 41 N.m). **Astrosyn America Inc**, Van Nuys, Calif.  Circle 321 on Inquiry Card

### Data Communications Devices
Catalog describes 3 limited distance modems, modem eliminator, and sharing unit in 6000 series and provides photos and tables of operating distances in miles. **International Data Sciences, Inc**, Lincoln, RI.  Circle 322 on Inquiry Card

### Voltage Regulation and Isolation Devices
Catalog with photos, graphs, and performance curves includes models for 50-Hz power systems and details features like protection against extreme fluctuations and noise filtering capabilities. **Frequency Technology, Inc, TDC Div,** Littleton, Mass.  Circle 324 on Inquiry Card

### 8-Bit Video D-A Converters
Bulletin discusses use of MPS308 and MPS318 in video and graphic display applications and supplies list of features, block diagrams, specs, operating details, outline dimensions, and glossary of terms. **Analogic Corp,** Wakefield, Mass.  Circle 325 on Inquiry Card

### Keyboard Switches and Keytops
Found in catalog featuring series T.5, 138, and 142, leveling devices, and lighted switch lenses are photos, specs, dimensional drawings, PC board layouts, and mounting requirements. **Mechanical Enterprises, Inc,** Springfield, Va.  Circle 326 on Inquiry Card

### Solid State Dedicated Programmable Timer
Features and functional controls are listed and modular concept and factory programmable PROMs explained in brochure supplying photos and block diagrams. **Electro Corp,** Springfield, NJ.  Circle 327 on Inquiry Card

### 3-mm Miniature RF Connectors
Photos, specs, dimensional drawings, and mounting and assembly tooling information are provided in catalog highlighting hermetically sealed units. **Sealectro Corp,** Mamaroneck, NY.  Circle 328 on Inquiry Card

### Synchro and Resolver to Digital Converters
Summarized in selection guide with photos are performance data and physical characteristics of single- and 2-speed, and multiplexed units and models ranging from 1.5 to 125 VA. **Control Sciences, Inc,** Chatsworth, Calif.  Circle 330 on Inquiry Card

### Portable Oscilloscopes
Bulletin supplies descriptions, photos, and specs for dual-trace, true dual-beam, and digital storage scopes, together with output options and model and accessory list. **Goold Inc, Instruments Div,** Cleveland, Ohio.  Circle 331 on Inquiry Card

### 1/2" Streaming Tape Drive
Outline of comparative advantages for minicomputers, comparison of leading memory technologies, and selection and applications data are found in brochure. **Cipher Data Products, Inc,** San Diego, Calif.  Circle 332 on Inquiry Card

### Luminous Gas Discharge Displays
Brochure lists applications and features of 50- and 80-mm devices and includes electrical and mechanical specs and circuit diagrams. **Boston Electronics Corp,** Brookline, Mass.  Circle 333 on Inquiry Card

### 10M- and 20M-Byte Streaming Magnetic Tape Drives

### Microprocessor Crystals
Found in pamphlet describing standard quartz crystals from 1 to 48 MHz and custom crystals from 1 to 100 MHz are dimensional drawings of holder types, photo, specs, and electrical characteristics. **Bomar Crystal Co,** Middlesex, NJ.  Circle 323 on Inquiry Card

### Electronic Components
Dimensional drawings, specs, and photos are incorporated in catalog describing ceramic disc and monolithic capacitors, rotary, touch, key, and pushbutton switches, and thick film circuits. **Centralab, Inc, A North American Philips Co,** Milwaukee, Wis.  Circle 329 on Inquiry Card

### Bus Compatible Boards
Features of CPUs, RAMs, ROMs, EPROMs, I/Os, analog devices, and backplanes, with names, addresses, and phone numbers of vendors, are listed in **PUB-MR2 Multibus Market Report.** Available for $17.00 (prepaid) from **Perfect Information Associates,** PO Box 2751, Woburn, MA 01888.
Every once in a while some designer finds a spot in a new machine for a sensor, a pushbutton or a keyboard, and none of the 50,000 devices we make will fit. It's always something.

Considering the number of products we make, you'd think we could satisfy all of the people who design machines like computers and copiers.

But no.

Every once in a while, someone still comes up with an idea that our products don't quite fit.

Naturally, we do everything we can to help. Which happens to be a lot considering the years of experience we have in the switching business.

You see, one of the reasons we have so many sensors and manual controls in the first place is because people have always come to us with design problems. And they've usually resulted in new products, Which become part of our product line.

So when you come to us with some new idea, we're in a good position to modify an existing product for you.

Especially if you call us when you're starting a new project.

That way, you get our nearly 50 years' experience helping customers solve design problems.

Experience that includes the human factors engineering that makes our pushbuttons easier for people to use. And the Hall effect technology that makes our solid state sensors the most accurate you can buy.

So, if you have a design problem that's been bothering you, call us at 815-235-6600. Or write MICRO SWITCH, The Sensor Consultants, Freeport, Illinois 61032.

Visit our booth #1565-71 at WESCON
HERMETIC DIGITAL

DElAY-LINE

- Hermetic, metal 14-pin DIP (870'L x 496'W x 250'D)
- 50ns-250ns Delays (ten 10% taps)
- ± 5% Total Delay Accuracy
- 4ns Rise Time
- Schottky Buffered 1/0
- Thick Film Hybrid
- Pin for Pin Compatible with other leading manufacturer

Ideal for dynamic RAM timing in Commercial and Military equipment the HY5010 is the newest product from the delay-line experts. Call today for more information.

hytek (408) 358-1991
microsystems incorporated
16780 LARK AVENUE
LOS GATOS, CA 95030

Get more reliability with less effort with new double treat foil from Gould.

TC/TC™ double treated copper foil is used in the manufacturing of the copper clad inner layers of high density multilayer printed circuit boards. TC/TC double treated foil eliminates the need for the oxide treatments currently in use. The foil is uniformly treated on both drum and matte sides with a TC treatment to enhance the bonding strength. That saves additional manufacturing steps, expenditures and pollution control costs.

Add an extra dimension of reliability to the circuit boards you design. Specify TC/TC double treated copper foil from Gould.

For more information, write Mr. Frank Zutz, U.S. Marketing Manager, Gould Inc., Foil Division, 17000 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44110.
Look over our resume.

If you want to start at the state of the art, and move ahead from there—

Better make sure the place you go to work in the Eighties has a record of reaching beyond the ordinary.

We have.

Join us, and you'll be welcome to use everything we know.


We will pay you well, and advance you far and fast, if you can start—and not stop—at the present limits of our knowledge.

Item: We invented 3-D electronically scanned radar in the Fifties. Nowadays we make radar that can spot an artillery shell in mid-air and tell—before the shell lands—where it was fired from.

Item: We have become the world's leading developer of electronic air defense systems on a national scale and larger. (Our system for NATO stretches from Norway to Turkey!)

In the process, we have learned a bundle about computers, integration of multiple sensors, communication . . .

And you can use our discoveries to help you make some of your own.

Our company has a $4.5 billion dollar backlog—more than 1,500 high-technology projects. Many of the most challenging are here, at Hughes Ground Systems in Southern California's easy living Orange County.

If you are an electronic engineer, computer science graduate, mechanical engineer, mathematician, or physicist, we need you and your imagination.

Make us a job offer.

Now that you've read a couple of our credentials, please send us your own resume. Tell us what you've been doing lately, and what you'd like to be doing soon.

We think we have the combination of salary, outstanding benefits, and second-to-none education assistance to keep you content, while you help keep us in the forefront of one of our electronics specialties.

Address that resume of yours to:

Hughes Aircraft Company
Ground Systems Group
Professional Employment
Dept. DC-9
1901 W. Malvern Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92634

Developed at G.S.G. (L to R): I.P.D./T.A.S.
Improved Point Defense/Target Acquisition System for use with shipboard missile and gun fire control systems against anti-ship cruise missiles.

Radar Operations Cabin,
For the surveillance and determination of proper retaliatory weapons selection.
Improved SPA-72,
Shipboard antenna system provides long range surveillance of enemy aircraft.

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
GROUND SYSTEMS
U.S. citizenship required
Equal Opportunity M/F/HC Employer

CIRCLE 161 ON INQUIRY CARD
PHI-DECK®
Cassette Transports
• Fully remote controllable • Four-motor design • Cast chassis

New Phi-Deck Electronics
• Motion Control . . . Minimum complexity, Maximum performance.
• Digital . . . . Read/Write and Motion Control on one board. Recording density to 1600 FRPI.
• Analog . . . . Two channel Record/Play and Motion Control on one board.

Write or call for information on our specialty priced Design Kits and OEM Modules featuring PHI-DECK electronics.
4605 N. Slies P.O. Box 18209 (405) 521-9000 Oklahoma City, OK 73154 TWX: 910-831-3286
Taking a "Time Machine" approach to WWMCCS

For sheer size and complexity, you couldn't want a more formidable professional challenge than WWMCCS. It envelops the globe and bookends the electromagnetic spectrum from ELF to SHF (up to 40 Gigahertz or more)!

And WWMCCS is a system in motion. Twenty-four hours of every day, every day of the year, this amazing network must rapidly and reliably link all our strategic forces, wherever they may be, to the National Military Command Center.

CSC's assignment is to move this enormous, multidimensional system from the "Analog Age" into the all-digital future... WITHOUT SKIPPING A BEAT!

If you join the WWMCCS operation at the CSC Systems Division, you will be continuously challenged to apply new technology to fulfill ever more rigorous requirements for rapid, survivable, easily controlled communications to and from the Strategic Forces... and to merge all elements ultimately into one, totally integrated, all digital communications network.

Whether it's for WWMCCS, or one of the many other systems programs underway here, your communications systems or software systems engineering skills will find themselves in great demand at Systems Division.

Here are some critical areas of need:

- Spread Spectrum Communications
- Digital Communications Systems
- Data Networks & Protocols
- System Control □ Real-Time Systems
- Hardware/Software Interface
- Management & Planning
- Software Verification & Validation
- Message Switching
- Satellite Communications
- Transmission & Communications Processing □ Interoperability
- Systems Testing
- Hardware Requirement Analysis
- Systems Acquisition
- Training: Plans & Evaluation

IBM SYSTEMS ARCHITECTS PLEASE NOTE:
We have begun an aggressive search for those experienced with IBM 360/370 and 3000/4000 series hardware and software. Also, systems architects including an IBM systems network architect with experience in systems benchmarking.

Please contact us if you have experience designing overall systems architectures using IBM products, COBOL, ALC (under MVS), IMS, and CICS.

For a prompt response, mail your resume in full confidence to
The Director of Professional Staffing, MC/218-HV.

The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.

CIRCLE 164 ON INQUIRY CARD
Low cost crystal clock oscillators for timing sources

Ideal for use as clock generators and timing sources where size, cost, performance and reliability are important.

- Hybrid circuit packaging techniques provide excellent reliability at competitive prices.
- Frequency range from 250KHz to 40 MHz
- Seated height only 0.200 inches
- Occupies only 0.815” X 0.515” on PC board
- Operated from +5 volt supply
- TTL compatible
- Frequency stability ±0.01% over their specified operating range
- Hermetically sealed, 100% leak tested to MIL-STD 883A and solvent resistant.

BULOVA ELECTRONIC DIVISION
Bulova Watch Co., Inc.
61-20 Woodside Ave.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
(212) 335-6000

THE SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET IN THE U.S.

The U.S. semiconductor industry can look forward to enormous new business opportunities as it enters the 1980’s. Except for a possible temporary slowdown during the final months of 1979 and into early 1980, the industry is expected to grow to new heights. Total shipments by U.S. companies to the world marketplace will move from $4.8 billion in 1978 to over $9.5 billion in 1985.

Frost & Sullivan has completed a 201-page report in the U.S. semiconductor market analyzing and forecasting semiconductor product and end-user sales through 1985 by U.S. companies to worldwide markets.

Price: $900.00. Send your check or we will bill you. For free descriptive literature, plus a detailed Table of Contents, contact:

FROST & SULLIVAN
106 Fulton Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 233-1080

CD SALES OFFICES

HOME OFFICE
V.P., MARKETING
Ronald W. Evans
11 Goldsmith St.
Littleton, MA 01640
(617) 486-8944

NEW ENGLAND AND
UPSTATE NEW YORK
CALDWELL ENTERPRISES, INC.
Lindsay H. Caldwell
129 Cedar Hill Rd.
East Dennis, MA 02641
(617) 385-2533

LONG ISLAND AND
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
STATES
CALDWELL ENTERPRISES, INC.
Richard V. Busch
6 Douglass Dr., R.D. #4
Princeton, N.J. 08540
(201) 329-2424

SOUTHEASTERN
STATES
COLLINSON, HOLMES & ASSOC., INC.
Newton B. Collinson, III
Anthony C. Marmon
4315 Cowan Rd.
Tucker, GA 30084
(404) 939-8391
(800) 241-9461

MIDWESTERN
STATES
Berry Conner, Jr.
88 West Schiller St.
Suite 2208
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 266-0008

WESTERN STATES
AND TEXAS
BUCKLEY/BORIS
ASSOC., INC.
Terry Buckley
Tom Boris
22136 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(213) 999-5721
(714) 957-2552

THE SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET IN THE U.S.

The U.S. semiconductor industry can look forward to enormous new business opportunities as it enters the 1980’s. Except for a possible temporary slowdown during the final months of 1979 and into early 1980, the industry is expected to grow to new heights. Total shipments by U.S. companies to the world marketplace will move from $4.8 billion in 1978 to over $9.5 billion in 1985.

Frost & Sullivan has completed a 201-page report in the U.S. semiconductor market analyzing and forecasting semiconductor product and end-user sales through 1985 by U.S. companies to worldwide markets.

Price: $900.00. Send your check or we will bill you. For free descriptive literature, plus a detailed Table of Contents, contact:

FROST & SULLIVAN
106 Fulton Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 233-1080
The plotter size & speed you need, complete with microprocessor based controller

The CPS Digital Plotting System allows you to select the plotter size and speed most suited for your specific application and combine it with a microprocessor based plotter controller for optimum digital plotting — whether online or remote.

Speeds for the plotters on the CPS Systems range from 300 to 2000 steps/second and plotting surfaces are available from 11" to 42" wide.

The plotter controller utilizes a microprocessor to provide automatic detection and correction of transmission errors, local and remote.

High or low speed, high or low resolution, wide or narrow plotting surface ... whatever your plotting needs may be, there's a CPS System tailored to meet them, at a price to fit your budget.

For complete information on the new CPS Digital Plotting Systems, call or write Houston Instrument, One Houston Square, Austin, Texas 78753. (512) 837-2820. For rush literature requests or sales office in-formation, persons outside Texas call toll free 1-800-531-5205. In Europe contact Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 8 8240 Gistel Belgium, phone (059) 27 74 45.

*U.S. Domestic Price Only
*Registered Trademark of Houston Instrument

Visit us at WESCON booths 2330, 2332, & 2336
Ask Ramtek.

(Nobody knows more about Colorgraphics.)

How can a graphics display system save software development time?

By giving you everything you need to start applications programming.

The Ramtek 9400 puts you in the picture fast. We've already solved your graphics problems in the 9400 so you can get your application on line without waiting for—or spending money on—needless systems software development.

The 9400 puts you in total control. Monitor the situation in real time. Reduce an extremely large or complex picture for a quick look or enlarge portions of it for a closer one without distorting line thickness, texture or character size. At the same time, the 9400 automatically displays the appropriate detail so the picture is always clearly understood.

Need to interact with the picture? Our exclusive entity detection feature lets you identify objects that are pointed out on the screen. Whether a single line or a complex object, let the 9400 find and identify them to the host computer.

Need high resolution or fast response? The 9400 offers a wide range of resolutions up to 1280 X 1024 picture elements in full color. System throughput of over 16,000 vectors per second permits multi-channel operation without sacrificing response time. The bright TV-like picture makes it easy to use in normal room lighting.

For more information on the 9400 and Ramtek monitors and accessories, write: Ramtek, 2211 Lawson Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Or call your nearest Ramtek office.

How much can graphics do? To find out more about the power of full color interactive graphics, request the booklet "Sophisticated Graphics for Control Systems." It's Issue Number 3 of Ramtek's "USE OUR EXPERIENCE" Series.

Ramtek
Our Experience Shows.

REGIONAL OFFICES: Santa Clara, CA (408) 988-2211, Newport Beach, CA (714) 979-5351, Seattle, WA (206) 838-5106, Albuquerque, NM (505) 864-3557, Dallas, TX (214) 422-2200, Maitland, FL (305) 645-0780, Huntsville, AL (205) 837-7000, Chicago, IL (312) 397-2279, Cleveland, OH (216) 464-4053, Washington, DC (301) 656-0350, Metropolitan NY (201) 238-2090, Boston, MA (617) 273-4590, The Netherlands 31 2968 5056.
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